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Introduction

The preceding two books in this series present academicians' insights into and
understanding of hedging and speculation and the empirical bases of those
insights. The perspective of this volume is unique: hedgers describing their
own activities. No small part of early researchers' access to hedgers was the
series of symposiums sponsored annually by the Chicago Board of Trade in
the 1950's, and somewhat less frequently in the 1960's. These symposiums
were organized primarily to provide a forum for traders to describe how and
why they use futures. As such, they contained a wealth of information on
actual trading practices by key industry groups. The papers were informal,
each speaker describing key aspects of his firm's use of futures markets. The
discussions which followed these descriptions examined major points raised
in the papers and often added further insight into hedging practices. Portions
of these discussions are also included here.
The reports of these seminars have been long out of print and unavailable to
many researchers. The uniqueness of perspective these symposium papers
provide dictated a decision to reprint a selected group of them, in spite of the
rather dated context of many of the examples.
Five papers have been added to this collection of hedger viewpoints. Two of
these additions provide a more current view of industry hedging practices. In
their update, they serve to confirm the importance of the fundamentals
presented in the early papers. The remaining three papers discuss from a more
general view the critical importance of hedging to futures markets, both in
their survival and in their development.
Taken together, the papers in this volume will provide an understanding of
fundamental uses of futures markets by industry groups. Recently, the
Chicago Board of Trade again held a symposium in which traders described
current uses of futures markets. The proceedings of this Industry Research
Seminar will be available as Futures Trading Seminar, Volume V. With the
older, fundamental papers and the continuing new contributions, a variety of
case studies is now accumulating in the literature. Once again researchers and
teachers will have access to the descriptions of uses of futures markets by a
variety of industry groups.
Before turning to the readings, it is important to have a clear understanding of
what is meant by hedging. What distinguishes hedgers from speculators?
Broadly speaking, a position in a futures market is a hedge position if it may
be viewed as a substitute, albeit normally temporary, for an intended cash
transaction. The advantage of this definition is its generality. It clearly
establishes that hedgers are futures participants who also deal with the cash
commodity. This definition covers a variety of specific hedging practices
including inventory hedging, anticipatory hedging, cross-hedging, processor
hedging, and forward-order hedging. However, its generality in definition
masks the variety of individual motivations in executing the different kinds of
hedges.The papers included here provide insights into these varied
motivations for specific hedging practices.
The first chapter serves to introduce concerns fundamental to all hedging
practices, the importance of the basis and basis changes. The meaning and
importance of the basis is established through examples and discussion from
the first two papers by Weiss. Wilson's paper contributes a somewhat more
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general discussion of grain pricing and an introduction to long hedging. The
next two papers concentrate on determinants of basis prices. Lessing
describes key features of the transportation system which effect local bases
while Hieronymus provides evidence and analysis of these differences and
patterns. In the final paper in this group, Dierks provides a current
perspective on these hedging fundamentals.
The papers in the second and third chapters focus on how and why farmers
and elevator operators use futures markets. Hieronymus' paper is unique in
the futures literature in its discussion of farmer hedging alternatives. Actual
farmer use of futures markets has been limited; the discussion there provides
some indications of why. The remaining papers in these two chapters return to
discussion of the principles of hedging stocks of commodities. They are from
the perspective of country elevator operators, country merchants, and
terminal elevator operators and provide examples of both the usefulness of
and the difficulties of hedging. There is repetition among these papers. Each,
however, describes a unique situation or set of problems created by his
situation and therefore adds to our understanding of industry practices.
Clearly emerging from these papers is the proposition that hedging does not
eliminate all risk nor does it guarantee profits.
The papers in the next two chapters examine the role of futures markets in the
processing of agricultural commodities. The fourth chapter deals with flour
millers while the fifth chapter contains viewpoints from soybean processors.
In moving from primarily a storage function (country and terminal elevators)
to a processing function, the role futures perform changes. Looking first at the
flour millers, the reader finds that millers are often net short the cash wheat.
That is, they characteristically make forward flour sales without necessarily
having the actual wheat in store. English describes the process for a typical
order in his paper. Bean provides another example and isolates factors of key
importance in the hedging decision. In the final paper in this group, Lake adds
insights into the millers' problems in using futures markets.
Turning to the soybean processors, the hedging possibilities are greatly
enlarged. There are futures markets not only for the raw material—
soybeans—but also for the processed products—soybean meal and soybean
oil. The hedging possibilities are much more varied and the hedging use of
these markets is much more complex. The four papers here provide examples
of this immensely complex hedging use.
The final group of papers summarize the importance of hedging use of futures
markets through their concern with new markets and market survival. In the
first paper, Parrott reviews basic hedging principles, provides another
example of the soybean processor's alternatives and then shows how these
principles can be and have been applied to the hedging of broilers. Sandor's
paper focuses on a nonagricultural market, the plywood futures market. It
provides the reader with useful insights into the process of contract
development and the importance of the underlying industry to this
development. The final two papers, both by Gray, provide a more general
analysis of the factors important to the success of a futures market and
thereby reemphasize the importance of hedging and hedging usage of the
markets.
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Section 1

Introduction to
HedgerUsesof
Futures Markets
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1
Introduction
to Hedging
Virgil A. Wiese

Good afternoon gentlemen! I feel that it is mighty flattering to me to have the
banking fraternity for an audience while I attempt to explain something which
many of you already know backwards and forwards. Still, I may be able to
give you some phases of the hedging operation of the grain trade, which might
give you some guidance in your dealings with your grain customers.
I am the president of Lowell Hqit & Co., which is a member of stock and
commodity exchanges including the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago,
and which firm controls a subsidiary corporation known as Federal-North
Iowa Grain Company. This subsidiary runs about 100 grain elevators
throughout Iowa, Illinois, and Indiana, and it has been in the interest of this
firm which handles and stores large volumes of grain, that I have spent the
most of my life and energies, and have used and learned the principles of
hedging which I shall talk to you about today.
I assume that a rather major part of a banker's business world is made up of
appraising, making and collecting loans. I also presume that each of you
prefers to lend where the risk is least—where the borrower has substantial
assets, has proved through the years that he is reputable, and also where his
ability to repay is not jeopardized by speculation in changes of value of
commodities in which he deals.
Grain men need vast quantities of money and credit when harvests are ending
because they, with the help of producers in certain crops to a greater or lesser
degree, are going to carry the cereals, the protein and vegetable oil production,
and the livestock feed for the entire country, and a large part of the world—
until the next crop is produced in another year.
We used to also carry enough to make sure that people would eat if the
following year's production were to be a partial failure, but Uncle Sam does
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that for us now. Someday the population increase, or bad crop years, or an
unusual demand, will carry prices above supports and the grain trade will
carry a normal carry-over again, but I can't prophesy when that time will
come. I can only do my bit to have some storage space available and to help
have you gentlemen in a mood to help us finance the carrying of it.
You don't want to lend high percentages of the value of grain to speculators
who might impair the value of their security by a few day's market action.
Neither is it possible to keep grain values from fluctuating—and sometimes
wildly—as drought, wars, sudden foreign export demand, or other factors
unexpectedly enter the picture and give speculators a chance to make personal
gain by changes in price.
Now don't misunderstand me to the extent that I criticize speculators, because
I certainly do not. They have been in existence for thousands of years. They
speculate in cash products of all kinds and they use futures markets when they
are available because they do not have to pay out the heavy expense of
warehousing the cash article and can put up small margins instead of having
to have 100% cash.
They are the people who carry the cash grain trade's risks and allow us to
handle commodities on the few percentage points of profits as we do, instead
of on the 30%-100% of gross profits which most businesses need. You as
bankers, we as grain merchants, and the general public as consumers can be
thankful that they exist and operate freely. Since they probably trade 100
bushels to our 1, our market is always liquid, and when we want to
sell, someone is always there to buy.
When I said "sell," I was then leading into hedging for the cash grain handler.
We have the grain, we have the space, we have the knowledge and the money
or credit necessary to put the grain away and hedge it which is not an
insurance against price change as some theorists have said, but a sale for
future delivery at prices high enough above present prices to pay our expenses
and a reasonable profit regardless of any change in price of the product being
stored. Your financing of this operation is the safe type of loan to the grain
trade if your normal moral factors are also present.
First of all, why do we need to hedge? The country grain elevator is in the most
competitive business I know, particularly since the farmer's truck has replaced
the horse and wagon. A producer delivering grain, once that grain is loaded
into a truck, does not care very much if a haul of a few miles farther is made or
if the grain is dumped into the elevator at his nearest station.
The handling margins that local country elevators take on grain is, in most
cases of normal volume, insufficient to pay expenses—much less leave
anything for profit. Most territories have an average annual volume of about
250,000 bushels per elevator and the average margin is about 3c per bushel.
The resulting $7,500 will not pay a manager, taxes, power, insurance, office
expense, depreciation and other normal expenses, much less take care of
shrinkage, an occasional loss when grain goes out of condition and those
other risks which are always involved in every line of business.
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This means that the operator must do something else to pay the balance of his
expenses and try to realize a net profit when the year is done. His best
alternative is to store grain in his facilities for the government or for general
use later on. If it is stored for ordinary use by industries and private
consumers, it must be hedged if the operation is to be without great risk of
price change and make a sure and satisfactory profit each and every year.
Holbrook Working, Associate Director of the Food Research Institute, and
professor of prices and statistics, Stanford University, has made the most
thorough and academic study of hedging of anyone I know. He and his
institute said, "Hedging, we found to be not primarily a sort of insurance, nor
usually undertaken in the expectation that spot and future prices would rise or
fall equally. It is a form of arbitrage, undertaken most commonly in
expectation of a favorable change in the relation between spot and futures
prices. The fact that risks are less with hedging than without is often a
secondary consideration. The prevalent tendency to regard curtailment of
business risks as the main service of futures markets has diverted attention
from their probably more important service of promoting economically
desirable adjustment of commodity stocks, thereby reducing price
fluctuations."
In short, he says hedging is a profitable operation for those who do it, it makes
stocks of commodities available at all times and helps to hold down violent
price movements.
Let me show you one of the methods we use to guide our hedging operations.
These are basis charts (see) they are not records of price levels, but are
complete records of the difference between cash and futures prices for the past
several years. I'll illustrate my points with soybean charts for the period
between October 1959 and October 1961.
We do have soybean basis charts for many more years than this, and we have
similar charts for corn, oats, and wheat. Each is brought up to date each day.
I mentioned that hedging is a form of arbitrage—it makes use of the difference
between the cash price and the futures price, and is successful when your
carefully reasoned estimates of basis movement turn out to be correct.
At the risk of oversimplifying for this group, let me say that the arithmetic of
hedging works out in this way. I buy cash grain at a discount under the futures.
This discount—the difference between the cash and futures price—is the
basis. Whenever the discount narrows, and especially if the cash price goes
above the futures price so that basis becomes a premium, the hedge is
profitable. Conversely, putting on a hedge when the basis is at a premium, when
the cash price is higher than the future, generally is poor business in my area. If
that premium narrows, or the cash price goes to a discount, it's money lost. In
other parts of the country, premiums may be the rule rather than the
exception, and hedgers will act accordingly.
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To use a simple and extreme example, suppose I buy grain for $2.50 and put
on a hedge by selling futures at $2.60. Now the dollar and cent level of the
grain price is secondary. Cash grain can go to $5, and the futures to $5.10—or
it can drop to 90c with the futures at $1, and I will not lose money. But if
the basis narrows, I have a profit on the transaction. If the cash price falls to 90c
and the basis narrows from 10c to 5c, so the futures contract would be
worth 95c, I would have had a profitable hedge. I would have made 5c a
bushel. Now let's look at this basis movement from a practical point of view.
In the charts reproduced here, the base line in each case is the cash price of No.
2 Yellow soybeans F.O.B. railroad cars in Champaign. I might mention that
the cash prices in each community will be different, but I will also tell you that
there are few, if any, areas of the country where the prices will not bear a
similar relationship to the Chicago futures prices.
On the first chart, beginning with October 1959, the solid black line
representing the November futures price on the Chicago Board of Trade was
12'/2C above our cash price on the first trading day of the month. The basis
narrowed to just under 10 cents in mid month, widened to 12c, and, when
trading in November futures ceased, the futures prices was just 7!^c above
our cash price.
To me this means that cash beans could have been bought and hedged in the
November future on the first business day in October at the 12'/2,c basis. If I
had let the hedge run until the final day of trading—a practice I do not
recommend—the basis would have narrowed to 7'/2C and I would have
had a 5c profit for those six weeks of storage.
You were introduced earlier to a T diagram of a hedge, showing cash grain
purchased for $2.00 while futures were sold against it at $2.24. When the cash
grain was sold, it went for $1.95, for a 5c loss. However, the futures
contract was offset by a purchase at $2.07, for a 17c gain, giving a 12c net
profit on the transaction.
Changing that T account to a form the hedger would use, I would say the grain
was hedged when the cash basis was 24c under the future ($2.00 for the cash
and $2.24 for the futures), and when the hedge was lifted the basis was 12c
under ($ 1.95 for the cash and $2.07 for the futures). The basis had narrowed 12c
in my favor, so I had a 12c profit.
For another example, supposing that in October of 1960, before the soybean
harvest was completed, I had contracted with a farmer to buy cash beans at
the going country price. Just to make me look good, let's presume I had that a
notion late in the month, when the January future, represented by the broken
line, was selling at I6V2C above the cash. I buy the cash and sell an equal
amount of beans on a January futures contract. This is a fairly normal
operation, incidentally, because the cash price of soybeans will usually firm up
after the first of the year. So in late December I sell my cash soybeans to a
processor who needs them, and buy January futures to offset my original
futures contract. Supposing that it's near the end of December 1960, and the
cash beans are selling at lc above the futures, as the chart shows. I've had my
basis move from a I6V2C discount to a lc premium, or I have made a profit of
17'/2C, less the normal commissions.
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You can see on the charts the way the basis moves—from consistent discounts
at harvest to much smaller discounts, and sometimes even to premiums when
the delivery month draws near. The pattern is never exact but it is much more
predictable than price levels. This is the essence of hedging. The price level
itself is disregarded and the hedger finds himself a student of price
relationships. The charts of past basis action are not maps to follow blindly,
but are effective guides to an alert operator.
I might also mention that I do not sell a futures contract with the idea of
delivering on that contract. In the years I have been hedging, my recollection
is that I have made delivery on a contract only one time. By hedging, I do
secure the protection against drastic price change, but I hedge for a more
commercial reason than that. I hedge to make a profitable carrying charge.
As you know, the soybean market was very active in late 1960 and the first
several months of 1961. There is a period in February and March of 1961
when the basis widens appreciably. If I had placed my hedge in January, I
might wonder about the wisdom of the action—and as my banker, you might,
too, when I came to you for more money so I could maintain the margin on the
futures contract. But note that by late March I would have had a profitable
operation, and I could have even carried the grain into April at a profit. You
would have gotten your money back, plus interest, and I would have operated
successfully.
If I were a luckier than usual operator, and knew that we were going to have
the wild soybean market early in the year of 1961,1 would have had my
elevators full of soybeans, all securely hedged, in October and early November
of 1960.1 would have sold them out and lifted the hedge in late December of
1960 for a 15c profit, filled the house in February 1961, hedged, and sold out in
late March 1961 for another 12 or 13c profit. In this year there is really a twoyear cycle insofar as movement of the basis is concerned. Another oddity on
the charts—note how consistent the November future stays at a 14'/ic basis
through May, June, and July of 1961—ample time to put on a good hedge, that
could have been lifted in October with an 8 or 9c profit.
But let's consider some other grains.
As I sit in my office today and look at my blackboard, I see September wheat
at 197'/2, March at 209%, and May at 2113/8. During June and the early part of
July when we were in the wheat harvest, No. 2 Hard wheat was selling at
about 10c under September. We bought the cash wheat and sold the
September. Today cash wheat is 5c under September, so we not only made
our normal profit from the farmer to the rail price, but made the additional 5c
for only one month's hedged storage.
Profit will be slower from now on, but we can buy in our September and sell
the May at the 14c per bushel premium for May, or at that carrying charge as
we call it, and we add that 14c to our present 5c and we have 19c per bushel
insured for that eleven months operation. We do fairly well on that and our
banker always gets his money back.
Let us look at corn. A cheaper crop—not quite so expensive to finance or
insure. September corn is 112%, December 116, May 123%, and Julv. 126/8.
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September is still old corn so it will store without drying, and the government,
through its acreage reduction and increase in loan rate for the 1961 corn crop,
has made futures prices very attractive.
Cash corn is selling at about 2c over September in Chicago or at about 104
track country points which are on railroads which charge 10c per bushel to
haul corn to Chicago. We know that corn at country points such as the one
described which can also go to other markets such as export, Decatur, Illinois,
or Ohio River points for examples, will certainly be able to sell corn for at least
6c under Chicago July by early next summer. If we have the room and the
money, we can buy this 104 track corn from the farmer at about 102 which is
our normal mark up, sell the July future at 126 knowing that this means a
guarantee of 120 track and put 18c per bushel gross profit into our statements
to you by next July. The government pays us about 14c per bushel storage for
a year's corn storage but they finance it.
You can see that we will do alright for ourselves after the government goes out
of the grain storage business (if they ever do), and our population will
continue to eat well the whole year through if the integrity of our futures
markets is preserved, if cash grain handlers are willing to accept good
substantial returns and not try to get rich in each year, and if the bankers
continue to make available to the trade the credit it takes to make the
operation successful.
I would like to add a word of caution to grain elevator operators, farmers, or
bankers who use the term hedging erroneously. They might conduct an
operation just the opposite of hedging, call it "hedging," and believe honestly
that they are hedging their grain. I see this very often in my dealings with
country elevators and farmers.
An inexperienced operator sometimes believes that he can take in farmers'
grain for storage, sell it, ship it out, and protect himself by buying distant
futures. Some call this "hedging." This always turns out to be the reverse of the
successful hedge, unless the distant future is selling at a discount under the
current one and this is seldom the case. They only guarantee for themselves
the loss which is inevitable as the cash price of the grain, and the bid on which
they eventually settle with their customer, goes to the distant future price as
that future becomes more current. In another way of saying it—that elevator
operator has paid someone else—by means of the future market—to store the
grain for him. If he has not charged his customer the same or more, he is
bound to be a loser.
There is another practice which I would like to see disassociated with the term
hedging. Many times a year a farmer will come into my office, say that he has
sold, for example, 5,000 bushels of corn, and wants to buy back 5,000 bushels
of some distant corn futures. He says that he is hedging his corn and his
conscience is clear because that is a legitimate business term. Now I have no
objection to the trade, because he is only holding the corn he raised for a
higher market price and paying someone a carrying charge for storing it for
him, but it should not be termed a "hedge."
He will lose as often as he gains because the market is as apt to go down as up.
If he loses, he decides that hedging is bad and if he is an influential member of
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the Board of Directors of a farmers' elevator, he is likely to go to a meeting of
that Board and get a motion passed that the manager is forbidden to hedge
that company's grain.
The Chicago Board of Trade, educators in marketing, bankers, and all
country grain men should combine to stop that kind of thinking. You people
who know this subject may think that I place too much emphasis on this false
theory, but I have contact with producers and people who should be familiar
with grain terms every day and that thinking is prevalent.
I have tried in a brief way to describe the principles of hedging as a sound and
profitable business operation, and have tried to show some of the fallacies
which misunderstanding has developed.
I deeply appreciate the privilege of talking to such a distinguished group and I
hope that I have been of some help to you in your understanding of "hedging".

This paper was originally presented in 1961 at the Banking Seminar at the Chicago Board of
Trade.
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Soybean basis—Champaign, Illinois, showing basis change with futures prices at the Chicago
Board of Trade
The base line is the cash price at Champaign. Each futures price is plotted according to the
number of cents that the futures price was above or below the cash price on each trading day.
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Case History
of Hedging
Virgil A. Wiese

Good afternoon, fellow grain elevator operators. I have been asked to expand
a little on how my company used the futures markets and the carrying charges
which this market gives us to help us sell our space profitably. Probably many
of you know as much about our subject as I do, so I would like to keep this
discussion as informal as possible—have you stop me and comment—or ask
questions as you care to so that between us we might be able to develop
something of interest to all.
While my title was given as Chairman of Lowell Hoit and Co., this talk'on
hedging will necessarily be about our subsidiary corporation known as
Federal-North Iowa Grain Co., which runs about 100 grain elevators
throughout Iowa, Illinois, and Indiana. I am quite familiar with this operation
as I live in Champaign and work in the office there which controls and
manages our Illinois and Indiana line.
All of us are rapidly becoming well acquainted with a very real fact of our
business lives which is that the government is going out of the business of
renting storage space for its surplus commodities—it has no further use for
our space which they encouraged us to build and is leaving us to our own
resources to make a living for ourselves as we used to do before the age of
Commodity Credit Corporation. Now, we of the legitimate grain trade must
carry the cereals, the proteins, the vegetable oils and the livestock feed for the
entire country and a large part of the world from crop to crop and to be
prepared to carry some from year to year in case some year's production
should be a partial failure.
To carry this produce we must have the space, the money, and credit and the
knowledge of how to do so at a profit.

13
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If we store commodities—and I shall now confine myself primarily to grain
and soybeans—we probably will need to borrow money from our bankers and
they are unwilling to lend on grain carried speculatively or as I call it—"open."
They want borrowers who have proved through the years that they make a
regular income regardless of market fluctuation and who will not be wiped out
by sudden fluctuations which occur with more or less regularity because of
drought, wars, foreign demand, or other factors which unexpectedly enter the
picture. They want borrowers such as we grain men all want to be—who know
how to, and who do shift the risk of market changes to the speculators, who
make it their business to make personal gain by changes in price....
Let me show you one of the methods we use to guide our hedging operations.
These are basis charts—they are not records of price levels, but are complete
records of the difference between cash and futures prices for the past several
years. I'll illustrate my points with charts for the period between July 1960 and
June 30, 1962....
You can see on the charts the way the basis moves—from consistent discounts
at harvest to much smaller discounts, and sometimes even to premiums when
the delivery month draws near. The pattern is never exact but it is much more
predictable than price levels. This is the essence of hedging. The price level
itself is disregarded and the hedger finds himself a student of price
relationships. The charts of past basis action are not maps to follow
blindly, but are effective guides to an alert operator....
In the charts, the base line in each case is the cash price of the contract grade of
grain F.O.B. railroad cars in the Champaign territory. I might mention that
the cash prices in each territory will be different—you must compute your
own basis relationships—but I will also tell you that there are few, if any, areas
of the country where the prices will not bear a similar relationship to the
Chicago futures prices.
N o w , . . . the straight zero line is always the cash price on my charts. I make them
this way just because it is easier. With the cash price as the bottom line of my
chart, I don't have to run all up and down on a graph paper. The lines never get
much farther than this.
Now, cash is a constant, at a consistent discount in harvest. We are just a little
past the bulk of the wheat harvest here in July 1960, and we're looking at the
December contract. This wheat future went down through October and the
basis was making a good profit and then the hedge went sour—don't think
that sometimes they don't. We might have to change this into later futures
before the basis narrows and get our money out of it.
In early '61 as I remember, we had a great big, bull market in wheat and the
speculators carried the futures to such premiums that the wheat hedge was no
good.
We should have made our storage by October—and there are times you must
be ready to jump. I suggest that when you see that you have made all that
seems reasonable, sell it out. In our territory we don't want wheat after
October anyway. We'd like to stop right here in mid-October, make this quick
hedge profit—we made 12c a bushel on our wheat from the first of July until
14
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the middle of October—then get rid of that wheat and get into the soybean
harvest.
So in 1960 here are November soybeans at a 16c premium over cash. Of course
we wouldn't hedge in November at harvest—we would use November if we
bought from farmers during late summer. When we buy in October we will
probably hedge in March.
So we take this quick wheat profit and go into beans. Maybe in October we
can put on a bean hedge at a 21c premium over the cash and we will come out
late in December at 4c. We have made 12c in wheat, the same space, the same
money; we have made perhaps another 15c in soybeans, then we come into
corn, all the same year.
Now, in 1960 you could have been hurt in corn, because we had a terrific glut
in November. Suppose we put out hedges early as we buy from farmers ahead
of time. We buy the December corn and it is going to come down a bit, but
we've got to be awfully careful in harvest not to take this punishment in
October and November before the basis comes back and we start gaining
again. So you keep your beans until you have made the big profit, then you
can put some corn away. If you have a drier and the corn comes in good and
dry, you can carry corn almost for the crop year.
In November we want to buy corn right at the height of the harvest. If you
hedged corn and bought from a farmer early, you should sell out all your cash
before harvest because you know you are going to get plenty of corn to refill
during the glut.
When the basis gets up here [pointing to November 1960] start putting your
corn away again. If you're hedged in the December and get to where there's a
5c premium into March, maybe you will put it into March—or if you think 3c
more is enough to get into May, you will move the hedge to May.
Presume you move the hedge into March and about the time March expires
we move into July. There was a 14c basis to December; here is another 5c into
March, which makes 19c; here is another 4c to May making 23c. You keep
going to a more distant future still carrying this corn if it is good enough, or
you can trade corn. Now, we in the country can trade corn. We can ship out
17'/4 percent moisture corn and get some 15 percent in place of it later on and
maybe wind up with some 14 percent corn that we are going to put away in
June. You can come along here until September expires at about only 5c
above cash, so you can sometimes take a 25c operation per bushel out of this
corn hedge.
. . . I have hit this pretty roughly, but our profit is in this basis change. It is not
in the 3c a bushel, because it costs us that much to handle it. It is not in
speculation, because you are going to win half the time when you speculate
and the government is going to take half of what you make when you win and
when you lose they are not going to pay you anything back. You've just got to
make it every year.
Now, this pattern is never the same but always the basis narrows down from
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harvest on. It did in '61; you get into 1962, it comes together from harvest on.
Look at soybeans, from wide basis at harvest on down here to the premiums in
'62.
Now, these are track prices at Champaign or Monticello, or Bement, or some
other place in my neighborhood. You can see that sometimes we get above the
futures price. This morning Bill Schultz was talking about delivering in
Chicago. They are stymied up here when this grain gets in the terminal
elevators because there is not much of anyplace to go at very much of a
premium. They can go out at some premium, two or three cents a bushel is a
pretty good premium over a future here, but you've got a loading out charge to
pay out of that.
But we down in the country, you and I, don't intend to deliver on Chicago
contracts. We have only delivered once on futures contracts to my knowledge.
Grain can be delivered in carlots on the last three delivery days of any month.
They make it as hard for us as they can, I grant you, but we have always got
that insurance that we can come in here to Chicago and deliver on futures
contracts in case the rest doesn't work.
Those who own grain in Chicago are hamstrung with only delivery or sales out
of town, which have to compete with arrivals. We don't expect to come here to
Chicago, and that is how we in the country got these great big basis swings.
Here are cash prices above the futures in both wheat and beans because we go
to Decatur, we can go to Louisville, we can go to St. Louis, we can go to the
Gulf. There are many places where we as country operators are free to ship
and which give us so much more profit and so much more latitude than the
terminal elevators in Chicago.
Floor: Isn't there some storage in there that you aren't mentioning anything
about, too, when you sell a future.
Wiese: This I am calling a carrying charge. I am talking as a grain man who
owns his own elevator and is trying to sell the space that he owns by hedging.
Now, if he wants to say that I am going to charge my operation to storage and
cut down my carrying charge profit, that could be done, I assume, but that is
not the intent.
There is no storage to my knowledge. Once in a while, soybean processors pay
for some storage, but outside of government paying for storage, there is no
storage that I know of, of any consequence other than using this hedging
operation to make storage out of our facilities. To do it we've got to have the
space, the money, insurance and the cost of doing it, and that has to be
deducted from these profits or carrying charge increases which I am talking
about....
Floor: At harvest, do you like to start hedging in December or go into March?
Wiese: I want to go further away if there is any decent carrying charge into the
future months. I wouldn't go to December corn here in October and
November 1961 with the thought that I could ever do any better than I could
by going into March or even into May. In December of that year I'd probably
go into May, with the thought that later on I would probably go into July. But
18
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I avoid inverse months, and we often see them, particularly in the bean and
wheat markets.
We see May wheat at a discount under March a lot of times, because the
government is going to take the wheat in between March and May and we are
afraid they are going to dump, so then you have to be very careful. In early
1961 we can see where this wheat has inverted itself here a few times. That so
often happens and we have to know that it is dangerous.
So, always whenever you think there is a satisfactory carrying charge, jump to
the furthest option and take advantage of it. If it should invert you are all to
the good.
Floor: Do you sell every day? I mean, if you buy 10,000 bushels a day, do you
sell 10,000 bushels of futures, do you do that every day?
Wiese: I keep a long and short position at all times. I know how much space
I've got and I know how much money I've got and how much I can keep. I will
go into the corn harvest and when the basis widens as it did so dramatically in
October and November 1960,1 say: "Boy, here is where I hedge," and here is
when I am buying the bulk of my corn, too. As my long cash positions come
into me from the various elevator managers, I sell the futures to cover them.
Floor: You mean you just let it accumulate from day to day and then, boom,
you sell all at one time?
Wiese: No, if I buy 5,000 corn one day I sell five in futures; if I buy 13,000 corn
the next day, before the opening I have the order in for ten and three. I just sell
that close. 1 sell round lots and job lots both, and 1 just continue to keep my
position even by selling futures rather than by selling cash.
Now, when I have sold futures against all that I can hold in the elevator, then I
revert to selling track again. If I've got corn still out in the country that I
bought back in July or some early month and it is not yet even delivered to
me—in my own mind, I apply that corn against this hedge. I get my money out
of the cash corn that has come in earlier and if the farmers want to keep this
corn I've bought until December, I will hedge that corn in December. If I'm
long, I don't wait until the corn is in my elevator—I want to even up my long
position with future sales.
Floor: You are using a very profitable year as an example of hedging during a
harvest, but I think if you will recall the last two years your basis was about as
wide when we were buying this corn early as it was during harvest. Go to your
next year—
Wiese: That is right.
Floor: So maybe you might want to do a little of both.
Wiese: Let's look at 1960. Everything I have bought here in July to be
delivered in the fall I have hedged. It is a lot easier to hedge than to fuss around
selling track corn early in July—and you don't know where the good market is
going to be. I would never think of selling cash corn during this period and I
19
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don't care what year I am using. Sometimes St. Louis is the market, and
maybe some local fellow is going to come along and it will be a two cent
premium, or there may be reason to come to Chicago, and so these are all
future cash sales in my mind.
Then I say, well, now, we're getting pretty close to harvest, it might be we may
get this action—a widening of the basis—so I am going to sell cash in
September or October. Here in 1961 I will do the same thing, even though I
don't need to. The movement in corn harvest of 1961 was not big, and there
was no big variation in cash and futures in this year, nor was there any of
consequence in 1963.
We have had quite a thing in beans in 1963. We followed a pattern almost
like in 1960. With the bull market in beans when they went to three dollars, the
cash pulled away from the option and we had a little punishment to take if we
had hedged them previously. But all at once—and I am talking 1963 now, not
1960—the vegetable oil market collapsed, President Kennedy was
assassinated, and the cash bean market went from $3.00 to $2.70.
The processors had been trying to base their bids on the end products and
were laying back during this $3.00 bean market in October, but they are still
willing to pay nearly as well as they did previously for cash. So since the period
of the assassination, the bean market has fallen but the products have held
pretty well. We have made 6c to 7c a bushel on all our hedged beans during the
past two weeks. It has been a very sudden thing so now I am getting ready to
get out of my beans. I don't believe they are worth carrying much longer,
although some years I might carry them.
Floor: How do you decide when to get out of this? Let's look at a short hedge.
It is, I believe, the 11 th of December and you have your elevators holding both
corn and soybeans, and they are hedged; I would imagine that you are hedged
way out in front of you right now.
Wiese: yes.
Floor: That is to say the May-July corn, May-July beans, that is probably
how you are hedged. From this point in time forward do you decide to sell out
the cash and take in the futures and close up shop, so to speak?
Wiese: All right, that is a real good question. This morning when Bill Schultz
drew this stair step on corn, he had a cent and a half per month or per delivery
month, which he says is not a satisfactory carrying charge in Chicago because
Chicago storage is almost two cents a month. That is nearly what we are
coming to in the country now on beans. I think we were about three cents
under January track when I was home Monday, and I have a hunch that if this
bean market dosn't go up—of course it did go up considerably today—we
might get January price track in our territory before the end of this year. Well,
January price track means almost fifteen cents above January delivered
Chicago. That is about all I want. I don't think I am going to play around any
longer with this little cent and a half stair step, because I don't believe it is
going to be worth interest and insurance and all that. I think I am going to run
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early this year if, within the next week or two weeks, it does what I think it
might.
Let's see if I have answered the question.
Floor: Yes, except I will ask the question what do you think about corn from
this day forward?
Wiese: I think that corn has not nearly seen its potential. I wouldn't think of
getting out of corn now. I think now is a good time to still put corn away even
though the basis has gone up three or four cents in the past two weeks. I think
that corn will be so tight next summer compared to the July futures that there
may be another ten cents in corn.
Floor: What makes you think that?
Wiese: I don't think the government is going to sell corn as freely as it has in
the past couple of years. I think the government is going to demand a higher
basis—their agents are being very stubborn about their sales at the present
time. I think farmers are being very stubborn about corn sales. I think they are
going to hold tight this year, tighter than usual; that is the feeling that my
managers give me. I believe that we have less corn bought for January than we
normally have, and I think that the general public feels that there is so much
corn in this world that they are not going to buy the futures too freely, we are
going to export a lot of corn. Put all those factors together, add the fact that
the basis is not nearly as high now as it has been in the last two years, and you
have my reasons for staying with corn.
That is not a very good answer, but all we can do is use our best judgment.
Floor: Then you will use your best judgment about what is going to happen to
the basis between now and next summer?
Wiese: Oh yes. I change my mind every day. I am just like a woman. That is my
best judgment now.
Floor: Virgil, do you have time on the blackboard there to show the boys the
little stair steps on beans that you are talking about when you make up
options.
Wiese: Well, the stair steps are on these charts. Look at October 1960. Here is
the November and then there are four and a half cents between it and January,
and then here are four cents into March, and then we come into December and
here are three cents into May, and here we come again two cents into July.
Now, I didn't count all the cents, but there are quite a few, aren't there? There
must have been a total of fifteen cents that comprised those stair steps there.
But, of course, this isn't all that I count; the stair steps are between options
here in Chicago. Our country opportunity over and above the Chicago
opportunity is in this much greater cash-futures basis.
Floor: I would like to ask you to explain a little. You said you buy cash grain
at so much under futures. Now, you mean this is a calculation that you make
in your mind, or is this the way you establish your bid or—
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Wiese: No, we can't buy cash grain at any price other than a competitive price
with everybody else, but cash grain is always bought at a discount under
options if it is a hedge.
Our buying, if we use the three-cent margin, is always three cents under this
straight black line, in case of beans a little more, oats a little less, but never has
cash grain been bought in my time that it wasn't bought at some discount or
another under the options.
Does that answer it? Of course, if there is not enough discount, I will ship it
out, I wouldn't hedge it and hold it.
Floor: That is what I wanted to find out.
Wiese: I won't do this if there is not a profit in it.
Floor: I think what he meant was this: I mean, I don't know what track price
downstate would be, but I imagine about $1.15, wouldn't it?
Wiese: I suspect so, yes.
Floor: And the July closed at twenty-five, I believe, today.
Wiese: That is ten under.
Floor: It doesn't make a bit of difference what either one does from now until
July.
Wiese: We want the basis to narrow more. I think generally we have been
around four under on July corn.
Floor: It got pretty close together in the last couple of years, didn't it?
Wiese: Yes, I think so. Here is July 1961 and it is six or seven, and here is May,
and here is July only three cents here at the end of June 1962, so there is the
past two years from seven to three under. If it even gets as good as the last two
years we've still got five or six cents in our corn.
Floor: Now, is the straight line what you figure that what you can sell corn for,
or what you are paying for it?
Wiese: That is what we can sell it for, that is our track price at all times. This is
all in addition to what I call the country profit.
Floor: Do all country operators have driers?
Wiese: Not all of them, no. In fact the majority do not have driers. Where we
have driers we can keep the identical corn. Where we do not have driers we
have to change the corn, as I explained. In normal cold weather we can hold
corn a month or two months and get the cream out of this corn hedge, if we put
it away in November, by the end of December we've gotten the cream of that
corn hedge and we could even do that with reasonably damp corn.
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Floor: You don't have your money invested very long until you have made the
profit?
Wiese: No. That is the reason I say that to run these elevators as intelligently
and cheaply as possible, you get the cream off the wheat, then get the cream off
the soybeans, then get the cream off the corn, and then if we—
Floor: Go to Florida.
Wiese: Yes, then go to Florida. But if you've got plenty of money and plenty of
space you can get this last five cents out of corn.
Floor: How can you get the beans out soon enough to make room for corn
when both crops come in at almost the same time?
Wiese: There is almost a forty-five day lag in the two crops in our territory
from the height of the season to the height of the season.
I carry a lot of hedges on the farmer's money, meaning that I have sold my
options during the glut, but I still have enough coming in by the end of
November to fill what space I am going to have and I fill all of my turning
room and any kind of space that I might have, even though I can't turn, and
then move the glut out of the way in the following month. Now, you see it is a
tight move, yes, but you've got almost two months which you can play with.
Your working space that you are going to need next spring can all be filled at
this time and the beans moved out of the working space later.
Floor: What would happen if we all get very efficient, like you on this hedging
and selling and are—

Wiese: I am quite worried about that. And I don't mean just a little bit. I said
all these people have built flat storage and they are getting driers and they are
going to be forced to go into this operation now, because the government is
not going to pay them. A lot of them don't know how yet, a lot of them haven't
got the money and perhaps not the credit, and maybe they won't, but enough
of them are doing this. We have had such a tremendous increase in storage
space in this United States, and I am talking both country, sub-terminal and
terminal, that you have hit the very deep worry of my business career. If
everybody does it we are going to close up those options; we are going to stop
the gluts and how are we going to sell our storage space? Then we are going
back to buying our grain on a ten-cent margin instead of three, because that is
going to be the only other answer.
Floor: You say that you usually have about a forty-five day lag between your
soybeans and corn?
Wiese: Between the height of the moves.
Floor: Now, how would I work a hedge in my case for my soybeans? I have
about a fifteen- to thirty-day lag between soybeans and corn.
Wiese: Where are you?
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Floor: Southern Missouri. My corn is out fifteen to thirty days before the
soybeans come in.
Wiese: You've got to stick to beans and you cannot do anything with corn in
your neighborhood, because your corn is going to come in here [pointing to a
narrow basis on the corn chart]. Then you would have to sell your corn at the
worst possible time, so you cannot hedge corn in you territory if you intend to
use the same space for beans.
Now, we operate some elevators down in Carbondale, and I know what your
problem is and we cannot do it there either. So then you have to confine
yourself to two crops, because the corn glut in this United States comes after
you are done and you cannot sell your corn during the glut period; you've got
to sell it quick and get your premiums.
Floor: That is right. My big problem is getting enough cars to ship it out as fast
as I can get it in.
Wiese: That is not only yours, that goes all the way to Chicago and through
Iowa and everyplace else.
Floor: If I have to hold it I am out of luck.
Wiese: You have to sell track.
Floor: The glut will get worse in corn, won't it?
Wiese: I am afraid picker-shellers are going to roll this corn in so fast that it is
going to increase this bulk for us materially. What we are going to do for space
and cars I don't know.
Floor: This is a little off the subject, but I want to ask this question: I
understand that some of the terminals are going into some of the country
areas and building a big elevator and maybe they put four or five little country
elevators out of business. Do you think that is going to happen generally?
Wiese: Gentlemen, I don't know. I hear that, but I haven't seen that happen
yet. I haven't seen any elevator, no matter what its size, in a country location
that can operate any cheaper than a small country elevator operator with one
manager. Figures that I have seen make it sound like you could, but your per
bushel cost doesn't seem to be any lower than the small elevator's per bushel
cost. The farmers still go where they can get the service and where they can get
unloaded. We operate an elevator at one certain point, of 300,000 or a little
more capacity, which is bigger than the normal country elevator. Some other
people came in, built another elevator of that much capacity or more, and that
is a town that probably ought to have had 100,000 capacity to start with, but I
can't see that the larger elevator or the superior knowledge or anything else
has hurt any elevator that is surrounding it. I can't see that they have operated
on any cheaper costs or that their per bushel profits have been anything better.
The only thing is they have got an advantage of storage on the hedging
operation, but I don't believe they are going to put the little elevator operator
out of business. Maybe you have had different experience than that.
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Floor: I feel like you do, but I have talked to people that feel it is going to
happen the other way.

Wiese: Twenty-five years ago people used to say: "Virgil, young man, all these
little elevators are going out of operation and we are going to concentrate
these big points here and here and here," and I said, "Yes, I suppose that will
happen." But, it hasn't. The next twenty-five years will probably bring more,
but this is no new theory. It seems like in every company, no matter how big it
gets, the costs continue to climb with the volume.
Floor: In the expiring month contract, when it is delivery time, what is the
maximum that the basis could be track Chicago before a person would run
over and buy—
Wiese: You ask what is the maximum basis over the option?
Floor: The maximum premium that you can have on a basis over the option in
a delivery month. In March what is the most the cash corn could be over
March corn on March 15th?
Wiese: Are you talking about Chicago?
Floor: Chicago.
Wiese: Well, I suspect about three and a half cents would be the loading out
charge and all charges connected with cash that would make it still be
deliverable. If the basis was over three and a half, they would certainly sell the
cash rather than deliver on futures.
Floor: Then by the same token would three and a half under be the minimum
that it could be?
Wiese: Oh no, if it is two over and it is in a Chicago position and you don't
want the corn any more—you don't want to move it into another option—you
will deliver the corn even if it is over two. Of course, if it is one over you will be
more apt to do it, and if it is anything under the option you'd never think of
doing anything but delivering it in its Chicago position.
Floor: So you could say the maximum would be three or three and a half and
the minimum would be one or two?
Wiese: Thereabouts, yes. I am talking about just a commercial elevator, not
Corn Products or someone that is going to use it.
Floor: Do you ever take a long position and a short position on the other side
thinking that the two are going to meet for you and miss it?
Wiese: You mean not hedge as much as I buy, or vice versa?
Floor: Yes.
Wiese: Sometimes accidentally I do, and I always wish that I hadn't. Oh, I
don't want to say that we keep a hundred percent hedged at all times. It is
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almost an impossibility. Sometimes if I feel real bullish I will tell my man who
is handling this that he can be long a couple of cars of corn or something like
that.
And if we stored for quite a period and we want to be careful and take care of
our shrinkage, I will be long two or three or four thousand bushels of grain.
We are under the Federal Warehouse System at all of our stations and we kind
of dread having those boys come out and measure our corn and find us short
of what we have issued receipts for, so we normally will keep a little long
rather than any short, but sometimes I get scared to death.
Floor: It might be more comfortable being a little long than short.
Wiese: Yes, that is true. And another thing, let's say that all of the futures
people—all the thinking of the world—say that December corn at $ 1.16 is the
proper price for corn. They are probably right. I know that the cash is going to
come up to that $1.16 some day. It is more likely to happen than the $ 1.16
come down to my corn. Maybe I am wrong, but in a country position odds are
that cash is going up more than the futures are coming down.
Floor: I notice that a company just recently got into the poultry business.
They were large grain users at one time—what do they see, being in the grain
business and then all at once shifting over to some livestock feeding?
Wiese: I don't think that is any different than Corn Products buying out Best
Foods or Swift and Company, who are primarily livestock processors, going
into the soybean meal business. I think it is just diversification, hoping for
more profits from some other line. We in the country grain business have been
going into fertilizer. We have gone into selling seed corn and trying to make up
a little of that deficit that this three-cent margin I talked about leaves us.
Ragsdale: Virgil, that was a masterful job.
Ragsdale: I would like to remind you folks that these figures are Mr. Wiese's
own figures. If you live in a different part of the country yours will be different
from these, so don't be trying to get rich on these figures. You better do your
own, isn't that correct?
Wiese: Yes, but they will follow the same pattern.
Ragsdale: Right, but they won't be exactly the same figures.
Wiese: That is right.

This paper was originally presented in 1963 at the Hedging Symposium for Country Grain
Elevator Operators at the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Merchandising and
Inventory Management
of Commodities:
Carrying Charges
and Basis
Raleigh B. Wilson

Several months ago when I was asked to prepare a program related to the cash
activity of the grain industry, I accepted, considering it an honor to be asked
to make this presentation. As I thought about this program, I felt that I had
taken on a real task, but after further thought and consideration, I started
thinking about the operations in cash grain and realized that they are so much
a matter of daily business routine to those of us involved, that it is a good thing
to sit back and try to put into words a presentation that will explain the
relation of the terminal elevator operator to the futures market.
Up to this point in the seminar you have been concerned with the mechanics of
the activities and operations of the futures market. Now we will introduce the
relation of the futures market to cash grain operations, as it relates to carrying
charges and cash basis.
In grain merchandising, every terminal and subterminal market throughout
the country, as well as the local country elevators, is concerned with carrying
charges and basis in its cash grain operations, with location and
transportation important factors to be considered.
It should be pointed out that the terminal elevator operator has a place and
purpose in the structure of commodity markets. He serves as the
warehouseman for crops that move to market in volume during a short period
of time once or twice a year, to be resold for consumption during the next
twelve months. The producer, with the increase of mechanization on the farm
and increased yields due to scientific farming improvements, moves an ever
greater volume in a shorter period of time. He sells that portion of his crop
which he intends to, obtains payment for his grain, and thus relieves himself of
the problems of storage, conditioning, insurance, and financing.
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These factors are now passed on to the terminal warehouseman. At the time of
purchase the terminal operator has a general idea of his outlets for the grain,
when sales can be made, and approximate sales value. It is the desire of the
terminal operator to be able to buy and accumulate his inventory at a price in
relation to the futures that will compensate him for his expense of carrying the
grain as well as the drying, cleaning, and turning that might be necessary to
keep his inventory in condition. It is therefore obvious that the elevator
operator must have an effective means of minimizing his risk from wide price
fluctuations, and obtain carrying charges and merchandising margins for the
length of time he has the grain in his elevator.
In the most simple illustration, it is shown how grain is bought and hedged in
the current future, and then resold and the current hedge lifted. This does
occur on a certain portion of the elevator volume that is handled on a "turn
over" operation. When grain is purchased, the first problem of the elevator
operator is to decide where hedges will be placed against inventory
accumulation. There are available to the warehouseman four of five future
delivery months for hedging purposes. It becomes a matter of market
judgment where to place the hedge. So at this point the elevator operator has
to look at the "carrying charge" presented to him by the various delivery
months and decide if the difference shown is as wide as can be expected, or
whether it is best to hedge in the current future, and wait for a more opportune
time to move his hedge to a deferred future.
Before taking up carrying charges in detail, I would like to present an
illustration of price relationship of corn in an attempt to show you how the
"basis," that is the premium or discount of grain relative to a futures contract
at a given point, is determined. (See Figure 1).
This illustration on the price relationship of corn values at interior and export
points in the United States compared to CIF 1 values at the United Kingdom
and Rotterdam was prepared by Mr. Ted Rice of our New York office. I feel
this sketch is helpful in pointing out how values at various interior points in
the United States relate to the world values, and it will also give you a picture
of the cash value compared with Chicago futures prices. This relationship of
cash price to a futures, or "basis," is the operating fundamental of a cash grain
warehouseman.
For purposes of simplicity of calculation some of the values in the example are
slightly different from actual. It must be remembered that ocean freight rates,
including the differential between Gulf and St. Lawrence, change constantly.
The interior prices shown are to the elevator loaded on barge, or freight car, as
the case may be, and not the price paid to the producer. Elevator margins vary
according to location and time of year. The purpose of the illustration is to
point out a logical range of values relative to Chicago at a number of points.
Using the Chicago May corn future at $1.29, our bid to the country elevators
for delivery by truck to our Lockport elevator would be a basis of 4 under
May, or $1.25 (allowing 2c for elevation) which from the illustration would
equal $1.29 Chicago or May price delivered Chicago. We would also be
bidding the same $1.29 or May price delivered Chicago for rail grain from
1

CIF means "cost, insurance, and freight."
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Figure 1.

Theoretical Price Surface for Corn

On barge
Minneapolis $1.25
Delivered

Delivered New Orleans $1.38
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CIF
United Kingdom
$1.56
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other origins. The truck bid is usually under rail because of the value of billing
for transit purposes.
Let's look at this same illustration and go back to harvest last fall when
Chicago December corn was $ 1.23 and May was $ 1.29 or a carrying charge of
six cents was "showing on the board," and use Minneapolis corn for purposes
of illustration. Navigation of the upper Mississippi River closes in early
December and does not open again until late March or early April. Let's
assume the buying basis delivered our Minneapolis river elevator during
harvest was 9 cents under December, or $ 1.14. The elevator operator can
place a hedge in the December corn at that time or can look at the May future
and sales volume for opening of navigation for purposes of carrying charges.
Let's say that this corn is hedged in the May at $ 1.29 so the cost of the corn is
now 15 under May. During the months prior to opening of the upper river,
trading is done on Minneapolis corn basis "opening of navigation." Let's
assume in line with our illustration that sales are made basis 9 over the May, or
1.38 CIF NOLA with futures prices unchanged or $1.29 May. From this
difference of 15 under to 9 over, or 24 cents, is deducted the barge freight of 13
cents, leaving 11 cents to cover elevation costs, shrink, interest, and other
minor expenses. The interest on $1.14 corn for four months, December 1 to
April 1 at 57g is 1.9 cents per bushel. If we would place the other costs at
approximately 3 cents then we have captured the six cents carrying charges
showing on the board last fall at harvesttime.
Our sketch also shows the relationship of a central Illinois rail point,
Champaign, Illinois, and the three-way possibility of merchandising rail corn
from central Illinois to Chicago, New Orleans, or Norfolk. Because of many
factors involved, this central Illinois corn will find a home at interior
processing plants or elevators or it will move into export channels at one of the
three points mentioned above. It is ideal for the central Illinois elevator to
have all outlets competing for their offerings. The purpose of the foregoing
was to bring out illustrations of carrying charges and basis in typical cash
transaction.
Those of us in grain merchandising must be considered "opportunists" trying
to devote our limited resources to those activities which present the maximum
profit or minimum loss. For illustration of this point let's take a look at the
wheat and corn futures close on the Chicago Board of Trade during the fall of
last year as shown below:
Table 1

December
March
May
July
September

October 15,
1964
Wheat
Corn
1.49
1.20%
1.521/4
1.24i4
1.53
1 -26%
1.28%
1.49%
1.25%
I.5P/4

October 30,
1964
Wheat
Corn
1.19
1.51/2
1.54/4
1.23/4
1.54/2
1.26
1.50/2
1.27%
1.52/2
1.25%

November 16,
1964
Wheat
Corn
1.20
1.51/2
1.55/4
1.24/2
1.56/2
l.26y4
1.52%
1.28/2
1.55
1.26%

November 30,
1964
Wheat
Corn
1.23 W
1.51 /„
1.54/2
1.27%
1.55%
1.29%
1.52/8
1.30y4
1.54/2
1.28/x

These closing prices show the fluctuation of prices and spreads over a period
of a month and a half. The December-May carrying charge for wheat ranged
from 3 to 5 cents while the same December-May corn range was 6 to 7 cents.
From the November 30th close, we can see the carrying charge for corn is in
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line with our previous illustration reflecting approximately six cents from
December to May with wheat showing 4'/4 cents for the same period with an
inverse of 3 Vi cents to July because of new crop wheat available for delivery in
July.
From an elevator management point of view, the relationship of carrying
charges during corn harvest of these two commodities has to be compared. On
October 30 the December-March corn carrying charge of AV2 cents against
wheat at 2% cents plus the interest calculation due to price relationship would
make wheat an additional Vit more expensive to carry than corn for the fourmonth period. In addition the carrying charge to May on wheat was only '/i
cent compared to 2% cents on corn based on the close October 30th.
Therefore, wheat ownership should be liquidated and replaced with corn. The
futures market prices tell us this, but it is easier said than done. It is clear that
the Chicago market will try to liquidate wheat and increase corn ownership
during this period of corn harvest and heavy movement. However, these same
calculations are made by elevators in other parts of the country and the wheat
buyers take this opportunity to be selective as to wheat class and grade and
future billing requirements in making purchases against the elevator space
they have available. During the period of corn harvest last year, the Chicago
elevators were fortunate to find a limited outlet for red wheat in the southwest
on an export rate to New Orleans that allowed transit at many Texas points.
As a result, our red wheat was available to many Texas mills for blending
purposes at a discount under southwestern hard wheats. The important factor
duing these periods of heavy corn movement is to have as much space as
possible available for corn. Delivery on the December wheat contract would
not be the solution to an elevator space problem. The pressure of corn harvest
is usually over by December. It is more expedient to find outlets during
October and November as space is needed. We have been looking at the wheat
and corn relationship in this case. Often sales of other commodities might be
more advantageous if the elevator can replace with corn at a depressed harvest
basis. For example last fall when the truck corn basis dropped to 6 cents to 7
cents under December basis No. 2 Yellow at the height of harvest congestion a
buyer for a cargo of soybeans with a vessel for nearby lifting would find
several anxious sellers.
In the Chicago market we say we always have a sale for our grain if it is of
deliverable grade because a short futures position can be satisfied by the
delivery of warehouse receipts against the short position. As in the case of the
foregoing illustration on wheat and corn carrying charges, the "inventory
management" phase of terminal operations comes into play as each delivery
month approaches. It is a policy decision of the local elevator manager, after
examining his elevator inventory and hedged position of the individual grains,
to decide on delivery intentions. Each grain must be studied to anticipate the
potential demand of processors and users of the grain. It may be more prudent
to sell cash grain before the delivery month or withhold the grain from the
delivery market for more opportune sales at a later date.
How are carrying charges made? In general, we say carrying charges are
created by grain not being wanted at existing prices. We decide to make
delivery on a futures contract when we are unable to merchandise the cash
article at as good as delivery basis. Frankly, we seldom make delivery if we
believe the grain will be ordered out. The party who receives delivery does one
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of two things: (1) he pays for the warehouse receipts, leaves the grain in our
elevator and starts paying us carrying charges, or (2) he retenders, that is, he
sells futures and redelivers the grain to someone else. If the grain remains in
our elevator after the original delivery, although the warehouse receipts may
pass back and forth through several hands as the current delivery is being
satisfied, we are: (1) relieved of interest and insurance costs, and (2) paid .06
cents storage per bushel per day. If the grain is retendered day after day, it
tends to weaken the nearby contract relative to deferred contracts. As these
carrying charges widen, we will decide at some point to buy the nearby
contract and sell the deferred. Then we, as a long in the current future,
recapture our grain and have it hedged in a deferred future at a better basis
than that which existed prior to delivery.
Another factor in carrying charges is our tax structure. If a speculator buys a
future and holds it six months and one day or longer, he is eligible to capital
gain if there is a profit. Because of the tax advantage of capital gain there is a
tax advantage for speculators to buy futures which offer long term
possibilities.
Generally speaking, carrying charge markets are bearish since they indicate
the grain is not wanted. However, this is not always true—in a major
speculative bull market such as the 1955-56 and 1960-61 soybean markets,
there is a tendency for the tax buying aspect to widen carrying charges.
Also, as a generalization, carrying charges are wide when elevator stocks at
delivery markets are large and narrow when they are small. There can be
exceptions to this for individual commodities.
Now let's consider why inverse carrying charges usually indicate a bullish
situation. First, they indicate there is little threat of deliveries because the cash
basis at the delivery market is higher than the owner can obtain by making
delivery against the futures. Second, stocks are usually relatively small with
cash grain stocks needed for merchandising. Since cash ownership by the
trade is small, there is little short hedging pressure. The speculative element is
usually convinced that current prices are temporary and will decline in the
future. That is very logical in the most common inverse carrying charge
situation—old crop/new crop such as May/July wheat or
September/ December corn.
Inverse carrying charges as above provide incentives for the grain trade to be
short cash and long futures. Grain merchants will offer cash grain for deferred
shipment at a discount relative to spot values. Grain processors usually
operate with minimum inventory and cover forward needs at a discount. As
time passes the long in futures will stand for delivery unless he can convert his
futures to cash at a favorable basis. On the other hand, the speculative short
who has no grain must buy back his futures at a price which will allow the
trade to convert to cash at a profit. This is not to infer that the speculative
short always loses money. The cash merchant who is long futures and short
cash does not care whether the market goes up or down, he is concerned with
the basis in relation to the futures so he wants to be able to cover his short cash
premium position at a profit.
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Another facet of the futures market in cash grain merchandising is the fact
that length of time for trading with the use of futures for protection is
extended at least nine months in the future. This enables sales in the spring of
the year of new crop grain on a basis relative to new crop futures. In the case of
soybeans with November futures at a discount or inverse of approximately 15
cents under the May there had been considerable buying of the new crop
positions by many importing countries. In corn there has also been
considerable sale of new crop for export at the discount of new crop under old
crop.
Because it is normal for an inverse carrying charge to exist between old and
new crop such as September and December corn, or August, September, and
November beans, firms such as ours will have no premium ownership and will
go into harvest short cash or premiums and long futures as a result of forward
sales mentioned above where we have sold on a basis and bought new crop
futures for protection.
As harvest expands, purchases of cash are made against sales of futures until
the short premium position is eliminated. It is then that the grain merchant
hopes that the buying basis relative to the futures is attractive and inventory
accumulation can be made at a basis that will provide carrying charges for the
inventory accumulated. As this accumulation is made the merchant is in a
long cash-short futures position which is the concept most people have of
grain elevator operators. Few people appreciate the grain trade's contribution
in accelerating purchases at harvest by forward sales of cash commodities
against purchase of futures as their protection.
In this discussion I have not mentioned government activity. Our markets are
still based on the fundamental laws of supply and demand, but government
sales, storage, price support, and pricing policies are factors that affect both
futures and cash operations of the grain trade. The trade must be ever alert to
these changes and their market effect.

This paper was originally presented in 1965 at the Futures Trading Seminar
at the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Grain
Transportation
Carl J. Lessing

May I add my welcome to those that you received from the others
participating in this conference.
You have heard a great deal about the various functions of the Board of
Trade. You will hear some more today, but the thing that ties all these
functions together is transportation.
My particular field is not so much concerned with the physical movement of
the commodity, but rather the rates upon which this grain moves, the
relationship of freight rates, one market versus another, one processing plant
versus another, and particularly the rules and regulations under which these
rates are set up, the laws, if you please.
We had quite a bit of excitement earlier this year with proposed changes in the
Interstate Commerce Act. Many of the grain exchanges, as well as other
people affected, were thrown into politics for the first time on transportation
because of the tremendous excitement that these new changes in
transportation laws generated and the effects of proposed laws upon the
movement of grain and the other commodities, what they could or could not
do, making or breaking markets, changing the marketplaces for a producer,
etc.
I want to devote a little time this morning to the movement of grain under
these various basic freight rate structures we operate under, and the changes
that are taking place. It is quite a dynamic field at the present time.
We have within the grain-growing area—roughly east of the Rocky
Mountains and up to about the center of Ohio—somewhere between fifteen
and seventeen thousand places where grain can be loaded into a rail freight
car. Our problem is to move this grain from those multitude of origins to the
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terminal elevator facilities, sub-terminal elevator facilities, then to the
processing plants, and ultimately to the consumer.
From a transportation standpoint grain is quite a peculiar commodity, in that
you have many origin places and many destinations. It has some pecularities
and demands such as the ability for grain in a terminal warehouse to
compete pricewise with grain that is yet to be sold from a farm. We have
situations where different grains have different transportation demands upon
them. Wheat, for example, is primarily milled into flour, flour going into the
commercial bread bakeries. Different wheats must be taken from different
sections of the country and milled and blended into flours to meet the
production schedules in a commercial bread bakery.
Contrasted to that, you have corn which can be used either in a food product,
a commercial product such as foundry flours or core binders. Or it can be fed
directly to the animals, which is actually the prime use of corn.
Soybeans present still another problem in that they, too, must be processed
before the ultimate products can be used.
How to take all these various different demands and set up a transportation
schedule or system of rates is very complex, but actually it can be broken
down into a relatively simple proposition.
I would like to deal with the rail features of these rate structures, mainly
because the railroads are really the backbone of our transportation system.
Grain, of course, moves in large volume over inland waterways, St. Lawrence
Seaway, and intercoastal canals; it moves in tremendous volumes in trucks,
but the rails still are the backbone of our transportation industry.
The railroads have been under regulation since 1887, with the original act to
regulate commerce, now called the Interstate Commerce Act. This Act
governs every movement that the rail carriers can make, from the spending of
their money in many respects to almost the phone calls that go out of an office.
The Interstate Commerce Act insofar as we are concerned sets up the rules
and regulations under which the railroads operate and sets up the freight rate
schedules. First of all, it says that rates must be reasonable and proper. They
must be nondiscriminatory, nonpreferential, nonprejudicial. They don't
define reasonable and proper, so we have what we term a zone of
reasonableness.
The upper level of the zone of reasonableness is what the traffic will bear and
the lower level generally sinks down to out-of-pockets costs.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has the power to prescribe what a
particular railroad freight rate might be, but only after investigation. One of
the peculiarities is the Commission cannot prescribe rates so low that they
may be confiscatory. Yet, a railroad can establish freight rates lower than
what the Commission can prescribe, the theory being that you can give your
property away but nobody can take your property away without due
compensation.
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Railroads' rate charges and practices are filed in what we term tariffs. They are
all of a uniform size. Rules and regulations prescribe exactly what they
contain and how they are to be published. Normally, a freight rate which has
been published must be on file with the Commission for thirty days before it
becomes effective. There are certain exceptions to that, but that is what we
know as the statutory notice period.
During that thirty days, the shipping public, other railroads and competing
carriers, have an opportunity to examine those tariffs and to see if they are to
their liking. Twelve days before the effective date anybody who wishes to
object to those schedules can file a formal petition with the Commission
asking for suspension and investigation of those rates. There are thousands of
such petitions filed each year. The Commission has had such a tremendous
barrage of criticism and complaint within the last few years that it is very
touchy and very choosy about the freight rate schedules that it will suspend.
Rates filed in one of these tariffs have the effect of a statute—it is law. For
example, the rate in a tariff may be published in error. Whether it is published
in error or not, it is the only rate that the railroad may charge for a given
service.
Now, let us look at our freight rate structure and I would like to get into a little
terminology, if I may.
We have basically two systems of freight rates. One is constructed on mileage.
In other words, after certain basic costs are figured into the freight rates, such
as, say, ten cents to take care of your terminal cost, a graph of the mileage rate
structure would show a straight, rising line. For each mile you pay relatively
the same unit charge.
We have another system of rates which tends to ignore distance as a ratemaking factor. They are rates which are published from large areas to large
areas.
For example, in the State of Illinois there is one large grain rate area or group
that extends from St. Louis clear over to the Illinois-Indiana state line and
roughly along the lines of the L & N Railroad clear up to the Wisconsin
border. From this one enormous grain rate group, rates are published to large
destination groups, some even greater than the entire state of Maine. So there
are big groups on the origin end and big groups on the destination end, and
freight rates apply equally from all points within the groups.
There has been a lot of criticism of the group adjustments, notably, and very
recently by the New York Central RR, saying that group adjustments are
basically unfair because a person at the extreme distance selling to a person at
the other extreme has the same rate as one located at the closest point selling
to a person at the near edge of the destination group. Either the latter person is
being overcharged or the first one is being undercharged for the services that
the railroad performs.
I might digress here for a moment. There is one other point I want to cover
before going into these freight rates. Let's take a look at the grain markets.
The principal grain markets outside of the interior sub-terminal elevators in
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Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas are located at points at which there is navigable
water, starting with Buffalo, Toledo, Duluth-Superior, Milwaukee, Chicago,
the Twin Cities, St. Louis, Peoria, Kansas City, and the other markets along
the Missouri River.
In the early founding of our country, of course, water was the form of
transportation. Water not only had the ease of physical movement of
transportation, but it was also the low-cost way of moving grain.
I saw a reference the other day in one of our historical publications to the
effect that in the early days the proceeds from the sale of a wagonload of wheat
hauled sixty miles or so were taken up or eaten up by the wear and tear on the
team and the wagon and the wages of the driver.
Where water was present as the form of transportation, it also was a barrier to
the construction of the railroads in these early days. For example, you have a
system of railroads starting from the east and running as far as Buffalo. You
had other systems of railroads running from Buffalo and Pittsburgh west until
they ran into some more of these natural barriers, such as your Illinois River
or the Mississippi River. Then there are other such systems of railroads that
start at Chicago and work west to the Missouri River and also systems of
railroads that started at the Missouri River and worked westward from there.
These natural barriers caused railroads in these various areas to join together
in sort of trade associations. As a result, to this day we have these various
associations that have jurisdiction over the freight rates within a given area.
Now, some more terminology. If we have a rate from Point A to Point B, in
our grain rate structure we call that a flat rate. We may have other rates that
would apply from Point A to Point B, but they are conditioned upon a prior
transportation service either into Point A or beyond Point B or both. We
term that a proportional rate. It is in a sense a proportion of a rate.
For example, the granddaddy of all rates, a proportional rate from Chicago
to New York City, is conditioned upon a prior movement into Chicago either
by water or by rail. We have other types of proportional rates that are
dependent upon a movement beyond Point B. For example, one would be an
export rate, only for movement beyond the port of exportation.
We combine these two types of rates in our basic grain rate structures. We also
introduce a third factor into the grain rate structure, and that is transit.
Transit is the stopping at some point along a route for some special service,
and ignoring from a rate standpoint the fact that it has been stopped.
In all forms of pricing you have certain basic costs. With respect to the
railroads the real important costs are the terminal costs. Moving from Point A
to Point B via Point C here, we may have the terminal costs which would
produce a rate of 75c from A to C and 75c from C to B, and yet a rate from A
to B may be $1.25, or less than the combination of those two factors. Transit
ignores the cost of this terminal operation for a stop at Point C and permits
not a charge of two seventy-five cent rates, but a rate of $1.25 for the entire
service.
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There has been a lot of criticism of that particular form of service very
recently. Once again, the rates which include transit have to be artificially
increased to cover transit services. In many cases the cost of giving that service
is so great that the railroads can't meet the competition from other forms of
transportation, so there is a trend to eliminate transit.
But in our basic grain rate structures, we operate under transit rates,
combined with our two basic freight rates.
Now, let's see how this works for moving grain out of Kansas into New York
City, as an example, and milling in transit.
First of all, into a marketplace such as Kansas City we have rates which we
know as gathering rates. These are flat rates into a marketplace. A price is set
at the Kansas City market and that price is related back to a country elevator
by subtracting these known rail freight rates. In other words, the price of grain
may be a dollar in Kansas City. If the rate is ten cents, the price of grain would
be ninety cents at the origin point. Around all marketplaces are these systems
of gathering rates into the market.
Then from markets such as Kansas City we have a proportional rate to
Chicago. If grain moves into Kansas City and is consumed there, the price of
ten cents may be charged; if it moves on beyond to Chicago they will charge
another thirty-three cents a hundredweight. If the grain stops in Chicago, it
will be charged the total of ten cents plus thirty-three cents; if it moves on from
Chicago, another charge is added.
Our freight rate structure basically is broken down into a number of segments.
These are so adjusted that you can move via a variety of routes to your final
destination, all on equal charges.
For example, the proportional rate from Kansas City to Chicago is thirtythree cents.
At the same time we will have a proportional rate from Kansas City to St.
Louis of twenty-five and a half cents. These rates reflect relative distances and
also competition of water transportation^
Beyond Chicago and St. Louis to the same destination, the rates will be
adjusted to compensate for the seven and one-half cent spread between the
first two rate segments. So from Chicago to New York City there will be a fiftyfive and a half cent rate, while the rate from St. Louis will be seven cents
higher, sixty-three cents. Through Peoria we will have another equalized
combination of rates.
But moving from Kansas City to New York City you have the same thru
charges by a variety of routes, all these various factors being adjusted to
produce equal charges from the fields of Kansas into the New York area.
This is what we term the so-called rate break system of making rates on grain,
with complete equalization. A rate break system with equalization.
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And then when you throw in transit, which permits a miller of wheat, for
example, located someplace between Kansas City and Chicago, to mill on this
thirty-three cent rate and to compete with a mill located at Kansas City or a
mill located at Chicago for the sale of flour in Chicago. They all pay the same
charges by virtue of this milling in transit system.
From Illinois origins we have a system of gathering rates into Chicago which
works in combination with a proportional rate beyond Chicago. This permits
flexibility in marketing grain; it is a system of rates which meets the demand
on grain transportation, once again referring to the fact that grain being sold
at the farm must compete with grain at a terminal.
It permits grain in a wet harvest to come into a terminal market for storage
and conditioning, then be moved out. It also sets up orderly marketing of
grain. It allows, as I said, mills to be located virtually at thousands of different
places between a point in the country and the final destination of the product
to be consumed.
The rate break system of rates with equalization. There are other proportional
rates that move beyond St. Louis into the southeast, or proportional rates
moving beyond Kansas City down for export.
Now, this particular system has many drawbacks, as well as advantages. One
is that some of these segments may be artificially increased to make these
patterns work out.
I had an interesting experience when I was with the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railroad. The railroad serves basically the State of Illinois, with
routes down into Evansville and St. Louis. Take a point such as Danville.
Going into Evansville may have been around 150 miles, while from Danville
into St. Louis it may have been close to 200 miles.
Now, under equalization of freight rates into the southeast, the rate from
Danville to Evansville, was about seven cents higher than the rate from
Danville to St. Louis, even in face of these distances. That would allow
truckers to move grain from Danville to Evansville, where there are barge
loading stations, under what you might term the protection of an umbrella. By
rail, it may have cost thirty cents to move grain between these two points. The
trucks could do it for fifteen cents and they were doing it. So we had a
tremendous amount of trucking from this interior point in Illinois down to the
Ohio River, where it would be put on a barge and either moved to export or
down the Tennessee River system.
This is one of the drawbacks of this rate break system. You do have these rates
which are artificially inflated to take care of equalization. Trucks can go in
and literally capture all the traffic that there is to be hauled.
Just prior to my joining the C & E I Railroad, I established one of the barge
loading stations on the river, so I knew this situation very well.
Now, that in its very simplicity is the basic structure of freight rates by which
grain from the country moves into the consuming areas. It is a beautiful
system on paper, but, in today's modern times with the extreme competition
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in the movement of grain—with the man with the back of an envelope and a
sharp pencil trying to figure ways to beat the system, with costs built into rates
to accommodate special services, with the artificial inflating of a particular
segment of rate to create equalization—railroads have been faced with some
extremely heavy competition by trucking and waterborne transportation.
The railroads have been under regulation, as I said, since 1887. In 1935 the
Interstate Commerce Act was amended to include motor carriers, but
Congress left several loopholes in the law. One was the so-called agricultural
exemption. Grain or any basic agricultural product which is hauled by a truck
firm is completely devoid of any regulation, other than the safety of operation.
This permits anyone to purchase a truck and go into the business of grain
transportation without any rules or regulations at all. You don't have to file
the fancy, expensive tariffs. You can charge one rate to one man and another
rate to a different party for the same service.
In 1940 the Interstate Commerce Act was again amended by putting in a third
part of the Act, and that was to cover the movement of products and
commodities by water.
Once again, Congress had loopholes or exceptions to the Act in the so-called
bulk commodity exemptions. A barge line can haul up to three bulk
commodities in a single vessel or in a single tow and move those over the
inland waterways of the United States completely devoid of any regulation
outside of the safety regulations and the Coast Guard. This presents some real
problems to the railroad carriers, in that the two major competing forms of
transportation operate under a different set of rules than the railroads.
What to do about it? The railroads have had a difficult time operating under
these handicaps. This has been accentuated in the post-World War II years, by
virtue of the fact that their operating costs have gone up, and they have had to
increase their freight rates accordingly. Every time the railroads have
increased rates to satisfy the increased cost of doing business, it has created
more of these so-called umbrella situations under which competing truck and
barge lines have operated.
Very recently and a new form of competition has been the opening of the St.
Lawrence Seaway. In 1959 the Seaway became a fact and it has literally
affected the freight rates of the railroads throughout the entire nation. Here
we have this all-water route from the very heart of the grain producing area to
the European markets. You have a system of rail carriers that parallels this allwater route, and that normally would carry grain to the east coast.
The railroads were quick to react to the Seaway. For example, the freight rates
from Central Illinois to the North Atlantic ports for export on soybeans were
reduced from 72c to 38c a hundredweight. We have had similar reductions in
the other grains.
Then to meet the effects of the St. Lawrence Seaway we have had rate
reductions from Illinois down to the Gulf ports. We have even had freight
rates proposed from Montana down to the Gulf ports to meet the competition
of the St. Lawrence Seaway. We have had a lot of talk about the St. Lawrence
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Seaway not paying its way. It has paid its way in freight rate reductions on the
railroads by themselves.
That is literally true.
When a railroad will cut a freight rate from 72c down to 38c, that is a
tremendous reduction. When you consider that you are affecting all of this
prime growing area in the movement of grains to the North Atlantic ports for
export versus coming through Chicago or Toledo, there has been a
tremendous savings to the producer and has been a tremendous factor in
letting our grains go out for export.
The competition from the waterways has opened up the south. The Tennessee
River System permits an all-water route into the Chattanooga-DecaturAlabama area. It has opened up entirely new industries in the southeast.
One of the major changes to take place in rail rates has received much
publicity in the press recently. I speak of the Big John cars of the Southern
Railroad, where they have really slashed rates some sixty, seventy percent in
some instances from St. Louis and points along the Ohio River into the
southeast. The rails talk about their new and improved technology, the
breakthrough in new equipment. Unfortunately, the technology that they
have applied in reducing the grain rates does not apply in reducing the rates on
products, so that you still have tremendously high rates on flour, for example,
from Kansas City into the southeast and very, very extremely low rates on
wheat from the Mississippi and Ohio crossings into the southeast.
The technology is there to be sure, but it is and has been brought about
through competition of this all-water movement.
Now, how do freight rates affect the Board of Trade? We, for the first part,
must have free movement so a tremendous supply of the grains can be brought
to and from this market. Grain in store with rail billing behind it is the basis of
the futures contracts. In other words, since there is a firm commitment to
deliver, there must be some grain behind that futures contract, and in order to
have grain behind the futures contracts you must have a system of rates which
will bring grain into this market and also a system of rates that permit grain to
move from this market.
Secondly, freight rates affect a futures market such as this in that you have
known relationships, one point versus another. Those known relationships
are very necessary in order for a hedger to be able to determine what his
position is relative to the Chicago market at all times.
Those two factors caused us the greatest concern over the Congressional
attempt to change the Interstate Commerce Act earlier this year. I have given
you a few examples of the rules under which the railroads have operated as
compared to the no-rules or very limited rules that the truck lines and the
barge lines operate under. In our system of doing things, this is basically
unfair. We want to treat everybody equally.
Chairman Harris of the Committee of the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, introduced legislation this year which, among other
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things, would have removed all Interstate Commerce Commission authority
over the rail carriers in the carriage of agricultural products. This would have
permitted the railroads to charge different rates, just as a trucking operation
charges different rates.
In spite of the tremendous competitive pressures of the rail and water
operations, we could see just chaos in the marketing of grain by these changes.
Literally, it could put a country elevator operator out of business overnight.
I will give you a few examples.
This is a map of the State of Illinois. On it we have all of the elevators in the
State of Illinois. We have color-coded this because the rail and water pattern is
what we like to term up in our department a can of worms. We have three
basic systems of rail carriers operating within the state.
You have, first, a system of carriers that comes in from the west and
terminates at Chicago, such as the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, the
Burlington, the Rock Island. We have another system of rail carriers that
comes in from the south and terminates at Chicago, such as the Illinois
Central and the C & E I, the G M & C. We have a third system of rail carriers
that moves from Illinois directly east and that is represented by the
Pennsylvania Railroad, the Nickel Plate, New York Central to some extent.
These are carriers which do not directly serve Chicago, except through
extremely circuitous routes coming around through the State of Indiana.
Now, there are situations in the State of Illinois where you have an elevator
located on the B & O, which is just a few miles from an elevator located on the
Illinois Central, the B & O not serving Chicago directly while the Illinois
Central does. There are farmers located midpoint between the two that have
the option of carrying grain this direction to the B & O or this direction over to
the Illinois Central Railroad.
Under the law as it was proposed the railroads would not have to file their
tariffs, they would just have to file a memorandum of rates; not thirty days
before the movement took place, but thirty days after the movement took
place. We would throw in immediately the uncertainty of unknown
transportation charges. In other words, in addition to speculating on the
weather and drought conditions, you would be speculating in freight rates.
The B & O may have been able to put in some rates which would draw grain
directly east, and the poor guy sitting over at the Illinois Central, not knowing
about that rate going in for some thirty days, would be wondering where his
business went.
We have two situations up here in Chicago, one that we are currently litigating
before the Commission. It concerns freight rates on soybeans from points in
south central Illinois to the Gulf ports for export—those rates are lower than
they are to Chicago for export, notwithstanding the fact that the distance to
New Orleans is three to four times as great as to Chicago.
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We have a situation up here in Chicago proper where, for example, a carrier
such as the Illinois Central Railroad does not serve the elevators located on
what we term deep water. They have to turn the traffic over to a connecting
switching carrier in Chicago in order to reach these elevators. For a carload of
grain the average charge is somewhere around fifteen dollars; for a carload of
soybeans it is up around fifty-five dollars.
How do you justify that? Under the present laws we have a tribunal to which
we go to complain. Under the law as it was proposed earlier this year we would
have had no recourse, we would have had no place to go to complain or to tell
our story.
We are currently fighting a system of rates from Indiana origins. Indiana is
one of the four top producing corn states in the nation. We are facing and
fighting freight rates from Indiana origins which the railroads have published
to become effective September 25th of this year to North Atlantic ports, rates
which are at or near the railroads' out-of-pocket cost and which were put in to
meet the competition of the St. Lawrence Seaway.
That is very laudible, but it presents situations at points within a hundred
miles of Chicago, where the rates are higher to Chicago than they will be to the
North Atlantic ports. Without the present law we would have no place to go
to complain. You can multiply those situations a hundredfold.
So, an elevator or a small businessman could be very easily put out of business
overnight.

This paper was originally presented in 1964 at the Agricultural Writers Conference at the Chicago
Board of Trade.
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Basis
Patterns
T. A. Hieronymus

I will talk about "Basis and Basis Patterns" particularly in three areas: basis
change over time within a particular crop year, basis changes over time one
year versus a different crop year and, third—and the one I will emphasize the
most—the basis geographically and basis changes geographically.
In this I hope to comment briefly on the causes of change in basis and, thus,
finally get down to the business of how to effectively use basis from your
diverse locations.
Now, the correct definition of "hedging" to prove that I know it: To hedge is to
assume a position in futures equal and opposite to an existing cash position.
Fine. However, for purposes of basis discussion, I like to define "hedging" as
speculating in basis. To hedge is to speculate in basis versus to speculate in
cash.
We oftentimes note that "hedging" and speculation" are defined as opposites.
They are not opposite at all. They are quite different, but one is not the
corollary of the other.
Some kinds of firms hedge to shift risks or to fix processing margins, but
country elevators hedge to make a profit from a favorable basis change. There
is no other reason for a country elevator to hedge than to make a profit from
the hedging operation or to take a smaller loss than would otherwise occur in
the ordinary course of business activities.
Just on the side, while you were cautioned yesterday against speculating, and
I don't want to dispute this, I do want to recognize that in practice, some of
you will on occasion use hedging to fix an already existing speculative profit
on the cash operations, and I should say, on the other hand, to limit an already
existing loss from having taken cash positions.
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I recognize this as being part of the world in which many country elevators
operate, while at the same time quite agreeing with what Mr. Wiese said
yesterday about inadvisability of this in connection with your country grain
elevator business.
If you want to speculate in cash prices or in price levels, in prices and price
changes, do this on the side as an extra part of your activity and not connected
with your grain business.
I stress this notion of the essence of speculating in basis because the essence of
successful hedging is the forecasting of basis changes.
In part, this is fairly easy, and in part, it is quite difficult. Even the most rank
novice can hedge and hedge successfully, but the more of it you do, the more
you see possibilities of adding frills to it, and the more opportunity there is to
use a really thorough and profound knowledge of basis behavior.
At the risk of boring you stiff, I think I should go over some of the theoretical
fundamentals of basis behavior, the basis delivery points during the delivery
of the month must be equal to zero. Cash and futures must be one and the
same price.
In practice, as you see and hear quotations, you find they are not. If futures
were cheaper than cash, those people who want to buy and use grain would
buy the futures, take delivery, and get the cash. Those people who want to sell
cash grain, if the futures are above the cash, would deliver futures.
Thus, they must be the same price—but in practice, they are not. I think
yesterday the price of corn was three cents over the December, and this is the
delivery month. In theory, they should be equal. They are, really.
What we are talking about when we mention cash corn at three cents over is a
different commodity than delivered corn. There are several reasons why cash
in most delivery months tends to be above the futures. Among these are that
the exact time and place of delivery is known. If you buy cash, you know when
you get it. If you go long futures and take delivery, you may get it the first day,
the last day, or any day in between.
You know which elevator it is in, or which track it is on, or which boxcar it is
in if you buy cash. You don't know for sure where you will get the delivery if
you take delivery on futures. There are some differences in the freight billing
lying behind some of the cash grain and some of the delivered grain. There are
several different grades of grain that may be delivered at fixed differences, and
there is always one cheapest deliverable grade, and I assure you when you take
delivery, you will get that cheapest deliverable grade.
Two of the biggest takers on delivery of corn during the month of December
this year have been, I understand, a downstate corn processor dry miller and a
Chicago located corn-wheat miller. These people are, of course, willing to pay
more for corn in boxcars than they are in elevators because they have to pay a
load-out and switching charge, as the biggest single items.
Thus, you will find typically and regularly the cash is above the futures during
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the delivery month. The first delivery month of the crop year this need not be
true because grain may be flowing into storage.
The first of December, cash corn was under the December future by a cent or
so. Corn was moving in and moving into storage and was a little slow getting
unloaded, so you saw it selling for a little bit less than the future. It since has
gone above.
Now with this little technical thing out of the way—the basis over time—the
principle involved is that the cash gains in relation to the future because there
are substantial costs of storing cash grains and very little, if any, cost of
carrying futures contracts. Thus, the cash must gain in relation to future as the
marketing season progresses.
In theory, the spot price should be under the future by the cost of carrying to
the delivery month. A future should be under the next successive future within
a given crop year by the cost of carrying to the next delivery.
I would like to mention a theoretical basis pattern for a two-year period. In the
long run, the cash price of grain will increase by the cost of storing grain for a
year.
If you compute a seasonal pattern of cash grain prices, do it over a long
enough period of time so that your averages come out true. Then, with the
increase in price during the year from harvest until the subsequent harvest,
until late in the season, this cash price will regularly and consistently have a
seasonal increase.
Now, the next season, you will start over. You don't change the general level
of the price necessarily, and so this is the long run tendency for the behavior of
cash grains.
Now, one might say why not just hold cash grains, and the heck with futures. I
noticed yesterday we were "kicking around" the economist term tendency,
and here we introduce another very favorite economic term, and that is in the
long run. We kind of "debunk" this ourselves by saying, "In the long run, we
are all dead," and I think this is the point that Mr. Wiese was making about
those people who do consistently, directly speculate in cash prices rather than
in hedges. In the long run, they are all dead, and sometimes the long run gets a
little bit short.
So, to the cash pattern: During the harvest period this cash price has a
carrying cost, and the distant future will be above that by the cost of storing to
that delivery month, say, July. This is the carrying charge theory discussed
yesterday by Mr. Schultz.
The long run average price of July corn, for example, will not change. All of
the changes in it will average out to essentially zero, and, thus, the cash gains
in relation to the futures.
It costs money to store from May to July, and, thus, the May price will be
under the July, March under May, December under March. And, if we do
everything perfectly, comes out in a stairstep pattern.
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At the end of the year, the cash price goes back as it was and the December,
March, May, and the July futures for the next year form the same neat
theoretical pattern.
There is no difference between my system of drawing basis charts and Wiese's,
except that I must consistently and regularly stand on my head to read Virg
Wiese's charts.
And, this, twenty-five years ago, I could do for protracted periods with great
skill, but I suddenly discovered one day, it is easier to be right side up. I think
Virg is too old to learn new tricks. He has been drawing these far longer than I
have and has some claim to being right because his way is the oldest, but I
claim to being right because mine is newer.
Now, this is a fine theory and has one great fault. It does not work out. When
theory and fact are at divergence, I suggest that one should revise the theory in
line with the facts. If one must venture outside the cloistered halls, especially
into the cruel world of business, and follow a theory that doesn't fit
consistently with the facts, you inevitably lose money—unless you are a
professor and write in sufficiently confused language that nobody cuts off
your salary.
Now the theory doesn't work out because I talked in terms of cost of storage. I
have said that the theory is here because it costs money to store cash grain, and
it costs virtually nothing to carry a futures contract. There are large, fixed
costs in carrying cash grain, one of which is the storage structure itself, and it
doesn't depreciate it, insure it against fire and so forth, to have men looking
after it, if it has grain in it than if it is sitting empty.
If there are large fixed costs, then there will be a market price of storage, and
the market price of anything may be equal to cost, may be less than cost, may
be more than cost, depending upon the relative supply-demand situation for
the item in question. The price of storage will differ from year to year, as will
the amount that the cash gains in relation to the future and the pattern that the
carrying charge makes during the year.
There is one very notable change in our theoretical pattern. Harvest is the time
of greatest demand for storage space in relation to the supply. If we have
enough storage space to store an entire crop, we obviously have too much
storage space most of the year because the total inventory of the commodity in
store declines during the year.
Thus the highest market price for storage is at harvest and immediately
following. And soon as you button up a crop, put it into storage and start
taking it out of storage, the storage price per day goes down, and it goes down
very sharply.
This means that this basis pattern will be wide at harvest. It will close up very
quickly, and, then, level off and gradually close as shown on Wiese's charts.
So this is the first change in your theoretical pattern, and to the extent, I would
revise the theory.
And the second thing I would tell you is that not all years are alike because in
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not all years are the supply of and the demand for storage space alike. Now, we
have quite a variety of basis gains over the last decade. Those of you in the
business know that during the 1961-62 crop year and during the 1962-63 crop
year the gain in the basis was very much less than it has been in the several
preceding years. The reason is very simple to see.
During the course of those two crop years, we reduced the carry-over of corn
in the United States by roughly eight hundred million bushels, and this
obviously left a lot more available storage space with nothing to put in it. The
price of storage declined and declined sharply. So these changes between years
vary quite substantially. They vary for good reason.
At the end of each year, you can look back and see, "Well, here was the basis
pattern, and here is why." All we have really done is learned from experience.
There are very, very few basis charts published, particularly over long periods
of time. I made an approach to some of this in a publication. It is the second of
two things on the subject of basis that I intend eventually to get done. The first
one is a longer manuscript of hedging operations designed for the use of
country grain trade, and that manuscript is on my desk uncompleted and has
been in that state for some time.
But, I did break down and write a little publication for the use of farmers that
is again basically a basis publication. This is University of Illinois Bulletin 696,
"The Use of Grain Futures Markets in the Farm Business."
For those of you who are in Illinois, I intend to make a complete distribution.
You are on our automatic mailing list. The balance of you can obtain copies
by writing to the Agricultural Information Office, College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois, Urbana, and the price of the thing is thirty-five cents.
This has in it the raw cash and futures prices made into basis charts for, I
think, six or seven years for each of four grains. The cash prices in question are
East Central Illinois farm prices. As a matter of absolute fact, these farm
prices are derived from track prices. They are at weekly intervals. The data
also are included, but it does have a large number of basis charts in it showing
the average for the period and for the individual years. You can examine the
year-to-year differences.
The spreads among the futures delivery months are pretty much determined
by the delivery situation at the delivery point. These are pretty much Chicago
determined. The terminal elevators who have grain in store and hedged make
the key decisions that establish the differences. You will note that over the last
few weeks, the December has gained sharply in relation to the March corn.
Every terminal elevator which has hedges in the December has to decide
whether to deliver or not.
Yesterday it was pointed out that a full carrying charge, December to March,
is something like seven and one-half cents. It can get wider than seven and
one-half cents. The December can go to a premium, and we have seen that
happen.
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What goes into the thinking of these people who either do or do not deliver?
They, themselves, can't say, "Well, I did deliver at this difference. I did not
deliver at some other difference."
If they deliver, and somebody orders it out, they have empty space. It makes
them reluctant to deliver. If they deliver too much grain, then, they don't have
a merchandising opportunity, and this is their bread and butter. If they deliver
too much grain, they cannot admix the assorted qualities as effectively.
They must maintain the amount in grade that they have receipts out for, so the
spread is more closely related to the supply of and demand for storage space at
the terminal point, at the delivery point, than it is to the supply of and demand
for storage space generally.
There is something of a tendency for these spreads to be at their widest at the
harvesttime.
At country points, if we go through the summer at a basis of, say, ten under the
nearby, in some years we find this narrows into harvest to, say, eight or seven
or six under, and sometimes we find that it widens into the harvest to, say,
twelve or fourteen or even more under.
You notice on the chart that 1960 crop corn went into the harvest on a fairly
moderate sort of basis under the future, and then widened very, very
substantially until at track, Illinois points, we had a basis of twenty-two,
twenty-five cents under.
Anyone who had storage space at that time could sell it very well. Most people
didn't have any, and that is why it got so wide. This was a matter of the crop
turning out to be very much bigger than anyone thought, and farmers much
more willing to sell it than anyone thought.
In years in which farmers tend to hold grain back on farms, we get a narrow
basis at harvest. In years in which they are satisfied and sell aggressively at
harvest, the basis tends to widen. If the crop turns out to be quite large, the
basis is wide. If it turns out to be a bit smaller than expected, the basis narrows
sharply at harvest.
These are things that you in country locations can judge and judge pretty well.
Judging the demand side is more difficult.
In spite of the tremendous glut of corn that we had this year and the shortage
of storage space or some place to put it as it came out of the fields, we have
proceeded with a rather narrow corn basis throughout.
The primary reason for this is the high level of export demand for corn, so the
demand has offset the glut and we have stayed with a rather narrow basis. This
is a little more difficult for you to judge out in country positions.
Now, time is short, and I want to talk about basis over space, and I must
recognize again, the shortage of existing basis charts you can use.
There are a half dozen or so people in this room who can effectively use
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Wiese's basis charts because they live in Wiese's area, or can use my basis
charts because we live in the same area, but the rest of you are pretty much on
your own. Unfortunately, the data for drawing these up just simply does not
exist. We know a lot of things about prices, but we do not know the price of
grains at a wide assortment of interior points throughout the United States.

We are in the process of correcting this in Illinois, and in two or three years, we
will know the price relations at many points within the state, but for the
United States as a whole, this data is extremely difficult to develop.
Now there is a theoretical pattern to price relationship over space, and I want
to mention very quickly three conditions. Let us put Chicago as the delivery
point. Let us pick a spot for corn that always ships its corn to Chicago and
never ships corn anywhere else. I am not sure such a point does exist.
Out along the Illinois-Iowa line it would go to Duluth or Minneapolis or
Kansas City, so let's pick a rail line running west from Chicago and not very
far out and say, "Well, if they ever do ship any corn, it is going to be shipped to
Chicago."
Now the price at this point—this is a point tributary to the delivery point—the
price will always be equal to the Chicago cash price minus freight. It is
functionally tied to it. It cannot get loose from it in any way at all.
This is the simplest case. This is the most dependable basis if you are out here
hedging. You know exactly what you can or cannot do, and you have a
deliverable hedge—or deliverable insofar as the terminal elevators are
deliverable. It becomes quite simple. As I say, this applies to practically no
one, and, thus, the game gets to be more complicated.
Now, let us take a second case which I called "equalized to a common
destination." Let us go to Baltimore, again, speaking theoretically. Now, we
do regularly ship corn from Chicago to Baltimore for export.
Let us back off into a point in Ohio, and let us say that this point in Ohio
consistently ships its surplus corn to Baltimore. There is a difference in the
freight cost from Chicago to Baltimore and from this point in Ohio to
Baltimore.
Suppose that the one from Chicago to Baltimore is twenty cents and the one
from the Ohio point to Baltimore is ten. Thus, so long as these conditions are
true—that Chicago is always shipping corn to Baltimore, and Ohio is always
shipping corn to Baltimore—the difference between Chicago and the Ohio
price will be that Ohio will be ten over Chicago.
But, if something happens that Ohio runs out of corn and can no longer ship
to Baltimore, what will happen? Well, the Ohio price will go up enough that
Chicago can effectively underprice it. This price will go up just a little bit in
relation to Chicago, say, to eleven over, and when it goes up to eleven over,
Baltimore reaches to Chicago for its supply. A rather small change will
produce the difference.
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Thus, where you have a common destination from two points, those two
points are pretty closely related to the other.
Now, let us take the third case which applies to so many people. Let us take
one in East Central Illinois. Look at corn or soybeans out of an East Central
Illinois location and try to draw a map of where it goes as we work out these
destinations. We find it goes in all directions, most particularly to processors
within the area, to Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans for export. It will go
straight east for export, to the southeast for feed. It will go to distillers. It will
go back this way to some distillers and so forth with no large percentage going
to any single point.
Now, it is not tied to Chicago functionally, and, therefore, is not deliverable.
If both Chicago and this point are shipping to a common destination, and it
costs more to move the grain from Chicago to that destination, cash prices at
that point are apt to be over Chicago. If, on the other hand, they are shipping
to a common destination and it is cheaper for Chicago to do it, Chicago prices
will be higher.
So one would not expect necessarily a close relationship between the Chicago
price and the prices at these multiplicities of points. However, a rather close
relationship does exist. It must change from time to time and from year to
year, but these changes need not be large.
It is these differences that direct the flow. In some years, perhaps the demand
for corn is greater in the Southeast than in other years. Some years the
demand for corn in Iowa or Nebraska is greater than other years. The relative
supplies differ. Some years we have rather smaller crops in the West and larger
in the East, so you can expect the price to gain in the West in relation to the
East one year to the next, so there are differences in flows.
To generate these differences in flows, we must have differences in prices.
Now, as I say, we know very little about the price at all kinds of locations, but I
have worked out two graphs, one on corn, the other on soybeans. The straight
zero line is the Chicago No. 2 Yellow corn price, with the difference in price
between Chicago and the other points indicated by graph lines.
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These data are not very good. They are taken from Agricultural Marketing
Service price quotations at these various points, and they show rather wide
ranges, six- and seven-cent ranges for #2 corn in Omaha, for example. I think
a lot of the variation is the result of inaccurate price reporting more than real
differences in the relationship of price, one point to another. Let us take a look
at the "Illinois Points," for example, which started the year out—and this is
1962-63—started the year out at nine under to ten and one-half, to nine, to
seven and one-half, got in as narrow as six and one-half, and widened back out
to the nine and one-half area. But note—except at the very end of the season—
that this is a pretty stable difference, East Central Illinois to #2 price Chicago.
Keep in mind these are cash to cash, and hence, you see no basis pattern.
St. Louis carries a premium, or did that year. It is a very consistent premium
not getting very far off the four-cent mark, and I think that premium was more
consistent than the data show because St. Louis prices are not really well
reported.
There are two exceptions to this. Look at Kansas City start at six and eight
over, go under Chicago and wind up a lot under Chicago, so it made a
downward pattern in here that season as did Omaha.
Minneapolis behaved itself pretty well. Toledo behaved itself pretty well in
relation to Chicago.
What happened in the case that year of the Western corn—this is true of other
Western locations as well as the two that I have tabulated—was that in the
West, we tied up corn in the loan as we regularly do which gives it a high price
relative to the East where we don't tie up so much corn in the loan.
However, last year for the first time in quite some time the price of corn in the
East—that is, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, the Southeast and so forth—did go up
to the loan plus redemption. This happened later in the season, and with the
Western corn already at the loan at the outset, the Eastern corn price increase
was not accompanied by the comparable increase in cash prices in the West.
They were already up, and you get this downward pattern for Kansas City and
Omaha.
Now, let us take a real quick look at soybeans—the Illinois points price. It's a
very solid, steady thing except for a little flurry in July when Chicago got a
Soybeans—Various Points vs. Chicago 1962-63
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little strong because of limited deliveries. Toledo starts under and got actually
above Chicago and fell off.
Now, Minneapolis behaved itself very nicely. I think most of the variation
shown in here is the result of inaccurate price reporting, rather than any real
difference, so Minneapolis and Chicago have a quite consistent relationship.
This pattern is not a bad one except Toledo made this bulge in FebruaryMarch.
Now, what does this mean to a hedger? In any of these locations in the case of
corn, somebody hedging out of St. Louis has a nice relationship with which to
work. You will have the same kind of a basis pattern that Chicago will have
because it is a consistent premium. The same is true of Illinois points. The
same is true of Toledo and Minneapolis. An elevator operator trying to hedge
corn in Kansas City or Nebraska last year just had the basis working
completely against him. All of his ordinary basis gain out of the futures was
evened up by this decline in the Western position. It made an extremely
difficult and unprofitable hedging problem.
Had he seen this correctly and anticipated the basis change correctly, he
would have kicked the corn out of his elevators and put wheat in. You must
forecast and know basis.
Now, something like happened in Toledo gives a beautiful situation in which
to hedge. Not only do you get a normal cash to futures gain from this harvest
period, but you get a magnified one that amounted to about nine cents.
It was about nine cents more profitable to store soybeans at Toledo last year
than it was to store soybeans at Illinois points for the period from October to
March, and it makes a very nice situation if you can catch that one.
Time has run out, and we should reach some conclusions. The first one is this.
The most important thing is that a hedger knows his own basis. To hedge
successfully, he must speculate successfully in basis change, and to speculate
successfully in basis change, he must understand his basis, the reasons for
what it has done in the past, and, thus, try and gauge what it may do in the
future.
Keep basis charts for your location, develop them, keep them, compare them
one year to the next. Try to decide why one year is different from the next. Try
to look forward to see what you can expect to happen.
If you are not tributary to a delivery point—and practically everybody is not
tributary to a delivery point—you must watch the deliverable supply at the
delivery point very closely. This is critically important.
There have been occasions when we have had to pull grain from Toledo, Ohio,
to Chicago for delivery, and this upset every normal relationship because we
ran out at Chicago.
As long as supplies stay abundant in Chicago, you expect a normal
relationship to prevail, and if supplies do not run out at Chicago, then,
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something has got to get to be tributary Chicago that wasn't before, and you
get a distortion of the entire pattern.
So, watch, and if you are short futures and long cash, and Chicago begins to
run out of deliverable supplies, you had better get out of that particular
hedging situation. It may go immediately sour on you.

The second point in addition to knowing your own basis is that I think you
should sell the high market whether you are deliverable or not. We have been
talking about storage income and earnings from basis operations, but we need
to also think in terms of merchandising income from basis and basis
operations.
The price is somewhat like a lake. The lake goes up and down without getting
anywhere at all, with the surface remaining undulating, continually changing,
but at any one point, it changes very little in these relationships.
Thus, if you have a cork out there, and the cork stays still, and there is a wind
blowing waves, that cork will travel a long way up and down, but never gets
anywhere. This is probably what happens to your individual location.
Sometimes it is the cheapest place, and that is when you have got something to
sell, and sometimes it is the highest market, and that is when you don't have
anything to sell.
Now, the game is, when that cork is on the top of waves, sell, and when it is
down in this trough, hold. If you are depressed in relation to this general price
surface, hedge. When you see yourself sticking out above everything else, take
the hedge off, and this gives you a merchandising opportunity.
It also requires that you work fairly well out in front, that you do not wait to
sell something until you have to ship it, that you give yourself some time to
select these merchandising spots.
Now, a third conclusion about keeping basis charts is that you should
minimize transportation costs. I have over the times seen some very
interesting opportunities arise. Harlan, Iowa, historically has had a
fascinating situation in that when Iowa has surplus, Harlan ships it to Chicago
for storage. In other seasons of the year it becomes deficit and Harlan has to
reach to Chicago to get it back.
If you could be paid for storing it in Chicago and shipping it both ways,
obviously if you stored it in Iowa on a hedge basis, you could make quite a lot
of money.
I have seen soybeans in the Memphis-Arkansas area go below Chicago at
harvest for an amount sufficient to barge them to Chicago and store them, and
the following season I have seen them go over for the cost of barging them
from Chicago to West Memphis. It is cheaper to store in the Mid-South than
it is in Chicago.
This Arkansas basis was a "beaut" for a time, but too many people discovered
this. They built some storage space, and, now, a year ago last fall, for the first
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time, the West Memphis price stayed over the Chicago price even at the
harvest. It is still a lucrative storage situation.
Many of you are located in areas that are surplus corn part of the year, deficit
corn part of the year. If you watch, you'll find that you have really shipped
corn out at some times of the year and shipped corn in at other times of the
year. You had better hold it there and hold it hedged, and you will have much
better basis situation than someone who is continuously shipping out.
East of the Mississippi a lot of people should look at the storage opportunities
in soft wheat. Soft wheat sometimes goes from a short discount to somethimg
of a premium over this rather soft-hard wheat, and I think there are storage
opportunities in that. The basis should be looked at in your location very
carefully.
Finally, the competent basis operator must keep adequate basis charts, must
understand the departures from normal basis patterns, and this underscores
the need to recognize that the essence of hedging is successful basis
speculation.

This paper was originally presented in 1963 at the Hedging Symposium for Country Grain
Elevator Operators at the Chicago Board of Trade.
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X
6
Futures as a
Corporate Tool
H. R. Diercks

It is an honor and privilege for me to be here today to speak to you. The topic I
have been asked to address—Futures as a Corporate Tool—is a large but
timely subject.
The past few years have seen an unprecedented volatility in cash commodity
prices around the world. New risks for businessmen have been uncovered, and
old risks have been rediscovered. More attention is being paid to the use of the
futures markets as a tool for managing economic and financial risks.
The use of futures markets has also come to the attention of legislators and
policy-makers. As all of you know, the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission Act of 1974 has been passed and signed into law. It embodies
new regulatory authorities, a new regulatory body, and new attitudes toward
futures markets. The initial decisions made by the new commission will be of
great importance. They will shape an institution valuable not only to industry
but also to producers and consumers. These developments will deserve our
careful attention as they unfold in coming months.
The subject of my speech does not deal directly with this new law. Of necessity,
however, it will touch on several of the areas that will be affected as that law is
implemented. This will be true not only for the agricultural commodities that
have a history of regulatory supervision but also for the many other
commodities to which regulatory authority is extended under the new act.
My observations and conclusions are drawn from my own corporate
experience in futures markets for agricultural commodities. Many of the
underlying economic forces buffeting farm products, however, also shape the
price experience of nonagricultural commodities. For this reason, I hope my
Reprinted by permission of the author.
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remarks will also prove relevant to those of you from nonagricultural
businesses.
Futures markets are available to a wide range of traders. Included in this
group are the many business activities involved in marketing and processing
farm products. Indeed, the industry structure that has grown up over the years
to perform these economic services is a complex one. Some understanding of
this industry structure is necessary to understanding futures markets as a
corporate tool in managing and minimizing risks.
The first tier in this industry structure is the country market. It is made up of
thousands of country elevators scattered across America's rural producing
areas. These elevators are usually owned cooperatively by farmers or by
individual rural businessmen. They constitute the first market for farmers'
production, acquiring grain in several ways. They can purchase grain outright
from the farmer when he seeks to sell. They can store grain for farmers while
permitting them to maintain title. They can accept delivery of the grain on an
unpriced basis with the farmer fixing the price at a future date.
Country elevators employ all of these devices in order to absorb the harvest
rush and begin the process of spreading it out more evenly to meet steady,
year-round consumer demand. Country elevators, however, are not able to
meet these needs alone. They depend, in turn, upon successive levels in the
industry's structure to provide steady cash markets and flexibility in
distributing the farmer's grain.
The next important tier in this industry structure is the terminal grain market.
The principal terminal grain markets in the United States have developed at
major transportation centers—such as Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Omaha, and Chicago. Three of those cities are also locations for agricultural
commodity futures markets.
Several economic functions are served by terminal markets. They are
crossroads for major transportation networks. Terminal markets typically
can both receive and ship grains forward by truck, by rail, or by barge.
Second, substantial capital investments in storage facilities permit these
terminal markets to become major collecting points for grain. This not only
softens the harvest rush but also permits accumulation of grains in sufficient
volumes to support use of the most efficient mode of transportation.
Consequently, terminal markets provide much of the flexibility necessary for
efficient marketing of grains and oilseeds under modern conditions.
The next stage in this industry structure might be called "the transformation
market." This market includes a number of parties: the miller and baker who
transform wheat into flour and flour into bread, the feed manufacturer who
transforms ingredients into efficient feed formulations, the processor who
transforms soybeans into meal and oil, the miller who transforms corn into
syrups and starches for industrial food uses, and the exporter who transforms
domestic farm products into overseas shipments in return for badly needed
foreign exchange.
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Some of you may be surprised to find all of these marketing alternatives
grouped at the same level in the industry's structure. They belong together for
a fundamental reason. Once grain begins to move toward one of these units in
the "transformation" market, it begins to fall out of location for economic use
in other "transformation" markets. Grain that has been moved to the Gulf for
export is poorly suited for use by the Ohio wet corn miller.
Consequently, different "transformation" markets must compete against each
other at this third level of the industry's structure. The exporter, the processor,
the miller, and the feed manufacturer compete against each other in
attempting to attract grain from terminal and country markets.
Cooperatives and individual entrepreneurs can be found at terminal and
transformation markets as well as at country markets. The volumes, capital
requirements, and range of marketing problems, however, make the
corporation the most common business entity in terminal and transformation
markets.
Cargill has entered both terminal and transformation markets. It has sought
to grow in these markets by improving the quality and reducing the cost of
service to farmer and consumer alike. In order to meet this goal it needs and
uses futures markets as a tool for managing financial and economic risks.
Futures markets offer an effective tool for managing those risks in two
principal ways. First, they allow cash merchants of grain and oilseeds, like
Cargill, to convert a volatile price risk into a more stable, predictable risk of
price relationships. Second, futures markets permit processors of soybeans,
corn, and wheat, like Cargill, to establish board margins for a processing
activity. This creates an opportunity to secure viable returns even when cash
interest at such levels is lacking.
Each of these uses of the futures market is a complex and very important one.
Each could easily be the subject of a seminar as long as this entire conference.
In a limited period of time I can only touch briefly on these different uses of
futures markets. I also hope to convey some sense of their importance not only
to a company like Cargill but also to the industry and the producer and
consumer served by that industry.
Hedging Price
Risks of Cash
Grain
Merchandising

The price or value placed upon a cash commodity is a function of at least four
factors—type of grain, quantity, location, and time of delivery. Each of these
factors influences the price for a commodity. Each also represents a potential
adverse price risk. Each, therefore, must be incorporated into the merchants'
thinking when considering how best to hedge through futures markets the
total risks of adverse price movements.
Passage of the new Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act raises the
question whether cash grain merchants will be able to use futures markets to
hedge against all of these potential price risks. The new act delegates interim
authority to define bona fide hedging to the Secretary of Agriculture and final
authority to the new Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The final
definition of bona fide hedging promulgated by the new commission,
moreover, will extend to all commodities placed under the commission's
regulation.
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Under the existing definition of hedging, the cash merchant can hedge his long
and short cash positions separately. Some have criticized this definition,
arguing that it is subject to abuse. They argue that cash traders should "net
out" their cash positions, hedging only the net volume exposure left.
Since cash merchants confront price risks of timing and location as well as
volume, however, they need the flexibility of the existing definition. If
prevented by a "netting out" requirement from hedging risks of timing and
location, large cash merchants and processors would remain exposed to
serious risks of adverse price movement. Such risks and resulting greater
uncertainties would lead to wider margins. Those who would eventually pay
for these greater uncertainties would not be individual or corporate
merchants. The people who would be harmed ultimately by a "netting out"
requirement would be consumers paying higher prices and farmers receiving
lower prices.
These conclusions can be illustrated by showing how futures can be used as a
corporate hedging tool. A hedge is, very simply, an offset. The perfect hedge
would be simultaneous cash purchases and sales of the same commodity for
delivery at the same location at the same time. This almost never occurs in
practice. As a result, an important function performed by cash grain
merchants is to begin to accumulate grains and oilseeds at harvesttime, even
thought they may have few if any cash sales on hand at that time.
A merchant may know however, that there are good opportunities to sell corn
next May. Considering the costs of financing, risks of grain going out of
condition, and costs of physical storage, the merchant can calculate that his
cost of carrying corn from November until May will be 30 cents per bushel.
Today's interest costs are about 3.5 cents per bushel per month, and storage
costs are about 3 cents per bushel per month.
Now, assume that the nearby corn futures—in this case the December
futures— is trading 12 cents below the May futures. This represents only 40
percent of the merchant's cost of carrying corn until May. Under these
circumstances, there is no economic incentive to carry corn until next May.
In such an instance, the cash merchant would want to hedge his cash corn
purchases by selling December corn futures rather than May corn futures.
Selling the December rather than the May futures offers the cash merchant
the best alternatives. If the spread between December and May futures does
not widen, he can liquidate his inventory through a nearby cash sale. If it does
widen he can move his hedge forward as he carries grain for later sale.
Similarly, if the merchant does eventually receive an offer to sell corn for May
delivery, he would want to make an offer basis the May futures under these
circumstances. He would do so by selling cash corn for May delivery and
hedging that sale by buying May corn futures. This provides the merchant a
better offset against his May sales obligation than his December cash
purchase would be.
In this example, hedging cash transactions in futures not only reduced risks of
adverse price movement but actually facilitated cash business The difference
between December and May futures did not cover full carrying costs. The
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capacity to hedge the cash purchase and the cash sale each in its appropriate
time frame, however, allowed the merchant to undertake both transactions
with minimal risks.
Futures markets also offer a tool for hedging price risks arising from
locational problems in cash grain merchandising. Farm commodities are
harvested in a number of different geographical regions. As merchants
acquire grain in these different regions, they must decide to which markets
they should ship. Since transportation costs accumulate once grain begins to
move, such decisions quickly put some grains out of position to serve some
markets. As a result, relative availability of grain for different markets
changes.
These shifts in the balance between supply and demand for grains at different
locations show up in the relationship between cash grain and futures prices.
Traders refer to this relationship as "the basis."
This introduces one element of commodity trading that is extremely
important though difficult for many to understand. A merchant's inventory
and cash purchases and sales are predominantly hedged by offsetting futures
transactions. This makes the absolute price level for any purchase or sale
much less important than the "basis" between cash and futures prices.
For example, assume that a merchant buys 100,000 bushels of cash wheat at
$3.00/bushel and hedges that purchase by selling 100,000 bushels of Kansas
City December wheat futures at $2.80/bushel. The "basis" is the $.20/bushel
by which the cash purchase exceeded the futures price. See Chart 1.
Chart 1

Buy
Sell
Result

Cash Wheat
(dollars per bushel)
$3.00'
2.802
Loss:$ .20'

Wheat Futures
$2,552
2.80'
Gain:$ .253

'Cash wheat was purchased at 20 over Kansas City Dec. Wheat. The "basis" is,
therefore, 20 over Kansas City Dec. wheat.
2
Cash wheat was sold at 25 over Kansas City Dec. wheat. The "basis" is,
therefore, 25 over Kansas City Dec. wheat.
3
The gross margin is 5 cents per bushel in spite of the fact that the
flat-price (cash) market declined 20 cents per bushel.

Now assume that he sells 100,000 bushels of cash wheat at $2.80/bushel and
hedges that sale by buying 100,000 bushels of Kansas City December wheat
futures at $2.55/bushel. The "basis" is the $.25 bushel by which the cash sale
exceeded the futures price. Though the merchant made his cash sale at
$.20/bushel less than his cash purchase, his capacity to hedge these
transactions separately yields him a gross margin of $.05/bushel.
Though a great deal more could be said about the benefits of futures to hedge
unwanted price risks, three points deserve special mention. First, futures
markets permit cash grain merchants to replace large risks of big changes in
absolute price levels with the much smaller risk of changes in the "basis."
Generally, swings in cash prices around futures price levels are smaller and
more predictable than fluctuations in overall price levels themselves.
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Second, some basis relationships are more attractive to sellers and others to
buyers. Careful placement of hedges is needed to match the most attractive
"basis" relationship with the merchants' marketing needs. The merchant who
is successful at this increases his opportunities to perform vital economic
services efficiently, competitively, and at a profit.
Finally, the capacity to hedge unwanted price risks has historically been
important in attracting to agriculture capital needed to finance grain
marketing. Increasingly, lenders are likely to insist that traders with access to
hedging use it and demonstrate understanding of it.
Fixing and
Converting
Board Margins
in Processing
Activities

Futures can also be an important corporate tool for processors. As in grain
merchandising, the ideal processing opportunity would be to buy the cash
commodity and sell the cash products simultaneously. This would permit the
processor to fix his processing margin at the time of the transaction. As a
practical matter this is as impossible in the processing industry as it is in grain
merchandising. The processor or crusher needs to stand ready to buy
soybeans, corn, or wheat when the farmer is most willing to sell. The processor
usually cannot find willing buyers for his products at the same time and in the
same quantity.
The processor can cope with this by selling commodity futures to offset his
cash purchases just as a warehouseman does. Such transactions are not
sufficient, however, to offset all of the adverse price risks confronting
processors. For these reasons some processors will use futures markets to
establish "board crushing margins." Let me attempt to illustrate this practice
by using soybean processing as an example.
The soybean processor's business is to buy soybeans, process them, and sell
soybean meal and soybean oil. He cannot consummate all of these activities
simultaneously. He must make judgments about how changing economics in
the marketplace will shift crushing margins.
The processor approaches this task by using futures to replace the large risks
of changes in absolute price levels with the manageable risks of changes in
"basis" relationships. The processor, however, must consider not only the
"basis" for his raw material but also for his products. The soybean processor,
for example, must consider the "basis" relationship not only for soybeans but
also for soybean meal and soybean oil. Consequently, at least two steps are
involved in using futures markets to establish a crushing margin.
In the first step, the processor attempts to establish a crushing margin in the
futures. He could do this, for example, by buying soybean futures and selling
soybean meal and oil futures. Then by projecting the yield of meal and oil
from his soybeans at his processing plant, he can calculate a board margin—
that is, a margin established by using futures markets rather than cash
transactions. The soybean processor will attempt to establish a board margin
when he cannot buy cash soybeans or find buyers for cash meal and oil but
expects the margin between soybeans and soybean products to move against
him over time. See Chart 2.
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Chart II

Soybeans (SBs)
Buy cash SBs
Buy SB futures
Buy Cash SBs/ Sell SB futures

Soybean Meal (SBM)
and
Soybean Oil (SBO)
Sell cash SBM and SBO
Sell SBM and SBO futures
Sell cash SBM and SBO/Buy SBM and SBO
futures

Result:
Cash SBs bought

Cash SBM and SBO sold

The second and equally necessary step is to convert the board margin to a cash
margin. This conversion can be illustrated in the following manner. If the
processor bought soybean futures, he was in effect staying short cash
soybeans. Consequently, he converts this to a cash position by buying cash
soybeans and selling soybean futures. Similarly, if he has sold soybean meal
and oil futures, he would convert to a cash margin by selling cash meal and oil
and buying back the meal and oil futures.
The critical stage in this conversion is the relationship between the cash and
futures—the "basis" at the time of the conversion. Converting from a board to
a cash margin will depend upon how time and location influence price
relationships. Changes in "basis" relationships are more predictable and
modest than fluctuations in overall price levels, but converting to a cash
margin will not be automatic.
Nevertheless, the opportunity to fix board margins is an important tool in
shifting risks of price movement onto those willing to accept them. It provides
the processor an alternative to accepting a deterioration in cash crushing
margins that is predictable. He can use futures markets to fix a board margin
attractive to his business even though he has no opportunity at that time to
protect his cash margin. In effect, futures markets offer the processor the
opportunity to avoid the deterioration in cash margins that would arise if he
was forced to wait for either willing soybean sellers or willing meal and oil
buyers.
Contribution to
Expansion in
Service

Though the operational facets of the use of futures markets are complex and
deserve much more discussion, the essential point should now be clear. Both
merchants and processors of agricultural commodities—like Cargill—
employ futures markets to shift unacceptable price risks onto those willing to
assume them. This capacity to reduce financial risks has yielded two results
that have enhanced Cargill's capacity to serve agriculture.
First, futures markets have stimulated development of sharp competition in
grain merchandising and processing. Margins have been significantly lower
than would have been the case in the absence of futures markets. The result
has been a more attractive return to farmers and quality food products
available to consumers at lower costs.
Each of these consequences has contributed, in turn, to a steady expansion in
U.S. farm production, growth in consumption of U.S. grains and oilseeds
here and abroad, and continuing increases in productivity. Futures markets
have contributed to agricultural efficiency and helped make U.S. agriculture a
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dynamic growth industry. Prudent use of futures as a corporate tool has
helped Cargill to compete and to participate in agriculture's expansion.
Second, the ability to avoid undue price risks has allowed Cargill to focus on
expanding the physical facilities and improving the services it offers. Physical
handling of grains is a difficult and complex task. For example, grains are
living organisms, susceptible to deterioration and disease.
To combat these problems, Cargill started a research laboratory devoted to
creating and testing new storage and handling techniques. This research
yielded the first use of thermocouples and remote reading equipment for
checking grain temperatures. This was a major step necessary for detecting
potential hot spots in grain stored in large bulk facilities. Cargill also
developed and made available to the industry pneumatic probes and
pneumatic sampling equipment. Both were important steps in facilitating
efficient large-volume handling and storage of grains.
The locational price risks that merchants must hedge against also present
physical challenges to cash grain marketing. Transportation has always
represented a substantial portion of the final cost of delivering grains and
oilseeds to consumers.Cargill has sought to match engagement of locational
price risks through futures markets with innovations in handling and
transporting commodities. The results have been lower costs and improved
services. Let me offer a few examples.
Cargill early perceived the potential economic advantages to farmers in the
upper Midwest from the St. Lawrence Seaway. We invested in that potential
and constructed an export elevator at Baie Comeau on the eastern, oceanfacing end of the Seaway in Canada. From it Cargill could serve larger, more
efficient ocean-going vessels. Accumulation of grains at Baie Comeau in
nonwinter months also gave upper Midwest farmers an important northern
access year-round to foreign markets. Placing grain in such a remote location
would be less attractive without the capacity to hedge.
Introduction of unit-train tariffs and construction of elevators with capacity
to load unit trains also significantly altered traditional grain marketing
patterns. They offered farmers far from coasts or inland waterways efficient
low-cost access to growing foreign markets. As a result, major producing
areas in eastern Illinois and central Iowa, for example, were able to share fully
in the recent surge in overseas demand for U.S. grains.
The efficiency of unit-train shipment of grain has also meant a great deal to
the industry. Our experience shows that unit trains can move two to three
times as much grain as similar equipment in single-car service. They also
permit more careful scheduling of deliveries at country locations and
matching of internal grain shipments with ocean-vessel arrivals. This greater
capacity and enhanced logistical control helped the U.S. expand its grain
exports from 48 million tons in 1971-1972 to 89 million tons in 1973-74 to
meet surging world food needs.
Conclusion

The essential point is that futures markets contribute to corporate
development and a healthier industry both directly and indirectly. Futures
make a direct contribution by permitting cash grain merchants to shift
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unwanted price risks onto those willing to accept them. They also contribute
directly by giving processors the opportunity to fix margins through futures
transactions when cash buyers and sellers cannot be found.
By providing this security and stability futures markets have also fostered
competition in price and service. Those who seek to expand their role in
serving human food needs must do so by improving the quality and reducing
the cost of their services. In the final analysis, these are attitudes that futures
markets have nurtured. Able to manage financial risks through futures,
Cargill has been freer to pursue new ideas, new investments, and new
management techniques. Such efforts have been designed to achieve growth
through lower costs, more timely and reliable services, and opening of new
markets to U.S. farmers.
I would like to close on the note that is struck by this search for new markets.
America has a vast and productive agricultural capacity. We already consume
only about three-quarters of our feed grains, half of our soybeans, and onethird of our wheat. We are currently experiencing tight supplies and
disappointing harvests. Those who have been in.agriculture for very long,
however, understand its changing nature. We must plan for agriculture's
future not on the basis of today's situation but rather on tomorrow's potential.
Cargill individually and the grain marketing and processing industries as a
whole are doing this. They are in the midst of a major effort to construct new
facilities to serve new markets better. The promise for the future is an
encouraging one. Today's agriculture is a dynamic growth industry. It offers
greater security for farmers' investment, better income opportunities for
efficient commercial producers, and a better and fuller use of our farm
resources. Futures markets will continue to serve as a vital corporate and
industry tool in meeting this promise.
Thank you.
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Farmer Use
of the Market
T. A. Hieronymus

It's a pleasure to be here. I want to occupy as small a segment of my time as
possible with my unprepared formal presentation, and leave as much of the
time as possible for questions.
And as par for the course, I want to change the topic before I begin. It says
here, "Farmer use of the market," implying the farmer's use of the futures
market. I want to add a comma, and then "in connection with his farm
business."
Now, thus, I shan't touch on the major use of the futures market by farmers,
which is to speculate in precisely in the same way that traders speculate. The
greater portion of the clerks in this building speculate; housewives speculate.
If you take a run-down of the periodic surveys of the market that have been
made by the CEA, giving the address, occupation, and so forth, of every
trader active in the market, you'll find a large number of these are speculators,
because there are few hedgers and many speculators.
If you look at the occupation of the speculators, number one on the list is
farmers in terms of number, and second are housewives. It runs on down the
list through physicians and ministers and school teachers and unemployed
and so forth.
So you should keep in mind that when you are writing for farm audiences
about futures markets, their first interest is in speculating.
But my comments are related to farmers' use of the futures market in
connection with their farm business. They can use the futures market
effectively to separate the timing of their pricing of grain from its actual
purchase or sale.
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In the ordinary course of events, the farmer raises grain; he harvests it. He may
sell it, or store it and sell it during the marketing season at a later time.
The timing of this relates to the season of the year and to his storage facilities.
He can use futures markets to separate the timing of the actual pricing from
the mechanical, physical operations of the grain purchases and sales. And in
this connection, he can increase—if he does this judiciously—his net price on
grain that he harvests.
Thus, futures markets are not a way for farmers to make money; they are a
tool to assist him in the making of money. The timing of pricing is a
speculative decision.
I understand you have had handed to you a copy of the bulletin I wrote on the
farmer's use of the futures market. You can go through that without finding
any reference to farmer-hedging.
Farmers need to select the time they sell, and this is a speculative decision. All
futures markets will do for them is let them sell when they want to sell; when
they judge speculatively, "Now is the time," or on the other side of it, when
they judge that, "Now is the time to buy," if you are talking about feed
requirements.
And so the market becomes a speculative tool, and they have speculative
decisions to make. A farmer with a field of soybeans growing near Kankakee
today has to make up his mind when to sell it: Today, tomorrow, next week,
next month or next summer or some other time. This is a speculative decision.
The futures market will give him flexibility and latitude when he does this, but
it won't help him make money. He has to speculate right.
So I would say it's a tool and these are the points I would make: The first is
that what I am talking about relates to farm business. The second relates to
decision. The third point I would make is that the key to the use, effective use
of the futures market is the translation of futures prices to cash prices.
Farmers are pretty good speculators in cash grain. They have been at it a long
time, and they are pretty good. They can decide, "If this is an acceptable cash
price, I'll take it," and they do a pretty good job of deciding when. But when
you put them into the futures market, with the difference between cash and
futures, it becomes difficult.
So the key to effective use of the futures market is the translation of futures
prices to cash prices, and that is all I am going to talk about this afternoon.
When November soybeans Chicago closed at 279 on September 18, 1964,
what did this mean in terms of cash price to a farmer? If he can make this
translation, then he can use the market effectively. To do this requires study in
the basis.
I distinguish four ways the farmer can use the futures market: One, to sell a
growing crop or to sell a crop he intends to plant. Two, to sell a future crop
before it's delivered. Three, to purchase feed requirements when the farmer
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judges, "This is the right time to buy it," and four, to speculate in the price of
the crop that he has grown without having space for storage.
Let's start with selling a growing crop, and I will put these examples in terms
of soybeans except for buying feed requirements.
Last March 18, the soybean planting intentions of the farmers for 1964 was
announced. It indicated an increase of eight percent in acreage from the year
before, and eight percent is a big increase. Thus, a farmer could reasonably
entertain the notion of selling his 1964 crop out on the 18th of March, saying,
"By golly, this is going to flood the market. The price will go below the loan.
To realize something better than that, I had better sell it right now."
To make this decision is a speculative decision on his part—but he makes it.
How does he use the futures market to do it?
The announcement on the 18th was after the close of the market. The close of
March 19, 1964, on November soybeans was 247 Vi. What does that mean to a
farmer in terms of his local basis? These local prices have to be put in the terms
of location, and the location I will give you is East Central Illinois points.
For a farmer to use the market effectively, he has to know basis at his location,
and for you to tell him effectively how to do it, you must tell him in terms of a
local basis.
Now, what does 24714 on November beans mean in terms of farm prices in
September, October,and November of this year? This is last March 19. Ithink
maybe we've got to put one more basis chart on the blackboard for you.
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Now, when I work over time with basis, I find that the cash price bid the
farmers—and again East Central Illinois points—will bear a fairly steady
relationship to the line as you see on this chart. It may sometimes be a little
higher, sometimes a little lower, up to the harvest, but with no really basic
change in its relationship.
And then typically, it will start to gain in relation to the futures at harvest. This
is because it costs money to store grain, and it doesn't cost anything to store a
futures contract.
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So that this cash line in some pattern or other, will increase in relation to the
futures. This is shown in the basis charts I have in the publication you have
been given. If you look at individuals years, you will find they deviate, but if
you look at a five- or seven-year average of them, this is a typical pattern: that
is, the cash staying fairly constant in relation to the futures while the crop is
growing and then gaining by the cost of storage.
Now, the trick here last March was for a farmer to decide what does this 247%
mean in terms of how much he might get at harvest?
If he looked back at October of 1962, he found that the farm price was about
nine cents under the November price, East Central Illinois points. And if he
looked back into October 1963, you would find that this was about ten cents
under the November price.
And knowing that this is repetitive year in and year out, he would say to
himself. "Well, 247% means about 237% net to me, at harvest. Now, do I want
to take it?"
This is his question: Net to him, 237%.
If he says, "Yes, I think so. That is above the loan. Eight percent increase in the
acreage. The price will go down to the loan or below at harvest; I therefore
think I will just sell out right now," so he sells November soybean futures. If he
is going to raise 5,000 bushels of soybeans, he sells 5,000 November soybeans.
If he is going to raise 2,000 bushels of soybeans, he will sell 2,000 bushels of
November futures.
He has a crop growing. He has contracted delivery at what he figures will net
him 237. He can sell with the assurance that he will get a net of about 237. How
does it work out?
Today is September 18. The price in November futures is 279. He sold these
things for 247. (I'll just leave the fractions off for convenience here in
arithmetic.) He has lost thirty-two cents in futures. He has sold them for 247
and it's 279 today. He is not happy, needless to say.
But, if he checks the cash market, he will find that today's bid is about 270. The
bid is four under, track, and another nickel for the warehouse is 9, to make
279. So 270 is about the right price. He might get an extra penny out of it.
He had contracted for 237. He is actually getting thirty-three cents more than
he anticipated for the cash, and he has lost thirty-two cents in the futures, so
the market really is paying him a net of 238. It's performed on its promise.
You will find he has lost thirty-two cents in the futures, and is mad at the
futures market, but not if he really understood what he agreed to do. Not if he
really understood what he agreed to do—he made his own speculative
decision to sell for about 237.
So the market is a device by which he can contract forward—and it will
work—and fulfill a promise and he can do it quite consistently, but he must
remember it is he that made the decision. This is one way he can do i t . . . .
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Question: Of course, he is gambling either way?
Hieronymus: This is my point. When he sells the soybean contract, it's a
speculative decision, just as it is when he decides to increase soybean acreage. I
don't like this word gambling, but it's a speculative decision, and he has got to
make that and live with it.
This is the nature of his business: to speculate on when to sell whether it be
futures or his cash crop. Maybe he made the wrong decision and things are
tough all over, but he did it.
And all the futures market does is say, "Well, I'll help you do it."
Question: Do you think he had an advantage in reducing the risk, even though
he got less than the market paid?
Hieronymus: Oh, you can't really convince him he had an advantage in
eliminating the risk in a case of this kind.
Question: They don't mind taking the risk when the market goes up, do they?
Hieronymus: Well, farmers are in the risk business, and they don't really mind
the risk. When he figures he has a good sale, he sells. Having sold the futures
contract, he is producing to a contract....
Now let me return to this advance sale we had, and the advantage of doing this
in the futures market. He sold for 247%. Now, if he had gone down to his
elevator and sold for 237, and the elevator made a firm contract, then the seller
has to deliver. He is tied right there. Then, prices go down, as November beans
went to 237-5/7 as the season's low, he delivers at that price. Futures give
flexibility....
Question: Now, what happens if the hail comes and wipes out this crop?
Hieronymus: You mean on his own farm?
Question: Yes.
Hieronymus: All right. This is an advantage, too. If he has sold his cash crop
at the elevator, he owes those soybeans to the elevator. His futures contract
isn't that way at all. He is not going to deliver this futures contract.
We talked of 270 cash price—he gets this at his elevator, and he buys in his
futures contract at 279, but these two are completely separate. The latter is
done at a broker's wire office. And they are completely separate and never
meet and never get together, except in his accounting system, and he had
better get them together in his accounting system.
So if he is wiped out by hail, he is wiped out. He liquidates his futures
commitment, and he goes on and sells what crop he has left and collects his
insurance.
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Question: You are not counting brokerage fees in that example, are you?
Hieronymus: No, I didn't. It's roughly one-half a cent a bushel; $24.00 on a
round lot. It's a little over a half cent on a job lot. But he did come out a cent
better on the promise.
Let's go to the second example. The second one is concerning stored crop.
Now let's say that today the price of November soybeans is 279. The cash price
is 270, and while this is a funny thing, it's a real good price, and a fellow doesn't
have to have an awfully long memory to think back a year ago when the
Russians were buying wheat, and everybody thought soybeans were going to
$3.00 and the NFO took a holding action, and the price did get quite strong,
up to 275 or 280 to Illinois farmers, and there were those farmers who held
onto last year's crop and there were those farmers that took 240.
And so a farmer looking today at soybeans might reasonably reach the
conclusion that he likes this price, "I will sell right here and now."
So he can go down to his elevator and sell at 270. Or perhaps he thinks, "I've
got that whole bin out there. I've got money laying around this winter. I might
as well tie it up in soybeans. I would like to get paid for storing this crop, but at
the same time, I like today's price."
His problem is to look at the futures market and say, "How much is this thing
offering me for delivery of soybeans on May 1st?"
And he can translate this. The close on May soybeans today was 287. Now,
what does that 287 May futures mean to a farmer in terms of what he can get
for his net in his profit next May? If he looks back again to May 1, 1963, he
knows that May soybeans were eight cents over the bid to local East Central
Illinois points.
Actually, the May, on May 1, 1963, was 259%, and the farm bid was 251%;
May 1, 1964, May was 2543/8, farm price 248%. So cash was eight to ten cents
under the future. Let's use nine cents.
So he is 287 minus nine cents, and he thinks, "The market is bidding me for
278 for delivery next May 1st at my country elevator. I think I'll take it."
So he sells the May futures contract. I don't know whether the price of
soybeans next May will be $4.00 or $2.00 and neither does he. It's a speculative
decision, but as along as this difference will hang in there for him, as it does
typically, he has a chance to sell for 278. Actually, he can sell now, cash, for
270.
And so he is being bid eight cents a bushel for keeping the money tied up on
the farm. This isn't very good storage. This is less than he'll get for storing, but
he can have his cake and eat it, too.
He says, "I like today's price, but I don't want to pay for storing." He can do
this, and it will work.
Actually, you can rent space in these elevators for eight cents.
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Typically, local cash prices, will run further under the future at harvest, so a
farmer is more apt to get paid something on the order of eighteen to twenty
cents a bushel for storing these soybeans than he is today's eight cents. There is
a very narrow basis right now.
I have mentioned it, because I have seen many times when these farmers
would rent space in elevators and make a profit, because the operator feels
obligated to let the farmer get the storage he wants.
If the farmer cashes in now and sells May soybeans, again, I say, that's a
speculative decision. The fact that I happen to agree with it, that it is a good
idea, is neither here nor there, because if I were a farmer, I would just drool at
this price and make the deal.
It may make me look like an idiot tomorrow by doing it—thank God, not
before nine-thirty—but it is a speculative decision that I have the right to
make for myself, but I'd better understand what I'm doing.
Now, the third example that I want to give is the buying of feed requirements.
On September 16, 1964, the farm price of corn, East Central Illinois points,
was $112%, for new crop corn. The March corn futures was $126%. The
farmer has some feeder cattle, and he has some hogs, and he hasn't got enough
feed. He has got to buy some corn by next spring.
He takes a look at this price and says, "I would like to fix my feed price at that
level. I am going to make some money; therefore I will buy futures. I haven't
got the storage space."
Now, he is very apt to get the impression that by buying futures now, he can fix
this price at $112%. He can't do it.
What he needs to do is take a look at what the relationship between cash and
futures has been in March in earlier years.
On March 1,1963, the farm price was $1.13, and March futures was $118%This is, say, six over. March 1, 1964, the farm price was $112, the futures was
$1185/8. So here is 65/8. We'll say 6%. Subtract 6%. Now, your March futures is
at $126%, $1.20, he'll be paying instead of $1.12%. That is, he will be paying
somebody seven and a half cents to store his corn.
Then he can make an intelligent decision about whether to pay $ 1.20 for feed
corn or not. Whether he does it or not is a speculative decision. I don't like it,
myself. It doesn't look cheap to me, $1.12% looks pretty cheap, but $1.20
doesn't.
He can say yes or no. Year in and year out, the market will perform for him.
Now, the fourth case here, what many farmers want to do. They don't have
storage space; they don't want to pay for storage. "Therefore, I would like to
sell my cash soybeans and pay off the bank, and take the money and go down
to the local wire office and buy my soybeans back, because I think they are
going to $3.00."
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Now, this is a fine idea, and it is consistent with being a farmer. If he raises
2,000 bushels and buys 2,000 bushels in the futures, this is in connection with
his farm business. Speculation is his business as long as he stays with the size
of the crop he raises.
The question is, how much is he really paying for these beans? He must
interpret the cash back to the future, or the futures back to the possible cash.
Let's take this 287 close on the May beans and the 279 bid to the farmer right
now, which is probably tonight's bid.
He says, "At 270,1 am going to own them, but I've got to deliver them to the
local elevator. I'll buy May beans."
What he needs to recognize is this 287 minus his usual May basis; that is, next
May this farm price will go about nine cents under, typically. So his price
really is 278, and he is going long soybeans at 278 rather than 270. He is going
to, in effect, give away eight cents for somebody to store them.
This is exactly the opposite of his storage earning. If he sells the cash and buys
the futures, he will be paying somebody for that same storage amount.
He needs to decide, "Do I want to really be paying 278 for beans or not?"
The cash price has to go up a fair amount before he gets a chance to make
anything on an upturn in the futures. That is the fourth example.
I.will finish my "informal-formal" remarks here by saying that use of futures
has two advantages. The first, you can do a little bit better than you can with a
cash forward contract, because the elevator operator is going to leave himself
some basis, so your net price will be a little better with futures and, secondly,
futures have a great deal of flexibility. When it gets dry and you wish you
hadn't done it, you can undo it quickly.
Actually, if you sold the March 19 at $247%, and then this drought started,
and you bought it quickly enough at 238%, you have got a nice net gain right
there.
There are two principal areas of disadvantage that I would mention. One is the
uncertainty. These bases are variable by years. So it is not absolutely certain,
but only certain within fairly narrow limits.
And the second disadvantage I would mention is the misuse of the futures
market by farmers, and they can do this well.
One thing is that if they had priced a crop forward by selling the futures, and
the price goes up, they don't like to admit a loss. So they will go ahead and sell
out the cash crop and let their futures position stand there with a loss on it, and
lose some more money.
The second thing farmers like to do is what we call a Texas hedge. They put the
beans in a bin on the farm and decide, "This is a good idea." Instead of selling
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futures, they buy some futures, so they are long cash grain and long futures
both. They do this with great facility, too, and then protest when they lose
money....

This paper was originally presented in 1964 at the Agricultural Writers Conference at the Chicago
Board of Trade.
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Country Elevator
Use of the Market
E. B. Evans

It has been an interesting day and a half as we got a glimpse of the world's
greatest grain market and heard some of the processes and techniques used.
The topic assigned to me is "Country Elevator Use of the Market."
What is a country elevator? The country elevator is the tallest building in town
and the biggest business that handles more money and has more customers.
This country elevator business is big business for there are some 16,000 to
18,000 of them in our nation and about 1,700 in Illinois alone.
This is where grain that is the farmers' raw material, most of the nation's new
wealth, first enters the commercial channels to be processed and packaged
and distributed to consumers both here and abroad. It is here that the raw
material, of little value as harvested, is first weighed and graded and paid for.
It is important business to everyone—our food supply.
All of the customers of a country elevator are farmers and the elevator does
business with the same producers every year. The competition is terrific for if
the grades are not accurate or the weights questionable or the price is not high
the customer will drive across the street or to the next town. It is very
important to a community that as much grain be delivered to its elevators as
possible for this is where the money comes from, this new wealth that has been
created.
The farmer himself has changed drastically these past 20 years—he has had to
keep up with the financial requirements of efficient farming and with the
scientific knowledge necessary to keep abreast of the changing opportunities.
He must keep posted on the latest government programs and where to best
market his products. The cost-price squeeze has eliminated the hicks and most
of our farmers are college graduates, good businessmen and prosperous
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leading citizens. No more peasants. Let us never forget how important the
farmer is for he raises most of our food and he also pays many of our salaries.
Thirty years ago the average country elevator had a storage capacity of 26,000
bushels—now in our area the average capacity is 150,000 to 200,000 bushels.
This 600% increase is the result of the government farm programs, the
increased yields per acre and the new harvesting methods. The increase in
storage capacity, along with different transportation facilities and rates, has
changed the movement of grain from our area and also affects our use of the
Chicago futures contracts.
Most of the grain the farmer delivers is sold by the country elevator in one of
three methods: 1. to the merchandisers, 2. to the truckers, and 3. through the
Chicago futures markets. The merchandisers collect the bids from processors,
from the consuming areas of the south and southeast, from terminal and river
loading points, and from exporters at the Atlantic and the Gulf. The truckers
buy grain from the country elevator and haul it to processors or markets or to
river points or to points on the Southern Railroad—often these are
backhauls. Very little of the grain in our cash grain surplus producing area is
marketed through livestock, and very little of our grain moves to Chicago and
New England as it used to move. This new movement tends to be from points
of origin at the country elevator to final destinations under the new incentive
rates without stops at concentration points for storage and distribution. Now
this third market is our topic today—what does the Chicago futures market
mean to the country elevator operator?
The most important fact about this market for the country elevator is that it is
the greatest auction in the world, where the raw materials that the country
elevator handles are auctioned every day with buyers and sellers from all over
the world. A place where the grain is priced exactly for a particular location
for a specific delivery and for a designated quality. The country elevator
knows when the market goes up and when it goes down for the prices are
broadcast constantly. The country elevator knows the exact price of the grain
and so does the processor and the exporter and the banker and the farmer—
everyone knows exactly what grain is worth.
Now the next most important fact is that the country elevator can buy all the
grain he wants at this auction and he can sell all the grain he wants, for any
delivery, and so can the processor buy grain against the sale of his products
and the exporter can buy at the market to fill an export sale. In other words,
the country elevator can get someone else to take the risks of the market action
without paying a premium—just the market price, because he can either buy
or sell at the market price.
Few people have stopped to realize how valuable it is to know exactly what a
product is worth at all times or are aware of how valuable it is to be able to
transfer the risks involved to someone else. Few know or understand how
these privileges reduce the margins necessary in the handling of a product. By
being able to buy what you have sold or by being able to sell what you have
bought at the market eliminates much of the risk involved—almost perfect
insurance.
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Think for a moment how valuable it would be if we had more of these free
open auctions that we could all use.
Recently I wanted to build a house, but I owned one and the best real estate
man in town took 14 months to sell my house and I still don't know if I sold the
house too low or too high. The real estate man charged me the usual 5%
commission which really was a service charge because he had no risk involved
in the transaction. And then I had to buy an auto and I got $300 discount
because I didn't have a car to trade in and I paid cash. I had removed much of
the risk from the dealer but he probably still had 15 or 20% margin in the
transaction. And then I had to buy some furniture and drapes and rugs and I
felt certain the dealers earned their 40% or 50% margins because they had on
hand what my wife wanted. What a customer is going to want and how
many—these are serious risk decisions. If you have too many bathing suits
during a cool summer or too many sleds the year it doesn't snow you will have
to sell at a loss. It seems apparent that the margins in most of the articles we
buy are in direct proportion to the risks involved.
It cost $1,750 commission to sell my house and it took 14 months and yet I can
sell $37,500 worth.of soybeans instantly on the Chicago futures market for
any delivery for only $72 or % of 1% commission and I would know that I had
sold at the going market price. For this $72 someone else took the risk out of
my purchase of soybeans from the farmers. Therefore I don't have to charge
the farmer for the risk of market changes in handling his product for I can get
someone else to take that risk for less than %c per bushel—did you ever hear
of such cheap insurance? In this, I'm talking of commissions I must pay and
not of the "margin" or performance bond I must post to guarantee my
contract. Think how many houses we would move into or autos we would try
if we knew exactly what they were worth and could get another when we
wanted at such minimum expense.
If the country elevator had to assume the risks of market fluctuations and did
not know exactly what the grain was worth at all times the mark-up necessary
to handle the farmers' raw materials would be more like the 20 to 30%
required by other merchandisers of products. The mark-up would be
prohibitive as it has proven to be in a number of countries where no futures
market was available. Because of this knowledge of the exact value of the
grain and the ability to transfer the risk to someone else for % of 1% there is a
smaller margin charged against the marketing of the farmers' raw materials
than any other commodity—in other words, a greater proportion of the
selling price of the grain farmer's products is returned to him than to any other
producer. The farmer can also use this market and reduce his risks by selling
part of his crop before harvest or during harvest or after harvest—whenever
he wishes because he knows the value of his grain for the various deliveries.
Now let's take a quick look at a typical Chicago futures contract to see why we
use it at times as our third outlet in preference to selling to the merchandisers
or the truckers. Why is this third outlet for the farmers' grain so valuable to the
country elevator? I have used corn as an example but the same process applies
to wheat or soybeans or oats or any commodity that has a futures market.
Last July 28th, nearly 2 months ago, we had one of our big farmers who
wanted to sell 25,000 bushels of his new crop of corn for harvest delivery.
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Harvest delivery means October, November, or December delivery and this
farmer wanted to be sure he had some place to deliver corn at harvesttime for
his crops looked big on that date. We got the bids from the merchandisers and
found that all the high bids specified a particular delivery—like the first or last
half of a chosen month. We didn't want to sell grain for the long haul to the
ports unless we knew the grain would be dry and of good quality. Even the
truckers wanted to know what the quality of the grain would be and when they
could pick it up. We didn't know what the quality of the grain would be nor
did we know when the grain would be delivered—no one knew. Here comes
the risk factor again. And gentlemen, when I have to buy grain and don't
know when it will be delivered or what the quality will be I think of a remark
an old friend uses under these conditions. He would say "Eb, I am not after
any cheese, I am just trying to get my head out of this trap." I just want to get
rid of the risk of market fluctuations and the risk of when the grain would be
delivered and what the quality would be. After looking over all the bids we
decided the best way to protect against these risks was to sell 25,000 bushels of
corn for delivery in Chicago during December here in this market. Here are
some of the reasons the sale of December corn was the most attractive
contract.
When harvest is going on, in another month or so, the grain will be delivered,
either wet or dry, and I can grade it. Then I can offer that particular quality of
grain for sale to the market that will pay the highest price and take the
minimum discounts for the particular quality. If bids I get are higher than the
corn would net me if I delivered it on the contract I already have in Chicago
for December delivery—as it probably will be because of our location—I
have a privilege that I have on no other contract. If the bid is higher I will sell
the corn to the most advantageous market and immediately buy in the 25,000
bushels of December corn I sold last July. I have been protected all this time
from the market fluctuation and have been able to grade the grain and ship to
the market bidding the top price for that particular quality of corn, thereby
permitting me to give my farmer the top price in July and to give him the
minimum discounts at harvesttime. There is no other way this could be
accomplished and this is not a theoretical situation.
Another invaluable possibility may develop at harvesttime if we use the
Chicago futures contracts for our cash corn. Let's assume that in another
month or so with harvest in full swing that the corn is of good quality and dry
and that there is congestion in the markets. Congestion normally makes the
bids for immediate shipment at a discount under the bids for deferred or later
shipment. When this is true the nearby futures, like our December contracts,
will be selling below the far off or deferred months like the March or the May
contracts. When the premium gets high enough so we can afford to carry the
grain in our elevator to the more deferred month, we can buy in the contract
we sold for December delivery in Chicago and immediately sell the same
25,000 bushels of corn for March or May delivery—whichever we choose.
And because this is a great auction we can change the shipment without
paying any penalty for the priviliege (by just paying a commission) and
thereby earn a rent on our storage room, what we call carrying charges.
You can see that by keeping the grain in our elevator for future shipment we
are keeping the grain off of the market during the congestion and supplying
the grain at a later date when it is needed, distributing our food throughout the
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year. This ability to earn rent on our storage room is the most valuable asset of
the futures market for the country elevator, for the change in the government
storage policies has taken away the earning capacity of most of these large
elevators and if they don't learn to use the futures market they will suffer some
serious losses.
Now the greatest value of these Chicago futures contracts to everyone is that
by the ability to eliminate the risks of carrying grain, anyone can get proper
financing so that the nation's yearly food supply at harvesttime is carried and
distributed throughout the year as we need it. No country elevator or
processor or exporter has enough money to carry their elevators full of grain
without borrowing large amounts from the bankers. When you talk to a
banker about a collateral commodity loan he asks just two questions: 1. What
kind of a warehouse receipt you will give that will transfer the title of the grain
to the bank? And 2. Is the grain sold? If the answer to these two questions is
satisfactory the banker has the best possible loan and he will give you a large
percentage of the value of the grain at the best possible interest rates. If you
don't have a satsifactory warehouse receipt or if your grain is not sold, the
loan will be drastically reduced and the interest rate will probably be higher—
the old risk factor again. This is the way the processor and the exporter and
the warehouseman finance their storage operations. This is the way industry
gets away from the risks of market fluctuation and thereby reduces the
margins in all branches of the industry and this risk saving margin is passed
back to the country elevator and by them on to the farmer. And it makes it
possible for me to have an adequate supply of cash so I can make immediate
payments to the farmer.
So you can see that this Chicago futures cash contract sold by the country
elevator offers many opportunities and many choices in the handling of the
farmers' products to everyone's benefit. It is natural for the country elevator
to chose a contract with such flexibility whenever possible, rather than a rigid
contract. Many would prefer a choice. Any country elevator that does not use
these Chicago contracts when they are the high bid is not doing the maximum
job of merchandising the farmer's grain and doesn't give him the best choices.
And now for the tragic part of the story. A very small minority of the country
elevators use this third method of marketing their grain through the Chicago
futures cash contracts. The reason they don't use this market is that they are
not allowed to use the market because it is written in their bylaws that they
cannot use the futures market. The directors of the companies will not let
them use this market nor will bankers in these towns finance them if they use
the futures market. The reasons for these restrictions are primarily based
upon the lack of understanding of what this market is and why it is a great
asset to the marketing of the farmers' grain. Most of the people in our country,
including bankers and landowners and manufacturers and lawyers and
farmers themselves, think of this market, not as an actual cash grain contract,
but rather as some artificial or fictitious contract that only people who know
all the answers trade in among themselves. They think this is a controlled
market and not a free open world auction.
Most of the feeling towards the Chicago Board of Trade is one of antagonism
that has been built up since the old bucket shop days and by the speculator
stories about gambling and swindles that happen occasionally everywhere.
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No—this is not a fictitious market, it is an actual auction of cash grain and it is
not a controlled market. You have seen how our own government has spent
billions of dollars each year trying to control the prices of grain and trying to
reduce our production without success, for the prices are not satisfactory and
we keep producing more and more record crops each year. And you have read
about Russia spending billions trying to increase their production with
disastrous results and smaller and smaller crops each year. These markets are
not controlled by men or governments but only the natural events like
drought or flood or war or peace. In fact it is controlled by only one thing—
the actual demand and supply of man's food, too little or too much is reflected
in the values of cents per bushel on the Chicago Board of Trade auction and
anyone can sell or buy. It is because of these misunderstandings and these
antagonisms and because they are so prevalent in the country that the country
elevators cannot make use of this most valuable marketing tool.
It would seem that only the Chicago Board of Trade and some of the
universities are doing a constructive job of trying to inform the people about
the facts of this market. I would sincerely hope this education work will
continue, and will expand with help such as you can give.
I have read more newsprint about Billie Sol Estes and Tony DeAngelis than I
ever read about the advantages of this type of marketing. You have a great
opportunity to educate the people about the proper uses of this great market
and also about how to keep from speculating on our food products.
I hope we can maintain a system that permits a minimum of risk so we can
continue to handle the farmers products at the lowest margins possible. I hope
that in spite of interferences we will continue to have the most efficient
agricultural producers in the world. And may you never forget that a free open
agriculture with free open marketing facilities is the key to our prosperous
agriculture.

This paper was originally presented in 1964 at the Agricultural Writers Conference at the
Chicago Board of Trade.
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Use of
Commodity Exchanges
by Local Grain
Marketing Organizations
Virgil A. Wiese

The subject which was given to me for my talk—"The Use of Commodity
Exchanges by Local Grain Marketing Organizations"—is obviously too
broad for one person to discuss in a half hour. That subject would take weeks
of talk. Since my field is primarily the operation of country grain elevators, I
am going to assume that "local grain marketing organizations" are country
grain elevators, and talk to you from that viewpoint. It makes no difference
whether the organization is an independent operator, a farmers' cooperative,
or a group of elevators known as a line operation. All of these elevators use or
should use exchanges in proportion to their volume of grain business. In my
experience, those elevators which use organized exchanges the most seem to
know the most about their business, and seem to be the most successful over
years of operations. I use the words know the most about their business
advisedly, because the country elevator business is of such complexity and has
so many ramifications that no one knows or ever will know all about it.
Commodity
Exchange Vital
to Country
Elevator

There are many commodity exchanges throught this country and they provide
meeting places for buyers and sellers of almost every commodity under the
sun. I must confine myself to grain exchanges because they are the only kind
with which I am familiar and they are the ones which are the concern of and
are used by country grain elevator operators.
Every country elevator is located within shipping distance and most of them
are in the market area of several grain exchanges. These exchanges may not all
deal in future contracts, but they all do business in cash grain, both on a toarrive and on a spot basis. They all have competitive buyers and sellers,
terminal elevator representatives, grain sampling and inspection services, and
all or almost all the facilities and personnel which you have observed here in
Chicago when you studied the cash grain market in operation.
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Vigilance and
Knowledge
Needed

With what should a good country elevator operator concern himself
regarding these cash markets? He should know everything that you have been
shown or taught in your visit here yesterday and today. He should also know
which markets usually have spot markets which net him a higher price than its
to-arrive bids. He must know which markets charge such a high price for some
of the services they render that he must not allow his grain to become subject
to certain of their rules under certain given conditions. He must know the
quality of the grain he has to sell and how the various markets penalize or pay
him premiums for these various qualities. He must watch carefully as one
market varies with another as to its prices of contract grades of grain because
the best demand always shifts from one place to another. As certain industries
come in and out of the market, as the export demand swings from the East
Coast to the Lakes or to the Gulf, as feeders use up their local grain and
require commercial grain—the various markets at grain exchanges vary with
each other from day to day or from season to season and the good operator
watches them carefully in order to market his grain to his best advantage.
So far I have been talking about cash grain and grain exchanges which deal
with such cash grain. The principles involved and the actual workings of these
exchanges are fairly well understood by the country grain trade as a whole and
need no further elaboration. You have been shown the mechanics and given
the theories of all this by men who know these things better than I, so I will
give it no more consideration in this talk.
I now come to the use of the future markets in grain exchanges by country
grain elevator operators. This use is not as well understood by country grain
men as is the use of the cash markets, so the theories and practices should be
taught them and used by all of them if they have any storage space in their
elevators and the necessary money or credits to finance the use of that space.
My reference to the use of the future markets refers, of course, to the practice
of "hedging."

Elevator
Operator Faces
Several
Alternatives

First of all, why do we need to hedge? The country elevator business is the
most competitive business I know, particularly since the farmer's truck has
replaced the horse and wagon. A producer delivering grain, once that grain is
loaded into a truck, does not care very much if a haul of a few miles farther is
made or if the grain is dumped into the elevator at his nearest station. The
handling margins that local country elevators take on grain is, in most cases of
normal volume, insufficient to pay expenses—much less leave anything for
profit. In my territory the average volume is about 200,000 bushels per year
per elevator, and the average margin is about 3c per bushel. The resulting
$6,000 will not pay a manager, taxes, power, insurance, office expense,
depreciation and other normal expenses, much less take care of shrinkage, an
occasional loss when grain goes out of condition and those other risks which
are always involved in every line of business. This means that the operator
must do something else to pay the balance of his expenses and try to realize
some sort of a net profit when the year is done. He has only a few major
alternatives and all resort to one or more of them to make some extra money.
One alternative is the handling of sidelines. This goes well in some
communities and not so well in others. Some communities feed very few
livestock, so a feed business would not be profitable. Many are turning from
coal to gas and oil heat as the handling of coal gets less and less profitable.
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Most towns have dealers in all lines which an elevator might take on and
competition in most side lines is so keen that the resulting volume is too small
to make much profit. In other words, sidelines can't be counted on to carry
much of the load except in outstanding instances.
Another alternative is speculation in the price of grain. Over the years, this is
disastrous, as you all know. If the average person is more than 50% right in his
idea of "what the market will do," he is mighty lucky or a lot smarter than
most of the people I know. No matter how one analyzes the price probabilities
of grain, conditions such as drought or rain, unexpected demand or lack of
demand, or any of many other factors come about almost overnight, changing
the price picture completely. But let us say that an operator is much better at
forecasting price changes than I have given him credit for and that he gains
oftener than 50% of the time. He pays mighty large taxes on his earnings but
no one pays him back when he loses. His losses are his own but his earnings
belong about 50% to the government. This tax load alone makes it impossible
for an operator to speculate on price changes, profit, and keep his profits.
Income from
Elevator's
Storage Space

The only other major alternative of making extra profit is the income that can
be obtained from the use of the elevator's storage space. For the past 15 years,
country elevators have been able to rent their storage space on a fixed basis to
soybean processors or to the Commodity Credit Corporation as it (CCC)
carries out its part of the "ever-normal granary." Soybean storage is only for a
part of the year and if one depends on that source for storage income, his
facilities are vacant and paying nothing for the rest of the annual period. We
also do not know how long bean storage will be available. Processors now
are telling us that they may not offer any this year. As the soybean industry
grows to maturity, processors enlarge their own storage space and demand
less from country elevators. Farmers acquire storage space on their farms for
this easily stored commodity and withhold more and more from the market
during harvest and help make the bean supply a more steady thing throughout
the year than it used to be.
The revenue from the storage of government grain for the Commodity Credit
Corporation is very irregular at best. Experience shows that the government
only takes over an occasional crop and that storage for them cannot be
counted upon year after year. Experience has also shown the country elevator
that it is unwise to keep the same grain year after year because it deteriorates in
storage and all revenue plus capital can be imperiled if the operation contracts
for long-time storage and if he guarantees outturn grades and weights which
he does under the "Uniform Storage Agreement."

The Country
Elevator's
Hedging Process

All this leads up to the fact that country grain elevators must be able to "sell"
their storage space year after year by means of hedging in the futures markets
of organized commodity exchanges. That futures market which almost every
grain firm or grain man uses is the futures market of the Chicago Board of
Trade. His prices are almost invariably based on freight plus handling charges
from his location to Chicago. If he is west of Chicago and is in the surplus
grain territory, his prices are those costs deducted from the Chicago price. If
he is east or in the deficit grain area, his prices are those costs added to the
Chicago price.
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Much has been written and more has been said about hedging. I am not the
first to talk on the subject, but I may be able to put a little different angle on
the subject as it applies to country grain elevators. Almost anything I have
read or heard on the subject refers to hedging as an insurance against price
changes. Insurance against price changes is of little value to a country elevator
because that person can see no reason to pay commissions, insurance, and
have money tied up in grain and hold that grain for no reason except to be
assured that he will get no adverse price change. He can easily insure himself
against such price change by selling his grain to-arrive at the time he buys it
and with no expense or storage to bother with.
To the country operator who knows hedging, such operation to him is selling
his elevator space at a very profitable rate by using the future markets of
exchanges. I have seen many times when a good hedge operation would make
as much per bushel in 30 days as soybean processors pay for six months of
storage. Just this summer red wheat, which came to Chicago, sold 10 to 12
cents under the September future when it was quite possible to sell September
wheat, store the wheat in an elevator and make that 10 to 12 cents within a 30to 60-day period by delivering on the sale or selling the wheat when cash wheat
reached the September level.
Example of
Recent Hedging
Possibilities

An ideal hedge that is foolproof is one where distant futures are sold higher
than current futures, when the cash article is selling at or below the nearest
future, and when the sale is made in equal amounts to the bushels which the
elevator operator owns in storage in his own elevator. The chance for such
operation is by no means rare, either. It occurs almost every year and in
almost every grain. It existed in wheat and oats this summer, in corn last
winter, and seems to be shaping up in the new crop of corn which will be ready
for market this fall. Referring to the red wheat which sold 10 under during
harvest, March wheat could have been sold at a 9c premium over September.
Add this to the 10c available from July to September and 19c storage would
be made. Sometime during the year, cash wheat will probably bring a
premium over the March and since most elevators have several outlets other
than Chicago, probably it will be more profitable to sell it elsewhere than to
deliver on March contracts. Thus, 20c to 25c per bushel is not too much to
expect from the entire operation.
Then there are hedging operations of a more complex nature which
sometimes pay off in a nice manner, but which take a pretty keen knowledge
of markets and country conditions. The country elevator operator is
sometimes in a better position to see these possibilities than is a terminal man.
They usually have to do with premiums and discounts between one future and
another in the same grain. An example of this is the recent movements in
soybean future prices during the last month. When the last July bean future
expired at the ceiling, it carried the September with it to a premium of about
23c over the November. Operators who had hedged their new bean purchases
from farmers had mostly followed the usual custom and sold their purchases
in November, expecting the distant futures to spread out more during harvest
when hedges could be transferred to them at a better basis. Some of these
operators in the bean belt knew that the bean crop was in early, was making
satisfactory progress, and that September contracts could likely be satisfied
from the new bean crop. So they transferred their hedges from the November
back to September at 20c or better spread. The spread then narrowed to 8%c,
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so they gained about 1 lc by this operation before the beans had even started
filling the pods on the plants. If these operators had sold their cash beans toarrive as they were bought, they would have made their small handling charge
but that would have been all that was possible.
Country
Elevators
Should Hedge

These two examples of hedging possibilities have been available during the last
two months. They occur from time to time as we go through the years but an
operator has to be alert and learn to recognize them as they come along. Not
only have I tried to tell you how country elevators utilize the future markets,
but I have tried to do my bit in telling those who do not use it that they should.
It is not a secret operation and no one has a monopoly on it. The more grain
people who use futures facilities, the better the Board of Trade serves the grain
trade, and the happier its members should be.
I would like to add a word of caution to operators who hedge erroneously. I
see this so often in my dealings with country elevators and farmers. Some
operators believe that they can store grain for farmers, sell it, ship it out, and
protect themselves, by buying distant futures. They call this hedging. This
always turns out to the reverse of the successful hedge, unless the distant
future is selling at a discount under the current one and this is seldom the case.
They only guarantee for themselves the loss which is inevitable as the cash
price of the grain, and the bid on which they eventually settle with their
customer, goes to the distant futures price as that future becomes more
current.

Hedging Is Not
Speculation

There is another practice which I would like to see disassociated with the term
"hedging." Many times a year a farmer will come into my office—say that he
has sold, for example, 5,000 bushels of corn and wants to buy back 5,000
bushels of some distant corn futures. He says that he is hedging his corn and
his conscience is clear because that is a legitimate business term. Now I have
no objection to that trade, because he is only holding the corn he raised for a
higher market price and paying someone a carrying charge for storing it for
him, but it should not be termed a "hedge." He will lose as often as he gains
because the market is as apt to go down as up. If he loses, he decides that
hedging is bad and if he is an influential member of the board of directors of a
farmer's elevator, he is likely to go to a meeting of that board and get a motion
passed that the manager is forbidden to hedge that company's grain. The
Chicago Board of Trade, you educators in marketing, and all country grain
men should combine to stop that kind of thinking. You people who know this
subject may think that I place too much emphasis on this false theory but I
have contact with producers and people who should be familiar with grain
terms every day and if I conducted a poll, I warrant that 5 to 1 would say this
last operation I have just described was "hedging."

Use Futures
Market
Intelligently

I have tried to describe in a brief way how country grain elevators use grain
exchanges with most emphasis placed on their use of the future markets. I
have not only told how some use it, but I have tried to show why more should
use it, and use it intelligently, because it would be so much to their advantage.
It can be readily seen how much advantage it would be to grain exchanges if
the appropriate use of the futures markets were better understood by the
country trade. I fully believe that the agricultural economics departments of
every university should teach a course in the use of commodity exchanges
with particular reference to the use of futures markets. Every short course in
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elevator management should include lectures on "hedging" which would
make the student curious enough about the possibilities of such operation to
want to learn more about it.

This paper was originally presented in 1952 at the Fifth Annual Symposium
of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Country Merchandising
and Country Bids
Kenneth W. Stotler

I have been asked to discuss country merchandising and talk to you about bids
for country run grain which we make to the country elevators and tell you how
our bids are determined and how they work. I am happy to have this
opportunity to talk to you about the economic aspects of country
merchandising and explain what I strongly feel are the real economic
functions we perform. Methods are much the same for all grain so we will talk
about corn in particular.
. . . I sincerely believe that country merchandising is one of the most
interesting and fascinating areas of the grain business and perhaps the least
understood by both the general public and even the grain trade itself. When
people ask me what I do for a living and I tell them I merchandise grain, they
just look at me, shrug their shoulders and say, "So what." They seem to feel
that we have a pat hand with a built-in profit and assume no economic risk.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
First let me define a country merchandiser or interior merchant. He is one
who buys grain from country elevators and sells it to terminal markets,
exporters and processors. There is really nothing difficult or mysterious in
being an "interior grain merchant." All the merchant has to do is pay the
country elevator at least % more than anyone else and sell it to the processor,
terminal operator or exporter for less money than they can buy it for
themselves either direct from the point of origin or from other merchants.
This is obviously a difficult task but it is exactly what we attempt to do.
For example, if you include only the grain that our company handles at a
profit we are probably the smallest firm in Illinois, but if you include the grain
we handle for nothing we are one of the largest in the state. My uncle before
me used to say that he made all of his profit on 40% of the grain he handled but
that was a long time ago and that percentage has been declining ever since and
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our expenses have been steadily rising, making our problem that much more
difficult.
The greatest concentration of interior grain merchandisers today is in East
Central Illinois and this is mainly because this is one of the major surplus grain
producing areas in the United States. This surplus producing area is north of
the Illinois river and west and south of Chicago and extends on south along
the Illinois river to Peoria and on south through Springfield and then over
east below Effingham to the Indiana line up to Kankakee. This is the area I
wish to talk to you about today.
There is also a heavy corn producing area west of the Illinois river but this is
mainly a feeding area and very little corn moves in commercial channels
except in the fall at harvesttime when farmers move their surplus over crib
room and again perhaps in the spring when they sell the surplus over their
feeding requirements.
In this area east of the Illinois river are found the deep black soils of the
original grass praries. Much of this land was wet and poorly drained until the
early 1900's but with the development of drainage projects, intensive grain
farming followed. It was only logical that grain buyers should be attracted to
this fertile area. The question arises as to why brokering or interior grain
merchandising operations haven't developed all over the middle west. There
are not nearly as many similar operations conducted in Iowa or Indiana. This
is probably due to the fact that this is such a surplus producing area with an
abundance of good trasnportation for the many markets such as Chicago,
Peoria, St. Louis, Decatur, Danville-Kankakee, Paris, Baltimore and New
Orleans. In other words, there is excellent billing in all directions by rail and
water. In this region is a vast network of modern railroads crisscrossing the
country and also the Illinois and Mississippi rivers as efficient means of
transportation. If the movement of corn was in one direction from this area,
there would probably be less tendency for this interior merchandising
operation to develop. Whatever the reason, this area was early a center of
grain brokerage operations and today is a center of interior grain
merchandisers.
Some of the old grain firms operating today in East Central Illinois were
started in the early 1890's as strictly brokers. The grain broker merely acted as
the agent for several processing or terminal firms and here we find the basic
difference between a grain broker and the merchandiser of today. A broker
did not take title to the commodity the sale of which he negotiated. Actual
ownership was with one of the principal parties such as the country elevator
on the one hand and the processor, terminal elevator, or exporter on the
other. The grain merchandiser does acquire title to the commodity and is
therefore subject to all laws and regulations governing ownership of property.
Now the difference between an interior merchant and the rest of the trade is
merely in the matter of storage. Country elevators and terminal elevators are
all identified by their physical capacity to store but this is not true of the
merchandiser. Often, all that can be found to show such a business is being
carried on is a small office with telephones and perhaps a direct wire
connected with a terminal grain dealer.
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Theoretically, a grain merchant should simply buy and sell grain and in the
process provide the buyers with adequate supplies and provide the seller with
a satisfactory market and adequate service. An important service of a
merchandiser is as a clearing house for grain market information as to prices,
general market conditions, freight rates, hedging possibilities, government
regulations and to see that he takes advantage of options on contracts such as
time of shipment and discount schedules. He must also maintain a strong
financial position so that the buyer and seller can be assured of fulfillment of
all contracts. Probably the greatest service which a merchandiser performs for
country shippers is to be in the market at all times and provide the top bid. The
merchant can provide higher prices by being alert in using the elements of
time, freight rates, billing, and volume in changing markets and
circumstances. The switching of billing is probably one of the most
complicated and fascinating operations of the merchant and in its simplest
form it is merely the shifting of purchases and sales to take advantage of
changes in prices to different destinations.
In order to switch billing you must first have some billing to work with and to
obtain this billing we must have bids that are attractive enough to buy corn in
volume. We do this by checking bids at all markets in the country and then
setting up our bid equal to or even % to % more than we can sell it for. Then as
we start to accumulate this corn we sell part of it as cash grain and the balance
in the Chicago futures market. In this manner we have part of our inventory
hedged in cash at no profit and the balance in the Chicago Board of Trade
futures. At this point we assume a risk in basis change and as we have this large
inventory of cash corn bought from the country elevators and sold as cash or
futures we are ready to take advantage of any favorable basis change. Now the
basis is usually defined and correctly so as the difference between the cash
corn and the futures market and the hedger makes his money by being alert to
the widening and narrowing of this difference. However, the basis change we
are more interested in as a country merchant is the billing basis on different
freight structures or I might say geographic basis change. The prices in the
various terminal markets such as Chicago, St. Louis, and Peoria fluctuate
back and forth and we attempt to sell to the high market and buy in the low
market.
On this chart I have plotted on the lower line the price of No. 2 Yellow corn
track 32% New Orleans rate for the month of May 1964.1 like to think of this
price as the world price of corn as it truly reflects the price the world buyers are
willing to pay. Actually, this world price then becomes our base price as corn
cannot sell lower in this area and our domestic prices will fluctuate at
premiums above this world price as our different local buyers come into our
market for corn. On this middle line I have plotted the price of corn track 12%
Peoria rate. The 12% Peoria rate covers most all shipping points within a
radius of seventy-five to a hundred miles of Peoria which is a very heavy corn
producing area. On the top line I have plotted the price of corn on a 12% rate
to Chicago and like Peoria this area is the area seventy-five to a hundred miles
around Chicago. On the center line have I have plotted the premium for
Chicago corn over Peoria corn and you will note it varies from plus two to
minus %—a difference of 2%c.
You will note that from May 1st to 7th Chicago corn was 122 to 123 and
Peoria corn was 121 to 122 or a difference of lc. On May 11th Chicago corn
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was 122 and Peoria 121 %—a difference of only %c per bushel. So from May
1st to May 11th Chicago corn was only % to lc over Peoria. Then on May
14th Chicago was 122 and Peoria was 120 or a difference of 2c and the same
condition prevailed from May 15th through the 20th and then on the 21st the
prices were 121 % Chicago and 120% Peoria—a difference of only lc and then
it really began to narrow until on May 25th the price was the same on both
Chicago and Peoria or 121 % track. On May 26th Chicago was back to % over
Peoria and then, lo and behold, on May 27th Chicago was 120% and Peoria
121 or % premium for Peoria and then it reversed again and on May 28th the
price was 120% Chicago and 120% Peoria.
Now what does all this fluctuation of prices back and forth mean to the central
Illinois merchandiser? Simply this, we attempt to buy on the low market and
sell on the high. In other words, when Chicago is only % to 1 over Peoria we
buy Chicago billing and sell Peoria billing and when Chicago is 1 % to 2 over
Peoria we reverse our field and sell Chicago and buy Peoria.
In this particular operation we are actually making an intermarket spread as
we cannot ship the Peoria area corn to Chicago or ship the Chicago area corn
to Peoria. The present freight rate structure will not permit such a movement.
A large inventory of corn from both areas is necessary at all times so that we
will always have corn on hand to sell to either market as the premiums move
back and forth.
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For example, from May 1 st to May 11 th we bought Chicago corn at 122 to 123
and sold Peoria corn at 121 to 122, a difference of lc. Then from May 13th to
May 21st we reversed our operation and sold Chicago at 122% to 123 and
bought Peoria at 120% to 121, a difference of 2c. This was a profit of lc per
bushel and we did not have a wide open market position nor did we charge any
commission to either the buyer or seller. Let me show you exactly how this
works: On May 1st we sell 100,000 corn to Peoria at 121 and on May 14th we
buy 100,000 Peoria billing at 120 or a profit of lc. Also, on May 1st we buy
100,000 Chicago corn at 122 and sell it at 122 on May 14th which is the same
price or no profit or loss.
In other words, we bought and sold 100,000 bushels of corn on May 1st and
we bought and sold 100,000 bushels of corn on May 14th and the net result is a
profit of lc per bushel on 100,000 or %c if you assume we handled 200,000
bushels. Theoretically, if we were real lucky and had put this spread on at 2c
and taken if off when it went minus % we could have made 2%c.
I realize I may have oversimplified this example but by observing this chart
you can see several opportunities to make one or two cents and still perform a
real economic service. By selling corn to Chicago when they are high we help
to keep that market from getting too high and then by selling to Peoria as they
come into the market we keep that market from getting too high. By buying in
the market that is low, we help bring prices back up. In other words, we act as
the great price equalizer.
When we sell to the high market each time, we are able to always pay the
country elevator on both the 12% Chicago rate and the 12% Peoria rate as
much or more than he would get selling either direct to our buyer or to some
other merchandiser.
I have always admired the merchandising methods of Sears, Roebuck and
Company in that I feel assured of quality merchandise at a good price. I like to
feel that we perform a similar service for the grain business. Our aims are to
pay the country elevator at least as much as he would receive if he sold directly
to the people we sell to, and to sell to our buyers for less then they could buy
for directly from country elevators. It sounds impossible—but it is done every
day in good merchandising operations.

This paper was originally presented in 1964 at the Agricultural Writers
Conference at the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Terminal Elevator
Operations
Orrin S. Dowse

In the time allotted to me, I am going to try to tell you something about the
operations of a terminal elevator business. I first want to give you a general
idea of the location of the facilities of my firm, the Norris Grain Company,
which extend throughout the entire middle western grain belt with a total
capacity of approximately 29,000,000 bushels located as follows:
Location
Chicago
Duluth
Kansas City
St. Louis
Toledo
Peoria, IL
Burlington, IA
Sheldon, IL
Baltimore, MD
(Sub-total)
Inland Waterway
Operated by Chicago
County Elevators
Operated by Chicago
County Elevators
Operated by Kansas City
Total

Elevators
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
7

Bushels
7,400,000
3,700,000
6,800,000
2,400,000
2,500,000
1,000,000
1,200,000
940,000
250,000
25,790,000
695,000

2

290,000

58

2,500,000
29,270,000

All of the above terminal elevators respresenting 25,000,000 bushels are
operated as separate entities with the exception of Burlington which is under
the Peoria management and Sheldon is handled through Chicago. There is,
however, close cooperation between all of the units with respect to important
information and the diversion of business from one office to another when
that office cannot handle the business. The foregoing gives you an idea of a
terminal elevator set-up with facilities for handling and processing grain.
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Necessity for
Terminal
Elevators

Why is the terminal elevator necessary? Because all crops are harvested at
maturity and a large percentage of each crop must be moved at harvest. If
there were a demand at harvest for each crop so that the buyers' demands
would equal in bushels the amount available for sale, we would have, as
former President Hoover stated, "Perfection," but that does not exist.
Consequently, someone must take the surplus at harvest, and carry it until
such time as there is a consumer demand. This function falls on the terminal
elevator who, under our present marketing machinery, buys the grain and
hedges it. Since the imposition of support prices by the government resulting
in large quantities of grain being taken over by the Commodity Credit
Corporation, an agency of the government, the terminal elevators have
contracted to carry large quantities of this grain at a rate of storage less than
the published tariff available to the public. In addition to storing large
quantities for the government, terminal elevators have carried on their
merchandising operations and have had supplies available for corn
processors, feed manufacturers, and millers with the exception of the declining
days of the Office of Price Administration when the "Black Market" was a
popular source of supply. I hope we never see a situation like that again.

Warehousing of
Grain in
Terminal
Elevators

The terminal elevator in addition to its merchandising operations, the
warehousing of grain for the government under contract, will contract to
carry grain for a producer, country elevator, miller, or processor if room is
available; also makes deliveries on future contracts if the elevator is located in
a futures market. In Chicago all elevators approved for delivery on future
contracts are federal licensed warehouses, while in Minneapolis and Kansas
City they are licensed by the state in which they are located. A tariff must be
filed with their respective exchanges and agency under whom they are licensed
and a bond must be posted to guarantee performance according to the
regulations under which they are licensed. A warehouseman licensed under
the Federal Warehouse Act, or under the warehouse laws of a state having
satisfactory regulations over the operations of their warehouses, can borrow
eighty to ninety percent of the value of the grain on which the receipt is issued
and so can the individual, corporation, or partnership. A prominent Chicago
banker, not many years ago, said he would just as soon make a loan on a
warehouse receipt issued by an operator of a licensed warehouse in Chicago as
he would a government bond.

Merchandising
Operations of
Terminal
Elevators

A great many people believe the merchandising of grain is entirely different
than other types of merchandising. This is not the case. You must know how
to originate it and where to sell it. The first place to look for grain is the
country elevator who buys it from the producer; many merchandisers obtain
their supplies from that source, and others get their grains from commission
men, who have offices at strategic country points, and through those offices
keep the country elevators posted with bids and other important market news.
In recent years trucking operations have increased to the extent that elevators
with truck unloading facilities buy a substantial quantity through that source.
The construction of facilities on waterways has, during the last fifteen years,
increased the movement by water to Chicago and south to St. Louis and New
Orleans. The cheaper water transportation rates, as compared to rail costs,
have brought millions of bushels of grain, particularly corn, to the river
outlets and then to Chicago, St. Louis, or New Orleans, and, in lesser quantities
to consuming points on the Ohio River.
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All grain originating through the various sources previously referred to, is
bought on the basis of the current or nearby future. As an example, #2 Yellow
corn is deliverable on futures contracts at %c premium. An elevator that can
buy #2 Yellow corn at % over September, can put it in store for delivery, and
when it is loaded out, receive l%c per bushel. Of course, if there is a demand
for corn from processors or feed manufacturers at a price relative to the
future, that is, higher than can be realized by making delivery, the elevator
operator is in close touch with the trade in an attempt to merchandise his corn
or other grain at a reasonable profit over and above the cost. For instance, at
the present time in view of the small amount of space in this market and the
lack of demand for #2 Yellow corn, the value today is l%c under September
for #2 Yellow corn delivered Chicago by barges. This means an elevator
qualified for delivery on futures contracts, may deliver the corn on September
at %c premium and when the corn is loaded out, receive an additional 1 %c.
This operation results in a gross profit of 3%c a bushel.
In view of the lack of room and a new corn and soybean movement just
around the corner, many elevators want to save this room for the new crops
and, consequently, are selling corn at less than they can get for it on delivery.
This is based on a belief that the new corn and soybeans are going to be bought
at a much wider discount under the futures.
At the time grain is delivered on future contracts in Chicago, the elevator
operator receives with it a warehouse receipt in an equal amount and that
warehouse receipt as previously mentioned, may be used and is used, for
collateral.
The keeping condition of grain being carried in store for the public is
guaranteed by the elevator operator under the rules of the Chicago Board of
Trade. If at any time, a public elevator operator finds that any part of the corn
or the grain which he has in store, is not keeping properly and is beginning to
deteriorate, the rules provide a necessary procedure whereby the owner of the
elevator and the holder of the warehouse receipt get together and dispose of
the grain.
Terminal
Elevator
Hedging

In time of short supply, the elevator man has a problem of deciding where to
place his hedges. Sometimes when grain is selling at a premium over the
nearby delivery, he may not feel justified in placing his hedge there.
Consequently, he has to take into consideration the many factors affecting the
market, such as the supply, the demand, the condition of the crops, and in
recent years, since the inception of the government loan program resulting in
the acquisition of large quantities of grain by the Commodity Credit
Corporation, the futures markets have not reflected their normal relationship
considering the tremendous crops we have raised. This has caused many
headaches for the operator in deciding where to place his hedges. This year,
however, as it became evident that there would be a substantial quantity of
wheat for sale, largely due to lack of room at country points, terminal
elevators, when the crop started to move, were able to buy #2 Red or #2 Hard
wheat deliverable on contract at September price at from 4c to 6c under the
September delivery. The lack of demand especially for #2 Red winter wheat
resulted in deliveries on September contracts totaling almost two million
bushels. That had the effect of widening the difference between September
and December wheat from 3c to 6c a bushel. This gave millers and
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warehousemen an opportunity to change hedges from September to
December at an attractive basis, especially those who waited and changed
their hedges at from 5c to 6c per bushel. Incidentally, the reason for the lack of
interest in #2 Red wheat is due to the large crop east of here that will not be
wanted until early next spring.
The speculator, some of whom have taken delivery of this wheat by buying
September and selling December at 5%c to 6c difference, sees an opportunity
to make a small profit. He figures the wheat costs him September price and the
storage and interest from the present time to the first of December when that
wheat can be redelivered costs approximately 5%c a bushel in the low rate
insurance houses. In the meantime, before December 1st arrives, there may be
an improvement in the demand for Red wheat, resulting in disposing of the
cash wheat at a basis that will show him a larger profit. The present difference
between the September and December wheat, affords an opportunity for
milling interests also to take delivery of wheat that they do not want or have no
room for at the present time, but will be available later if they need it. In the
event they do not need it between now and December 1 st, they can redeliver it
without cost. The merchandising of grain into consuming areas in the East
and for export, requires close contact with brokers who handle domestic and
export grain, as well as direct contact with processors and manufacturers in
areas where there are not any brokers.
Grain is offered for various shipments to the trade at a premium or discount
relative to the future. Terminal operators in futures markets, if room is not
available to make delivery, frequently sell grain for shipment at less than they
can get by making delivery. There are also merchandisers at interior points
not in position to make delivery who at times offer grain at a discount under
the futures. As a matter of fact, at the present time #2 Yellow corn is being
offered for shipment out of Ohio at a delivered price, which equals lc per
bushel under September, f.o.b. Chicago. A great deal of grain is sold basis the
futures in exchange. However, recently, large users of grain in the East have
bought their requirements basis the future and established the price the day
the grain is loaded. This is an advantage which our futures market and buyers
cannot enjoy, for no one would sell any quantity of grain at a flat price and
handle it for the narrow margin as the grain trade. Incidentally, the margin of
profit in those commodities without facilities for hedging is much wider than
those commodities which have futures markets.
Former President Hoover testified before the Agriculture Committee in 1925,
referring to hedging and stated as follows: "In my own belief, hedging would
be worth discussion as applicable to that grain not now traded in, because the
margin between the farmer and the consumer is certainly less in those grains
that have a free hedging market, than it is in those commodities that do not
have an opportunity for such action in distribution."
Need for Liquid
Futures Market
in Grain
Merchandising

While the terminal elevator handles a very large part of our crops each year,
there are also smaller merchandisers at interior points properly licensed under
the Federal Warehouse Act and with satisfactory weights and grades, the
latter having expanded materially in recent years under the supervision of the
United States Department of Agriculture.
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In closing, I should like to deviate from the operations of a terminal elevator
and impress upon you how important I think the futues market is with respect
to our cash grain business. To me, the cash and futures markets are almost
Siamese twins—permanently damage the futures market, and the cash market
will die. Should this occur, I see nothing else in distant view, but a
government monopoly, possibly a distribution scheme under political
auspices—a scheme of paternalism that I believe would eventually operate to
the disadvantage of the farmers, producers, consumers, and the general public.
The first punative impact would be financial—taxes or otherwise. The next
stage would be regimentation and the destruction of the freedoms which are
inherent in the American way of life.

This paper was originally presented in 1950 at the Third Annual Grain
Marketing Symposium of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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The Use
Made of
Commodity Markets
by Terminal
Elevators
M.D. Guild

I would be unthoughtful and ungrateful if I did not first express my
appreciation to the Chicago Board of Trade for its invitation to appear before
this group of distinguished educators through the medium of the Seventh
Annual Symposium. It is only through knowledge gained by meetings such as
this, and distributed by our educational institutions that our industry will be
better understood.
There is no question but that the Chicago Board of Trade as well as the general
grain trade has been abused severely and unjustly many times in the past. This
criticism came largely from those who were uninformed or ill-informed. In
some instances it was actuated purely by selfish motives and in other cases by
political expediency. I have not been 100 per-cent in agreement with the
Chicago Board of Trade in all of its regulations. I know that all institutions as
well as individuals have their faults. During the 1930s when the government
was trying to enhance prices, if I recall correctly, the Chicago Board of Trade
was condemned for allowing the Russians to sell rye futures—likewise and
reversely during the last war the same institution was criticized for allowing
the Chinese to buy bean futures. This was during a period when the
government was attempting to curtail inflationary tendencies.
In 1948, the Chicago Board of Trade celebrated its 100th birthday. 1 feel that
any economic institution that not only can survive but actually expand during
one century in this country, must have given a definite and constructive
service to society. There will always be a grain industry in the United States
and to say that grain markets can be eliminated is taking a most myopic view
of the general commodity marketing picture. The present method of grain
marketing has been the outgrowth of an economic system which had its
inception when the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock in 1620. It has been
able to adjust itself to an expanding and variable economy over the
generations, which in itself, attests to the fact that it has met a definite need. As
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far as I am concerned I am willing to use, as well as help improve, what we
have until a better marketing system is found.
1 am the General Manager of the Indiana Grain Cooperative, Grain
Marketing Division of the Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Association.
Our organization is owned by some 200 Country Cooperative Elevators in
Indiana, along with membership of and in regional cooperatives in practically
all of the surplus grain producing states. There is practically no difference in
the mechanical operation of our marketing system than that of the private
grain trade. We buy grain from our membership at the market price and sell it
to the best advantage just like any private operator. Under the cooperative
law, however, we must return to the patrons any net profit we may have made.
We offer various types of marketing to our membership. Among these are:
purchases to arrive, consignments, storage for later sale, and also, to the extent
that storage space is available, service shipments under the government loan
program. We have had tremendous demands made upon us the last two years
to provide storage under the latter category. This applies largely to wheat and
is occasioned by the fact that the market at harvesttime has been very
substantially below government loan values. The supply of commercial
storage space in Chicago and the territory east of Chicago to the Atlantic
seaboard has not been equal to the demand, and, as a result, soft red wheat
producers have not been able generally to avail themselves of a greater income
through the medium of the government support program.
Under all the government loan programs, it is the farmer's responsibility to
place his collateral in a "loanable" position. This may be either on the farm or
in some approved commercial warehouse. We are in a strictly soft red wheat
area and regardless of what some people think, soft wheat is a perishable
commodity, much more so than the hard wheat types. Deterioration in
quality usually comes in the form of what is known in the parlance of the grain
trade, as "sick wheat." It is a disease which attacks the germ of the wheat.
Under the present grain standards, the kernels so affected are considered
damaged ones and the numerical grade is lowered accordingly. Millers also
tell us that "sick wheat" affects the quality of the flour, creating a rancidity
which is objectionable to the housewife, the baker, and to your palates.
Obviously, "sick wheat" has no demand from the millers and in order to find a
market, it must compete with feed grains. Consequently, any soft red wheat
that becomes out of condition sells at tremendously heavy discounts.
Our producers have had this experience many times and, as a result, are
reluctant to store on the farm if commercial storage is available. This has
created an unusually heavy demand for commercial storage the past two years
because of the fact that, at the beginning of wheat harvest, the market price
has been from fifty to sixty cents under the loan. In spite of the storability
hazards of red wheat, there has been a tremendous increase in the amount of
farm storage constructed the past year. There were about 8,000,000 bushels of
wheat of the 1953 crop put under the loan program in Indiana. The latest
figure indicated by State Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Committee officials on the 1954 crop was 13,000,000 bushels. It is evident,
therefore, that the Indiana farmer is assuming his own responsibility in
placing his wheat in a loanable position. Regardless of this new trend, I still
feel he would prefer to use commercial storage if it were available. Dry
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harvesting conditions have been conducive to the greater use of farm storage
the past two years. Wheat placed in storage with a moisture content of 12%
percent or less can be carried with reasonable safety if insecticides are used
periodically and effectively; at least that was the experience of the farmers in
Indiana on the 1953 crop. After many years in the grain business, 1 have
arrived at the conclusion that there is only one way to carry soft red wheat,
and that is to apply heat. We dry all of our wheat if it does not come in from
the country at 12% percent moisture or less. This is a particularly expensive
operation since the maximum moisture of No. 2 wheat is 14 percent and all of our
sales to millers are on this basis with no premium for less moisture. It is not as
expensive, however, as waking up some morning and finding we have an
elevator full of "sick wheat."
Indiana and states east of us have always prided themselves on the quality of
their soft wheat, and have jealously guarded that position. Much time, money,
and effort have been spent by the Millers National Federation, the Crop
Improvement Association, and the grain trade generally to develop true soft
wheat varieties. Soil and climatic conditions are ideal for its production.
There have been several attempts in the past to introduce hard wheat in our
area, all of which have met with but little success. It seems as if hard wheat
does not so remain very long. After a generation or so, it becomes mixed or
hard, depending upon the season, but usually mixed. Even if it tests hard
according to grain grading standards, it does not command a premium over
soft because it still does not meet the quality specifications of millers. We
cannot compete with southwestern hard wheat any more than southwestern
soft wheat can compete with our soft wheat. Under delivery rules of the
Chicago Board of Trade, soft wheat and hard wheat have an equal value—this
is how it should be.
We were much disappointed and disturbed when the government announced
a 4c per bushel discount on soft wheat as compared to hard wheat, under its
1954 wheat loans for the territory east of the Rockies, and farmers were very
articulate in their disapproval. On a national basis, perhaps there was some
justification for it but it could not be justified on a soft wheat area basis. It had
the effect of putting a premium on a product that could not be produced
successfully in our area and it undid the good which had been accomplished
only after long and laborious efforts. I am happy to report, however, that after
calling it to the attention of the proper Washington officials, soft wheat has
been restored to its rightful lofty position under the 1955 loan program.
Our cooperative membership in the country operates largely on the same
principle as the private elevator. The local elevator not only handles the
farmers' grain but also furnishes supplies to farmers in the way of fertilizer,
petroleum products, farm machinery, feeds, fencing and many other
commodities. We have some heavy volume stations in the surplus grain area
and some of lower volume in the deficit areas. Usually, in the surplus areas the
supply business is smaller, and the reverse is true in deficit areas. The volume
of their supply business depends on the area in which they are located. Some
are more successful than others and the degree of success can usually be
measured by the quality of local management.
The country cooperatives are owned and controlled exclusively by local
producers. The state organization has no investment in them. However, we do
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lend advisory and sometimes financial assistance when called upon. We try to
keep them informed at all times on markets, market trends, government
programs, and all the other things they have a right to expect of us who have
been entrusted with the marketing of their grain and furnishing of their farm
supplies. We have no contractual or agency relationship with our membership
and we depend entirely upon the quality of our service in maintaining an
arrangement which works out to our mutual business advantage.
Methods of handling grain have changed greatly during the past decade.
Farm mechanization has created new problems for the grain industry. It used
to take from six to eight weeks, with good weather, to complete a harvest. I
used to be in the private grain business as a country elevator operator. I recall
distinctly that we had a big day if we received wheat from eight different
threshing rigs; now, with the combine, it is not unusual to get grain from fifty
different ones. Transportation also has changed. The truck has displaced the
wagon and, in many instances, the railroads, too. There has also been a large
increase in water-borne grain, particularly in the southeast, through the
development of the Tennessee River. To meet this change from a terminal and
regional standpoint we have tried to fortify ourselves against any contingency.
Our terminal elevators can all handle grain by trucks as well as railroad cars.
Our elevators at Evansville, Indiana, on the Ohio River and at Decatur,
Alabama, on the Tennessee River are all equipped with marine legs to handle
grain by barge transportation. We are presently locating at Toledo, Ohio, in
preparation to take advantage of any opportunities that may be offered
through the development of the St. Lawrence Seaway. To meet the demands
of a heavy fall harvest of corn, the drying capacity of our various terminal
units has been increased to 100,000 bushels daily. The things we have done,
others have done too. It is mentioned simply to give you some idea of the
changes that are taking place within our industry.
We do not encourage our country membership to use the grain futures
markets either for speculation or hedging. In fact, we actually discourage it.
Our country elevators have had some unfortunate experiences in the past in
trying to carry an inventory under a hedge. They do not seem to understand
the connection between the cash grain market and the futures. Either through
carelessness, negligence, or for some other reason, they often failed to divest
themselves of the cash grain and the futures simultaneously. This put them in
a speculative position immediately and with disastrous results ultimately. We
prefer to place and remove all of the hedges ourselves.
As a protective service to our membership in marketing grain we do offer to
buy grain in any quantity. We do not require their sales to us to be in carlots or
multiples of 1,000 bushels. We will purchase in 100, 200, or 300 bushels as the
case may be. When such sales aggregate a carlot, we then give the country
elevator shipping instructions. This works no undue hardship on us. While the
amount may be small with each elevator, yet when there are a hundred
elevators concerned, the aggregate puts us in a position to use 5,000-bushel
multiples for hedges. It is a protection to the small volume house and a wellappreciated service particularly during periods of erratic and volatile markets.
The outlets for our grain are many and diverse. White corn millers often want
a particular quality recleaned. Some feed manufacturers want No. 3 or 4
yellow corn; others want No. 2 yellow corn. Wheat millers also want a
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particular type. Industrial alcohol manufacturers are not so much interested
in quality as in price. We happen to be located at the front door of a large
segment of the whiskey distilling industry. Our sales to them are substantial.
Contrary to common conception, they use only the best No. 2 yellow corn; 14
percent moisture or less is a minimum requirement and often recleaned. They
think, not in terms of the price of a bushel of corn, but what that corn will yield
in gallons of alcohol. To meet these demands, all modern terminals are
equipped with cleaners, scourers, clippers, dehydrators, and other machinery.
It is obvious, therefore, that grain marketing in its true sense means much
more than just receiving grain from the country, placing it in a terminal
elevator, and then loading it out again.
The various consuming interests in the grain trade employ different patterns
in their purchases. We have one account that buys about 5,000 bushels of corn
at the close of the market each day. Another smaller one which buys one car
each Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. Still another buys a week's supply
every Wednesday but does not price it until later in the week. One distiller
account buys a six-month supply in each purchase semiannually. Distillers as
a rule, however, buy in units of 100,000 to 250,000 bushels for scattered
shipment over a specified period.
Most terminal elevator operators, including ourselves, carry an inventory of
hedged grain. This places them in a position of meeting the buyers' demands at
the market at any time and for any shipment, and, if the elevator is properly
equipped, any specified quality.
Soybeans may still be thought of as something new in this country, when one
realizes that as recently as thirty years ago, the harvest of soybeans in the
United States was less than 2 percent of the 1954 crop. On the other hand, in
the year 3000 B.C., they were an important component in the economy and
lives of the Chinese people. In 1952, the states of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and
Iowa produced over 62 percent of the entire soybean crop in the U nited States,
and, indeed, they now play a major role in the economy of Midwestern
farmers.
It is interesting to note that since we had a production of only 5,000,000
bushels of soybeans in 1924, there has been an astounding 6,000 percent
increase in soybean production. But even more unique is the fact that
commercial demand for the products of this raw commodity has kept pace
with the phenomenal increase in production. This is attested to by the fact
there has never been a heavy surplus of soybeans in this country. We have used
all of our production except a carry-over of about 13,000,000 bushels of the
1942 crop, and a carry-over of about 10,000,000 bushels of the 1952 crop.
There are three methods of processing soybeans:
1. The hydraulic.
2. The expeller or screw press.
3. The extraction or solvent.
The solvent method is the most extensively used; in fact, there is a solvent
capacity of 265,000,000 bushels in the heavy soybean processing area. When
only this solvent capacity is related to the total production in the United States
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in 1953 of 262,000,000 bushels, one begins to wonder if the only limitation to
soybean processing might be our ability to produce the raw commodity.
Even though soybean production was still in the diaper stage, the Chicago
Board of Trade was quick to recognize the need and to establish a futures
market for this commodity and its products. It is evident that these futures
markets have substantially contributed to the daily and orderly manner of
marketing soybeans for the farmer and supplying him with "bean" meal,
which is one of the largest proteins used in feeds. In fact, soybeans furnish
40 percent of the supply of the protein concentrates.
Their marketing poses a problem that is not encountered in the marketing of
grains, such as corn, rye, oats, etc. While only a small percentage of corn
(about 15 percent) moves into commercial outlets for processing, a much
larger percentage of the soybean production finds its way into commercial
channels, as there is only a small demand for soybeans on the farm for seed or
feed utilization. Since soybean processors have located their plants at interior
points in the heavy bean producing areas, Chicago is not a major receiving
market for cash beans, but the Chicago futures market is of primary
importance, providing hedging facilities for soybeans and its end products,
meal and oil.
In marketing large quantities of soybeans in Indiana, our organization uses
the futures markets almost daily. The latter affords two distinct advantages.
First, it permits us to hedge our anticipated purchases of the next morning,
and secondly, it allows us to accumulate a hedged inventory. Since the
processors are located at interior points, the type of transportation billing
they receive is very important, as there is a substantial billing loss in the
processing of soybeans. Through the accumulation of an inventory, we are
able, in a large degree, to give various processors the type of billing that best
fits their needs, thereby minimizing the loss suffered on soybean oil on which
"transit privileges" are not enjoyed.
1 have mentioned the primary role that the futures market, which provides the
necessary hedging machinery, has played in reducing the distribution cost of
grains. With the violent changes that take place at times in soybean prices, 1
shudder to think what the impact would be, not only on cost of distribution,
but also on the merchandiser of soybeans, without the hedging facilities of the
futures market.
Our board of directors is composed 100 percent of farmers and they know the
hazards of speculation. I am under a rather heavy bond to impress upon me
that such activities are to be avoided. Frankly, I cannot define speculation or
speculators. Is a man who invests in real estate with the expectation of an
enhancement in value, a speculator or an investor? Are insurance companies
who insure your life or your properties investors or speculators? We call them
"underwriters," but are they speculators? Is the man who buys 5,000 bushels
of July wheat in the pit a speculator or investor? The very men who have given
me my directive are in the most hazardous of all business, that of farming.
They must outguess weather, pests, insects, etc. in order to produce and after
they have produced, must hope that sales will be at a price high enough to
insure adequate income over expenses that preclude insolvency—are these
men speculators?
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However, I know what they want done. I am not supposed to buy and sell
grain futures unless there is an offsetting and like amount of cash grain
involved. In other words, I must keep hedged at all times. The roles played by
the professional speculator or investor, as we know him, must be
underemphasized. It is he who largely offers liquidity to the market. Grain
merchandising is done on the narrowest of all margins. Most purchases and
sales of cash grain are handled at less than one percent gross. This is
occasioned by the fact that the industry knows that grain can be bought
almost instantly, as well as sold instantly through functionaries associated
with the commodity markets.
Our organization uses the futures markets extensively and their importance to
the grain industry must not be overlooked. Our present marketing system
cannot survive without the futures markets. They have a multiplicity of uses.
By taking delivery, they may be a source of supply to a buyer. By making
delivery, they may be an outlet for a seller of the cash article. They can also be
used as a vehicle for speculation, investment, or hedging.
Our firm uses the grain futures market almost exclusively for hedging against
cash grain inventories, although there have been a few times that we have used
them as a source of supply. Webster says a hedge is an instrument used to
minimize a loss. I do not quite agree with the definition. I like to think of a
hedge in grain merchandising as an instrument to insure a merchandising
profit.
I do not mean to imply that simply by hedging, you are assured of a profit,
because you still must have an adequate margin between your buying and
selling price at the outset. The purchase at the inception must be at the right
relationship to the future.
During the heavy rush of harvest movement of grain, it would be impossible
for us to operate successfully without using the futures markets as a hedge.
When we are servicing so many country elevators during that period, it is
physically impossible for us to merchandise grain as fast as we buy it. During
the recent wheat harvest, we received more than 100 telephone calls from our
country membership booking wheat. Many mornings our purchases will
aggregate in excess of 300,000 bushels; 750,000 frequently and 1,500,000
occasionally. To eliminate an undue risk, we often anticipate our next
morning's purchases by selling futures on the day previous. Then during the
trading hours we sell the cash wheat and buy back our futures. If during the
harvest movement, the basis for cash wheat is substantially below the futures,
instead of selling the cash wheat at the time of purchases we often bring the
wheat to our terminal elevators in Evansville, Indianapolis, Louisville, and
Decatur, (Alabama) for later sale. This is particularly true if the distant
futures are high enough to secure adequate carrying charges. It is historic and
fundamental that the cash structure in Chicago will approximate the current
future in value at maturity.
It is axiomatic that any merchandiser, to be successful, must have available to
his buyer that which the latter needs at the market price and at the time he
wants it. This is true whether it is sweet potatoes, Sunkist oranges, or B. V. D.s.
Grain merchandisers are no exceptions, and it is only through the use of the
commodity exchanges that this is possible.
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Hedging also, with reputable firms, makes it less difficult to acquire operating
capital. One of the first questions a prudent banker will ask is, "do you
hedge?" If you do, he knows that the security you offer him in the way of
warehouse receipts is always worth the current market. Good grain firms,
with sound hedging policies, are always welcomed by lending agencies
because their warehouse receipts are considered prime collateral. Many banks
will lend 90 percent of the current market value on grain warehouse receipts if
the grain represented by them is hedged.
The question has often been asked me—why is it necessary to use the
commodity futures markets when the government is supporting prices on one
hand and providing a ceiling on the other, within certain limitations, by
making supplies available which it previously had acquired? It is a good
question but difficult to answer. Ours is a generous and beneficent
government. Its benefactions have reached the innermost recesses of our
economic world. We are living in a "rigged" economy in which the law of
supply and demand operates only with difficulty. I have always felt that it
should be the function of the government to step in and assist when one
segment of our economy gets out of line with other segments, particularly so,
when maladjustments are actuated by laws or regulations fashioned by the
government. Agriculture is no exception. As a result of this unfair economic
relationship, we have the present farm support program as statutory. In its
operation, the government now finds itself with huge supplies of grain on
hand and is in the same position of the speculator who tries to corner the grain
market. The law of supply and demand still functions and is no respector of
persons. The law may be temporarily suspended but never totally repealed.
The government is now faced with the difficult task of "burying the corpse."
Unfortunately, the present law prohibits the Commodity Credit Corporation
from disposing of the corpse until it smells to high heaven. Someone must
come up with an answer to eliminate this undesirable feature of the law. It is
apparent now that the agency which was used to enhance grain prices is the
same one which is accused of deflating those same prices.
There is no question but that in the operation of their support program, many
erstwhile functions of the grain trade have been assumed by the government.
This may be deliberate or inadvertent, probably the latter, but, nevertheless, it
has happened. It is only fair to say that the present administration is cognizant
of what is taking place; it has made several procedural changes whereby the
grain trade may be used in the normal manner in disposing of some of these
surpluses. For this, we are grateful and the government is to be congratulated.
The point I am making is simply this: If the government itself is not able to
support prices indefinitely (with all its resources) then the maintenance of our
commodity exchanges becomes all the more important. As long as I am
charged with the responsibility of managing a regional farmers' marketing
cooperative, we will always use a sound hedging program which is available
only through those exchanges.
Regardless of how short the supply of any commodity becomes, there will
always be plenty to go around in a free market. Our commodity exchanges
must be perpetuated as an agency wherein the producer, the consumer, and
the general public may express their views as to values. Free markets, if
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unabused and uninhibited by unnecessary controls, will fill every need except
in periods of severe economic readjustments.
The operations of the futures markets are intricate, difficult, and
incomprehensible to many people. While I am necessarily not familiar with all
of the intricate details and mechanisms of futures trading, we use them
extensively in our daily operations and I do know as manager of a large
producers' grain marketing organization—that the spread between what the
producer gets and what the consumers pay, would be many, many times
greater without the commodity exchanges than with them.

This paper was presented in 1954 at the Seventh Annual Symposium of the Chicago Board of
Trade.
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X
3

Commodity Markets
and the
Terminal Elevator
Richard O. Westley

It is indeed a pleasure, and at the same time a challenge, to appear before this
distinguished group of educators on the occasion of the Tenth Annual Board
of Trade Symposium. Even though it is more than 20 years since my own
college days, this reversal of the student-professor relationship is still a
novelty.
I can imagine that one of the first questions in your mind is, "Why does a firm
like The Glidden Company, principally known as a paint manufacturer,
happen to be in the grain business?" You might also be saying to yourselves, "I
realize there has been a great deal of diversification in industry in recent years,
but what possible connection is there between paint and grain?" The answer is
relatively simple, and at the same time is an illustration not only of the drive
for greater efficiency and lower costs in industry generally, but also, and more
germane to this discussion, it illustrates the importance of commodity
markets and their continued functioning on an effective basis.
In the early days of the soybean industry, the founder of The Glidden
Company, Mr. Adrian D. Joyce, conceived of the soybean not only as a
possible alternative source of drying oil in paints, but also as the best known
source of high quality protein for use in what has now become the broad field
of emulsion paints. Accordingly, Glidden was one of the early entrants into
the soybean processing industry, and very soon found that considerable
elevator storage space was essential to the efficient operation of a soybean
plant. The company also found itself, quite by accident, in the grain business
from time to time, as a matter of using elevator space to produce revenue
during off-season periods when the storage was not required for soybeans. It
was, then, a logical step to expand into the grain business itself on a yeararound basis, since the part-time operator in any field is at a considerable
disadvantage, both as to continuing sources of supply and in servicing his
customers, compared to his full-time competition.
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With the completion of our new elevator on the Calumet River in South
Chicago a little over a year ago, we are now equipped not only to handle our
soybean acquisition and hedging problems more effectively, but also to take
full advantage of the hedging facilities available through use of Chicago
Board of Trade futures contracts in our general grain business.
The terminal elevator operator occupies a unique position in the whole fabric
of organized commodity markets. In terms of basic economic reason for
existence, he functions as a warehouseman for crops which come to market in
relatively short periods of time but which are consumed rather evenly
throughout the twelve months of the year. He differs from a producer who is
interested only in the dollars and cents he receives for the grain he sells and
who makes his decision to sell only once or twice a year. The producer relieves
himself of all problems of storage, conditioning, insurance, and financing
when he sells his grain; at the same time a terminal warehouseman is assuming
these same risks and expenses. The terminal operator also differs from the
food processor who converts grain to various finished products and who can
estimate fairly accurately what his volume of sales and approximate prices
will be over a period of several months and always has the alternative of using
such judgment rather than sales of grain futures as a hedge against inventories
of such raw materials. When a terminal operator buys grain, on the other
hand, he has only a general idea when he will sell it, where it will go, or to
whom. As a matter of business judgment, he tries to buy the grain at a
relationship to the futures market which he feels will yield a profit at some
future time, after deduction of the expense of carrying the grain in his
warehouse, keeping it in merchantable condition, and perhaps drying and/ or
cleaning the grain to meet the requirements of his customers. He may also buy
grain and hold it unhedged if he so desires, but he could accomplish at least a
portion of the same objective by buying grain futures and not using his storage
facilities. In other words, he doesn't need a terminal elevator if he simply
wants to speculate.
The point I wish to emphasize here is that of all segments of the commodity
business, from the producer to the consumer, the terminal warehouseman is
singularly dependent upon broad, properly functioning futures markets in the
everyday operation of his business. As the holding point, or the surge bin, if
you will, between the rapidity of today's efficient harvesting methods and the
year-around usage by consumers, it is obvious that he must have an effective
means of minimizing the risks of wide price fluctuations and, at the same time,
the means of receiving compensation in the form of carrying charges and
merchandising margins for the expenses of storage covering the varying
periods during which he holds the grain.
Most examples of the use of futures markets for the hedging of grain
inventories show how grain is bought at a certain relationship to a futures
price and subsequently is sold at a different relationship to the price of that
same futures contract. It appears to be almost an automatic process of selling
the current future when the grain is purchased, and of buying that same future
when the grain is sold.
There are numerous cases where the process is just that simple, but ordinarily
it is considerably more involved and requires the exercise of judgment on the
part of the hedger several times during the period the grain is in storage.
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The first decision is obviously what to do at the time grain is purchased.
Usually there are four or five delivery months on the board for each grain,
with the broadest trade likely to be found in the nearer-by contracts, and
considerably less trade in the deferred. Any sizable order, then, is likely to
move the deferred futures correspondingly more than the nearby, which is one
of the many points to be considered when deciding which month to sell as a
hedge against your purchased grain.
Perhaps the most important consideration is the relationship between the
various months from a carrying charge standpoint. If the current future is
selling at a good carrying charge under the next deferred month, the tendency
will be to sell the forward delivery position and, ineffect, assure oneself of the
carrying charge until that time. This same approach can be carried as far
forward as may be indicated by the various relationships.
You are perhaps curious as to what constitutes a "good carrying charge" for a
terminal elevator. The term includes not only a storage, but also the cost of
financing and insurance. While insurance is not usually of much consequence
in a modern fireproof elevator, the cost of financing grain has more than
doubled in recent years. At current price levels, for example, it costs about 1 Oc
per bushel per year to finance wheat, or roughly %c per bushel per month.
This happens to be just about half the general Chicago storage rate of 1.8c per
bushel per month. A full carrying charge in Chicago, then, amounts to
approximately 2%c per bushel per month for wheat at a current price levels.
Quite naturally a terminal warehouseman would like to receive full carrying
charges for his stored inventories, but unhappily such is almost never
attainable, and for obvious reasons. It becomes a a question, then, as to how
much less than the full cost of carrying can be considered a "good carrying
charge." If the grain being covered is in a deliverable position and is suitable
for delivery from a quality standpoint, the operator may wish to hold out for
virtually a full carrying charge, since the alternative of making delivery and
collecting full tariff storage is readily available. If the grain in question is out
of position geographically or is not suitable for delivery from a quality
standpoint, the warehouseman will likely prefer to accept a considerably
lesser carrying charge, thus permitting him to retain control of his inventory
and storage space. The latter often bulks rather large as a consideration in
either placing hedges or in shifting them to forward positions. It can be seen,
then, that a "good carrying charge" is a relative term which cannot be reduced
to a specific without consideration of numerous other factors.
Going back to the handling of hedges, the warehouseman more often than not
will have the problem of shifting his hedges from a maturing month to a
deferred month before he has finally sold a given lot of grain, assuming that he
doesn't plan to deliver for one reason or another. The same general
considerations govern his judgment in shifting hedges as in originally placing
them. As a matter of fact, it frequently happens that as relationships between
months shift back and forth, he may "backspread" a hedge from a deferred
month to a more nearby month to suit changing conditions either in his own
position or in the market. My purpose here is not to make the handling of
hedges seem unduly complicated, but to point out the fact that hedging
requires much the same exercise of judgment and market sense in the area of
relationships between various futures months and relationships of cash grain
prices to futures prices as is exercised by the speculator in his approach to
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price levels. It can very properly be said that to this extent, terminal operators
are forced to speculate on cash premiums and discounts as well as
relationships between delivery months, but the extent of such speculation is
often in fractions of a cent per bushel and almost never in amounts
comparable to the swings in the general price level of the market. As you
might expect, there are about as many variations in approach to this phase of
the business as there are companies operating terminal elevators, and what
might be termed an ultra-conservative approach by some could be considered
almost the opposite by others.
The third and final phase of handling hedges takes place when grain is sold
and the hedge must be lifted. Ordinarly this is the most automatic of the three
phases of hedging, since it usually involves simply buying the current future
against the sale. Such sales more often than not are in round lots and are made
to mills, processors, and feed manufacturers who also carry hedges. Very
frequently the futures are exchanged simultaneously with the sale of the grain,
thus obviating any necessity of taking a position even momentarily. Even the
third phase can be made more complicated, if the operator wishes, by buying a
futures month other than the one in which his hedges are carried, thus leaving
him with an outright spread in futures.
While I have dealt here with the hedging of inventories, grain merchandising
also includes short sales of cash grain hedged in long futures positions, and the
same points of decision are involved in reverse.
In this discussion of hedging I have made the basic assumption that grain can
be bought at what may be deemed a satisfactory or hedgeable relationship to
the futures market. Unfortunately, in recent years that has often been a very
risky assumption except during peak periods of harvest movement. It has
become increasingly so as the various government support programs have
attracted huge surpluses into the inventory of Commodity Credit
Corporation. In fact, these surpluses have made that corporation not only the
giant of the grain business in all its phases, but a business roughly
approximating General Motors in volume. Unlike General Motors, however,
C.C.C. has no competition and never makes a profit.
C.C.C. is at one and the same time a terminal elevator operator's biggest
customer for warehouse space and his biggest competitor in the handling of
grain. They bulk so large, in fact, as customers for elevator space that one can
scarcely operate these days without being under the Uniform Grain Storage
Agreement.
Perhaps the greatest impact of Commodity's domination of the grain business
is the inevitable dislocations which are inherent in any patchwork of manmade economics. You have, for example, the completely paradoxical
situation of corn selling at almost identical prices in such widely separated
markets as Chicago and Baltimore. Without C.C.C. interference, corn in
Baltimore is normally worth about freight over Chicago, or 18 cents per
bushel in the case of export corn. Yet as this is being written, C.C.C. is offering
corn at 4% cents over Chicago September F.O.B. vessel at Baltimore and the
identical grade is selling freely at 3% cents over September F.O.B. cars at
Chicago. On today's market those flat prices are $ 1.32 and $1.31 respectively.
Since C.C.C. has no magic wand which transports corn from the Midwest to
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the seaport for nothing, let's examine this situation in terms of actual cost to
the government agency.
Using the average current Illinois loan rate of $1.53 per bushel and adding
nothing but freight and handling charges, their cost F.O.B. boat Baltimore is
approximately $1.95 per bushel. We have here, then, a direct subsidy of 63
cents per bushel on export corn not including any C.C.C. storage costs. On the
same basis, Iowa corn costs $1.99, or a subsidy of 67 cents per bushel and a
sizable quantity of Iowa corn is shipped to the Atlantic coast. All this might be
explainable in terms of various kinds of inventory management if you didn't
have at one and the same time the spectacle of Iowa corn processors
frequently being forced to back-haul corn from Illinois to keep their plants
running.
In other words, instead of "ships passing in the night," you have corn cars
passing each other day and night—C.C.C. corn from Iowa enroute to the
Atlantic seaboard crossing paths with Illinois corn heading for Iowa
processing plants. And in this regard, I am speaking not of some obscure
situation but of a condition which has prevailed off and on at various times
ever since the huge corn crop of 1948 and the accompanying large C.C.C.
take-over of loan corn the following year.
What has just been cited may be a horrible example, yet it is more typical than
you may think of the dislocations which have occurred. Since last October
Commodity has sold 250,000,000 bushels of corn and just the other day the
Department of Agriculture announced that C.C.C. expects to market
335,000,000 bushels of corn this coming crop year. Since we aren't likely to
move a total of more than the usual 500 million bushels into commercial
channels, you can readily see who is going to set the price of corn and whose
corn is going to move. So we will very likely stay on the same merry-go-round
with C.C.C. selling corn to keep it from going out of condition and taking over
next summer as much or more than their sales for the year. It doesn't leave the
cash-grain farmer with much of the market.
As of July 1, C.C.C. either owned or had under support, a total of
1,370,000,000 bushels of corn, or 7/10 of the total stocks in the United States.
While we are frequently reminded that this constitutes less than % of one
year's production, the terminal elevator operator is more likely to remind
himself that C.C.C. now owns or controls 2% times the amount of corn that
annually moves into commercial channels. The next question is how long will
it be before Commodity takes over virtually the entire free market. Their
prediction of next year's sales at the level of 335 million bushels means they
will be handling more than 2/3 of the corn merchandising business in this
country. How can our markets function properly under those conditions?
And how have we gotten into this fix?
To be sure that Commodity Credit Corporation would not become a
competitior of private business, Congress announced a policy with regard to
the normal facilities for handling and distributing the agricultural
commodities to which title would become vested in the Corporation as a result
of the defaults. Let us take a moment to examine that policy.
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The Seventy-Ninth Congress declared its policy in the Agricultural Marketing
Act of 1945. That policy was as follows:
"The Congress declares that a sound, efficient, and privately operated
system for distributing and marketing agricultural products is essential to a
prosperous agriculture and it is indispensable to the maintenance of full
employment and to the welfare, prosperity, and health of the Nation. . . . "
Just two years later, in the Act to provide a charter for Commodity Credit
Corporation, this policy was reaffirmed and provision was made for its
implementation. In section 5 of that Act, it was expressly provided, and still so
provides today, that the Corporation—
" . . . shall, to the maximum extent practicable, consistent with the
fulfillment of the Corporation's purposes and the effective and efficient
conduct of its business, utilize the usual and customary channels, facilities,
and arrangements of trade and commerce."
The same policy was expressly reaffirmed again in the 1949 amendment to the
Charter Act. In connection with the power given to the Corporation to
acquire personal and real property (15 U.S.C. 714b (h) as amended), it was
specially provided and so provides today—
" . . . That nothing contained in this subsection (h) shall limit the duty of
the Corporation, to the maximum extent practicable consistent with the
fulfilment of the Corporation's purposes and the effective and efficient
conduct of its business, to utilize the usual and customary channels,
facilities and arrangements of Trade and Commerce in the warehousing of
commodities...."
As a matter of fact, the then Secretary of Agriculture was asked in connection
with the hearings held on the 1949 amendment: "Do I understand the
Department has taken the position that the Department does not want in any
respect to either compete with or supplant the private industry in the grain
storage business?" His answer: "That is entirely correct."
Although the policy of the Congress has been, in my opinion, repeatedly
declared in unmistakable language, through misunderstanding or otherwise,
Commodity Credit Corporation has flouted this policy time and time again.
As the years go by and Commodity continues to handle larger and larger
percentages of our crops, there is little reason to believe that their
encroachment upon the usual channels of trade will not continue. It is
conceivable that the time will come when C.C.C. is not just a competitor of the
grain trade but, instead, a serious threat to the continued existence of the
entire agricultural marketing structure in this country.
All this would be a good deal easier to take if we could feel that the program
was really accomplishing its purpose. On the contrary, I think it is safe to say
that virtually all interested parties are dissatisfied. The taxpayers are showing
increasing uneasiness with the $5 billion overall annual cost of the program,
the agricultural enterprises with whom Commodity competes certainly are
not happy, and even the farmers who are supposed to be the beneficiaries are
anything but completely satisfied.
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In taking this dim view of the government's role in the grain business, there are
certain modifying factors I would like to make clear.
First, I do not accuse C.C.C. of any ulterior socialistic motives in their
approach to the problem. They are more in the role of reluctant bankers
taking over their collateral on defaulted loans and trying to make the best of a
bad situation. They are caught between the twin fires of politically high loan
rates and the tremendous technological advancement of agriculture during
these post-war years. I think it only fair to say that high support rates have
furnished the incentive for much of that advancement.
Second, I would not want my criticism of the system to be misconstrued as a
criticism of the people who operate it. For the most part they are capable and
straightforward in their dealings with the trade. What may seem at times to be
their inflexibility is more often than not a case of their being careful to give
everyone equal opportunity. When that great economic leveler, price, ceases
to occupy its usual role, other considerations must fill the vacuum.
Third, there has been at least a breakthrough in Commodity's attitude toward
turning some of their operations back to the private trade. Last year's revision
in the handling of export wheat is an example; also a greater tendency to sell
corn at bin-sites off and on. These are steps in the right direction, but much
more remains to be done. There would seem to be little reason, for example,
why C.C.C. shouldn't go ahead with a corn program using an approach
similar to that for wheat.
Fourth, it must be admitted that terminal elevator operators have been
proportionately less affected by government domination of the grain business
than other segments of the trade. Storage revenues have been steady and the
very existence of large C.C.C. stocks has often tended to foster carrying
charges. Perhaps we should be lulled into feeling all is well, but I don't think
so.
In the end, there is no substitute for the law of supply and demand, and no
industry, not even agriculture, can build for a sound future on any other basis.
The field of terminal grain merchandising is no exception.

This paper was originally presented in 1957 at the Tenth Annual Symposium of the Chicago
Board of Trade.
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The Dynamics
of Terminal
Elevator Management
Ben Raskin

. . . The Rice Grain Corporation, of which I am President, was activated in
1955 to conduct a general grain merchandising and warehousing business in
one of the new Lake Calumet-Port of Chicago elevators. There are two such
6,500,000-bushel elevators. The other elevator, I might note, is operated by
the Illinois Grain Corporation, a co-operative. Our Rice-Powell elevator,
named in honor of the two major stockholders of the Rice Grain Corporation,
opened for business in June, 1957.
It was some two years prior to that date when the opportunity to lease the then
proposed grain elevators in the new port of Chicago was presented. Although
the Rice organization had no elevator experience, we did have a solid cash
grain and speculative background and so it was not altogether without some
understanding that we explored the possibilities. The port of Chicago was
designed and constructed in anticipation of the St. Lawrence Seaway. It was
at that time too, which saw the start of the University of Indiana study as to
the grain potential of Chicago vis-a-vis the Seaway.
I might say, our approach as to the possibility of making money from the
grain elevator and merchandising business was predicated without any regard
as to the potential of the Seaway. We were more concerned whether the
elevator could stand on its own merits within the framework which then
existed in Chicago. We felt the Seaway would be that much added fillip and
opportunity. Sufficeth to say, our studies resulted in our signing a forty-year
lease and our entrance into this relatively new venture.
Our first organization consisted of myself and a manila envelope. Once we
were committed to the new enterprise, I sought out the best available elevator
superintendent and then we were fortunate in procuring a competent grain
merchandiser. The three of us were the total organization until three months
prior to the opening of the elevator.
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We were fully staffed on the day of the opening, our accounting procedures
had been carefully worked out, and we were hungrily awaiting whatever fate
had in store. Our empty elevator was practically filled in three months and,
since that time, our operation has been an active and lusty one.
I would not leave you willingly with the impression that the whole procedure
was like shooting ducks in a confined hunting preserve. We had more than the
expected number of mechanical failures and we had more than the usual
quota of bad market judgments and muffed market opportunities. As a
matter of fact, we still suffer from the same diseases, but I do not think that
they are either as virulent or as frequent as in the first few months of our
frenetic existence.
I would like to point out that we entered into a business which was already
extremely competitive and wherein the competition was experienced, able,
and well entrenched. I do believe that we were able to make some sort of dent
in the business and I expect our competitors think we are some type of
competition.
Before any attempt is made to describe the vicissitudes of the life of a terminal
elevator operator, I would like to add, that part of our long-range planning for
the operation of a major water grain terminal in Chicago had to take account
of the necessity for some Illinois River origins and to that end we did proceed
to buy land and build one small elevator at Spring Valley, Illinois. We do own
land for another house on the river but at the moment we are enjoying the
spectacle of the railroad rate structure crumbling and we are delaying plans
until this latter situation becomes more clearly established.
Now, let us look at the scope and the workings of a terminal grain elevator
operation. First of all, let us dismiss the accounting, the internal workings at
the elevator, and such factors as being very similar to other businesses. You
must know your costs, you must run efficiently, and you must have
competent, able, and loyal personnel. I might add here that your top elevator
people must know grain extremely well and must know precisely how to mix
and blend grain and how to make grades. No terminal elevator can function
without a crackerjack grain man at the top.
Now let us be frank with each other. The government, possibly some of the
co-ops and others, might be in the grain business because of a spirit of altruism
or because of prestige or perhaps even because it builds character. We are in
the terminal elevator business to make money and I have found out that my
most bitter competition comes from people with the same motivation as
myself.
You can theoretically make money by storing grain for the Commodity Credit
Corporation or others; you can hope the futures market will provide carrying
charges for you to carry grain in store, or you can go out slam-bang and buy
and sell grain in order to show a profit. We, like others, are forced into all
three activities. We prefer the latter, it is more fun, and if you are right, you
make more money.
Once you engage in the business of merchandising grain, that is, buying at one
price and selling at another, you are automatically speculating to some extent.
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And so, here we are again. I started as a speculative neophyte and I went into
the commercial grain business to find peace, comfort, character building, and
money, and I find myself speculating again. It is frankly somewhat akin to a
narcotic. One deals in goods and services whose values constantly change and
anything which changes is interesting. I honestly believe that the grain
business is the most interesting type of business enterprise I know of.
In referring to previous symposiums, I find that almost every warehouseman
who has been given the opportunity to address this august body has perhaps
justifiably spent some time in discussing the Commodity Credit Corporation
and its activities. I will confine my comments to acknowledging that the
government is a good customer. I think they have a tremendous problem
which I personally have no solution for, and I think that we could run our
operation with or without government grain storage. To forestall any
questions, yet, we do have CCC grain in store and it is good bread and butter
storage.
At this time, we have just passed the wheat and oat harvests and are looking
forward to the corn and soybeans. Now if you were a terminal elevator
operator in Chicago you would have theoretically maneuvered so that you
will have sufficient space open to absorb what may be your fair share of the
harvest. You would hope that you can buy some of the corn and soybeans at a
good discount under the nearby future and then hedge such purchases into the
nearby future, thus making at least your carrying charge and if market
conditions justify, perhaps something more.
If you were really astute or if conditions at some previous time permitted, you
might even have made some forward sales at some basis distinctly higher than
that at which you contemplate reasonably buying such grain. This would give
you added turnover and greater absorption power during the harvest.
You may have been tortured to sleep by this time with explanations on the
basis, but for those of you who might find the review passable, let me briefly
explain. As a warehouseman, I am not theoretically concerned with the course
of futures quotations. I buy at a price relative to the future and sell the same
way. This assumes a constantly hedged position and assumes I will
automatically sell a future when I buy cash grain and repurchase such future
when I sell the cash grain.
A practical example might be more informative than my glib and familiar way
of phrasing the situation. I might buy ten thousand bushels of corn for
October delivery at 7 cents under the December corn future. The price for
December corn is $ 1.20, thus the actual price for the cash corn is $ 1.13 per
bushel. Simultaneously I sell ten thousand bushels of the December future.
Some time later I might sell corn for the same position, that is October or
later, at 2 cents over the December future. The December future at this time is
$1.25 per bushel. At the time of this cash sale, I buy back the December future
at $1.25.1 have lost 5 cents per bushel from $1.20 to $1.25 on the future. I
make 14 cents on the cash, that is from $1.13 to $1.27. Thus, as you can see, I
theoretically made 9 cents a bushel on this transaction. And please, no false
premises—our margins are not 9 cents per bushel. This is a consummation
devoutly to be wished.
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Now let us consider the possibility that some time last summer, I was doing a
very good type of thinking at a time when the demand for corn was quite
strong and some fellow of unusual perspicacity persuaded me that I would
buy corn at a very cheap basis this fall. Influenced by such compelling factors,
I might well have sold corn for fall delivery at 2 over December, bought the
December future as a hedge and then waited for the soon to be started harvest,
bought corn at seven under, and sold out the hedge. You will undoubtedly
agree that this beats teaching school and, if continued long enough, I might set
myself up in competition with the Bank of England.
Now it should be apparent that if I am situated in Chicago and I buy corn in
the fall for a substantial discount under the future, I am not speculating very
much, because a cheap basis would permit me to carry the grain in store and
then if no satisfactory outlet asserts itself, I would be able to deliver such corn
on the future contract and while I would not be proclaimed a genius, as any
other idiot could make this trade, it does look good on the balance sheet.
Terminal elevators and country grain merchants away from the futures
market don't have quite this type of patsy to enjoy. But they have their own
private vices which I am not privy to.
Moving away from dreams and the perfect, we are in a tough competitive
struggle and we must constantly speculate on the basis and sometimes on the
flat price to keep grain moving and to maintain profit margins. Many times,
we will pay a premium rather than a discount for grain, either in hopes of
selling at a larger premium or to cover a previous short sale which lacked
investment characteristics. Unless you run a storage operation, you must, I
repeat, must constantly be in touch with all markets, the constantly shifting
basis and the jungle of competition which threatens you from all sides. We can
tolerate the brave, the foolhardy, but in our organization we have no use for
the meek, the timid, or those who wait for the phone to ring.
One wonderful thing about the grain business is that it is one area wherein
competition works. If I am the high bidder, I will buy grain. If I am the cheap
seller, I will sell the grain. When prices equalize, I expect it takes personality.
But seriously, I can remember my days at college, and in the peaceful
depression days prior to World War II, I can vividly remember the lectures on
so-called perfect competition in a capitalistic society.
If memory serves me correctly, I am certain that it does because I fortified my
recollections with an old college textbook, this classical competition called for
a great number of buyers, a great number of sellers, and an open marketplace.
Gentlemen, I feel it my duty to point out to you that the grain markets, both
futures and cash and they are basically one, present such circumstances.
Furthermore, there is an elasticity both in supply and demand over a period of
time and this about fulfills the requirements for your textbook requirements.
If it were not for the government, we might even be able to draw a supply and
demand chart and predetermine the price.
But, I feel that this set of circumstances is important. We do have some giant
monolithic concerns in our industry. But their bigness can only influence
markets temporarily, that is for the moment at which they are buying or
selling. I feel that even a little fellow can survive if he competes on the basis of
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knowing markets and presenting the proper services. And the beautiful part of
this argument is that when the big fellows are wrong, they are really wrong.
This, as they say, can be very serious because we don't play for fun. There is a
permanency about this swiftly changing business which nobody has been able
to change. But within this permanency, the cast of characters has changed and
continues to change. A review of the terminal elevator operators in the
Chicago area for the past fifty years will attest to the truth of this statement.
And with the advent of the Seaway, we can logically expect a further
expansion of the business in this terminal with both additions and changes in
the current personalities.
I can mentally review what I have said so far and it might be that I have
dispassionately but effectively disorganized any logical thoughts which you
might have had about our own particular enterprise. If this is true, it is because
we are a group of highly individualistic operators engaged in an intense
struggle at all times. But we do perform an economic service and our role in
the economy is one which, despite the best efforts of the Commodity Credit
Corporation, should continue to expand.
I do not propose to justify our existence, but since this is an educational
forum, I believe it right to explain our economic raison d'etre. First of all, we
are a vital link in the farm-to-market road. And until that day comes when our
chemists discover the right kind of pills, I assume that farmers will seed and
harvest crops each year and that in a free capitalistic society, free markets will
continue to be important.
This year farmers will have harvested in excess of one billion bushels each of
wheat and oats, three billion or so bushels of corn, and about five hundred
million bushels of soybeans. We should also add grain sorghums and barley to
the list. As you well know, harvest activity is confined to a relatively short
space of time, but consumption persists in a rather even way throughout the
year.
Our giant terminal elevators, in Chicago and other parts of the country,
represent to a very large extent the reservoir wherein the surplus from the
harvest is absorbed and then distributed throughout the consumption year.
This is our storage function and while to a great extent it has been
complemented or usurped as the case may be by country storage of various
inadequate types, yet the best and safest and most desirable storage for grain
remains the large concrete silos with accompanying head-house facilities
which terminal grain elevators do have.
During the harvest season, there is always an outlet for country-run grain.
Prices may not be satisfactory during periods of harvest glut, but the market is
responsible for this. But there is always a bid. And I might add there is always
a bid, no matter the quality of grain involved. Of course, it is logical that the
various processing industries which use the various grains, will be eager to
accumulate their supplies to the limit of their own storage space during the
harvest. But over and above this, outside of the loan program, terminal
elevators represent the best market for farmers and country elevators.
The other side of the marketing coin, of course, the corollary that during the
rest of the year, terminal elevators represent an unparalleled source of supply
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for the consumers. Users, both large and small, know that it is unnecessary for
them to store or accumulate their supplies for an entire year because terminal
elevators with their own storage and their sources for country supplies stand
ready to serve them.
An integral function of the terminal elevator, bound in with the basic function
of being both a market for producers and consumers, is the fact that the large,
modern terminal elevator is equipped to grade, classify, improve, clean, treat,
and modify country-run grain so as to satisfy the needs of the myriad
consumer interests. In other words, we can take wet grain and dry it
scientifically; we can blend grain, we can sort out and combine proteins in
wheat, and we can assure uniformity of the raw material for other industries.
During the harvest season, farmer's grains will come to market in almost every
conceivable variation from the standard grades, and it is our duty and
function to manufacture uniformity from this conglomeration. Again my
usual aside, that the astute terminal operator should make money doing this
basic function. I might also add that one of the more recent woes of a terminal
elevator is the fact that so many country driers have been installed.
Some of our customers are extremely finicky users. In the case of rye, for
example, almost every distillery has a set of specifications which one must
meet and, in the case of barley, the maltsters are even more selective. And so
the elevator superintendent must be like a master chef, drawing a little bit
from this bin, a little bit from that bin, until he has his final acceptable stew. Of
course, we always hope to be compensated for the extra care and trouble
required.
Now, another function of a terminal elevator which I hope to explore at some
length, is considered by many to be the means rather than the end itself. I refer
to the matter of transportation. As you may know, the hard core of the large
terminal elevators in Chicago is capable of accepting grain by rail, truck,
barge, and vessel and equally capable of shipping grain by the same means. In
a sense, Chicago elevators are unique to this extent and the immediate future
promises to exploit these capabilities even more fully than is now done.
This simply means no matter by what form of transportation grain originates
from the country, Chicago terminal elevators are in a position to receive this
grain. And with the advent of the Seaway, there is no means of bulk freight
transportation beyond their capacity. To the farmer who is looking for a
ready market for his grain, the ability to absorb grain in huge quantities by
truck must be considered of significance. I can refer you to the weekend of
July 26th past when Chicago took in almost one million bushels of wheat by
truck. Much of this wheat was of high moisture and represented the product
of immediate harvest activity. Without truck-receiving facilities in Chicago,
country elevators within the local orbit would have been badly plugged and
many farmers would have been in a serious situation with wet wheat and no
home.
Further along the lines of freight being a function of a terminal elevator, I call
to your attention that basically terminal elevators are located at some freight
junction point or, historically, a so-called crossing point from the railroad
point of view. Thus we have such gateways as Peoria, St. Louis, Kansas City,
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Minneapolis, and so forth as well as Chicago. And then we have the naturally
located water organization or terminal points which would accommodate the
previously mentioned points as well as Toledo, Buffalo, and others. The point
is that here are certain privileged geographical areas which stand at the head
of a gathering stream of grain and then are in a position for distribution.
As the patterns of grain growing and grain using change, we see the positions
of advantage with respect to terminal grain elevator distribution points
change. As you all must well know, the changing agriculture of the south has
brought with it an increased demand for feed grains. In response to this
situation, cities along the inland waterways have grown mightily as grain
distribution points. Memphis, Louisville, Guntersville, and Chattanooga are
prime examples of this trend. Surplus Midwestern grains are channeled down
and distributed to the southern chickens from these various grain subterminals.
But you will, I hope, pardon a transplanted Pennsylvanian for taking some
measure of local pride and pointing out to you that Chicago is a unique
geographical situation and that not only historical locations but aggressive,
expanding economic forces suggest the greatest period of growth of our grain
industry is just ahead. When the Midwest first grew to agricultural
prominence and surplus, Chicago was a natural. The railroads either started
or ended here and this city was the most logical economic choice for an
aggregation of terminal elevators. The advent of bulk water transportation
further strengthened the inherent competitive situation which Chicago has
had.
And when the inland waterways began their renaissance in the I930's,
Chicago as the terminal of the Illinois waterway found again that it was a
natural outlet for the growing amount of river grain. Through the inland
waterways, we now find that practically all of the Mississippi River grain can
find a way here. And the day is obviously not too far away when Missouri
River origins will flow to this market in volume.
The final completion of the Calumet Sag channel will permit uninterrupted
river tows to come directly to the elevators here, further reducing
transportation costs and thus making Chicago a better market. We are the
only market in the country which can naturally draw surplus winter wheat,
spring wheat, corn, soybeans, rye, oats, and barley.
The beginning of the Seaway era is one of those obvious things wherein the
significance can too easily be overlooked. Our organization will be more than
pleased if only part of the potential which the more optimistic have predicated
comes true.
I note that we have already seen the signs of a Great Lakes export business
abroad. We have seen some feed grain cargoes worked directly overseas
through the small foreign vessels. And we now have the beginnings of an
export subsidy program which directly recognizes Great Lakes origins as
against the East Coast and Gulf shipments.
I would guess the great export potential of Chicago terminal elevators lies in
the export of corn and soybeans. These are the crops which can move most
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advantageously to Chicago and which over a period of time tend to find the
greatest export markets on their own merits. We can, of course, share in the
exports of the various wheat varieties and other grains but the core of our
export demand should be in these indigenous farm products.
It obviously is not going to be a case of shooting the well-known ducks sitting
on the well-known log. Other lake ports will certainly be aggressive and will
certainly have much to offer.
But our area of origins is so vast, our methods of transportation so
advantageous that I believe Chicago will enjoy the major grain and soybean
export business on the Lakes. There is also a great deal of work to be done by
the industries and institutions involved to make an export program through
this market work.
First of all, I would like to see immediate enactment on the part of the
originating railroads of the same type of export rates to Chicago which now
apply to export shipments to the Gulf and East Coast ports. There is no reason
why part of Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas, Minnesota, Illinois, Iowa,
Indiana, and part of Ohio should not be such originating territories.
Certainly, this Board of Trade is cognizant of the problem and I know it is
working on it. I would just like it to happen a little faster.
Then I do believe that our futures contracts should be adapted to the
probability and the requirements of an export grain market. Certainly all
deliveries on our futures contracts should have some aspect of water
accessibility as a key feature. And it might be that our contract grades will
have to be modified so as to be compatible with export requirements. I am
optimistic enough to believe that my impatience will prove to be a temporary
irritant for myself only and that our institution will streamline itself to adapt
to new conditions.
But, in any event, I feel certain we are on the threshold of another new era in
terminal elevator operation in Chicago. I hope that my own organization will
have enough intelligence and daring to accept and meet the new challenges.
As 1 indicated originally, our basic reason for existence is to extract a profit
from performing a necessary economic function in a dynamic capitalistic
society. My own reading of the signs of the Zodiac and the usual other
forecasting indices is that fair weather is ahead for such an existence . . . .

This paper was originally presented in 1958 at the Eleventh Annual Symposium of the Chicago
Board of Trade.
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Terminal Elevator
Operations
G.A. Kublin

.. .This business of terminal elevator operations is a business that involves
millions and millions of consumers here and over the world, millions of grain
growers and hundreds of millions of dollars. It is a servant of the grower of
grain, of the flour miller and other processors, of the importers of wheat and
other cereals over the world, and of consumers of bread and other grain
products. It is swayed by domestic and world forces, by the vagaries of the
weather and crop and political developements in our own land and in every
part of the world. As you know, terminal houses have been loading wheat for
shipment to Pakistan as part of a recent 1,000,000-ton gift of this nation.
Every continent receives wheat and other grain from America. A year ago,
following a drought in Argentina, one of the world's ranking wheat exporters,
terminal elevators in this country were even loading wheat for that country of
South America.
First, let's take a look at the scope or capacity of the terminal elevators of the
United States. That is highly important in considering questions concerning
the adequacy of storage space for grain under the tremendously large and vital
price support program of the government. Let's look upon this point with
realism, the realism that comes from knowledge and understanding, and not
with prejudice. Second, let's examine briefly the varied nature of the
terminal elevator operations, the indispensability of the hedging facilities in
futures which they employ and which enables them to serve all interests so
economically. Let's examine their different services. Also, in this discussion,
the evolution of the grain elevator industry and its future should receive
consideration. With only a bare outline of these matters, we will further the
mutuality we need for the progress of this branch of the grain industry and, in
turn, the common economic progress of our nation.
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Functions of a
Terminal
Elevator

The terminal elevator has a three-fold function. First, it provides storage
space where grain may be safely held between the time it is harvested and
shipped from country points and the time it is distributed for domestic and
foreign consumption. Second, the terminal elevator serves as a wholesale
distributor, selling grain in carlots and shiploads when buyers come into the
market. In addition, the terminal elevator prepares grain for the most
economic storage by conditioning it, thereby conserving its value. As the
terminal elevator is the main link between the farmer and the consuming
public, the large terminal elevator centers are close to the main production
areas, and at hubs or centers of transportation. Some are located at railroad
centers alone while others are at points with both rail and water facilities. A
most recent factor in the location of elevators is the rapid development of the
movement of grain by trucks. Such markets as Chicago and St. Louis are
finding that the truck movement is almost as important as the volume of grain
received by rail. On the 1953 crop to date, a substantial part of the movement
of wheat to the Texas Gulf ports has been by truck.
The aggregate of the commercial grain storage capacity of the United States
now approximates probably 2,250,000,000 bushels, the largest in the history
of this country. I include all "off-farm" commercial-type grain storage. The
figure of 2,250,000,000 is conservative. It is based upon a survey made by the
United States Department of Agriculture in the latter part of 1951. The results
of that survey, announced in December of 1951, placed the "off-farm"
commercial-type grain storage capacity at 2,175,942,000 bushels This
included both terminal and country warehouses and public and private
storage and even some flat storage.... It is well to note that the survey
covered capacities for the storage of wheat, oats, barley, shell corn, field seeds,
dry beans, and peas, rice, and other grain. The storage structures owned by the
Commodity Credit Corporation were not included.
By states, Texas with 217,481,000 bushels, Kansas, with 206,948,000, Illinois,
with 201,365,000, and Minnesota, with 191,089,000, ranked at the top in the
commercial storage capacity in that survey. There is, of course, a similarity
between terminal elevator operations and other commercial elevator storage
activities.
Wheat is the grain most widely and most largely handled by terminal
elevators. The reason for this lies in the fact that fully 90% of the annual
harvests of wheat are channeled through terminal elevator operations either
into flour or for export and other uses. A small percentage of the wheat crop is
retained for seed and for feed, with the feed use exceeding that for seeding
purposes. On the other hand, corn, by far the largest grain crop, remains
mostly on the farms where grown from year to year. Market records show that
85% of the corn crops never leave the farms or localities where produced, with
the remaining 15% distributed for commercial feed manufacture for cornmeal
and breakfast foods, for syrup, for starch, for spirits, and for many other
purposes. Terminal elevators handle that 15%.
Because wheat is the major grain in terminal elevator operations and also
because the handling of this grain parallels that of the other cereals, I shall
confine my outline largely to the bread grain.
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Terminal
Elevators Vast
Storehouses

For an idea as to the relative scope of terminal elevator operations in wheat, it
is well to turn to one of the most recent reports on supplies in the United
States. This report, issued by the United States Department of Agriculture,
covered the combined carry-over of wheat in all positions at the end of the
1952-53 crop year on July 1, 1953. The total carry-over in all positions was
given as 559,349,000 bushels, the third largest in history. Of that total, the
largest single quantity, 239,330,000 bushels, was held by terminal market
elevators. This was somewhat over 40%. The next largest total was in interior
mills, elevators, and warehouses, 180,407,000 bushels. Farms held 72,840,000
bushels. The total in the hands of merchant mills was 58,408,000 bushels. In
the bins of the Commodity Credit Corporation, there were 8,364,000 bushels.
It is well to note that the Commodity Credit total thus given represents only
the grain in the bins owned by that agency, not its ownership of wheat as of
July 1. That ownership, which included wheat in various other elevators,
aggregated about 385,000,000 bushels.
That 239,330,000-bushel quantity on the terminal elevator stocks of wheat as
of July 1 is large, but it does not fully reflect the totals of this business in wheat
alone. It should be remembered that the July 1 holdings represent, as stated,
the carry-over at the end of a crop year. The carry-over as of July 1 was out of
total supplies of 1,291,447,000 bushels of wheat in the 1952-53 crop years. The
peak of stocks in elevators is usually reached in the fall, or following the winter
and spring wheat harvests, after which domestic and export demands reduce
the accumulations. Under the price support program of recent years, the endof-the-year stocks have been increasing, especially in years of abundant
production and diminished exports.
Now for a few words concerning the individual terminal elevator markets.
Some understanding of their varied interests is desirable in resolving
problems of wheat and other grain storage and, incidentally, also in general
grain market and price studies.

Kansas City, where I am associated with the Continental Grain Company in
Southwestern
Terminal Storage the terminal elevator business, is the main terminal market point for hard
winter wheat originating in Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado. The total
terminal elevator capacity of Kansas City is 62,000,000 bushels, of which
about 75% is operated by merchandisers and storers and the remainder by
flour mills. As Kansas City is an important railroad center, the terminal
merchandiser who accumulates grain from diverse origins is in a position to
ship this grain to most eastern points on billing that will transit at Kansas City
without penalty to the shipper. This gives Kansas City a definite competitive
advantage over other market centers in the winter wheat area.
Other important terminal centers in the area tributary to Kansas City are St.
Joseph, Omaha, Hutchinson, and Wichita. Grain purchased basis these
points works without rate penalties either to Kansas City and other points east
or to the most southern terminals at Enid and Fort Worth or the important
Gulf ports of Galveston, Houston, and Port Arthur.
Enid is the main terminal center for grain grown in Oklahoma. I mention Enid
partly for the fact that it has developed a unique position in elevator storage.
Its terminal elevator capacity is 43,000,000 bushels, of which 33,000,000 are
owned and operated by a single cooperative. That cooperative has just
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announced plans to add 16,000,000 bushels more storage capacity at Enid.
This is particularly interesting in view of the fact that the production of wheat
in the entire state of Oklahoma in the last five years has averaged about
66,000,000 bushels annually. This means that the cooperative elevator at Enid
will be able to store 75% of the wheat raised in the state.
In Texas, Fort Worth is the largest terminal center with elevator capacity of
28,000,000 bushels. The port elevators of that state are important.
Chicago Grain
Storage Total
Impressive

In this market of Chicago, the total elevator capacity is 54,000,000 bushels. So
far as wheat is concerned, the interest in Chicago storage is mainly in the red
or soft variety, which is grown in the central part of the country and in the
Southeast and in the Atlantic states. Corn is actually the most important grain
dealt in and shipped from Chicago. The Chicago houses are connected with
the ports of Buffalo and Albany in the East and New Orleans in the South by
water transportation. One-fifth of the grain shipped from Chicago during
1952 went by lake steamer or down south by the way of the Illinois waterways.
To the south from Chicago, the largest aggregate of storage at any point is at
St. Louis with 24,000,000 bushels of elevator capacity. St. Louis is the most
important red wheat center of the United States. It is in an enviable position
because of the Mississippi River transportation facilities to the important gulf
port of New Orleans. The barge rate from St. Louis to New Orleans is less than
50% of the comparable rail rate, and exporters at St. Louis therefore have an
advantage over Texas ports. In the year ended June 30, 1953, New Orleans
cleared 83,315,000 bushels of grain, including 21,000,000 of wheat, 47,000,000
of corn, and 15,000,000 of soybeans. Of this total, 32,277,000 bushels
consisted of corn, wheat, and soybeans that reached New Orleans by barge.
This tells a story of the use of the cheaper mode of transportation.
Chicago has connections with the East, the major consuming area, through
the most extensive railroad networks in the nation and the Great Lakes, which
actually bind the Chicago terminals to the Atlantic ocean. An ocean steamer
occasionally undertakes this trip. The equalization of railroad rates with lake
rates in recent years has diminished lake transportation from Chicago.
Railroad rates are subject to the approval of the Interstate Commerce
Commission but the rates on the Great Lakes fluctuate with the demand for
tonnage and the supply of vessels. The lake traffic is of some interest because
of the fact that, in the winter months, lake vessels are used for the storage of
grain, such storage being less than the rates in commercial elevators.

Other Large
Grain Storage
Centers

Buffalo, an important export and milling center, has an elevator capacity of
53,000,000 bushels. Last year, in 1952, a total of 147,467,000 bushels of grain
was unloaded at Buffalo from lake steamers. This included 91,924,000 bushels
of wheat and 33,904,000 bushels of oats, the latter mostly imported from
Canada. Buffalo also handles Canadian wheat. It is connected with the large
elevator at Albany, New York, on the Hudson by the Erie Canal.
The major terminal elevator operations in the spring wheat states are in
Minneapolis and St. Paul and Duluth and Superior. Minneapolis and St.
Paul have a total capacity of 98,000,000 bushels. Duluth shipped out
92,000,000 bushels of grain in 1952 by lake steamer, including 69,444,000
bushels of wheat, with the remainder coarse grains.
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Milwaukee is another important terminal center in the Middle West, but not
from the standpoint of wheat. The main products stored there are the
ingredients of the nation's brewery capital.
Across the Rockies, in the Pacific Northwest, Portland, Astoria, Seattle, and
Longview have port elevator facilities and provide both domestic and export
services on grain. The wheat crops in the Pacific Northwest are mainly soft
white and hard winter.
Grain Elevator
Operations
Multifold

If I attempted to present a detailed outline of the actual physical operations of
terminal grain elevators, this entire afternoon would not suffice. The
unloading into the elevators, which is now possible in some houses with
amazing speed through the use of automatic car dumps which cost around
$300,000 each, the so-called "suckers" that are used in the unloading of boats
and barges, which are comparable to a vacuum sweeper, the segregation of
grain by classes, by sub-classes, by grade, and sometimes even by grading
factors, and also on the basis of protein content and type; the "turning" to
prevent heating; the blending, the clipping, the aspirating, the drying and
washing and scouring operations are all technical and complex. Ability and
experience are required for these operations. The techniques that have been
developed operate to the advantage of the grain grower, the miller, the
importer, and consumers in general. The competition in the sale of wheat and
other grain is of a nature that has enabled and continues to enable the
producer to share heavily in the benefits of the highly efficient grain handling
by elevators.
The licensing, the grading, and the weighing at public elevators are under
federal and state supervision, and provide added safeguards for the various
interests which the terminal elevators serve. The boards of trade also provide
supervision.

Banks Regard
Hedged Grain as
Desirable
Collateral

A very close link exists between the financial aspects of elevator operations
and what I have termed the indispensability of the futures hedging machinery,
in which Chicago is the leader. Consider, for example, the meaning of a
decline of 1 c a bushel in the holdings of the commercial elevators of the United
States on the basis of stocks of 2,000,000,000 bushels, or 80% of their capacity.
On such stocks every cent, every penny, means a difference of $20,000,000.
The elevator with a capacity of 1,000,000 bushels and a wheat stock of 800,000
bushels faces a difference of $8,000 in value every time the market declines or
advances a cent. A drop of 10c means $80,000 to that house, and would mean
$20,000,000 on total holdings of 2,000,000,000 bushels. On an average of
$2.50 a bushel, the carry-over wheat stocks in commercial elevators alone
represented around $600,000,000. A very large part of this wheat consisted of
supplies owned or about to be owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation,
but in the course of a year the elevators of the United States, along with the
mills, must finance the carrying and distribution of more than 500,000,000
bushels of wheat that move into domestic consumption alone, to say nothing
of the quantities moving by export and other purposes.
Where does the money come from to pay for this wheat? The answer is, largely
from banks. The banks, it can be said today with tremendous pride over the
machinery of the grain trade, regard wheat loans as among the finest and most
desirable in all of their financing.
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With the millions and millions involved even in small fluctuations in process
on markets, why the desirability of wheat loans in the eyes of banks? The
answer is, the futures market.
The grain merchandiser who buys wheat at the height of the harvest
movement in anticipation of coming demands and the miller and other
buyers, including exporters, use the futures market to hedge their purchases
until final disposition is made of the grain. The futures prices are based upon
so-called contract grades. The grades and qualities of wheat that command
premiums over the contract grades cannot be hedged with complete or
absolute insurance because of fluctuations in the premiums on the higher or
special grades. On the Kansas City market, for example, hard wheat is
currently quoted at prices as much as 19c a bushel over the current future.
Herein is an element of risk that the merchandiser, miller, and other interests
assume even with hedging, but the hedging facilities are, I repeat, of
tremendous importance and value.
Imagine the margin differences which the merchandiser would have to ask of
the producer in buying wheat if the merchandiser had no hedging facility and
had to protect himself against fluctuations. Under such conditions, the rank
of wheat loans in banks would be totally different.
Elevator
Business
Undergoes
Constant
Changes

The terminal elevator business has undergone evolutions. The advent of the
harvester-thresher, or combine machine, speeded the harvesting of the wheat
crops, and we no longer see on the fields for weeks and even months, stacks of
sheaves of wheat awaiting the old-time threshing machine. The wheat is
rapidly threshed in a single operation. As a result, the need for storage
facilities has multiplied at terminals. The capacity of 2,175,942,000 bushels
that was reported late in 1951 showed an increase of 42% over the commercial
capacity on March 1, 1941, which was 1,535,000,000 bushels. An increase of
almost 500,000,000 bushels occurred in the commercial capacity between
1943 and 1951.

Defaulted Loan
Grain Poses
Storage Problem

In the increases since 1941, another factor has been the operations of the
Commodity Credit Corporation in the support of wheat and other crops, a
historic development in the grain trade of the United States that was instituted
in 1938. The Commodity Credit Corporation created an enormous demand
for storage facilities by supporting prices in relation to parity, which to a very
large extent has replaced former supply and demand factors in price making.
Relationships between nearby and deferred futures, or carrying charges,
formerly dominated in determining elevator holdings, but the government
agency is now the dominant factor, providing loans without recourse and
taking over wheat and other grain from the growers when they cannot obtain
better than supports on the open market. The Commodity Credit
Corporation storage payments on grain held for producers and for its own
account are prescribed under the Uniform Grain Storage Agreement, which is
applicable throughout the United States although the charges vary somewhat
according to areas. Storage charges on grain delivered on futures contracts
are prescribed and approved by the grain exchanges and, in some cases, by the
Commodity Exchange Authority.
The most recent Commodity Credit Corporation report showed that its
inventory of wheat was about 412,200,000 bushels. The carry-over as of July 1,
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1953, of 559,349,000 bushels included about 450,000,000 bushels of wheat
owned by the government agency itself. These figures tell the story of the
influence of the Commodity Credit Corporation in the demands for storage
space and the consequent expansion in storage facilities, including terminal
elevators.
Notwithstanding that expansion, a cry is going over the land that the storage
facilities are not adequate. That cry, partly political, brought a recent reversal
in the initially declared policy of the new administration against bin buying or
additions to the existing ownership of bins by the Commodity Credit
Corporation. Only recently, purchases of 15,070 bins of a total capacity of
89,405,475 bushels were announced. These bins will bring the total
Commodity Credit Corporation ownership of bins to a capacity of about
635,000,000 bushels.
Government
Urges Added
Terminal
Storage
Facilities

Unprecedented measures have been announced in recent weeks to stimulate
increases in the grain storage capacity of the country, especially commercial
storage. Congress enacted legislation which the President signed providing
for full 100% tax amortization on new commercial storage by trade interests
and cooperatives over a five-year period, or 60 months. In addition, the
United States Department of Agriculture has announced that the Commodity
Credit Corporation will guarantee over a period of six years occupancy of new
storage at a rate of 40% to 75%, with the annual storage rate for unused space
to be 75% of the applicable annual area rate under the Uniform Grain Storage
Agreement. Never before in American history have such inducements to new
storage construction been offered by the American government. Previously,
in the interest of defense, the government had offered rather restricted tax
write-offs amounting to 40% of the total expenditures instead of the full
elevator cost, as at present. Also, the government is offering farmers loans
covering 80% of the cost, with interest at 4%, for new storage construction.
The cry over the alleged inadequacy of the existing storage facilities stems in
part, if not largely, from the fact that where farmers this season were unable to
obtain storage space acceptable to the government under the loan programs,
and sold their wheat on the open market, prices in instances were as much as
70c per bushel below the support levels. I regret deeply that F. V. Heinkel,
president of the Missouri Farmers' Association, charged that such sales
represented "a steal of the farmers' wheat crop." This charge was made in July,
and the open market price subsequently got down to 79c under the loan. As a
matter of fact, as this paper is being written, the open market price on wheat is
still far, far below the government support level.

A Plea for FairMindedness

To you who are teachers in agricultural economics or students and to all
others here, I wish to emphasize as strongly as possible the fact that the loan
program, which is highly artificial, applies only on wheat moving from the
grower who complies with the production and storage requirements of the
Department of Agriculture. After the wheat moves out of the loan program,
or out of the hands of the farmer into channels other than the loan program,
there is no direct support other than the rather uncertain influence of the
relationship of open market prices to the support levels and the support
derived from the export subsidy program. With the present limited export
business, the subsidy program influence is not great.
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The elevator operators and all other buyers of wheat from farmers must be
guided by open market prices, not supports, and to accuse them of "a steal"
when buying below the support levels is indeed unjust and sheer
demagoguery. There is no ground for that accusation. The market itself says
that clearly and emphatically.
The agitation over discounts below the loan or support levels on grain recently
prompted the Department of Agriculture not only to reverse itself on bin
purchases for the Commodity Credit Corporation but to extend loans on a
reduced basis to wheat in distress positions, even on the ground and also to
rust-damaged wheat. The government support program was never so liberal
as this season.
Some elevator operators have been accused of failing to give to farmers or
their agents sufficient space for wheat to enable them to impound their grain
in facilities that would make them eligible to the full loans on wheat at 90% of
parity. In this connection, it is important to keep in mind that the commercial
elevators are now carrying more Commodity Credit Corporation wheat and
loan wheat still owned by farmers than ever before. Equally important is the
fact that the elevator operator who, as I said, is a wholesaler or distributor of
grain, must carry stocks to meet the requirements of his mill customers, his
export connections, and all other buyers.
In carrying such stocks, the elevator operator renders a service to the
producer. The latter cannot expect the elevator man to give up all of his space
and abandon his merchandising business. Some of that merchandising
requires prolonged accumulation of special types and grades of grain. That
accumulation creates a demand that adds to the returns of the growers on the
open market. Besides, the elevator operator has had experience with seasons
of short harvests and unavailability of grain for his public storage business,
and must look to merchandising as a source of income.
It is well to draw attention to the fact that one who proposes to enter the
commercial elevator business now faces a cost of around $2,000,000 for the
erection of wheat storage facilities of a capacity of 1,500,000 bushels. In 1939,
or just prior to World War II, the same elevator of the same capacity could
have been erected for $900,000.
Not only the uncertainties of the harvest from year to year arising from
weather, insect enemies, and plant diseases, but the inauguration of the
program on restrictions of production act as a brake upon expansion in
elevator storage facilites. The farmers have only recently approved marketing
quotas on the 1954 crop, which involve a reduction in plantings to 62,000,000
acres as against the actual plantings of 78,553,000 acres for the 1953 crop and
a penalty on excess sales, or of grain produced on land in excess of the
individual allotments.
Export Potantial Still another consideration is the export trade which, too, is highly uncertain.
May Be Less
In the past crop year, the exports of wheat, including flour, amounted to
316,000,000 bushels. In the 1951-52 crop year the total exports were
470,347,000 bushels. In 1949-50, the clearances were only 179,213,000. Under
the International Wheat Agreement, which Great Britan has rejected, the
export guarantee of the United States may be only around 200,000,000
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bushels. The elevator business handles the export movement, and its volume
and its need for storage are dependent upon the extent of the foreign demand.
Here, of course, is a problem which all who propose additions to elevator
facilities must weigh with extreme caution.
In the latest studies on wheat supplies, it has been frequently stated recently
that a carry-over of 300,000,000 or 350,000,000 bushels is adequate under
normal conditions. This season's carry-over exceeded that by more than
200,000,000 bushels. Will future controls of production bring such an
adjustment in supplies? If so, what of the use of terminal and other elevator
facilities?
. . . I sincerely hope that my few remarks will encourage understanding and
realism on the subject of terminal elevator operations. This forum is intended
to add to that. With more understanding and with the Golden Rule in mind,
the problems in the grain industry that have arisen will be resolved with
mutual benefits and without waste of public funds and idleness of expensive
storage facilities. With such solutions our common goal, the common goal of
all industry and trade, which is the furtherance of our economic progress
and that of the nation, will be more fully and more promptly attained.

This paper was originally presented in 1953 at the Sixth Annual Symposium
of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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The Use of the
Commodity Exchange
by Millers
Ellis D. English

Milling—A Basic
Food Industry

. . . To tell you about the miller's use of the commodity exchange, I first would
like to tell you something about the flour milling business. Milling is an ancient
and honorable profession. Some historians tell us that it is the world's second
oldest profession! It is a large and basic industry—an industry of relatively
few people—an industry requiring heavy machinery and heavy application of
power per worker. An industry of overcapacity. An industry beset with all the
trials and tribulations brought about by rapidly changing eating habits of the
American people. A business characterized by seasonal and impulsive buying.
It has been and probably always will be a highly competitive industry—an
industry existing on small margins. This brings us to the point where I would
like to bring into our discussion the miller's use of the grain exchange.
We like to think of organized grain exchanges not only as the exchanges
themselves, but as the whole complex surrounding and including the grain
exchange and its members. We include in our thinking, facilities provided by
the wire houses—the market letters, the private commentaries, and the
scholarly analyses of individual members. In the largest sense, these and many
other factors are part and parcel of the organized grain exchange. I will speak
generally in that meaning. After all, what would the trading floor mean
without the traders? The grain exchanges are more people than they are
trading facilities—tickers, teletypes, rules, and chalk marks. These people,
being subject to the rules, are a part of the exchanges, and their
mimeographs—private wires and branch offices are just extensions of their
personalities to broader fields.

Grain Exchanges
Provide Many
Services

The organized grain exchanges have developed side by side with the flour
milling industry. Each has shaped its growth and development to fit or to fill
the needs of our ever-changing economy. Without the grain exchanges, the
milling industry could hardly operate.
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The grain exchanges:
1. Collect and disseminate rapidly the vital statistics on a worldwide scale—
a. Crops and crop conditions
b. Political developments
c. Pertinent financial information
2. Supply expert opinion and commentary on developments affecting grain
3. Provide leadership and a vehicle for common action on matters of joint
concern to millers and grain men in such matters as freight rates, government
bureaus, state regulations, etc.
4. Provide a place where grain may be bought and sold under sound rules
5. Provide facilities for grading and testing grain
6. Provide a marketplace for trading in the future delivery of grain
7. Provide machinery for instantly recording transactions and instantly
disseminating these transactions to interested parties everywhere
8. Provide facilities for binding the markets together by direct wire services
Marketing
Efficiency at Its
Peak

In summing up all these items, it seems to me, that millers and the grain
exchanges head up a marketing system, the efficiency of which cannot be
matched the world over. In commenting on the services the grain exchange
provides, I believe it is well to stress the important fact that the grain exchange
brings together in one central point the means of expression of the many
factors that go toward making a market. By so doing, it is impossible to have
distorted quotations of value for an indefinite or prolonged period without
corrective action taking place. By providing a means for reflecting minute-tominute and hour-to-hour quotations it greatly speeds up the process whereby
distortions in value can be corrected. This is of considerable worth to both the
producer and the consumer, because it does not permit prolonged price
distortions either on the high side or on the low side. The grain exchange
permits all the market factors such as weather, crop conditions, political and
international incidents, and all other factors affecting supply and demand to
be rapidly digested and quickly reflected in the price level of any commodity.
All the above factors are particularly applicable to wheat, because the size of
the crop and its wide usage permits a broad market.
With the facts we have highlighted regarding the grain exchanges and the
flour milling industry, I would like to take you behind the scenes and let you
have a glimpse of the office of my company for a day during an active flour
selling period.

An Example:
The Miller Uses
the Market

The time is the latter part of June, the winter wheat crop is moving to
market—the place, the Minneapolis Office of Commander-Larabee Milling
Company where sales are handled for our six flour mills. Buyers generally
have shown interest for several days. A few leaders have bought flour, and the
rest of the trade can be expected to come in if the market holds or shows
strength. We start the day with an even wheat position—we are neither long
nor short wheat. Our salesmen have been alerted and have been contacting
buyers of all kinds.
The first trade comes in over the telephone before the opening of the market.
It calls for a few thousand bushels of soft wheat to grind flour for a cake baker.
Our Grain Department is posted, within seconds, of the necessity for buying
the wheat. Our buyers are not instructed to buy on the opening, but to use
their own judgment as to what moment to buy, in what market, and in what
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future. The choice soft wheat necessary to fill the order will be bought later as
it becomes available on the cash tables of the exchanges.
By this time, overnight reports from the wire houses are available and special
reports are coming in over the tickers. The market opens up 3/s of a cent, and
moves up to % of a cent over the previous close. There is one particularly large
trade in the making and a telephone call is placed for the buyer. He will be
particularly interested in a report relayed from one of the grain exchanges
regarding rust in an important wheat growing country. He will also want to
discuss the implications of a large purchase of wheat made by a foreign
government.
Meanwhile, trades are coming through on family flour calling for low protein
winter wheat, on semolina calling for durum wheat, on high protein spring
wheat flour—and this big deal, still pending, is for hard winter wheat baker's
flour. As each trade comes in, it has been covered by a futures contract
purchased within minutes by our Grain Department, not in durum wheat, not
in soft wheat, not in low protein or high protein spring or winter wheat, but in
the futures market, in September wheat, in December wheat, in Chicago,
Kansas City, or Minneapolis.
During this time, our Grain Department men on the exchange floors have
been looking over samples of wheat there. Several cars have been bought and,
of course, on these, hedges have been lifted. Many more cars which meet our
milling requirements of the day will be bought before the session closes.
Now, back to our big deal: The buyer is not ready to talk. This is really a large
trade and will involve many hundreds of thousands of bushels of wheat. It
may develop today—it may develop tomorrow—or, it may not develop for us
at all. A competitor may get it. If we get the order, we will want to cover the
wheat quickly to avoid loss. We can only do this by using one or more of the
grain exchanges. It should be pointed out, even though I have mentioned it
before, that these exchanges are only seconds apart, due to wire intercommunication. This tends to move the markets more or less in unison. More
information comes in regarding the rust reports, and a government agency
makes public an official report which is flashed to the grain trade by private
wire houses. A foreign dispatch reports a country, which is normally an
exporter, as buying wheat. Another report has Holland refusing to buy our
flour, because we won't buy her cheese. These reports are winnowed and
condensed and passed on to our sales force, or to the buyers as they come on
the telephones.
More trades come in. A cookie manufacturer buys. This deal calls for more
soft wheat. A Cuban baker buys bread flour, which requires high protein
spring wheat. An exporter buys clear. Each sale requires purchases on the
grain exchanges. Each trade is almost instantly accomplished, and at
practically unchanged figures. Despite this buying on the part of our
company, and on the part of many other milling companies, the market is able
to absorb the flood of buying and remain on an even basis, up only
fractionally from its close of the day before.
But the big trade might be a little harder, and it hasn't come through. The
buyer is not yet ready to talk. Other trades continue—a Southern baker, an
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Eastern flour jobber, a cereal manufacturer, a Midwest baker, and another,
and another—all good round lot sales. Each is relayed to the trading floor,
each sale is covered quickly and easily.
And now the telephone call from the big buyer comes through.
"What do you think of the market? What new information do you have from
the grain trade? What private information do you have on the rust situation?
What do you think of the announcement by the Department of Agriculture?"
Our buyer is right up with us on his information He too has a pipeline to the
data gathered and broadcast by the grain exchanges. All angles of the trade
are discussed—quantity, grade, price, time of shipment, and then the big
question....
"Is now the time to buy?"
"It's up to you, Mr. Buyer, but here are a couple of items that have just come
in. Another rust report 50 miles farther north than the last one; and India will
buy several cargoes of wheat over night."
"Well, let's trade!"
It's a deal. Small talk continues for a few seconds, and then the conversation is
over.
Our grain people had been previously alerted and a course of action
determined. Word is passed to them and the process of covering this large
transaction on the grain exchange starts. I pace the floor and get reports: A
quarter is covered at unchanged figures, a half is covered at Yt up, more is
covered at % up—and finally, it's all covered at a fair average. It's routine—it
happens every day, but the margins are so thin that a fluctuation of even a
fraction of a cent per bushel in covering a sale may cut the margin to near the
vanishing point.
Ours is an exciting business.
Forward Sales of The big deal for the day is over, but smaller trades continue to pour in. Each is
Flour Hedged
hedged on the market, which hour after hour absorbs these orders in an
orderly fashion, instantly responding to the needs of the miller, as it does to
the needs of the grain merchant, the exporter, the flour buyer, and the
speculator, who helps keep things on an even keel and makes the trades
possible.
In looking over the summary of our day's business, I notice that we have sold
several distinct and entirely different types of flour; each will be milled to the
exacting specifications of the buyer: high protein spring wheat flour, low
protein winter wheat flour, clear flour for export, winter wheat baker's flour,
flour for a large cake baker, several orders for cookie flour, semolina for the
macaroni trade, farina for the cereal manufacturer, and self-rising flour for
the Southern housewife. The milling of each of these flours will require
different wheat. Our grain buyers are informed about all of these sales and
they will know the type of wheat we will need for each separate type of flour.
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These sales are hedged in the futures market and our cash wheat buyers will
have time to proceed in an orderly manner to buy the kinds of wheat needed as
they become available. You can see from these many problems arising for a
multiple mill operation how vital we consider the grain exchanges.
So Much for So
Little

I like to think of the whole complex procedure of putting a loaf of bread on the
consumer's table as being one of the best examples of the miracles of our
American business system. Certainly in few other cases can it be demonstrated
where an article of so much value can be brought to so many people for so
little cost.
Let us follow the steps of putting a loaf of bread on your table. As this meeting
is in progress, wheat farmers in the great bread basket of the Southwest are
planting their winter wheat, selecting seed that will produce the type of wheat
which the miller can convert into the type of flour required by the baker to
make a loaf of bread demanded by today's American homemaker. In June
and July of 1953, the crop which is now planted will mature. Expensive
machinery will move into the wheat fields to harvest the grain which will then
move to country elevators. From the elevatots the wheat will move to our
milling centers by railroad, by truck, and, sometimes, by river barges. In
modern sanitary mills our company, and other millers, will convert the wheat
into flour. Our customer, the baker, in his modern sanitary plant will
produce fresh, fine quality bread which is made available to you, the
consumer, at a very low price. In no other food can you acquire such a large
measure of value for so few inflated pennies!...

This paper was originally presented in 1952 at the Fifth Annual Symposium
of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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The Miller
and the
Commodity Market
Atherton Bean

. . . I come before you as a representative of an industry about which, it is my
impression, most economists have clear, definite, and erroneous ideas. We
flour millers are described as:
a. Simple processors who buy a uniform product called "wheat" and turn it
into a uniform principal product called "flour";
b. Members of an industry where little has changed mechanically, technically,
or economically for generations;
c. Members of an industry where inventory risks are nonexistent.
Now, none of these concepts is true. It is primarily the inventory risk problem
with which I shall concern myself, but it is necessary to comment on the first
two misconceptions in order to give you the background for my statements on
the risks of price change of wheat borne by the miller.
Flour milling was certainly at one time as simple a manufacturing process as
existed, for the miller was a toll processor whose raw material was brought to
him by the customer who took the output. Such simplicity disappeared long
ago.
Today, in a very real sense, flour milling begins not with the wheat but with
our customers' baking requirements. The American baker has been
constantly improving his product and streamlining his operations. The miller,
as the supplier of the baker's principal ingredient, has had to tighten up his
controls on both raw materials and manufacture in order to give the baker
both the improved level of quality and the continuous uniformity which he
requires. Today's flours—higher in quality and millable from a highly selected
and far-smaller proportion of the crop than those of ten years ago—are
described in precise technical language corresponding to the "numbers"
produced by the measuring devices in our laboratories. The word flour,
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unmodified by adjectives, prepositional phrases, or subordinate clauses, has
little meaning in today's market.
This diversity of products requires a diversity of raw materials. These raw
materials are all called "wheat," but they are almost as carefully differentiated
as if one were called "wheat" and the others, "coal," "salt," "iron," etc.
The character of our end products is affected not merely by our raw materials
but by the type of processing equipment that we use. The insistent demand for
highly uniform flour to fit the mechanized operations of the modern bakery
has forced substantial capital outlays in the flour milling industry in recent
years. The resulting refinements in the milling operation enable us to produce
flours to suit the specific requirements of each of our customers.
We have not had such dramatic manufacturing and product changes as churn
in the chemical and drug industries, nor have we felt the impact of latter-day
mechanization, for we were highly mechanized long before most industries.
But ours is nevertheless a climate of constant change—the tantalizing,
exciting change that takes place minute-by-minute and hour-by-hour in the
marketplace—exciting because unlike the conventional view of the flour
milling business, we do have substantial risk in our various inventory
positions. Futures trading is of great importance to us, but the area of risk left
uncovered by futures trading is growing disturbingly. The miller's view of the
position of futures trading in this economic pattern is changing.
A brief description of selling practices for bakery flour is necessary to point
out how our inventory risks arise and what their magnitude has become.
Buyers of flour frequently contract to buy several months' requirements at
one time. For example, on July 6th of this year, mills in the Southwest sold the
equivalent of four months' production in one afternoon. It was quite
impossible to buy such a quantity of cash wheat at the same time.
Flour prices vary with changes in the price of cash wheat and the value of byproduct feeds, so that flour prices change at least once a day and occasionally
there are minute-to-minute variations.
The flour miller, having sold flour on the basis of today's cash wheat price,
seeks to protect himself against a change in the price of the necessary wheat
because his processing margin is very narrow. This protection is what he
hopes to find in the futures market.
You know the typical textbook example of hedging. In fact, let me quote a
standard introductory text in economics discussing the dynamics of
speculation and risk.
"A miller must carry large inventories of grain in the course of his business.
If the price of grain goes up, he makes a windfall capital gain; if down, he
takes a windfall loss. But let us suppose that he is content to earn his living
by milling flour and wishes to forego all risk taking. This he can do by a
process called 'hedging'. This complicated procedure is rather like a man
who bets on Army to win the Army-Navy game, and then washes out this
transaction, or covers it, by placing an equal bet on the Navy. Whichever
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side wins, he comes out the same, his left hand winning what his right hand
loses."
This description is clever, but inaccurate. It probably never was truly accurate
and today it is seriously misleading.
We in the milling trade see our inventory problems in different terms. The
wheats which are our raw material sell "basis," in other words, at so many
cents over or under the nearest active delivery month in the futures market. It
would be an unusual case where a flour sale was made basis a cash wheat price
"even" with the future contract and the grain was subsequently bought "even"
with the futures contract.
The selected quality wheat we require to mill flour to our customers'
specifications usually sells at a premium price over the wheat future. This
premium would not affect the problem of risk if it were stable. Unfortunately,
in the past few years, wheat premiums have become both large and variable.
Let me describe our situation more realistically. We make a flour sale
requiring 13.50 protein spring wheat as raw material. The Minneapolis
September future is $2.30. The premium basis for sale is 25c per bushel, so the
dollar price of that wheat is $2.55. We buy the September at $2.30. It goes
down to $2.20, but the dollar price of 13.50 protein wheat stays at $2.55 (which
is another way of saying that the premium advanced from 25c to 35c over the
future). We have lost 10c on the September future while the price of our raw
material has remained the same. We have no compensating gain. We are out
10c per bushel. If, by contrast, the cash price remained at $2.55 and the
September advanced to $2.40 by the time we exchanged it for cash wheat, we
would have a 10c gain—or, to use our trade jargon, the premium declined
from 25c to 15c per bushel.
We have discussed a case in which flour was sold before the miller acquired the
wheat. In many cases the wheat is purchased before its equivalent in flour is
sold, for there is no necessary connection between the two. The most striking
case of advance purchase of wheat is for the mills in Buffalo, New York, the
nation's largest flour milling center. These mills typically buy enough wheat
during the fall to sustain their winter operations, shipping the grain by boat
before the lakes freeeze in early December. At that time, the mills would have
roughly five months' milling requirements on hand. A considerable amount of
this wheat would not have been sold as flour. The risk situation for the Buffalo
mill develops about as follows:
a. We buy No. 1, best quality 13.50 protein spring wheat. It cost yesterday the
September price of $2.48% per bushel plus a premium of 28 cents per bushel.
This is the kind of wheat we expect to use in our bakery flour mixes.
b. Since we have no flour sale to balance against the wheat purchase, we sell
the September future at $2.48% per bushel. The basic part of our inventory
risk is covered, but the premium risk is not. We have only one perfect hedge
for a long cash wheat position—the sale of flour to a customer who is good for
his contract. Before we sell this cash wheat as flour, the premium may go down
and we lose, for flour is sold on the basis of replacement cost of wheat. Or it
may go up and we gain, but the main point is that we carry that premium risk
and it is one of considerable magnitude. 13.50 percent protein spring varied
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from 21c to 48c over the May future on this last crop and 16 percent protein,
from 49c to 83c.
The risk of change of wheat premiums is much greater now than in the years
prior to World War II. The case of 16 percent protein spring wheat well
illustrates the point. The range of premiums just mentioned on this past crop
from 49c to 83c per bushel represents an extreme fluctuation of 34c per
bushel. The fluctuations for the preceding four years were:
year
1952
1951
1950
1949

C/bu.

24
14
33
24

By comparison a similar range of fluctuations of premiums for the pre-war
years was:
year
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

c/bu.

10
20
08
14
04

The largest segment of the spring wheat flour production is from wheat in the
middle 13.0 percent protein bracket. No figures are available to show how
premium levels on this group of wheat have changed in the past fifteen years.
But regardless of that fact, fluctuations of the magnitude of 27c per bushel
(basis the May) which we have had in each of the past two crop years underline
my point that today's inventory risks are substantial and bothersome.
There is another phenomenon in connection with protein premiums which is
worthy of attention. I mentioned earlier the increased necessity for careful
choice of the wheats being used as the raw material for bakery flour. In the
spring wheat area there is a tendency for wheats of a given protein to be
uniform in baking quality. This is not true with respect to hard winter wheats.
There have been times during this past crop when the difference between the
price of the most and least desirable quality of 12% percent protein hard
winter wheat at Kansas City has been as much as 40 cents per bushel on a given
day. It was scarcely ever less than 8 or 10 cents per bushel. It represents a very
serious problem deciding what wheats to buy and what premiums to pay when
the crop is flowing in volume and yet its broad quality characteristics are
unknown—or again, guessing at any time when some anxious buyer may drop
out of the market and it may adjust downward from 10 to 15c a bushel in a few
days.
The magnitude of the price risks carried by the miller has increased for two
principal reasons:
First, the improved ability to differentiate one quality of wheat from another
and the necessity of buying certain types which are in limited free market
supply, and
Secondly, the increased market impact of the government loan program. The
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immense building of farm, country elevator, subterminal, and government
storage in the last ten years has made it possible for a great portion of the crop
to be held off the market with the government standing ready to buy the wheat
via the loan near the end of the crop year. This has made it feasible for the
farmer to grow great quantities of wheat which are of little value to the miller
and baker. Most of this goes into the loan but a sufficient quantity is sold into
the market to keep the futures contract unattractive and relatively low in
price. At the same time, the prices are bid up on better quality wheats in order
to draw them away from the loan. As the supply of low quality fluctuates, the
futures prices rise and fall, while the prices of milling wheats remain relatively
stable. Much of the hedging problem of the last few years has developed
because of the tendency for wheat premium changes to be the obverse of the
changes in the futures market.
There is another set of problems in hedging which you may find interesting.
When we have bought wheat or sold flour, we have to decide where to hedge—
what market and what delivery month.
Let us assume that we have sold some soft wheat flour. The controlling futures
market is Chicago. We must decide whether to buy the September which at
the opening this morning stood at $2.18%; the December at $2.21%; the
March at $2.23%; the May at $2.19%. If we do not wish to accept delivery, we
would probably not buy the September at this time of the month because we
might get delivery within a few days. Our choice then is between the
December, March, and May. The wheat which will be bought to fulfill this
sale will probably be priced in relation to the December, so the closest hedge is
the December as the relationship of either the March or the May to the
December will change. Normally Chicago December is what we would buy in
these circumstances.
However, if we expect that the flour will be delivered after December or if we
think that for some reason the December is likely to be weak relative to the
March or May, we may buy one of those other contracts, setting up an intramarket spread.
The simplest hedging procedure is that wherein you always hedge the grain or
flour in the main market for that type of wheat, soft in Chicago, hard winter in
Kansas City, and spring in Minneapolis. There are times, however, when we
may be fearful of having too much commitment in a single market or when we
feel confident that the current relationship between that market, let us say
Chicago, and Minneapolis or Kansas City, is out of line. In this case, we may
be forced to buy in a different futures market which we think will afford a safer
hedge. Instead of buying the Chicago December, we will buy the Minneapolis
or Kansas City December. This purchase of, say, the Kansas City December
contract instead of Chicago December, exposes us to an additional risk of
price change. First, we have the usual risk of a change in the relation of the soft
wheat premium to the controlling Chicago December. Second, we establish
an inter-market spread position and incur the risk of a change in the relative
prices of the Chicago December and Kansas City December contracts for the
period prior to the purchase of wheat in Chicago and the accompanying sale
of December future in Kansas City.
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The miller has been able to carry substantial wheat inventories or to sell flour
ahead beyond the inventories which he had in sight and at the same time to
stay solvent on the low margins characteristic of the industry because he had
mechanisms at hand which permitted him to operate with relatively small
inventory risks.
The futures markets in their elaborate modern development, permitting
extremely rapid execution of buying or selling orders amounting to hundreds
of thousands of bushels, represent in our opinion, an extremely important
way of diffusing risk and making the flow of commodities from farmer to
consumer smooth and cheap. The futures market, however, gives a price for a
limited class and quality of wheat. Particularly in the Minneapolis and Kansas
City markets, the quality of the wheat which would be obtained on delivery of
a futures contract is in limited demand by flour millers.
The grain market recognizes today a great variety of classes and qualities of
wheat. Buyers bid substantial price differences over that quality as
represented by the futures contract in order to get particular qualities. Our
ability to differentiate wheat qualities is a techincal fact of major market
significance. Our facilities for distinction will become more rather than less
elaborate. The only circumstance which will reduce the spread between the
top and the bottom premiums is the production of crops wherein there are
ample quantities of the required qualities freely available to the market.
Judging from the characteristics of recent crops and the way in which their
marketing is affected by the loan program, this is unlikely. As a result, the
miller faces greatly enlarged inventory risks which the futures markets are not
now organized to shift to other people. The miller still hedges, but an
increasing number of situations are arising where the traditional "hedge"
represents the greater, not the lesser risk.
The grain futures markets are a truly wonderful mechanism, but they
naturally must adjust themselves to the requirements of a changing economic
situation. The way in which they will adjust will be the product of study not
merely by the men who operate day-to-day in the grain pits, but of men like
yourselves, the specialists in marketing theory, who will look for ways of
utilizing and accentuating those qualities of the markets which have
continuing economic value. It is well that all of us look frankly at the
marvelous machine we have, the conditions under which it now must operate,
and the ways in which it can be changed so that this machine which permits
such remarkably rapid adjustment of prices in response to real changes in
economic conditions and which can, if properly handled, diffuse risk in a way
that will continue to make marketing of food astonishingly inexpensive, will
be used to the utmost in the coming years.

This paper was originally presented in 1954 at the Seventh Annual
Symposium of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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The Miller's
Use of the
Commodity Exchange
Fred W. Lake

. . . In outlining the use of the commodity market by millers, there will be
instances where millers use the markets in their role as grain merchandisers as
well as processors. Grain operations, particularly in wheat, go hand-in-hand
with the processing of flour and other products.
Our company operates twenty flour mills with a total daily capacity of 46,500
cwts. and 151 elevators, terminal and country, which with the elevators at the
flour mills give total storage capacity of over 20,000,000 bushels, and five feed
mills of about 700 tons daily capacity. The properties are located in the states
of Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Idaho, Utah,
Oregon, and California.
Basically, the use we make of the commodity market would be called hedging.
What is a hedge? Webster defines the term hedge as "to protect" and as an
example uses the following: "such as building a fence or hedge around one's
home as a protective measure."
Supply and
Demand at
Work

It is a well-known fact that grain prices fluctuate actively from day to day and,
in fact, from minute to minute. Over a period, the swings between the highs
and the lows may be substantial. Fundamentally, if not wholly, these
fluctuations are a result of the interplay of the forces of supply and demand,
usually natural, but sometimes artificial as, for instance, the present case of
government loan and price support policies. The flour miller has to determine
whether as a policy he will assume the risks of such price changes or try to
secure some kind of protection against them—that is, to follow a hedging
policy. Obviously, if he follows a no-hedge policy, he is a speculator and, as
such, would have no need for expensive manufacturing or storage facilities to
carry on speculative activities. His speculations could be consummated on the
commodity or futures markets with more dispatch and with no need to incur
the expense of the capital required in the ownership of fixed assets.
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In the operation of the grain and milling business, large sums of money are
required. While substantial capital is provided by stockholders and, in some
cases, bondholders, and is the base of the financial structure, nevertheless,
large sums are borrowed from banks to meet seasonal peaks. Whether one
hedges or not is oftentimes a predominant determining factor with the banks
whether credit is given or not.
Hedging a Vital
Necessity

In our operations, we follow substantially a hedging policy to the extent that
hedging facilities are available and are effective. Our borrowings from the
banks reach many millions of dollars. I am sure it could safely be said here that
without hedging facilities through the commodity markets or some other
function being available equivalent to the hedge provided in the futures
markets, financial credit by the banks would not be extended to the grain and
milling trades to the extent that it is today. A hedging policy is also of benefit
to the stockholders because hedging minimizes the risk of large inventory loss
that would otherwise occur in the event of large swings in the price of wheat.
I like to compare hedging with double entry bookkeeping where for every
debit there is a credit. In the operation of a hedge, for every purchase there is a
sale and for every sale there is a purchase. They are equal and opposite
transactions in the cash and futures markets.
With us, the beginning of the crop year is June 1. At that time we would have,
in the case of wheat, probably a million or two million bushels of wheat
futures sold against cash wheat we own and hold in store not otherwise
committed. At the same time, we could have an additional one, two, or three
million bushels owned and held in store but committed by way of sales of an
equivalent amount of flour or cash wheat for later delivery.
Under normal conditions, new wheat starts to move in our area in June and
the movement becomes quite heavy in July. By that time, our purchases of
cash wheat usually exceed sales of flour reflected in bushels of wheat.
Therefore, to the extent that actual or cash wheat purchases exceed flour sales
a hedge is placed for the excess usually by selling July or September futures.
As the movement increases and the market price has been affected by the
movement to where large and small flour buyers think the price is right, such
buyers make commitments or purchases of flour for their needs for up to four
or six months hence. At that time, flour sales would exceed purchases of cash
wheat. The need of maintaining a balanced position, that is, of getting under
cover, forces the purchase of futures, either July, September, or December as
the circumstances dictate to cover the excess of flour sales over wheat
purchases.
When sufficient cash wheat has been bought to cover the requirements to
make the flour sold, and the hedges have been removed, then the round turn
on the futures market has been completed by both the purchase and the sale of
futures, leaving the mill with cash wheat owned equivalent to what it would
take to process the flour sold. This same kind of activity at different levels and
different volumes continues throughout the year.
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Inasmuch as our operations are largely in the Southwest and West, I shall use
the Kansas City market in giving examples of what happens in individual
transactions involving the hedging market. The principle is the same in all
other markets and comparable transactions.
The intent of the use of the hedge from the flour mill angle is not entirely
limited to protection alone. When cash wheat is purchased, it is of a specific
kind and grade and may be bought at a discount or at a premium as compared
with the futures. Therefore, it is hoped that at the time when a sale of wheat or
flour is consummated that the cash wheat will have a value as compared with
the hedge or futures greater than it was at the time of the purchases of the cash
wheat and the sale of futures. On the other hand, if the flour is sold first and
the futures are bought to cover the sale, the hope is that later when the cash
wheat is bought, cash wheat will then have a value as compared with the hedge
or futures less than it was at the time of the sale of the flour and the purchase of
futures.
In the case of grain operations not confined to the processing department, the
wheat bought in June generally is hedged first in the July futures, then as the
season advances these July futures are bought in and the September sold; later
the September is bought in and the December sold; later the December is
bought in and the May sold; presuming that cash sale is at a higher price than
the purchase which provides carrying charges for the warehouse on the grain
handled. For instance, as of July 31, 1953, cash Soft Red wheat was sellingin
Kansas City at $209% and the December futures sold at $2.13% showing a
carrying charge of 3%c, September to December; March futures closed at
$2.16, or a 2%c carrying charge December to March.
Hedging Not
Necessarily
100% Protection

There are situations where the hedge is only relative, particularly where
operations are far removed from the commodity exchanges, and prices of cash
wheat do not move in consonance with the futures prices, such as west of the
Continental Divide, on the Atlantic Coast area, et cetera. Uncertain hedging
value also prevails, as I shall discuss later, where Hard Winter wheat is hedged
in a market where there is a threat that soft winter wheat may be delivered on a
futures contract. Spring wheat purchases and sales hedged in Minneapolis
have a close relationship because spring wheat is the only type of wheat
deliverable on Minneapolis futures contracts. In the Central States area, soft
winter wheat purchases and sales have a close relationship with hedges in the
Chicago market. Prior to this year, hard wheat purchases and sales hedged in
Kansas City had a close relationship. This year, soft wheat has been delivered
in quantity on Kansas City futures contracts with the result that the Kansas
City futures market at this time reflects soft wheat prices more than hard
wheat values. This is because at the relatively lower price at which Soft Red
Winter wheat is selling as compared to hard wheat, it is almost certain that
Soft Red Winter wheat will be delivered on a futures contract instead of the
higher priced hard wheat. Both No. 2 Soft Red Winter wheat and No. 2 Hard
Red Winter wheat are deliverable grades on Kansas City futures contracts,
with a lc premium being paid for delivery of No. 1 and a 3c discount being
charged if No. 3 grade is delivered. Let me give you some examples of price
differences presently existing at Kansas City.
On July 31, the cash market for Soft Red Winter wheat in Kansas City was
$2.08% to $2.09% and the September futures were selling at $2.09%. At the
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same time, the cash price of ordinary hard winter wheat, heretofore the usual
grade delivered on Kansas City futures contracts was selling at $2.18 to
$2.19% and hard winter wheat of higher protein content ranged in price up to
$2.23% to $2.40%. This higher protein hard wheat was, therefore, selling at
from 14c to 31c premium over the September futures.
The partial explanation for the development at Kansas City of deliveries of
soft wheat in quantity for the first time is as follows: It is not a new situation
that Soft Red Winter wheat deliveries are permissible. The rules permitting
delivery of either soft wheat or hard on Kansas City futures contract have
been as at present for some years. But during the free and open market period
before government loan and price support policies were inaugurated or
became effective, there were practically no Soft Red Winter wheat deliveries
in Kansas City. The switch that came about has been turning in the direction it
reached in 1953 for several years. A surplus of Soft Red Winter wheat above
export and domestic needs has been built up in the Central States area. These
surplus stocks have become a heavy influence on the Kansas City and other
markets because of the willingness of soft wheat farmers to sell at heavier
discounts under the government loan than are the hard wheat farmers. The
hard wheat farmers, being larger operators, have become more accustomed to
putting wheat on the loan, more facilities, comparatively, have been available
to utilize the loan program, and hard winter wheat is looked upon as less
vulnerable to damage and deterioration when stored.
It is, therefore, obvious, that under these circumstances, the forces of supply
and demand affecting price as they do, the surplus of Soft Red wheat above
demand is reflected in futures prices. At the same time, large quantities of hard
winter wheat are effectively withheld from the markets through the operation
of the loan program so that the better grades and varieties of hard wheat that
are offered for sale sell at variable premiums. Under these conditions, futures
bought or sold for protection of purchases and sales of the higher priced hard
wheat grades do not provide a positive or sure hedge but one of only relative
value. At least, the futures market certainly does not provide a hedge for the
premium of 14c to 31c that I mentioned a few moments ago.
At other times, and under other conditions, again depending basically on the
supply and demand existing at the time, Soft Red wheat will sell at a premium
over hard wheat; low protein hard wheat will sell at a premium over high
protein, etc.
Regardless of these factors, we have made and are making sales of wheat
futures each time we purchase cash wheat and we make a purchase of wheat
futures each time we sell cash wheat or flour. The only exceptions to this
would be where cash wheat purchases match up at the same time with sales of
either wheat or flour which usually occurs between the close of the futures
market one day and the opening of that market the following business day.
Producer and
Consumer Both
Benefit

There is no question that because of the existence of the hedging facilities
which we have through commodity exchanges, regardless of those hedges not
always being fully 100 percent effective, the consumer and the farmers as well
as the processor benefit therefrom. The protection against the risk of price
changes that these hedging markets afford makes it possible for the miller to
sell his products and to buy his wheat on a smaller profit margin. Without this
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protection, because of the increased risk, the margins charged the consumer
would have to be substantially greater and the method of handling or relieving
the farmer of the load as at present would be changed to where the farmer
could sell only at such times as the buyer would be willing to take on a load of
variable size, and then probably at lower prices.
I shall not attempt to analyze the workings of the futures market or to portray
the part of others that contribute to the trades we make when handling our
hedges through the exchanges. Other speakers on this program will discuss
those matters. I do, however, want to mention a few sidelights.
In day-to-day operations, you might say that our approach to using the
hedging market, like many others, is as though the market as such was a
machine or a separate entity. Many times on most business days we are
sending in many buying orders and many selling orders, sometimes very little
time intervening between a selling order and a buying order, and on such
business we are completely in the dark as to who is on the other side of each
trade and why.
Speculation
a Must in
Affording
Liquidity

Of course, we know that there are many flour millers and grain handlers like
ourselves trading exactly as we are, which provides part of this machinery.
Those active in export business also contribute very substantially in the
flexibility of the markets; but no one acquainted with the markets would
discount the great value of the speculators in this picture. With many millions
of bushels traded in each day, sometimes 20 or 30 million or more on the
Chicago Board of Trade, it would seem to be perfectly clear that grain elevator
or other hedging of wheat would not always be there to fit the need of the flour
mill wanting to buy wheat futures against sales of flour. When you realize that
last year on the Chicago Board of Trade alone there was an average of over
215,000,000 bushels of wheat futures traded in each month, the complexity
and breadth of the market immediately becomes evident. Even being as close
to the market as we are, and users of the markets at all times, we are
occasionally astounded at the efficacy of the market under, for instance, a
situation where receipts of cash wheat are very light, there is nothing
outstanding in the news, but still when a substantial amount of flour business
is done, it is possible to go into the futures market and cover commitments
amounting to several millions of bushels with only a comparatively small
change in the futures market price. This, of course, demonstrates the
tremendous part that those speculatively inclined play in the commodity
exchange picture.
Flour mill operations today, even with the assistance of commodity
exchanges, are most difficult, and one of the most important contributing
factors to this difficulty is the necessity of operating in what is in effect a
nonfree market. I have reference to the tremendous influence governmental
policies exert on the normal forces of supply and demand. The exchanges do
an outstanding job and are of great value even in the face of government loan
programs, et cetera. With government activities affecting prices, supplies, and
distribution of grains, particularly wheat in this instance, we find ourselves
confronted with a situation equivalent to being a participant in a game of
cards and having the rules of play changed in the middle of the game after the
hands have been dealt. This is a situation I fear may not be improved or
changed in the near future.
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The hedging market as a facility as it is known today did not develop over
night. I have been a member of the Kansas City Board of Trade since 1917,
and of the Chicago Board of Trade for many years. In earlier years, flour mills
did not use the market as a hedge as generally or universally as they do today.
As a matter of fact, there were many in the industry thirty or forty years ago
who would not only be long cash wheat early in the season but would buy the
futures as well, rather than to put a hedge on their stocks. At that time, also,
there was a different policy on the part of bakers and flour buyers as to flour
purchases. Flour was generally purchased for prompt shipment or within
thirty to sixty days. As bakeries expanded in size, there was a demand upon
the millers for more uniform flour and for longer commitments on forward
flour sales. Up to that time, use of the hedging market by millers was usually
confined to hedging of stocks of wheat purchased. Later when the bakers
demanded long-time commitments of flour, millers found need for using the
hedging market to protect sales of flour requiring wheat in excess of wheat
stocks. The buying policies of the large flour buyers, which have become even
larger today and account for a substantial proportion of all of the flour
business, do not follow a uniform buying policy as far as anticipation of
requirements is concerned. However, during recent years the largest volume
of flour business done has been negotiated on a long-time commitment basis.
Purchases entered into on the basis of the market price on the date of
shipment or for short-time commitments are now generally made during a
waiting period to strike a market suitable for long-time commitments.
It is quite apparent that with the flour trade generally setting such a pattern of
procedure, flour mills or processors have an absolute need for a protection
facility which they have through the commodity or grain futures markets.
Now let me give you illustrations of the use of the hedging market by a miller.
Hedging Modus
Operandi

As of today, we are using the Kansas City September futures as a basing
factor. At the close of the market Friday, July 31, September Kansas City
closed at $2.09%. On the Kansas City "cash" market, that is the market where
actual wheat, as distinguished from futures contracts, is bought and sold, No.
1 Soft Red Winter wheat was selling at the September futures price to 1 c
discount or for $2.08% to $2.09% a bushel. No. 1 Hard wheat, low protein,
was 9 to 9%c premium over September, or $2.18% to $2.19%. No. 1 Hard,
12.00% protein, was 10-23c premium over September, or $2.19% to $2.32%;
No. 1 Hard 13.00% protein wheat, 13-27c over, or $2.22% to 2.36%; No. 1
Hard, 14.00% protein, 14-31c over, or $2.23% to $2.40%. The market onNo. 1
Soft White wheat from the Idaho area was quoted at $2.36% or 26%c
premium over September. The variation in the price, which in final analysis is
a variation in the premium or discount, on wheat of the same grade and
protein is entirely due at this time to the difference in the baking quality of the
different lots.
A flour sale made today on a contract requiring the use of, we will say, 13.00%
protein top quality wheat would mean a wheat cost of $2.36%. The sale is
consummated and September futures purchased at $2.09%. The flour sale
has, therefore, been made basis a wheat cost of 27c premium over the Kansas
City September futures. The amount of the premium, or in other cases, the
discount, is the important amount for a miller to keep in mind. When the
actual cash wheat required to fill this flour contract is available and is
purchased, the concern is not whether the September futures price is up or
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down but what has happened to the basis; that is the premium or discount. If,
in our example, the cash wheat is purchased on an unchanged premium basis
of 27c over the Kansas City September futures, the miller's transaction is then
completed as calculated. On the other hand, if he has to pay an additional 2c
premium when the wheat is purchased, and since it required about 2.35
bushels of wheat to make 100 pounds of flour, he has received approximately
5c per cwt. less than he anticipated on his flour sale. If, however, the premium
or basis has declined 2c so that the premium is only 25c over September when
he purchased the wheat, he has or will receive about 5c per cwt. more than he
anticipated.
With the premiums existing as they do today on hard wheat, elevator
operators generally would not buy hard wheat for storing, delivery, or
carrying charge purposes. They would own only a sufficient quantity of this
kind of wheat to meet their merchandising purposes.
In the case of the Soft Red Winter wheat, however, there is quite a little bit of
ownership of this variety for carrying charge purposes, with also the
expectation that some advance in premiums might occur when receipts
become light. Elevator operators in this instance would perhaps sell the
September futures against their purchases of Soft Red Winter cash wheat and
later transfer to more distant futures as the carrying charge reflected in the
futures is suitable.
It is obvious that at the present time the buying power for the protein hard
wheats is provided almost solely by the flour mills. The low protein, or what is
called "ordinary" wheat, is utilized to some extent for family flour but
substantially for export.
Cash Wheat
Prices Tied to the
Futures Market

The main point that I desire to make is that with the possible exception of
West Coast wheat, transactions in wheat all over the country, regardless of
variety, location, grade, or protein are based upon some futures market. This
applies whether it is f.o.b. Chicago, Kansas City, Minneapolis, delivered f.o.b.
Atlantic Seaboard, delivered the Border for export to Mexico, et cetera. It is
surprising how automatic and effective the system works. At this time of the
year, if we get a quotation for wheat in Montana, it is usually quoted as "basis
the Minneapolis September futures delivered Portland or Minneapolis." If we
are trying to buy wheat in Oklahoma, we are quoted a price basis Galveston
export either as related to Kansas City or Chicago September futures. If
wheat is bought in Omaha, it is priced so much under or over Kansas City or
Chicago September futures f.o.b. Omaha. And so it goes all over the country.
I hope that I have succeeded in demonstrating to you the inestimable value
that the commodity or futures market is to the producer or farmer through the
provision of a market and complete information regarding the market, to the
consumer because of the minimized spread as between producer and
consumer on the part of grain handlers and processors, and, also, to the
handlers and processors of grains. It should be noted here, however, that
because we do not now have complete, nonfree markets, the value of hedging
markets to the flour milling industry in certain areas of the country is
threatened. In the Southwest this year it has been more than a threat; there
has actually been a reduced value to the industry.
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The commodity markets as such are really delicate pieces of machinery. The
rules and regulations laid down by these markets are vital to the functioning of
the markets. In spite of the threatened loss of value of these markets to the
milling industry, I am enough of an optimist to say that I have great
confidence in the ability of the officials of the exchanges in making such rules
and regulations as are necessary to meet changing conditions that affect the
markets whether through natural or artificial causes. I am sure the exchanges
will do just that.

This paper was originally presented in 1953 at the Sixth Annual Symposium
of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Trading in
Fats and Oils
Scott E. Cramer

It is a genuine pleasure to be given the opportunity to appear before this group
today. It is also of mutual interest because our company has long recognized
not only the desirability but the necessity of joint participation with educators
on mutual problems....
The subject which has been assigned to me, "Trading in Fats and Oils," covers
a very broad field. Supplies of food fats in the year beginning October 1,1953,
according to the federal Department of Agriculture, are expected to be about
the same as this past year; with regard to stocks, there is an abundant supply of
fat and oil. Frankly, most of you, I am sure, are familiar with the various
excellent reports such as the United States Department of Agriculture "Fats
and Oils Situation," and I see little use here to discuss detailed data and
statistical information. The government agency has recently reported that
three factors—supply of fats and oils used in food (excluding butter and lard),
supply of lard, and the disposal income—accounted for 92% of the variation
in prices of edible fats and oils, excluding butter and lard, during 1922-42 and
1947-51. However, I assume that the interest of this group is primarily
directed toward an understanding of the value and the functions of a market
of the type which the Board of Trade provides in the oil seeds and in the fats
and oils field. I shall confine my discussion to soybeans, which is an area of
interest in which I have some knowledge and a great deal of curiosity. I shall
discuss the functions of the Chicago futures market from the point of view of a
processor of soybeans. Swift has made constant use of the Chicago Board of
Trade's facilities.
The Processor's
Place in the
Picture

The job of a soybean processor is, in concept, quite simple. He buys beans,
taking care to get them in locations that minimize hauling costs. Then he sells
the products, the oil and the meal, in those markets that offer him the highest
dollar. He runs those beans through a plant which separates the oil and the
meal. There he must exercise control of technology to be sure he gets the most
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in value of product per bushel of beans, and of efficiency in handling, and to
be certain that he moves a maximum of volume at the lowest possible unit
cost. As a processor, he hopes to earn a profit on his fixed investment in plant
and in current operating capital from the efficient performances of those
functions.
Unfortunately, however, the job is not in fact that simple. Soybeans are not
purchased as they are crushed. The product cannot always be sold at
satisfactory margins over bean cost at the time the raw commodity has been
purchased. There is a risk-bearing function to be performed, ajob of bridging
the gap between values as they exist at the time that beans flow into the market
and as they eventually materialize as the season progresses; there is ajob of
forecasting the future or of persuading someone else to do so in terms of his
willingness to risk his own money on the accuracy of his estimate, and that is
the supreme test of his conviction.
It may be well at this point to recite some of the particular developments and
characteristics of the soybean trade that make the risk-bearing function
appear so important to us.
1. We have been a rapidly growing industry, hence with a constantly changing
supply and demand pattern. Eighteen years ago the industry crushed between
9 and 10 million bushels. Last year, it crushed 244 million bushels or 25 times
the volume of 18 years ago.
2. In recent years there has been a radical change in technology—a shift from
mechanical extraction to chemical (solvent) extraction. Because of increased
oil yields from the solvent extraction process and because of the wide swings
in oil prices, processing advantages to the extent of from 15c to 40c per bushel
in favor of the solvent processor have at times developed, and the resultant
pressures on the bean market have been most unfortunate from the point of
view of those who were not equipped with the solvent process. This
technological shift is still going on, although low oil prices take the bloom off
the competitive advantages that were in it—but it has been a rapid shift,
requiring great capital outlay for the industry. As I recall the figures,
something less than 25% of the industry used the solvent method 5 or 6 years
ago. Now something over 90% of the soybeans crushed go through the solvent
process.
3. The prices of soybeans and soybean products are almost wholly dependent
upon other commodities. The oil is an edible one closely tied to cottonseed oil
and to lard and has very little specific demand of its own. The meal is an
alternative in livestock feeds to cottonseed meal, to linseed meal, to the animal
proteins, and in a broader sense to corn. Hence, the supply of soybeans alone
offers no reliable guidance to price outlook.
4. The industry was built upon and keyed to the concept of continuous
operation and to the concept of a zero carry-over of old crop beans into the
new crop year.
5. We have been peculiarly subject to changes in export demand for our raw
material. Soybean exports in recent years have been as high as 9 to 10% of the
crop, and as low as 2%, with 27,000,000 bushels exported from the 1952 crop.
6. There are some seasonal factors that also complicate the problem. The
soybean harvest, which a few years ago was a 30-day process, under favorable
weather may now occur in 10 days. From 60 to 70% of the soybean crop has in
the past moved from the producer into the hands of the ultimate processor in a
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relatively short space of time. No such rapidity of sale of the product on firm
contract to the ultimate user is possible. Consequently, the processor must
either elect to carry the risk, or pass up the beans, thereby incurring the risk of
not being able to get enough to keep his plant in operation, or else manage to
shift his burden to other shoulders through the sale of the beans or of the
product on the futures market.
Now it so happens that for many years the willingness of the trade to carry the
risk, combined with the inflationary tendencies of the times, resulted in a
fairly dependable seasonal appreciation in bean prices. A few years ago, beans
purchased at harvesttime were good property, and the price appreciation on
them more than compensated for the cost of carrying and, at the same time,
permitted a somewhat orderly merchandising of products. But those were the
good old days. Recent history leads to considerable doubt that this situation
will continue. So the risk-bearing function becomes even more important.
A Broad, Fluid
Futures Market
Needed

What, then, does the processor need in the way of a risk-bearers' market? He
needs a market on which he can sell the risk inherent in carrying between onehalf to two-thirds of a year's supply of raw material. He needs a market that is
fluid enough that it will follow closely the value of the oil and meal produced
from the beans. This is a "must" for sound operations. He needs a market
broad enough that he can buy and sell either the beans or the products made
from them and ultimately lift his hedge with satisfactory financial results. He
needs a market that is sufficiently specific as to locational factors and as to
quality factors so that he can deal on it without being penalized by having to
take delivery on soybeans that are discounted in value because of low oil
content or out-of-position origin. He needs a market that is sufficiently broad
and fluid that the sudden pull of export demand for beans (for example) will
not for long, distort the relationship of bean prices to product prices.
1 hesitate to try to appraise the adequacy of present markets, of which the
Chicago Board is one. Let me simply point out that we are a growing industry
and therefore have no reason to have reached perfection.
Sufficient to say that the Chicago futures market for beans has expanded
rapidly in recent years. The maximum open interest in the futures prior to
World War II was 12,700,000 bushels. Soybean futures trading was
temporarily suspended on February 19, 1943, and resumed on July 7, 1947.
During the 1948 crop year, the open commitment exceeded 27,000,000
bushels, and the 1952 crop open interest reached a peak of nearly 76,000,000
bushels. This figure suggests that a respectable portion of the trade's holdings
of beans could have been hedged—though there is no way of knowing the
extent to which the contracts may have been of a purely speculative character.
The oil and meal markets here are relatively much narrower than in the
soybeans themselves, but are apparently growing.

Many Problems
Yet Unsolved

It should be clear that there are problems related to the shifting of risk through
the futures market for which no solutions have been developed—not because
of indifference to the problems but because of the difficulties involved.
Soybeans, as you know, are sold on grade. You also are probably aware that
those grades do not reflect oil and meal composition closely. With meal selling
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at 3 to 3 % cents per pound and oil three to four times as high, it makes a lot of
difference in bean values whether the beans yield 11 pounds or only 9%
pounds of oil per bushel. Both yields are deliverable on the same contract as
No. 2 beans. Now it is one thing to sell a price risk, and something else again to
expect the risk-bearer to take into account the wide discounts which may arise
from quality differences in beans that might be delivered to him on a futures
contract. To date, the laboratories have not perfected an accurate method
quick enough to determine the oil content of soybeans as they are delivered to
the processing plant. Hence, contracts cannot feasibly be written to reflect
such variation.
Similarly, the concept of transit values complicates the picture. Beans may
vary substantially in value depending upon their points of origin and their
mode of transportation, because of the institution of milling in-transit
privileges. So the risk-taker may find himself dealing in "out of position"
beans rather than simply discounting future uncertainty.
The question of delivery points—multiple or single—is a knotty one, dealing
as it does with changes in competitive advantage of individual mills. From a
hedger's viewpoint, he would obviously prefer that the contract specify his
own mill as a delivery point and exclude his competitors' mills. Failing that,
the more convenient to his mill the delivery point is, the better. But equally
obvious, the wider spread and more frequent the delivery points are, from the
point of view of the risk-taker, the greater the factor of locational value
becomes. I don't know the answer to the problem and certainly have no
solution to propose.
Another problem is the noncorrespondence of price behavior between
soybean futures and soybean product futures. At times, from the limited
viewpoint of the processor, demand for beans and, hence, bean prices, seem to
lose all rational relationship to product values. That may be attributable to
the relative narrowness of the product futures market. It may be attributable
to the absence of a specific speculative interest in bean-product spreads. It
may simply be attributable to a developing and unanticipated export demand
for beans that makes itself felt in the bean market with no corresponding effect
on product values. But whatever the cause, the processor is squeezed thereby
whenever he has hedged his raw material.
From time to time, soybeans on the Chicago Board have gotten out of
relationship with the actual value of soybeans, which is the gross value of
soybean oil and meal. These markets may get out of kilter, so to speak, from
time to time, but the price structure should always readjust so that for the long
pull the price of soybeans is in relationship with the oil and meal values.
No discussion of this type would be complete without some mention of the
government efforts to assume some part of the risk-bearer's job. One of the
major uncertainties in years like this one is the uncertainty arising from the
support program. We don't know how many beans there are in the first place.
And when the marketings fail to measure up to expectations, there is a
considerable doubt as to whether the farmers have withheld the beans or
whether they simply aren't there. If they are there, which is the usual
assumption, certainly the aggressiveness of processors to acquire beans is
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diminished. If they are not there, someone at the tail-end of the season comes
up short of beans and the pressure on processing margins becomes terrific.
Cure Could Be
Worse than the
Disease

1 would like to end this discussion with a generalization which seems to me
worth making. One of the great contributors to the economic efficiency of this
country has been its genius for organizing and operating broad, fluid markets
for its commodities. Those markets, by and large, have become accurate
reflectors of economic relationships and of future expectations. While such
expectations may prove to be incorrect in any given instance, I submit to you
that the record of the market, wherever it can make itself felt as an indicator of
future values, compares relatively favorably with that of the professional
forecasters. But it can perform that service only if left free to do so.
Consequently, I would urge that those who are convinced of the need to
curtail and to limit the freedom of markets be exceedingly careful of what they
propose to do. All too frequently, they may simply be destroying a valuable
service to the economy. They may be eliminating in considerable degree the
professional risk-bearer, and thereby forcing that responsibility back upon
the unwilling shoulders of the industry or the farmers.

This paper was originally presented in 1953 at the Sixth Annual Symposium
of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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How a Soybean
Processor Makes
Use of Futures Markets
Richard Williams

.. .In the management of our own particular company, the futures markets are
used for the purpose of providing stability to our operating margins. We use
the futures markets to avoid the risk of large inventory loss. In using futures
markets for this purpose, we must forego the opportunity of making large
profits. We conduct a manufacturing operation and look to our conversion or
crushing margin as the source of our profit. In so doing, our crushing costs
assume a position of great importance to us. A mill must operate on a very
efficient basis to survive. To sum up thus far, we as soybean processors use the
futures markets for the purpose of protecting our investment in raw materials.
In addition we use it to buy or to sell end products which cannot be handled on
a cash basis at a time when such transactions are considered desirable.
The soybean crushing industry itself has been developed to the point where
soybean oil and meal are in large supply, if not in a domestic surplus. In this
situation, a cash buyer is naturally reluctant to commit himself very far ahead
unless he feels bargains are available. It follows that the soybean processor, if
he wishes to make forward sales, can often best do so through the medium of
the futures market. The alternative may be the sale of the cash commodity at
prices which are probably below current true value. It also follows that futures
markets provide the processor with opportunities for speculative sales or
purchases if he is so inclined.
A soybean crushing business under most circumstances cannot be operated
profitably when raw materials are bought on a hand-to-mouth basis over the
period of a year. Sellers are unpredictable and, in some areas, supplies are not
available to mills for a good part of the year. As a result, large raw material
stocks are normally accumulated in the fall when crops are moved to market.
Some of the oil and meal content of the soybeans held on inventory can be
sold on a cash basis for current or future delivery. A large part of the oil and
meal content cannot be sold at the time the soybean inventory is purchased.
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To protect himself, the crusher then has the choice of hedging his risk in the
soybean inventory by selling soybean futures or by selling soybean oil and
meal futures. Later on, when products can be sold, the soybean futures may be
covered and the actual crushing margin determined, or, if oil and meal futures
have been sold, these can be covered as cash products are sold. Of course, each
trade in the futures market is a definite contractual obligation which must
ultimately be met if not offset by a reverse transaction similar in both size and
time of delivery. Stated in these terms, this sounds like a simple procedure,
however, in actual operation we find so many variations that actual
experience may become quite highly involved. Good judgment is an absolute
necessity. Relationships of cash to futures are constantly changing, thus a
correct diagnosis of the direction of the markets is essential to success.
It is true that in the minds of many, government support prices tend to create a
price floor on commodities which are not substantially in surplus. Soybeans
and cottonseed may be given as examples of such commodities. Currently,
much of the business activity in which we engage is controlled largely by forces
which are political rather than economic. Under such conditions, we feel it is
highly desirable for a businessman to be even more aware of the possibility of
an overnight change in the price structure due to a sudden change in political
policy or action. The idea that a market situation created out of political
activity can be only of a bullish or a stable nature is sheer nonsense. Futures
markets offer an excellent means of avoiding or partially eliminating such
risks.
The mechanics of futures trading are quite simple and I am sure understood
by you. The actual operating personnel of a soybean processor is necessarily
small, and the group is divided in assignments. Some concern themselves
primarily with soybeans, others with the soybean oil and soybean meal. The
actions which they take are governed by management policies which must be
soundly conceived to give direction to a business. A small processor operating
from a single location has a relatively simple job and, in most cases, the futures
operations can be conducted by one or perhaps two people. Multiple
operating locations generally require more people and a somewhat broader
viewpoint. In our own particular situation, we operate from some sixteen mill
locations and handle soybeans at all except three of them. Some areas are
managed commercially in a manner which is common to the Midwest
operation as a whole. In the Midwest area, prices move more or less rigidly in
relation to futures market quotations. Transit rail rates are available for use
generally. Other areas, such as the South, operate in a different manner. Here
soybean marketing has tended to follow the same pattern as has been
developed in cottonseed; daily price fluctuations are less erratic; movement is
primarily by truck from country points to the crushing mill; activity by
exporters in areas tributary to Gulf and Atlantic ports can easily distort local
markets; transit rates on products are generally not available and product
price variations due to location are many and can change quite rapidly. So,
here too, the use of futures markets is necessary for the protection and proper
operation of the business. In this case, the need is brought about not only by
domestic economic change, but also by factors involved in exporting. In any
case, price insurance is badly needed and, short of actual cash transactions, no
better medium has been developed than the futures market.
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It is practically impossible to remain completely hedged at all times and I do
not regard this position as being wholly desirable. Anticipatory sales and
purchases must be made and, in so doing, the element of risk again is
introduced. The most common forms are the sale of futures against
anticipated cash purchases and the purchase of futures against anticipated
cash sales.
In some instances, use of futures extends beyond the areas normally
associated with a domestic business. I am referring to the futures market in
money. In the operation of a foreign subsidiary, exchange rates are of great
importance to a soybean processor who must import and pay for his imports
in currency other than his own. A similar situation exists in connection with
sales of products for foreign currencies. Exchange rates often fluctuate widely
and, with commodity prices at current levels, it takes only a relatively slight
fluctuation in money values to substantially affect costs or realizations. To
stabilize the results of such an operation, purchase or sale of exchange should
be made simultaneously with the purchase of raw materials or the sale of
products.
I would like to point out again that the use of futures markets for hedging
purposes does not entirely eliminate risk nor does it assure profits. Its chief
function is to reduce substantially the chance of loss due to price decline.
Soybean futures prices do not necessarily move in a consistent relationship to
soybean oil and meal prices. The element of risk remains, but it is substantially
reduced. The market itself must be fluid and must reflect realistic prices....

This paper was originally presented in 1956 at the Ninth Annual
Symposium of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Commodity Markets
and the Processor
Dwayne Andreas

It is very difficult for a businessman to find himself surrounded by a group of
experts. We usually feel the urge to expound on personal economic theories
but I am glad to report that I have successfully resisted that urge. Instead, if
you are willing, I will avoid theory for the moment and try to give you a
description of just how, at the working level, the merchandising operations of
a modern soybean crushing plant are managed.
Management practices in this field have changed radically during the past few
years. One of the most important reasons for changes is the relatively new
feature of the existence of a futures market on the Chicago Board of Trade in
both the soybeans and the soybean products, soybean oil and soybean meal.
Although you have undoubtedly heard numerous stories about various
products made from soybeans, I can assure you that none of the by-products
are of much consequence to the crusher, except oil and meal. A crushing plant
simply serves as a conduit through which soybeans move in their natural
journey from farm to farm. Five-sixths of the weight of the bean is consumed
right on the farm in the form of meal. They simply travel through the crushing
plant for the purpose of having the oil extracted. They are then returned to the
farm in one form or another to be fed. In the economic sense it is only the oil
that moves off the farm. This is an important feature to bear in mind. The
crushing margin is a simple calculation of the difference berween the price of
the beans and the combined value of the oil and meal at a given time. That is
the basic feature that the merchandising supervisor of a soybean plant is
interested in. Due to the existence of a futures market, which gives him price
insurance, he need not concern himself primarily with the price level.
The merchandising department of a modern soybean operation includes four
basic functions which usually are managed by four individuals. First, and the
most important functionary, is the merchandizing supervisor, some of whose
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problems I will discuss later. The other three are the soybean buyer, the oil
salesman, and the meal salesman.
The buyer is assigned the duty of buying soybeans day by day as the country
appears willing to sell. He is not concerned with the flat price but is concerned
with buying the beans at a proper relationship to the nearby future in Chicago.
It is also his duty to pay attention to the quality and particularly to the origin
of the beans from a freight standpoint. It is vitally important that the actual
cash beans he buys have their origin at points convenient to the plant location
where they will be crushed. Above all, it is his duty to see that there is an
adequate supply of beans ahead of the plant to keep it running at capacity at
all times.
The bean buyer has a corollary responsibility and that is to utilize as
profitably as possible the company's warehousing facilities. Thus, if cash
soybeans are selling at a substantial discount under the deferred future, he will
make a greater effort to accumulate cash beans in excess of immediate
crushing requirements so as to earn these warehousing charges. On the other
hand, should cash beans be selling at a price above the deferred future less the
cost of carrying the beans, he will probably be more inclined to let his
warehouse space stay empty or use it for other purposes and buy the beans
only as needed. Each time he makes a purchase he makes a corresponding sale
of a future in the pit and his job is finished.
Another member of this team is the oil salesman. It is his duty to be prepared
at all times to offer oil from the plant production to customers convenient to
the plant. He tries to be prepared to quote a competitive price every day,
regardless of the crushing margin at that time. He is particularly concerned
with selling the oil to the proper destinations and for the proper shipping dates
so that the entire production of the plant can be shipped regularly. The oil
salesman has a corollary responsibility to utilize his company's oil
warehousing facilities. Thus, if there is a carrying charge in oil, that is, if the
spot oil is selling at a substantial discount below the deferred future, he will be
inclined to hold his oil in his warehousing facilities so as to earn this carrying
charge. On the other hand, if spot oil is selling at a price higher than the
deferred future less cost of carrying, he will be inclined toward selling the oil as
it is made, since there is no warehousing charge to be earned. After making a
sale, he buys a like amount in the form of a futures contract and his task is
complete.
Another member of the team is the soybean meal salesman. Since soybean
meal represents by far the largest portion of the soybeans by weight, the
freight on this item becomes a very important factor. It is, therefore, his duty
to endeavor to have a competitive price at all times, even when the crushing
margin is unsatisfactory, so that he can supply soybean meal to the customers
convenient to his plant, thus capturing the important advantage of freight
savings which accrue to his particular operation by virtue of shipping the
soybean meal to proper destinations.
Another duty of the meal salesman is to make extra earnings for his company
by utilizing meal warehousing facilities of the company. For instance, if the
deferred soybean meal futures are selling considerably higher than the nearby,
then he has an opportunity to earn storage charges for the period in question.
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In this case, he will be inclined to avoid making cash meal sales for nearby
shipment so long as the spot price is considerably below the deferred. The
merchandising supervisor being alerted to this situation will very likely be
selling the deferred meal futures when he makes his crushing margin trades.
On the other hand, if the spot price for soybean meal is above the deferred
future, less cost of carrying, the meal salesman will naturally be trying to
merchandise his meal for nearby shipment. Having made a sale, he buys a
corresponding tonnage in the future at Chicago and his job is completed.
Of course, the merchandising supervisor is looking over the shoulder of these
three men—the meal salesman, the oil salesman, and the bean buyer—but he
is primarily concerned with fixing the margin between the beans and the
products at a time most favorable, in his opinion, to his operation. In a general
way it can be said there is very little, if any, relationship between the fixing of
the crushing margin and the actual sale of the cash products. Sometimes the
merchandising supervisor, who necessarily is a student of futures markets, as
well as cash and futures relationships, will feel that the futures prices reflect a
satisfactory margin to him even though the cash products have not yet been
sold. In a case of this kind, he might have bought these soybean futures and
sold the meal and oil futures far in advance of the actual crushing of the
material or the shipment of the products. If this is the case, when his buyer and
salesmen are making the cash transactions they will simply close out trades in
futures already put on the books by the supervisor. On the other hand, there
are times for months at a time when speculators are willing to pay more for
soybeans than they are worth to a crushing plant. In this case, soybeans might
be bought and hedged and the products made and shipped, and the crushing
margin still not established. In fact, the merchandising supervisor in some
cases might choose to delay accepting the crushing margin until long after
these operations have occurred.
Now lest this teamwork, which I have just described, might sound too simple
to you I would like to point out that during the last few years an adequate
crushing margin has existed only for a few days at a time during the year.
Thus, an alert merchandising supervisor might conceivably do a very large
share of his year's business in a very short time, in spite of the fact that the cash
purchases of beans and the sale of meal and oil are scattered throughout the
year. The merchandising manager probably will tend to have faith that sooner
or later a proper relationship will exist between the price of beans and the
price of the products. All too often this happy situation does not come to pass.
Hence, the trials and tribulations of the merchandising manager.
I have heard a number of ideas expressed as to why an adequate crushing
margin has not existed during the past several years. One is that the soybean
crushing industry is overbuilt. That is, we have more plant capacity than
soybeans. Therefore, it is said, the natural resulting competitive scramble
causes crushers to be willing to operate at a small loss rather than to shut down
at a large loss.
Another cause often advanced is that there is an excessive amount of
speculation in soybeans. I do not know what constitutes an excessive amount
of speculation but it is true that speculators are often paying more for the
soybeans than they are worth, based on product values. This has resulted in a
strange phenomenon. Several crushers have made a good share if not all of
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their earnings in the recent past by the unique practice of buying the meal and
the oil in the pit and selling the beans in the pit when the spread between the
products and the beans is considerably less than the cost of conversion. This in
effect gives them additional crushing capacity at less than it would cost to own
a plant and operate the capacity. Later, when and if the situation rights itself,
it is possible to reverse the transaction, that is, buy in the beans and sell out the
oil and meal at a relationship which will show a profit.
As more speculators learn this technique, speculation in products might
become more active. It is likely that the speculators will sooner or later see the
light and a greater portion of their speculative activity will be diverted into the
products markets. Indeed there is evidence now that more and more
speculators are learning of the better opportunities for speculation which exist
in the products markets and the trend seems to be in that direction. A wise
speculator, after all, would prefer to own the products if he can buy them at
the bean price plus a reasonable conversion cost.
Furthermore, a speculator who has an opinion which he wants to assert
usually has that opinion on either oil or meal. The end uses of these two
products are not related. If he has a market view on oil it is rather foolish for
him to buy beans thereby buying five pounds of meal in the form of beansjust
to establish his ownership of one pound of oil. Similarly, if he has an opinion
on meal why should he buy the beans, thereby indirectly making an unwanted
speculation in the oil market. Clearly, he is better off to take his choice of
either the oil or meal, thereby limiting his speculation to exactly the
commodity on which he has an opinion.
There are even others who blame "strong arm" methods in the Chicago
soybean futures for the disappearance of a crushing margin for such long
periods at a time. There have indeed during the past several years been at least
two cases of which the CEA has taken cognizance. In these cases the price of
soybeans in Chicago was abnormally strengthened by strong holdings by
speculators in the nearby position. In both cases, not only did the crushing
margin disappear but the cash and the futures prices of soybeans lost their
natural relationship. Unfortunately for the crushing industry, the CEA in
both cases simply sat quietly by and observed these manipulations, took note
of the fact that great damage was being done, but didn't get around to filing
charges or complaints until several months after the fact. That is like shutting
the door after the horse is gone. Many believe that the CEA's methods of
policing this matter have been wholly ineffective.
Of course, there are those who say the soybean processors themselves can cure
a situation of this kind simply by selling back their soybeans and buying in the
products when they can do so at a favorable basis. That may very well be and
likely could cure the matter at certain times but it is a very painful process for
the soybean crusher to buy back his products, ship his beans to Chicago, and
shut down his plant, and he is inclined to feel that he should not be called upon
to usurp the government function of acting as a regulator.
There are others who believe that if soybeans could be tendered for delivery on
Chicago futures contracts at places other than Chicago these evils would
automatically be done away with. I have heard a great deal of debate on this
question. Many honest thinking people are on both sides. It is known as the
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multiple delivery question. Those in favor believe that if soybeans could be
made available for delivery at other points crushers could serve as an
automatic regulatory factor by being able to tender their beans on a Chicago
futures contract without actually having to ship them to Chicago. These
people also say that if an owner of a futures contract in Chicago could receive
beans at other terminal points at freight off Chicago, many additional
speculators would be interested in assuming a long position in soybeans.
Exporters, for instance, would much prefer to own soybeans at freight off the
Chicago price in such places as Minnesota where they are in position for
export down the Mississippi River. This is just one example. On the other
hand, there are those who say that making it so easy for crushers and other
warehousemen outside of Chicago to tender on the Chicago futures contract
would completely discourage speculators. If this is true, it would indeed be a
bad course to follow since speculators are absolutely necessary to the
functioning of this market.
Now one of the real questions that I presume concerns this group of people is
this: Just what basic function has the existence of futures markets in soybeans
and the soybean products performed on behalf of the economy as a whole? I
believe that the most important effect of their existence is that it has converted
the crushing business from a basically speculative business to a manufacturing
operation. The crusher who now has this price insurance available to him,
concerns himself primarily with the margin of profit he can get by actually
crushing the soybeans. Prior to the time he had this price insurance it was
necessary for him to be a speculator at almost all times for, in order to capture
the soybeans in this area, he would have to buy the beans when the farmers
wanted to sell them and pay the market price. He would have to hold the beans
until such time as the oil buyer wanted to buy the oil and the feed
manufacturer wanted to buy the meal. Only rarely did these three transactions
take place at the same time. Thus, he was nearly always in a speculative
position.
The speculative characteristics of his business tended to overshadow the
manufacturing side. It was necessary for the crusher to maintain a large
working capital which sometimes was idle. He needed it for two reasons. One
as a reserve against possible speculative losses and, secondly, to finance his
inventories. Under the present arrangement, with inventories hedged at all
times, it is a simple matter for a well-managed concern to borrow money from
banks for the purpose of carrying inventories and pay only the prime rate.
This makes for much more efficient use of capital. I have noticed, too, that
there has been a marked tendency on the part of top executives in this industry
to pay more attention to manufacturing efficiency. This is a result not only of
the fact that the speculative function has been passed on to speculators but the
narrowing margins have indeed made it an absolute necessity. If it is true that
the existence of this futures market has taken the speculative characteristic
out of the crushing business, thereby making it possible for crushers to narrow
the spread between the raw material and the finished products, certainly our
economy as a whole benefits to that extent.
For these desirable features to continue to be effective it is, of course,
necessary for the Chicago Board of Trade to be vigilant at all times to see that
the futures market does in fact actually represent cash values and that
manipulations of any kind are impossible. It is far better that manipulations
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are made impossible by setting up realistic trading rules than to have to rely on
government to police this great body. I believe that is the intention of the
people who are in charge of the activities of the Chicago Board of Trade. It is
the policy of the Board of Trade to encourage open debate and that is one of
the reasons for the existence of this Symposium.

This paper was originally presented in 1955 at the Eighth Annual
Symposium of the Chicago Board of Trade.
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4

A Processor
and Futures Markets
W. C. Miller

. . . I shall describe to you, in some detail, one agricultural processing industry,
cottonseed crushing, where the services of futures markets are not generally
available. We shall see what, if anything, is done here about risk transference.
Then, after brief reference to the soybean industry, where futures markets are
available, we may perhaps better understand why they are so useful to a
processor. If, at times, I sound as if I am going into unnecessary detail, it is
because I am assuming that you know little about the cottonseed industry.
At the outset, I believe we should make some generalities about processors of
agricultural commodities to serve as a background for our entire discussion:
1. They have money invested in plants and equipment and the existence of this
investment is justified only if it, as such, can make a fair return for its owners.
2. Because the supply/ demand patterns of their raw materials and end
products are neither stable nor consonant, they are forced to assume a market
risk which is not related to their plant investment or merchandising skill.
3. If they could pass this market risk on to someone else in its entirety, nearly
all of them would do so.
As I have said, I am going to talk about the cottonseed industry, based
particularly upon Anderson, Clayton & Co.'s operations in this field in the
Southwest, where my experience has been as an operations executive in the
marketing end of the business.
First, a brief word about Anderson, Clayton & Co. as a processor. While we
are best known as cotton merchants, we are also large processors of
cottonseed in the United States and elsewhere in the world. Through our long
experience in the cotton futures markets, we have first-hand knowledge of the
value of such markets and have, I believe, been the leader in our industry so far
as organized commodity markets are concerned.
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We are what you would describe as an integrated cottonseed crusher; that is,
we perform, in one geographical area or another, about all the services a
cottonseed processor could perform short of growing cotton. This, except for
certain scientific purposes, we avoid doing. We are, however, seed breeders,
crop financers (as a supplement to regular bank financing), agronomists,
ginners, feed manufacturers, feed lot operators and refiners, and, incidentally,
we work very closely with the various colleges and universities in our areas.
We do these things because they are beneficial in two ways. They are helpful to
producers and, ipso facto, they are helpful to us.
Cottonseed, obviously, is a by-product. Its supply is not determined in any
way by the need for its products. It is produced in such quantities as are
dictated by the need for cotton fiber. Thus, a cottonseed processor must give
more than passing attention to the cotton economy if he is to plan soundly for
the future.
Cottonseed is processed into five major products. On a ton basis, it produces:
About 340 lb. of oil (this represents approximately 55% of the value of
cottonseed to a Southwest crusher). This oil goes into shortening, margarine,
and is the principal salad oil.
About 950 lb. of meal (approximately 35% of the value of cottonseed). The
meal, of course, is used to feed livestock.
Also produced are about 440 lb. of hulls for roughage in cattle feeding, about
35 lb. of first cut linters for use in mattresses and other furniture, and about
140 lb. of second cut linters, which are generally processed into cellulose.
We shall talk more about each of these products, but first let us look at the
cottonseed itself.
How does this seed find its way to the crusher? Well, the path varies somewhat
depending upon the section of country involved and the circumstances
surrounding the production pattern of the area.
Generally speaking, however, after ginning, in which the cotton fiber is
separated from the seed, the seed is bought from the producer by the ginner,
who in turn sells it to a cottonseed crushing mill. In some areas, the seed is sold
directly by the producer to the crusher, but the point is that the seed itself and
its ownership generally move quickly to its final resting place. There are
simply no middlemen who buy and hold cottonseed. It is a bulky commodity,
which is expensive to handle, difficult to store, and there is no futures market
in which to hedge it. Economics, then, has dictated that cottonseed shall be
bought by and stored at the plant where it is going to be crushed.
Cottonseed moves almost entirely by truck. The movement continues for a
relatively short period of time; for instance, seed on the high plains of Texas
usually comes into the mills starting in early October and finishing (except for
a few odd lots) well before Christmas, with by far the greater part arriving
between, say, October 15th and December 1st. During this harvest period
then, which of course varies by geographical area, a mill must buy its entire
crush, though it will be many months before all the products are produced.
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Once passed by, cottonseed is gone and there will be no second chance to buy
it. Once bought, they are rarely resold.
By and large, cottonseed mills, like soybean processing plants, are located
near the source of their raw material. While seed does move rather long
distances, as much as several hundred miles on some occasions, most of it is
crushed pretty near to home.
The efficient cottonseed crusher of today has a rather sizable investment,
typically larger than that of a soybean processor of the same capacity. This is
simply because he needs facilities for cleaning, delinting, and storing that a
soybean processor does not need. For instance, he must provide storage for
practically his entire crush of cottonseed or take the risk of piling it outside at
the mercy of the elements.
When we, as crushers, enter the harvest season we are faced with a sort of
dilemma. We are going to buy (we hope!) hundreds of thousands of tons of
cottonseed which are not hedgeable as such. We are going to have to market
the products from this seed. With the exception of the oil, we have no futures
market in which we can hedge. (In passing, I might say that there is a
cottonseed meal futures market but its terms are necessarily so restrictive that
it is useful only to a relatively few crushers.)
Now, I don't mean to imply that we are completely defenseless. Inevitably, the
cost of the cottonseed bears some relationship to the value of its products. It is
fair to say that some of the risk involved is passed back to the producer in the
form of lower prices for cottonseed, though this may be somewhat academic.
Then, too, we can hedge the oil which represents the major portion of the
value of the cottonseed, though we must continually bear in mind the fact that
we might be on the wrong end of a seesaw if demand for oil and meal, both
soybean and cottonseed, coupled with, say, an operative soybean support
program dictates rising oil prices and falling meal prices.
In short then, there is no really effective hedge against the value of cottonseed
except what might be termed a deliberate marketing program for the products
which is based on the supply/demand picture as we see it.
We spend considerable time, money, and effort to paint this picture as
accurately as we can on a continual basis. Production and demand forecasts,
both domestic and foreign, are carefully constructed. Information for these
forecasts is gleaned, for example, from government statistics, other
cottonseed and soybean processors, and other refiners, on an exchange basis.
I might add here that some of the publications of students such as yourselves
on supply/demand factors and price movements have been very useful
indeed. A study of these data gives us a pretty good idea of what we think we
ought to do.
Now, what steps can we take to implement the marketing program thus
evolved? Perhaps the best way to examine this is to look at each product
separately.
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First and second cut linters are, as the names imply, related but different
products. The linters cut off the seed in the first pass through the machines are
relatively long fibers and are usually felted in some manner to make
cushioning material. On the second pass, most of the remaining short fibers,
which are high in cellulose, are removed and ultimately go in the manufacture
of cellulose. The prices of these two products do not necessarily move in
sympathy.
There is a relationship, however, to the extent that such prices have a
correcting effect on supply. Processors can make more first cuts of a lower
grade and less second cuts of a higher grade or the converse. High second cut
prices and low first cut prices would obviously increase the supply of the one
and decrease that of the other. In this way, some of the risk in the value of the
lint on the seed can be shifted to the product which is stronger pricewise, but
this is a minor protection, indeed.
There being no linters futures markets, our only hedge would, of course, be
forward cash sales. Such forward sales, at least in the quantity desirable,
generally cannot be made except, perhaps, in a rising market. Obviously,
when such a hedging medium is most needed, it is least likely to be available.
We are forced then, in the case of linters, to shoulder the risk ourselves and do
as good a cash selling job as we can. Naturally, such a commodity is likely to
have violent price swings. Since the war, second cuts, for instance, have sold
for as high as 16%c per pound and as low as l%c per pound. Users tend to buy
heavily or not at all. Sometimes it is all but impossible to sell second cut linters
in any quantity for months at a time. During such periods in recent years,
users have actually accepted consignment stocks to alleviate storage problems
at mills. You can imagine your bargaining position when your product is
already at your customer's plant.
Hulls fall very much in the same category as linters, only more so. The hull of
the seed is removed before the meat is processed into meal and oil. Its
principal use is as roughage in feeding cattle. They are normally in heavy
demand when pasturage is poor or unavailable and when feed lots are full.
Under opposite conditions there is little market for them at all.
A cottonseed crusher is typically long hulls and there isn't anything he can do
about it. He can't, much of the time, even judge how large his risk is except in
general terms, so important are weather conditions. I have seen hulls sell at
over $35.00 per ton in West Texas and I know that they have been offered at
free, f.o.b. the mill, Mississippi Valley, come and get 'em.
Next, we come to cottonseed meal. Here, again, a crusher is typically long.
Some of this risk can be transferred by various means, but, generally
speaking, the meal content of cottonseed cannot be sold as the cottonseed is
bought. Forward cash sales are often possible, but usually not in large
quantity. Years ago, many dealers in meal provided a sort of cash futures
market, particularly for the smaller mill operators, but apparently the cost of
such risk transference was too large and the financial stability of the dealers
too small, in relation to the risk itself, because there are not too many of these
dealers left.
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There is a cottonseed meal futures market available to one geographical area
in the cotton belt. In our own case, we have generally found that, although
there is some price relationship between this area and our own, the risk of
getting in and out of the market is generally as great as the absolute risk itself. I
must admit, however, that narrow as this market might be from our
viewpoint, it has, at times, served as a useful barometer.
Then, there is the soybean meal futures market here in Chicago. This has been
an expanding one and yearly becomes broader and more useful. While it is
probably not yet broad enough to handle even all the soybean meal hedging
that needs to be done, let alone that of cottonseed meal, it gives promise of at
least approaching such depth.
But for the producer of cottonseed meal, this market is not as useful as it
would appear to be at first glance. There's a rub. While cottonseed meal and
soybean meal, broadly speaking, move price-wise in sympathy because they
are interchangeable for many purposes, their interchangeability is imperfect
enough and their areas of production are different enough, that a second
variable is introduced, i.e., the spread between the two meal prices. Now in
general terms, and with all other things excluded, the period of greatest price
stability for cottonseed meal is in the fall and early winter, while the same
period for soybean meal is likely to be in the spring and early summer. Or, to
put it another way, cottonseed meal is much stronger relative to soybean meal
in, say, December, than it is in May. This has been true, for instance, in five
out of the last six years.
Obviously, it is risky to hedge forward cottonseed meal in soybean meal unless
large price depreciation is feared. For instance, a Lubbock, Texas, cottonseed
crusher who last November hedged June cottonseed meal in July soybean
meal futures, would have had an appreciation of about $ 1 per ton in the price
of the cash meal, basis then current prices, but would have lost about $10 per
ton on his futures operation. This hardly represents a hedge. There is, then, no
effective way to pass on the risk of ownership of the meal portion of seed,
except in relatively minor quantities; so, as in the case of the other products
discussed, it is simply borne by the crusher.
And so we come to the oil in the seed. Here we do have methods of pricing. We
have two futures markets, cottonseed oil and soybean oil, and, to some extent,
forward cash sales. While it is true that there are some dangers in hedging only
the oil, which we have mentioned before, it is fair to say that we, Anderson,
Clayton & Co., generally speaking, in the absence of some operative support
program, hedge at least a major part of the oil in seed we buy and we do this on
a daily basis.
The pricing of this oil is accomplished to some small extent by forward cash
sales but principally by the placement of hedges in one of the futures markets.
Naturally, we prefer the cottonseed oil futures market because of the relatively
direct relationship. Additionally, in our own case, we are refiners and thus are
able to manuever freely in the cottonseed oil market since we normally have
large quantities of the deliverable commodity on hand. But we can and do use
the soybean oil futures market when we feel that cotton oil is underpriced
relative to soybean oil and is not likely to remain that way. Ultimately, of
course, these hedges are lifted at or about the time of the sale of the actual oil.
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This, briefly, is the cottonseed processing industry. We, like any processor,
attempt to buy our raw material as reasonably as possible and sell our
products for a fair price. In this respect we are just like a soybean crusher—
with one major exception—unlike them, we have no really satisfactory
market in which to sell our risk.
Our friends in the soybean industry are fortunate indeed. It has always been a
mystery to many how competent soybean processors go right on making
profits with apparently slim or nonexistent conversion spreads. Without
going into how this is done in detail, let us say that the job is facilitated by the
existence of futures markets. As you all know, there is a futures market for
soybeans and for both its products right here on the Board of Trade. These
markets are quite fluid and are able to accommodate by and large, most of the
needs of the soybean industry.
A soybean processor can hedge his beans, if he fears the price too high, or
simply wishes to rid himself of their price risk. He can, alternatively, hedge the
beans by selling the products they will produce if he is satisfied with the
conversion margin, or he may hedge only one of the products if he is
particularly sanguine about the price prospects of the other. Such deliberate
speculation, and the emphasis is on "deliberate," is a most useful tool in any
processor's marketing program.
The soybean crusher can establish his crushing margin before he buys his raw
material by "putting on a crush," as it is called, or postpone fixing his margin
until some later date after he has bought his beans. If he is speculatively
inclined, he can even crush twice as many beans as he buys!
A final advantage of these markets to a soybean processor, and a real one, is
the fact that he can act rather swiftly to reverse his field if he becomes
convinced that the tack he was following has become erroneous.
Now, I don't mean to imply that the soybean processor can do all these things
easily and with impunity, nor that the existence of futures markets relieves
him of the necessity of being a competent businessman. Natural competition
dictates that the obvious is hard to do and that only the competent can long
survive. What I am saying is that the soybean processor has a pretty good bag
of tools with which to ply his trade.
But, as you have seen, the cottonseed crusher has a quite different row to hoe.
He is forced to buy all his seed during the harvest at a fixed price. He must
market his hulls and linters, and by and large his meal, at the convenience of
the buyer. When he wants to sell, he frequently cannot, even when he is willing
and anxious to take lower prices. Fortunately, he can hedge his oil, but
because this market is a refined contract, he must, of necessity, be long "the
basis" or spread between crude and refined oil. He rarely can reverse his field
with anything approaching the speed with which he would like to do so.
Now believe me, gentlemen, I am not here expecting sympathy. We, in the
cottonseed crushing industry, enjoy solving our problems as well as anyone
does. But what I have been saying, though obvious, bears repeating once
more. What a difference it makes when you have the tools with which to
work—when you can devote all your abilities and talents to the tasks at hand
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with some assurance that you can get the job done, quickly, if necessary. On
the other hand, how difficult it is to be faced so often with the inability to act.
What a frustrating thing it would be to sit for months in a falling market and
be unable to sell even though, let us say, you were the only one who knew it
was going to fall.
The common denominator is, of course, futures markets. Wherever they are
possible, they are indeed a real help to processors. Where they are not possible
or simply don't exist, for whatever reason, they make the processor's job that
much harder.
In the case of cottonseed and its products, it is probable that a reasonably
good futures market can exist only for oil. Certainly hulls and lint are out of
the question. And I see little chance that a futures market could be worked out
for the seed itself. Only in the case of meal is there some hope, but here the
complications are many and I'm afraid that any really fair contract might be
so complicated that it would discourage risk investment....

This paper was originally presented in 1958 at the Eleventh Annual Symposium of the Chicago
Board of Trade.
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New Markets
and Their Uses
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A Professional's
View of
Hedging
Robert B. Parrott

The extremely erratic swings of commodity prices in recent years have been so
well publicized and their effects so far-reaching that most people can
comment intelligently on subjects ranging from Soviet grain purchases to the
current coffee shortage and the role of government in agribusiness. Most
people are equally aware of the great risks inherent in trading commodities,
but the concepts and methodology used by professional traders to minimize
potential losses are considerably less well understood.
Only in recent years have managers and financiers of inventories come to
appreciate the protection from price fluctuation that may be derived by
hedging. As agribusiness operations have grown in size, volume, and
sophistication, greater demands have been placed upon management to
stabilize the erratic profits resulting from an unhedged inventory. Although
hedging techniques are not new, the use of futures markets for this purpose
has been until recently confined to relatively few firms. Probably the most
important factors limiting their use are the capital requirement to support
futures operations; the lack of knowledge of how to use these markets to
hedge; and the lack of supportive techniques needed to administer this
somewhat specialized market operation.
This discussion of hedging focuses upon those techniques commonly used by
commercial firms to better manage financial risks incurred by ownership of
inventories in a high risk environment. The philosophy of hedging has been
stated as follows: "The whole purpose of hedging is to remove credit and price
risks or minimize them. Hedging is not used to make a profit, either
speculative or otherwise, but to insure one already existing or to limit a loss
already threatened." [Julius Bernard Baer and Olin Glen Saxon, Commodity
Exchanges and Futures Trading, Harper Bros. 1949, pp. 203-204.]
Robert B. Parrott, "The Practice of Business: A Professional's View of Hedging." Reprinted from
Business Horizons, June, 1977. Copyright, 1977, by the Foundation for the School of Business at
Indiana University. Reprinted by permission.
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Although this definition assumes a purist's approach to hedging, it does
highlight three major points:

By protecting inventories through hedging, risk in the transaction is reduced, thereby requiring a
smaller profit margin for handling. This eventually results in a lower price to the consumer than
might otherwise be possible.
Because risk is minimized in the process of hedging, a higher level of inventory financing may be
obtained from commercial bankers, thereby releasing capital for other purposes.
Hedging is used to facilitate cash or "real world" trading. Hedging per se should neither make nor
lose money, merely transfer risks.

Hedging can be defined as the process of establishing an opposite market
position in a product of equal amount and corresponding value. Hedging can
be accomplished by buying or selling either "cash" or "futures" in an amount
equal to, but opposite, one's existing commodity position. For every purchase
there is a corresponding sale; for every sale there is a corresponding purchase.
The net market position, because-of this balancing or offsetting exercise, is
zero. When the hedge in the futures market represents an offset against cash
product ownership, it is but a temporary substitute until the time the risk is
eliminated by the related purchase or sale of the cash product.
Futures Markets

Before one can engage in hedging, a vehicle must exist for accomplishing the
objectives. To satisfy this need, the concept of a futures market was conceived
and the markets developed. A futures market is generally considered to
represent an organized public auction where buyers and sellers meet to
transact their business by expressing their composite opinions in price for a
given quality product, at a determined time, in a specific place, under
established, well-defined, and carefully administered rules. Such a market
represents the classic economic functions of quality, time, and place utility.
For example, "Chicago December Corn" means No. 2 yellow corn (quality),
delivered in a publicly supervised warehouse located in Chicago (place), for
the period of the first three weeks of December (time).
Futures markets have experienced impressive growth in recent years. In 1971,
the trading volume of commodity futures in the United States was 14.6 million
contracts. In 1976, this volume soared to 36.9 million contracts, representing
an increase of approximately 15% from the previous year. This was the tenth
consecutive year of new records. In the Chicago Board of Trade (the oldest of
all organized commodity exchanges), the volume for the past year was 18.9
million contracts. The dollar value of business conducted on all of the
commodity exchanges in the United States in 1976 is estimated to be $820
billion; in contrast, the dollar value of all transactions on all of the U.S.
security markets for the same period was $201 billion.
The importance of our country's commodity markets was brought to the
public's attention in 1972 and 1973 by heavy grain export sales. The resulting
explosive movements in price were brought about by a combination of
circumstances, not the least of which was serious crop failures in several parts
of the world.
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These events formed the background for legislation approved in 1974 which
created a new autonomous government bureau designated the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission. It became the responsibility of this commission
to supervise and maintain the orderly conduct of our nation's commodity
markets and, of equal importance, to encourage the expansion and growth of
these markets by establishing an environment which would foster the
development of new contracts "where economic need exists."
It is important to differentiate between an existing or real risk and a created or
artificial risk. Hedging is the shifting of an existing or real risk. As an example,
when a farmer plants corn, he has established risk. The risk may take many
forms but one concerns the production of a certain number of bushels of corn
which in one form or another will be consumed or marketed. The risk
continues, in various degrees, from seeding through the growing period to
harvest when the corn is finally matured and fed or sold as a cash crop.
A created risk is best illustrated by gambling. A gambler creates an artificial
risk which is not the product or function of production. Classically, it serves
no economic purpose.
Futures markets are not new. The Chicago Board of Trade (essentially a
commodity market) was founded in 1848 and has been actively trading since
that time. Why did this market develop in Chicago? From the earliest days of
our country's agricultural history, the land reaching out in all directions from
Chicago has been some of our most dependable and productive agricultural
land. Farmers of this area soon discovered the need for a market for their
surplus grain. Chicago was the developing western financial mecca of the area
and the crossroads of transportation. The rail lines between the east and west
converged there; a canal system brought grain to Chicago; and the Great
Lakes provided a major avenue for access to the eastern domestic and world
export markets. All of the natural ingredients for a market were present. They
were recognized, and an organized marketing system began. This background
established the need for a futures market as a vehicle for the practice of
hedging.
Since then, other important commodity markets (not all with futures
markets) have developed in Kansas City, Duluth, Minneapolis, Indianapolis,
St. Louis, Peoria, Omaha, and Sioux City. Transportation availability with
related lower cost advantages to consuming destinations has been
instrumental in the development and growth of these locations.
Commodity
Hedging

Although this discussion of hedging will be confined to basic agricultural
commodities and the animal sector, it should be recognized that there are
futures markets in products other than basic agricultural commodities, for
example, copper, potatoes, sugar, coffee, cotton, gold, silver, stud lumber,
plywood, orange juice, and others. The possibility for new contracts is under
constant study (fuel oil and ocean freight rates represent interesting
possibilities). New contracts of great value and utility will, without question,
be developed. Although the economic background for contracts may be quite
different, the economic concept for all product futures is similar.

Shifting Risks

When a farmer buys land he has established a risk. When he adds to his initial
investment by seeding in the spring along with the addition of the other inputs
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of modern agriculture, including labor, fuel, fertilizer and herbicides, the risk
is increased. Weather is another risk, as is time. It will take 85 to 125 days for
the corn planted in late April and May to finally produce an ear of corn in late
September and October. Futures markets and hedging are the products of the
search for a method to shift these risks to someone else.
Agricultural prices are seasonal in character. They are extremely sensitive and
respond quickly to price and shifts in the supply/demand equation. In
contrast, copper is mined when the product is required and in direct response
to price. The risk in this instance is largely one of competitive production
costs, transportation efficiency, merchandising and marketing skill.
On the futures market, a farmer can sell some portion or all of his anticipated
crop for delivery next December (or some other deferred period). Assuming a
certain yield, he knows with considerable accuracy his cost of production. He
also knows the futures price he can get for his corn contract. Therefore, he has
the opportunity to minimize a major risk. In practice, it is unlikely that the
farmer will send his harvested corn to Chicago to fulfill his contract (sale) on
the futures market. Considering the cost of transportation to his local country
elevator compared to the cost of transporting the corn to Chicago, he is
usually able to receive a higher price by selling it to the local elevator and
buying back the futures contract that was sold at the time of planting.
How a Corn Producer Uses the Futures Market
Cash Grain Side

Futures Contracts Side

Cash Grain Production

Sale of Futures Contract

April 25, 1977 (planting time)

April 25, 1977

Planted 200 acres of corn

Sold 20,000 bu. of Chicago
December corn at $2.50

Estimated yield 200 acres X
100 bu. = 20,000 bu. of cash corn
Price Chicago December 1977 corn
futures is $2.50

(Sale)

Cash Grain Sale

Purchase of Futures Contract

November 25, 1977 (harvesttime)

November 25, 1977

Sold the 20,000 bu. of cash
corn produced to the XYZ
country elevator at Cross Roads,
Illinois at $1.50/bu.

When cash corn was sold,
Mr. Farmer bought back
his 20,000 bu. of December
corn futures at $ 1.50

Price Chicago December corn
futures now $1.50

(Loss) on cash

$1.00

(Profit) on futures
(A perfect hedge)
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In the accompanying example, the farmer almost completely eliminates price
risk. He in effect received at harvesttime the same price he would have been
paid if the corn had been available the day it was seeded. The only factor in the
pricing formula which was not established was the basis relationship of the
cash corn to the futures contract.
It is important to note that the basic price-determining factor, which is the
value of the December future, can be hedged. The cash basis cannot be
hedged. In theory and practice in a delivery market, the cash value of the corn
and the value of the December future will come together or converge and be of
equal value before the expiration of the December corn future. The
convergence of cash and futures values in a delivery month is a basic
fundamental in all futures markets.
Understanding
Basis

An understanding and familiarity with "basis" is extremely important to the
success of a hedging operation. Usually the basis is cheapest (lowest) relative
to the futures when supplies are most abundant. This usually coincides with
the harvest period. As harvest marketing pressure diminishes, the basis
gradually improves or appreciates relative to the future contract.
Transportation costs and interest rates are also important factors in
developing a basis relationship to the futures contract. Any person working
with commodities should become intimately familiar with the basis pattern of
various geographical areas. The basis will also be influenced by the many
factors making up the supply/demand equation. Interterritorial market
relationships are quite predictable, for grain, like water, will flow to the most
attractive market, and any disparities between markets are promptly
corrected and market values quickly resume historical relationships.
To avoid any possible misunderstanding, it should be clearly understood
that futures markets do not provide complete or total price protection against
cash inventories. Price relationship, or basis, is simply the difference between
the cash price at any geographical point and the futures market price. To
illustrate: if the December corn future is trading at $2.50 per bushel, cash No.
2 yellow corn (the basic delivery grade) may be trading on November 15 in
Chicago, preceding the December, at 3c under the December future value, or
$2.47.
In the soybean complex, we have "product futures"—futures in soybean oil
and soybean meal as well as in soybeans themselves. From a 60-pound bushel
of soybeans, a processor will produce approximately 48 pounds of meal and
11 pounds of oil. The missing pound is processing loss. Because of the
existence of product futures, the soybean processor is offered several hedging
alternatives at any given time. It may be interesting to examine several of these
possible marketing operations.

Market
Flexibility

The most common and orthodox hedging operation consists of the purchase
of cash beans which will eventually be processed with corresponding
offsetting sales of bean futures. When the eventual sale of the cash products
(soybean meal and oil) is consummated, the "short" soybean futures are
purchased (bought back) and the hedge is, in the language of the trade,
unwound.
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The converse of this elementary hedge is interesting to observe, for it
illustrates the market flexibility which a futures contract market offers. As an
example, in January 1977, we at Central Soya sold soybean meal and oil
products for delivery in October, November, and December 1977. The first
soybean for the 1977 crop will not be planted until May or June. In this
market operation, we are selling the cash products that will eventually be
produced from our cash bean purchases to be made next fall by buying the
new crop soybean futures.
During the 1977 soybean harvest, we hope to purchase cash beans and, as we
do so, we will simultaneously sell the new crop "long" futures which were the
temporary substitutes acquired in January 1977. This operation will have
"washed out" our "long" bean futures position, and our market position then
will be that of owning cash beans with offsetting sales of cash products that
were made eight months previously. The existence of the soybean futures, or
product futures, has permitted us to do business which might not otherwise
have been possible because of the high risk of price exposures accompanying
the sale of the products.
Without the protection offered by the futures market in such a transaction,
the only other means for protecting such a price risk would be to introduce an
inordinately large margin of profit to compensate for the unknown degree of
risk. It is possible that even the large margin would not adequately protect the
price exposure. Also, it would be a reasonable assumption that such a profit
margin would make the transaction at that particular time so unattractive to
the buyer that the incentive for the buyer to purchase would be destroyed.
"Putting on the
Crush"

Another interesting variation of the above example is a market exercise
termed "putting on the crush." In the soybean processing business, as in the
meat industry, a high level of plant operation is desirable because of its impact
on reducing unit costs. The industry therefore makes a concentrated effort to
capitalize on marketing opportunities to establish a program which will
achieve a high level of plant operation. Soybean processors have an
opportunity, by utilizing soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil futures, to
establish or lock in processing margins. This is accomplished by buying
soybean futures (1 contract = 5,000 bushels) and selling proper amounts of
soybean meal (1 contract = 100 tons) and soybean oil (1 contract = 60,000
pounds) futures as follows:
March soybeans: $7.10 per bu.
March soybean oil: $.22 per lb.
March soybean meal: $210.00 per ton
Yield from 60 lbs. bushels of soybeans equals:
11 lbs. of oil
48 lbs. of meal (48 lbs. = 2.4% of 1 ton)
Yield from 100,000 bushels of soybeans equals:
18.3 contracts of oil
24.0 contracts of meal
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With the above facts, the following margin is calculated:
11 lbs. of oil X$.22
48 lbs. of meal (.024 X $210)
Total product value
Less March soybeans
Gross margin

$2.42 per
5.04 per
$7.46 per
7.10 per
$ .36 per

bushel
bushel
bushel
bushel
bushel

By using the futures markets, a processor is able to eliminate the flat price risk
of three price-volatile commodities and concentrate on correctly anticipating
basis changes of each of the three commodities. A processor is able to
maximize margin opportunities by utilizing any mix of the six markets, both
cash and futures, of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil.
Total product demand as a percent of total crushing or processing capacity is
one factor affecting processing margins. By correctly anticipating periods of
relatively slow product demand, a processor can establish a board or futures
margin and guarantee processing time in the future. For example:
During the fall of 1976, a processor can make assumptions on the basis of all three commodities in
March, 1977.
(1) At Decatur. Illinois, he anticipates that the FOB value of oil is board level or equal to March
futures.
(2) At Decatur, the value of meal will average $2 per ton under March futures.
(3) He will be able to buy soybeans delivered to his plant at 5<t under March futures.

The processor buys beans and sells oil and meal until he is long 1 million
March soybean futures and short 183 March oil futures and short 240 March
meal futures. This can be accomplished in one or two days. The processor has
insured a 50,000 bushel-per-day plant of twenty days of capacity with the
margin shown in the following example:
March soybean oil
Basis

March soybean meal
Basis

March soybeans
Basis

$ 0.22 per lb.
0
$ 0.22 per lb. X 11

=

$2.42/bu.

$210.00 per ton
— 2.00 per ton
$208.00 per ton X 0.024

=

4.99/bu.

$ 7.10 per bu.
— .05 per bu.
$ 7.05 per bu.
Gross margin

=
=

7.05/bu.
$ .36/bu.

Having put on the crush, it then becomes a matter of liquidating futures
positions as cash commodities are traded.
At some time in the future, the processor will start to buy beans for arrival at
his plant in March. As cash beans are purchased, he will liquidate his long
March beans futures. He now is long cash beans versus short March soybean
meal and oil futures. The flat price of the cash beans purchased is of little
concern. As long as the processor is able to buy beans 5c below March futures
or less, the initial margin established is protected.
As soybeans are processed, the objective of the processor is to sell the products
for the same amount or better than his initial basis assumptions. As he sells
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cash soybean meal, he will buy back his short March soybean meal futures.
Oil sales are hedged the same way.
Many times, in actual practice, the processor will have an opportunity to
contract with a feed manufacturer for the sale of soybean meal months in
advance of production. The amount scheduled for shipment during March (in
our example) is hedged by buying back the short March soybean meal futures.
The crush hedge, prior to the purchase of cash beans, would then consist of
long March soybean futures versus short March soybean oil futures and short
a cash sale of meal. Again, the processor is little concerned with the price levels
received when selling his production. He is concerned with the price
relationship or basis to the futures markets.
"Reverse Crush"

To further illustrate the flexibility of a futures market and its economic
performance, the reverse can also happen. The industry on occasion puts on
what is termed "reverse crush." This operation is conducted when the
processor feels that the board conversion is abnormally narrow and not
justified by his appraisal and analysis of the existing market facts.
In this operation, the products are purchased and corresponding amounts of
beans are sold. If the processor has been correct in his evaluation of the
market facts, this abnormally narrow conversion will tend to disappear or
correct itself, and the product spread will resume a more economically sound
relationship of value consonant with market realities. This is a fine example of
the built-in, self-correcting, self-disciplining process of a free competitive
market. When an acceptable correction (restoration of margin) is achieved,
the processor will unwind the reverse crush by selling the long product futures
and by buying the short bean futures.
The previous example illustrates the quality and character of a futures market
as an instrument of price and spread correction. This is a good illustration of
the sensitivity and flexibility of a viable futures market. If margins are too
wide, the price-making forces quickly move to correct the abnormality; if they
become too narrow, counter forces are triggered to bring them back into a
more normal relationship.

Spreading
Operations

The grain industry, as well as the soybean processing industry, frequently uses
the futures market for an operation referred to as "spreading." There are
many forms and refinements of spreading—some are intricate and highly
sophisticated. Let us examine one of the more easily understandable
spreading operations.
At any given time, there is trading on the board futures for at least the coming
twelve months. For example, in January we have trading futures for March,
May, July, September, and December deliveries. The heavy corn harvest
usually takes place in October, November, and early December. As of
January 1977, the trading corn futures are for March, May, July, September,
and December. As the corn crop develops and matures, relationships between
these various futures reflect the developing total supply/demand complex.
Under circumstances of a reasonable balance between estimated production
and anticipated demand, the relationship between these delivery months will
reflect what is termed a carrying charge. Under surplus conditions, a carrying
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charge may be compared to warehousing or storage charges between one
delivery month and the next.
A number of factors influence carrying charge relationships, but they tend to
approximate a warehousing charge of 1 / 10c per bushel per day, or 3c per
bushel per month, plus the cost of financing the inventory. As an example,
with corn about $2.50 per bushel and interest on money at 6%% per annum,
monthly interest cost would equal about 1.3c per bushel. The carrying charges
would total 4.3c per bushel per month (3c + 1.3c). Therefore, under full
carrying charges, the difference between December corn (deliverable the first
day of December) and March corn (deliverable the first day of March) should
equal 4.3c x 3 months, or 12.9c per bushel, for the period.
Other factors—such as anticipated selling behavior by the producer; quality
of the corn; interest rates; the anticipated price of the cash product to the
futures and available supply of warehousing capacity—all are introduced into
the development of carrying charges between the various futures. If the buyer
of cash corn during the harvest marketing period feels the December future is
too high compared to the more deferred futures (sometimes referred to as
forward futures), his hedges will be placed in the December (the nearby). If his
evaluation is correct, the December will eventually lose or depreciate in price
compared to the March or other deferred futures.
When the corn merchant feels that the price relationships have reached a point
which more accurately represents the true economic and market facts of life,
he will spread by buying the short December futures which were his current
hedge, and selling the more deferred. His product is, of course, hedged at all
times, but the corn is now hedged in the March futures instead of the
December future. The merchant may repeat this operation during the year as
the various delivery months mature until he sells his cash corn, thereby
generating profits to cover his warehousing and financing costs. This is
described in the trade as "rolling the hedge."
Theoretically, in a period of heavy surplus or when the supply side of the price
equation is accentuated, the current contract price should, on the first day of
delivery, be the sum of the storage charge plus interest and insurance costs
below the price of the next contract month. In practice, this phenomenon is
the exception rather than the rule, for the owner of the inventory is usually
willing to buy back the nearby and sell the next delivery month to retain
ownership of his inventory. He will thereby keep control of his elevator
storage space rather than permit it to fall into the control of some third party
who could occupy the storage space indefinitely, possibly to the elevator
owner's disadvantage.
One might question a commentary on carrying charges in a discussion of
hedging. When one owns grain storage space, this proprietorship carries with
it a risk of utilization and level of profitability. By assuring warehousing
income through spreading operations of the various futures, the
warehouseman establishes profitability on a temporary basis until actual cash
grain has been purchased and physically deposited in the elevator. This
spreading operation is, therefore, hedging a risk, although the risk differs
considerably in character from the risk assumed by the farmer when he plants
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his land in the spring. This use provides another example of the versatile
economic benefits to be derived through the use of futures markets.
Broiler Hedging

Growers or producers of animals and poultry can utilize futures markets to
protect margins in the same manner as the soybean processors. Most costs of
producing eggs, broilers, or red meats are fairly constant and predictable with
two exceptions. The price of protein concentrates, consisting of a high percent
of soybean meal, and feed grains can be volatile.
Since 1973 an annual price variance of $50 per ton of soybean meal and 50c
per bushel of corn has not been unusual. A combined increase of $50 per ton
of soybean meal and 50c per bushel of corn increases the cost of production of
iced broilers approximately 4c per pound—a cost increase greater than the
average profit margin (%c to 1 %c per pound) in the broiler industry. Within
the broiler industry are firms capable of producing 2 million broilers per week.
A dressed broiler weighs approximately 2.5 pounds. An increase in costs of 4c
per pound in feed ingredient cost multiplied by 2 million broilers multiplied by
2.5 pounds per broiler is an increase in costs of $200,000 per week.
The price of ice-packed broilers is subject to extreme volatility for two basic
reasons: the commodity is perishable and the supply is determined
approximately nine months in advance. Ice-packed broilers must be
consumed within a few days of processing. If demand in a given week falls
short of that week's production, the processors must lower their price to a
point that stimulates sufficient additional demand. In a perishable
commodity, consumption must equal production within a very brief time
span. In addition, the level of production for any period is determined about
nine months earlier when pullets are placed on feed about six months prior to
becoming laying hens. The eggs are then placed in incubators for about three
weeks. The baby chicks will reach slaughter live weight of 3% to 4 pounds in
about seven weeks.
How a Broiler Producer Calculates Gross Margin
December soybean meal futures
Normal Georgia soybean meal basis
Cost of soybean meal

$200.00
+ 15.00
$215.00/1:on

December corn futures
Normal Georgia corn basis
Cost of corn

$

Soybean meal: $215.00/ton X conversion factor
Corn: $2.75/bu. X conversion factor
Costs other than broiler feed (labor,
antibiotics, vitamins)
Iced broiler freight cost to Chicago
Total cost
December iced broiler futures
Less production cost
Gross margin

2.70
+.05
$ 2.75/11U.
9.50c,-'lb. broiler
8.25c, lb. broiler
20.00c,-'lb. broiler
1.65c -'lb. broiler
39.40c,'lb. broiler/
41.00c,Mb.
-39.40c,Mb.
1.60c/lb.

The accompanying example illustrates how a Georgia broiler producer can
calculate forward or future margin opportunities based on December futures.
All production costs, including feed costs other than soybean meal and corn,
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are considered constant. Because of climate (temperature) changes, this
constant is somewhat seasonal. However, production costs can be predicted
with considerable accuracy.
To establish or lock in the margin, the producer buys equivalent amounts of
corn and soybean meal futures and sells iced-broiler futures. For every six
contracts of iced broilers (30,000 pounds each) sold, one contract of soybean
meal (100 tons) and one contract of corn (5,000 bushels each) must be
purchased.
The hedge is taken off in the same way a soybean crush hedge is liquidated. As
the producer buys cash corn, he sells his long corn futures. As he buys protein
concentrate, he likewise sells his long soybean meal futures. The producer, at
that point, owns all his feed requirements and is short the iced-broiler futures.
As he markets the broilers, he buys back his short iced-broiler futures if the
cash value or market is equal to or higher than the futures market. If the
futures market exceeds the cash market, the producer can liquidate his short
futures position by delivery. As mentioned earlier, most futures contracts are
liquidated by an offsetting trade prior to expiration. However, the ability to
physically deliver the product against a future short is important in ensuring
that the futures market properly relates to the cash market.
Benefits of
Hedging

Management's views on risk are extremely important in determining how and
to what extent futures are used. In the writer's opinion, long-range, sound
corporate objectives are best served when risk is minimized. This is
particularly true when risk can be minimized at low cost and without
significant economic penalty. A company heavily committed to basic
agricultural commodities would certainly be in this position; basic
commodity inventories are usually of a substantial amount and representative
of high dollar investment often subject to a high degree of price volatility.
The principal focus of management in an agribusiness operation should be
directed toward achieving a high level of proficiency in the acquisition of raw
inventory stocks or cash grain position; to achieve the lowest combination of
costs in transportation; to conduct the mechanical operation of plants at the
most efficient levels consistent with sound operating principles and standards;
to produce the highest quality product possible within the scope of all the
surrounding economic considerations; and, finally, to market these products
in the most intelligent, orderly, and economic manner possible.
Therefore, this author's philosophy on risk is quite simple. It is not necessary
to invest in high priced plants and physical inventory in order to speculate.
There are easier and less expensive ways. Furthermore, the stockholders of a
publicly held company presumably do not invest in a company with the idea
management is to speculate with their money. If these investors wanted to
speculate, they would, undoubtedly, prefer to make their own speculative
decisions. A hedger is, therefore, happy to delegate speculative risk to the
professional speculators as they fulfill their vital role of "making the markets"
by expressing their opinions of value in the marketplace.
By using the futures market to shift and minimize risk, management is
removed from the constant nerve-wracking distractions which are the
companions of a speculative market position, and can concentrate on
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management decisions directed to maximizing profits. With a risk hedged,
management is in a far better position to concentrate on those things over
which it does have more control, such as capturing a larger share of the
market, changing the path of future corporate growth or introducing new
products. Finally, management is freed from speculative positions which too
often become subject to emotions rather than subject to a constant process of
penetrating and pragmatic reevaluation of market realities.
Variations on
Full Hedging

This should not be interpreted to mean that a fully hedged position is the only
acceptable or successful method for operating a commodity-oriented
company. Numerous highly successful companies operate on less than a
totally hedged basis. Obviously, during periods of price appreciation,
corporate profit performance is considerably better for a company that is not
hedged than for a company that is.
Another interesting problem not usually anticipated can develop under such
circumstances. If a competitor is not hedged and is successfully participating
in a speculative position with positive results, the comparative profit record
of a hedged company may appear unattractive to the outside investor. The
response to such a comparison is that average profits on a hedged basis, when
measured in five-year terms, will prove to be equal to or better than profits on
an unhedged basis; they will surely be more consistent. Logic, therefore, seems
to indicate that the hedged company would be more attractive to the public
investor who is seeking long-term appreciation and sound growth investment.
Variations from a fully hedged position always exist and may, for good
reasons, appeal to some managements. Briefly, these variations include the
following:
Hedge only a portion of one's inventory or risk exposure, leaving the unhedged portion open to
speculative price moves.
Hedge on a situation basis, that is, hedge only when anticipated price movements are expected to
have a negative impact on the inventory position. This obviously must be ranked as a high risk
approach. It makes a fundamental assumption that one possesses the ability to foretell market
developments. If this were true, no risk would exist in the first place.
Hedge only what are considered to be the highest risk segments (areas of most violent price
volatility) of the operation where the greatest market exposure is anticipated, leaving open or
unhedged what are considered the lower risk areas. The only difference between this and the
situation basis is the introduction of a ranking factor to the degree of risk.

A substantial and dependable line of bank credit is imperative to conducting a
sizable commodity-oriented business. A rigidly enforced policy of being fully
hedged is meaningful to bankers as they evaluate risks attendant to loans.
Bankers' confidence in a policy providing for the use of futures markets to
minimize risk can be extremely important to securing adequate credit
resources.
In the writer's opinion, futures markets will continue to grow in volume and
in number of new contracts. The economic concept is sound, efficient, and
satisfies an economic need. This opinion is based upon the belief that free
markets will, in the long run, clearly demonstrate that they are the most
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effective means of encouraging production (when required) and rationing
supplies (in periods of shortage). The interests of both producers and
consumers are therefore best served by the perpetuation of viable competitive
markets.
Furthermore, we have moved into a period of permanently higher price levels
directly related to increased fixed asset and higher resource input costs.
Finally, it appears certain that the expanding food requirements of the world
will be accompanied by expansion in world trade of grain. This will require
increased use of futures markets for hedging purposes.
To obtain the required adjustments referred to previously, prices must be
permitted to move—sometimes dramatically. At times these price
adjustments will be painful to some sector of the economy. However, the
problem will be most promptly corrected. Under such circumstances in a free
market, risk will always be present to a greater or lesser degree depending on
the situation. Properly executed and employed hedging, one of the most
valuable tools available to business, can significantly reduce or minimize such
risks.
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Innovation by
an Exchange:
A Case Study
of the Development
of the Plywood
Futures Contract*
Richard L. Sandor
By the beginning of the 1960's, futures trading had suffered its third year of
declining volume with activity dropping to 3,811,462 contracts. From 1960 to
1970, volume increased from 3,878,151 to 13,622,607 contracts; the dollar
value of commodities traded on U.S. commodities exchanges which was $29.3
billion in fiscal 1960 reached $135.6 billion in fiscal 1970. In 1960, trading was
generally limited to primary agricultural commodities. Soybeans and their
products accounted for nearly 40 percent of the trading on all commodities
exchanges. Of the total growth of contracts of 357 percent from 1960 to 1970,
approximately 119 percent is attributable to new commodities. The success of
the cattle, frozen pork belly, and plywood contracts indicated that the feasible
set of tradable commodities on organized exchanges could be expanded to
include live animals semi- and fully processed commodities. The numerous
new commodities traded provided alternative markets for producers, helped
to disseminate price and industrial data and to facilitate the efficient
redistribution of risk through the mechanism of hedging. In spite of the
importance of new contracts in the recent growth of commodity trading and
the fact that almost all major commodity exchanges have developed new and
successful contracts, there have been no studies on the research and
development activity which is undertaken prior to the initiation of trading.
This paper will provide a description and an understanding of this activity by
presenting a case study of the development of the plywood contract on the
Chicago Board of Trade. The main purpose here is to indicate the nature of
* I would like to thank the Dean Witter Foundation and the Campus Committee for Research,
University of California, Berkeley, as well as the Institute of Business and Economic Research for
their generous support. The Chicago Board of Trade and Warren Lebeck provided valuable
cooperation. I would also like to thank David Hamel, Howard Sosin, and Marilyn Grace for their
help.

Reprinted with permission from The Journal of Law and Economics, Vol. 16(April 1973),
published by the University of Chicago Law School. Copyright 1973 by the University of Chicago.
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the research and development activity in an exchange and provide insight into
its relationship to other departments and members of the exchange.
This study is of interest for numerous reasons. Although other contracts
approached its success, during the entire decade of the 1960's, no single
commodity had been as actively traded as the plywood contract was in its first
twelve months. (The lumber contract, which was introduced at approximately
the same time, matched its success initially but not thereafter.) The contract,
which started on December 1, 1969, was developed by the Chicago Board of
Trade, the world's largest futures exchange. The Chicago Board of Trade was
subject to active competition by the New York Mercantile Exchange which
initiated trading in a plywood contract earlier but without success.
The plywood contract is an example of a nonregulated commodity on an
exchange which also trades regulated commodities: it therefore permits an
analysis of exchange behavior under two different constraints—selfregulation and government regulation. The design of any new futures contract
is of interest because of the nature of the product and the innovating
organization. The process is also of interest because it describes the
development of a contract by an impartial party which, after several
modifications, converges to an agreement acceptable to such diverse groups
as industrial producers, warehouses, and users as well as speculators.
Innovation in an organization functioning as a membership association is also
of interest because it may be applicable to similar types of organizations.
This paper is divided into five sections. Section I gives a recent history of the
introduction of new futures contracts. Section II presents background
material and Section III discusses the prerequisites for a successful futures
contract. Section IV contains a description of the contract design; specifically,
the focus is on initial design and convergence to final form, analyzing the use
of new information in redrafting the contract, and the role of different
individuals in contract design. The last section contains a summary and
conclusions.
I. A Recent
History of the
Introduction of
New Futures
Contracts

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief description of new contract
innovations by commodity exchanges since 1960. This will supply the reader
with a background on the success and failure of innovations as well as its role
in the growth of some selected exchanges. Table 1 contains information
relating to the new contracts introduced by all of the various exchanges since
1960. In order to provide a comparison with established markets, the volumes
of some selected commodities traded on the two exchanges which are of
particular interest are presented in Table 2.
Between 1960 and 1970,56 new contracts have been introduced by the various
exchanges. If a successful contract is defined as one with an annual volume of
1,000 or more contracts then eighteen would be termed successful. It is
important to emphasize that 1,000 contracts is an arbitrary number and a
volume which is exceedingly low. It has been used because an exchange would
probably not delist a commodity with that volume.
An examination of Table 1 indicates that different exchanges have shown
different levels of activity in the introduction of new contracts. It is clear from
a comparison of Table 1 and Table 2 that a new contract may have a trading
volume anywhere within the range of those that have been in existence.
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Another fact worth noting is that different exchanges have varied in their
dependence on new contracts for growth. This is illustrated in Table 3.
It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the comparative role of
innovation among the various exchanges. Further research in this area might
prove interesting and furnish insight into the question of the value of a single
central market.
II. Background
and Review of
the Literature

Futures trading in the United States began as a result of changing patterns of
production and distribution in industry. Time contracts on goods were
instigated to avoid risks associated with inventory accumulation and price
changes. To facilitate trading a formal association, now known as the futures
exchange, was developed.'
A position in the futures market is termed long or short. The former
constitutes an agreement to purchase a particular grade and quantity of a
commodity for a specified price at some point in the future. The latter involves
an agreement to sell or deliver a commodity with similar specifications.
Contract price is determined in an open auction; an open position can be
liquidated by making or taking delivery, or by initiating a position equal and
opposite to the original one. Gain or loss is associated with price changes as
well as transactions costs which include commissions and the opportunity
costs associated with depositing a performance bond or margin.
Industrial consumers and producers participate in the market as "hedgers" in
order to minimize price risk, and individuals who are willing to assume risk
for the opportunity to make a profit participate as "speculators." Hedging can
be defined as the initiation of a position in the futures market which is
intended as a temporary substitute for the sale or purchase of the actual
commodity. Typical hedges include the sale of futures to protect inventory
and the purchase of futures to fix prices of commodities which will be used at a
later date. Hedging may facilitate the transference of risk by initiating a
position in the futures market opposite to that associated with the actual or
cash commodity. Parallel or predictable movements in the cash and futures
markets are necessary for effective hedging so that the gain or loss in the
futures market is offset by the loss or gain in the cash market. It should be
emphasized that futures markets are not primary markets.
The commodity exchange provides the physical environment where the
transactions can be consummated as well as insuring that the quality of the
commodity, if delivery occurs, is consistent with the contract specifications.
Delivery can occur with the use of two distinct instruments: (1) the warehouse
receipt, and (2) the shipping certificate. The latter is simply a promissory note
that a processor or shipper will ship a certain commodity within a designated
period of time. The exchange outlines the conditions which must be satisfied
and only exchange approved warehouses and shippers can issue instruments
which can be used for delivery. It also insures the financial integrity of the
market participants. The approval of warehouses and shippers is
accomplished through inspection procedures outlined by the exchange and
the financial integrity is accomplished by the existence of the clearinghouse.
Trading can only be done by members of the exchange and only those
1

Harold S. Irwin, Evolution of Futures Trading (1954).
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Table 1. New Futures Contracts Introduced, 1960-1970 '

Chicago Board of
Trade

Chicago Open
Board of Trade
Kansas City Board
of Trade
Chicago Mercantile
Exchange

commodity
cottonseed oil
steer carcass beef
live choice steers
iced broilers
silver
plywood
silver
soybeans
feeder cattle, live
chickens, broilers
turkeys
turkeys, hens
turkeys, torn
frozen shrimp
frozen shrimp #1
frozen shrimp #2
pork bellies
butter
fresh eggs
Idaho potatoes
live hogs
live cattle midwest
live cattle western
beef dressed
hams, frozen, skinned
lumber
frozen beef
millfeeds

St. Louis Merchants
Exchange
New York Mercantile aluminium
palladium
Exchange
rice "L"
rice "M"
apples
plywood
Idaho russets
nickel
shell eggs
New York Cotton
orange juice,
frozen concentrate
and Wool

year of
innovation
1963
1965
1966
1968
1969
1969
1968
1963
1966
1962
1962
1964
1964
1963
1964
1964
1961
1966
1966
1968
1966
1964
1965
1965
1964
1969
1970
1962

volume in
first year
or portion
volume in
thereof second year
54
480
1,557
574
4,187
32,941
2,257
93,554
23,850
191,006
394
47,426
476
8,662
12
472
329
16,376
3,236
298
318
1,118
1,336
435
5,676
155
24,242

8,061
1,577
324
689
306
744
1,584
323

0
178

volume
in 1970
0
0
4,577
95,280
191,006
47,426
4,267
0
0

3,341
99
418
92
34
562
123
25,942
88,520
9,371
59,296
2,395
0
138
85,513

0
2,158,518
0
678,627
78,030

115,108
578,525
0
216
85,513
1,584

2
757
0
0
124
792
119
382
26

1965
1968
1964
1964
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970

140
42,638
23
10
331
5,299
535
382
26

18
10,870
0
0
124
792
119

1966

1,283

22,860

73,347

1960
1964
1967
1966
1970

270
40
1,195
2,155
1,340

34
0
680
128

5
0
406
0
1,340

-

Association
New York Produce
Exchange
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pepper
cottonseed meal
fish meal
soybeans
foreign currency
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(cont.)
New York Cocoa
Exchange

Commodity
Exchange, Inc.
West Coast
Exchange

year of
innovation
commodity
coffee "W"("R"'60-'62)
1960
sugar #9
1961
coffee "C"
1964
coffee "U"
1968
molasses
1969
sugar#11
1970
silver
1963
mercury
1967
propane
1967
1970
copper
silver
1970
1970
1970
sugar

volume in
first year
or portion
volume in
thereof second year
478
764
1,069
2,506
199
34
73
68
392
53
75,944
3,944
10,397
3,946
2,459
1,091
3,369
423
6,379
2,510
820

volume
in 1970

102
53
75,944
693,697
466
674
423
6,379
2,510
820

"The volume figures are in number of contracts which make them appear homogeneous.
However, they vary from corn with 5,000 bushels and a dollar value generally under $8,000 to
silver with 10,000 ounces (Commodity Exchange, Inc.) and a dollar value generally above
$15,000.
It is important to indicate that new contracts traded on an exchange include variations of
commodities traded on other exchanges. New contracts fitting into this category are silver on the
Chicago Board of Trade, The Chicago Open Board of Trade, and West Coast Commodity
Exchange. The latter was formed in 1969 and also introduced new contracts in cocoa, sugar, and
copper which were traded on other exchanges.
For purposes of this paper a new contract is one in which the volume of trading was zero at the
beginning of the decade and became positive sometime during the period.

Table 2. Trading in Selected Commodities on the Chicago Board of Trade and the New York
Mercantile Exchange

commodity
Oats
Wheat
Soybeans
Platinum
Potatoes

Table 3.

Division of Growth Rates from 1960 to 1970 Four Largest Exchanges

exchange
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Mercantile
Commodity Exchange, Inc.
New York Mercantile
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exchange
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Board of Trade
Chicago Board of Trade
New York Mercantile
New York Mercantile

Volume
in 1970
(number of
contracts)
91,816
559,514
2,140,044
98,867
316,691

total
3.257
8.296
6.189
2.585

old
new
commodities commodities
3.124
.139
.992
8.296
1.260
4.929
2.614
.014

inactive
-.005
-.992
-.001
-.043
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designated as clearing members can assume the financial responsibilities
associated with initiating a position in the market. The clearinghouse or
corporation (when it is a separate firm) mediates between buyers and sellers.
When a buyer meets a seller, the trade is consummated by the clearinghouse
serving on the opposite side of the contract for both parties. The clearinghouse
interposes itself as buyer from the seller and seller to the buyer.
The management of exchange operations is executed jointly by a professional
staff and committees of members. Most exchanges are operated as if they were
nonprofit membership associations. Membership in the exchange implies
privileges in addition to equity. These include acting as futures commission
merchants, clearing members, floor brokers, etc., as well as trading from the
floor or away from the exchange at differential commissions. It should be
noted that floor traders and floor brokers often speculate in one or more
commodities and may behave as if they were market makers or specialists.
Officially, they are not charged with any function.
III. Prerequisites
for a Successful
Futures
Contract

As indicated earlier, new futures contracts have made a significant
contribution in the growth of commodity trading. There are numerous
commodities currently being traded for which there were no futures market
ten years ago. Defining the feasible set of commodities capable of having
active futures markets and efficient contract design has often proven difficult.
This is evidenced by failures of contracts in turkeys, frozen shrimp, and
apples, as well as other commodities.
There have been numerous speculations concerning the prerequisites for a
successful commodity contract; however, there is no definitive evidence that a
particular set of prerequisites is either necessary or sufficient for success. This
section will be devoted to a discussion of prerequisites which may be necessary
for the success of a futures contract.
There are a number of conditions which appear frequently in the literature
and seem to be satisfied by commodities currently being traded successfully.
These include price variability of the commodity, a market where price is
competitively determined, homogeneity (or the close movement of prices of
different grades of the commodity), a pattern of forward contracting which
breaks down, and the existence of a viable cash market ( a market for
immediate delivery) in order to facilitate the delivery procedure. If these
specifications are met, then an additional requirement of proper contract
specification must be added. Support for all these prerequisites can be found
in papers written by Bakken,2 Baer and Saxon,3 Schneidau,4 Houthakker,
Henry H. Bakken, Futures Trading—Origin, Development and Economic Status, in Futures
Trading Seminar: A Commodity Marketing Forum for College Teachers of Economics (1966);
The Factors Favoring a Futures Contract for Live Hogs Outweigh Those Against It, in Futures
Trading in Livestock, Origins and Concepts 109 (Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 1970).
Olin Glenn Baer & Julius B. Saxon, Commodity Exchanges and Futures Trading: Principles
and Operating Methods (1949).
Robert E. Schneidau, Some Hypotheses on the Success or Failure of Futures Contracts, in
Futures Trading in Livestock, supra note 2, at 139.
H.S. Houthakker, The Scope and Limits of Futures Trading, in Moses Abramovitz et al.. The
Allocation of Economic Resources 134(1959).
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and Gray. In addition, Gray and Working7 have presented a limited amount
of evidence that success depends on the ability to attract and keep "hedgers" in
the market, indicating that speculators will follow them. In a subsequent
study, Powers8 described changes in the pork belly contract, inferring that this
made the contract more appealing to hedgers. He concluded that because
these contract changes were responsible for the attraction of hedgers, they
subsequently drew speculators into the market, too. These results seem to
support Gray and Working and represent a description of post-development
work after the introduction of the contract.
IV. The
Development of
the Plywood
Futures
Contract

According to several members of the Chicago Board of Trade, the concept of
a futures market in plywood was discussed as early as the late 1950's. An
officer of the exchange recalls interest as early as 1957. Although a paper in
1960 by E.A. Beveridge, who was a commodity economist at Merrill Lynch,
advocated a lumber futures market, interest and activity in a plywood futures
contract appears to have been limited to investigations by the New Products
Committee in 1961, 1962, and 1963. In 1967, plywood cash prices rose from
under $70 at the beginning of the year to about $95 during the summer
months, retreating to a little over $70 toward the end of the year. By the
middle of 1968, price had rebounded to approximately $100. The stage had
been set. The Chicago Board of Trade hired a person at that time who had a
knowledge of economic research for what was to become the planning
department. He was assigned to work under an assistant to the president. He
was a forestry graduate and was to conduct a feasibility study on a lumber or
plywood futures contract. Thus research began, and on January 1969 a paper
entitled Plywood and Lumber Futures, summary and conclusion of a Chicago
Board of Trade Staff Study, was presented to the Executive Vice President.
The study was quite extensive: it described the lumber and plywood industry
and hypothesized a futures contract for both. Using figures on concentration
of producers, size of wholesalers, and institutional relationships in the
industry, it concluded that the industry was competitive. The study analyzed
both supply and demand; further, it inferred from descriptive and
institutional material that, as a result of short-term inelasticities of supply and
a shifting inelastic demand, price would be volatile. This was supported by
referring to the fluctuations occurring during 1967 and 1968. The report
investigated the possiblity that prices of lumber and plywood moved in
tandem (as suggested in the analysis of supply and demand) but this was
proven to be invalid. The description of the industry in the report implied that
an active cash market existed, although the authors did not seem to be looking
for this factor specifically. The study indicated that lumber and plywood were
homogeneous enough and that correlations in price movements between
certain grades were sufficient to ensure a sizable market. Although the study
discusses a one-month order file (orders which they had on hand to be shipped

6

Roger W. Gray, Why Does Futures Trading Succeed or Fail? An Analysis of Selected
Commodities, in 3 Futures Trading Seminar, supra note 2, at 115; The Prospects for Trading in
Live Hogs Futures, in Futures Trading in Livestock, supra note 2, at 125.
7

Roger W. Gray, Price Effects of a Lack of Speculation, and Holbrook Working, Tests of a
Theory Concerning Floor Trading on Commodity Exchanges, 7 Food Research Institute
Studies, supp. at 177 & 5 (Stanford Univ., Food Research Institute, 1967).
8

Mark J. Powers, Effects of Contract Provisions on the Success of a Futures Contract, 49 J.
Farm Econ. 833(1967).
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out during the coming month), there is no evidence that the research was
devoted to determining if a pattern of forward contracting had existed but
which broke down.
The report then specified the outlines of a futures contract in both plywood
and lumber. The contract recommendations for plywood were:
1.1 Grade—Standard exterior sheathing (C/ D, X) 5 ply, % inch. There was
a high correlation between the thickness and ply and it was recommended
that premiums and discounts be established for different grades. A sanded
contract was a possibility.
1.2 Delivery Points—If there were to be wholesale delivery arrangements,
then Chicago would be the delivery point. If mill delivery arrangements
were made, then Oregon would be the delivery point.
1.3 Pricing—Analogous to delivery points with the alternatives of Chicago
wholesale prices or Oregon F.O.B. mill prices.
1.4 Delivery Mode and Unit—A boxcar of plywood containing 30 to 36
banded units with each unit containing 60 panels. This implies 1,800 to
2,160 panels.
1.5 Delivery Instrument—If there was a mill delivery, it would be shipping
certificates. It would then be necessary to construct the lead time between
loading order and shipment. The alternative to shipping certificates would
be warehouse receipts.
1.6 Billing and Freight Rates—If there is delivery from the "coastal" area to
areas served by the Western Trunk Line (WTL), then freight differentials
must be established. There are three different destination points which are
determined by the Illinois-Indiana line, the Mississippi River and the
Missouri River forming dividing lines.
The Plywood and Lumber Futures Report was delivered to the Executive
Vice President with no time schedule worked out for subsequent stages of
development. During the weekend of March 29, 1969, which was extended
because of the death of former President Eisenhower, he decided to take the
study home and drafted a plywood contract. The report seemed to emphasize
the development of the plywood contract and the executive decision to
eliminate lumber was based on this factor, the fact that the contract was easier
to write, and the Executive Vice President's own expertise in that area. A draft
contract was prepared on the basis of the feasibility study so that industry
officials could comment on a specific form. A fact-finding trip was
undertaken on April 10 to the Pacific Northwest to ascertain the industry's
receptiveness to a plywood futures contract and to obtain information for
subsequent stages of contract design. The initial reception by the producers
was promising. It was a difficult educational task, the industry had no
experience with futures.
An extremely important piece of information was developed which was to
significantly affect the contract development. It was learned that plywood was
sold in the cash market with freight being charged according to "industry
average weights." Since the actual weights are less than the "industry average
weights," the "shipper" receives an apparent windfall. The contract would
then need a weights provision to provide the shipper with an incentive to use
the futures market. Information was obtained from the sellers on the lead time
required between a loading order and shipment. It as also learned there were
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different grading agencies and that a choice might have to be made among
them. The buyers, in a meeting on April 23, stated that they wanted shipment
on a delivered basis with freight adjustments. The information obtained from
these industrial sources was used to develop the April 29 draft.
2.1 Grade—same as 1.1.
2.2 Delivery Point—Coastal Area mills with inland empire mills adjusted
for freight rates to WTL territories.
2.3 Pricing—Delivered to Chicago with freight included and on an
industry average weights basis.
2.4 Delivery Mode and Unit—Fifty-foot boxcars with 36 banded units of
60 panels each.
2.5 Delivery Instrument—Shipping certificate—Limited Issue, agree to
ship certain amount of production against loading orders and must
schedule if loading orders are in excess of amount which can be shipped
on any one day. Mills want three week lead time—buyers, 10 days.
2.6 Billing and Freight Rates—Shipper to make a freight adjustment to
declared destinations in WTL territories plus or minus that to Chicago.
Additional meetings with industry personnel were held during the next six
weeks. The Executive Vice President and the New Products Committee
worked jointly on the development of the contract. In this particular case, the
Executive Vice President needed a sounding board for the contract
provisions. It is traditional in commodity exchanges—which are organized as
membership associations—that committees are vested with operational
duties and that the professional staff operates under their guidance. Although
this is theoretically the case, the facts indicate that in this case the guiding
force was the professional staff.
The May 19 draft of the contract now contained new provisions regarding the
six points under consideration. There was further modification of other
provisions regarding premiums for shipping certificates, etc. Two additional
conferences in the Pacific Northwest were held on June 12 and June 20. The
report again stipulated that the use of delivered price would draw attention to
the existence of underweights and that the contract should use F.O.B. mill
prices—not to do so might discourage the long speculator. These two factors
resulted in changing the key provision. These findings were reported by the
Executive Vice-President. The public announcement that the New York
Mercantile Exchange was to start trading in plywood futures indicated that
timing was crucial: a memorandum was sent to the President with a proposed
timetable of additional steps in the development process. On June 26, the New
Products Committee received a report on F.O.B. mill pricing and a standard
grade. On July 7, one day prior to a board meeting in which the New Products
Committee was to present the plywood futures contract for approval, it
received a memorandum from the Executive Vice President. This
memorandum indicated that one deliverable grade was acceptable because it
constituted 20 to 25 per cent of all sheathing, that most other grades are not
interchangeable and that there is little price correlation between grades, the
critical factor being that since plywood is manufactured the mill could easily
convert its raw materials to standard grade.

' Each day a shipping certificate is outstanding, a premium must be paid to the mill.
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On July 8, 1969, the New Products Committee reported its work on the
plywood contract. They foresaw three major problems in subsequent
development. These included the lack of understanding of futures by the
industry, that the many different types of grade traded in the market made it
possible to have one deliverable grade, and, finally, that competition was
imminent from one exchange definitely with the possibility of another. The
committee indicated, however, that it thought these problems could be
overcome and proposed a new contract. The salient features were:
3.1 Grade—Group 1, Standard 32/16,48x49, 5 ply, %" thick, Exterior
glue. Plywood shall meet U.S. Products Standards, PS1-66 as
certified by the American Plywood Association.
3.2 Delivery Points—Shipments from mills in Washington Area taking
Coastal Area of origin freight rates.
3.3 Pricing— F.O.B. mill.
3.4 Delivery Mode and Unit—Boxcar with nine foot or wider door loaded
with 36 banded units of 60 pieces each. Boxcar provided by seller.
3.5 Delivery Instrument—Shipping Certificate—lead time of 10 days and
in no event more than 20 days—same provisions.
3.6 Billing and Freight Rates—Shipping via rail with shipper prepaying
freight to owner's destination in WTL, charging lowest rate
applicable based on established industry weights.
The Board of Directors of the Chicago Board of Trade recommended that the
regulations for the plywood contract be accepted and set July 31 as the date
for membership vote. This is the traditional procedure. The Executive Vice
President visited the Forest Service and Commodity Exchange Authority on
an informal basis to describe the plywood futures contract during mid-July.
On July 29, the membership of the Chicago Board of Trade accepted the
regulations for the new plywood contract by a vote of 514 to 25. On August 11,
the Executive Vice President submitted minor variations in the contract for
clarification. The New Products Committee concurrently recommended to
the Board that the changes be adopted. As a result of additional contact with
the industry, a memorandum was sent to the Board of Directors which
broadened the delivery area to include inland areas because they sell on the
basis of the Portland, Oregon, freight rate, permitted shipment against a
shipping certificate from any plant which might be a regular shipper, and
included a revision of the WTL territories. The first and third
recommendations were accepted and subsequently included in the contract
prior to introduction of trading on December 1, 1969.
After the initiation of trading, the exchange continued its practice of forming
a committee of its members to supervise trading in plywood and make
recommendations for contract changes. An advisory committee from the
plywood industry was also formed to work with the exchange. Continuity in
the development stage was assured by appointing a member of the New
Products Committee as chairman of the Plywood Committee.
On March 25, 1971, the chairman of the newly developed ply wood committee
recommended that a regular shipper could load a boxcar of plywood at any
shipping plant owned or operated by the shipper. On April 30, the committee
suggested that the position limit (the number of open contracts an individual
speculator can have) be increased from 100 contracts to 300. On July 7,1970,
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as a result of changing industrial standards, the committee advised that both 4
and 5 ply be included in the contract as deliverable grades. The adoption of
these regulations helped expand the commercial use of the market.
The latest change, allowing delivery by warehouses and unrestricted mill
delivery, came with trading in the March 1972 contract. The need for this
arose from the fact that supply was limited and cash and futures prices were
not converging. When the cash and futures prices do not converge, then the
option to liquidate a position by delivery may lose its value. Consequently,
this may result in an ineffective hedge.
The plywood contract had a volume of 394 contracts in 1969 and 47,426 in
1970; there were more than 1,000 contracts settled by delivery in 1970. The
number of certified shippers rose from six declared regular (or approved by
the Exchange) on July 1, 1970 (three of which are among the top ten firms in
the industry), to 11 regular from July, 1971 to July, 1972. It seems safe to
conclude, then, that the plywood futures contract on the Chicago Board of
Trade has been a successful innovation. Trading volume in the third quarter
of 1972 averaged 1,281 per day.
At this point, it is appropriate to review some of the developmental features of
the plywood futures contract and to elaborate on some characteristics of the
research and development activity. The inventive process, from its inception
to the initiation of trading, was approximately 17 months. There seems to be
no definitive rule for originating ideas for new contracts although the
membership is an important resource. The Chicago Board of Trade is the
largest exchange with the ability to undertake the necessary research and the
good fortune, in the case of the plywood futures contract, to have had an
individual who had particular talents. This may suggest that the direction of
inventive activity is based somewhat on the distribution of skills in the
professional staff and the members of the exchange as well as among the
different exchanges.
The research phase determined that a futures market in plywood was feasible
on the basis of several factors. One aspect worth noting in regard to this phase
is that there was no attempt to examine if a pattern of forward contracting
that broke down existed. The Executive Vice President indicated that
although there was a latent demand for forward contracting in the plywood
industry, it rarely or never emerged. This has important implications since it
has been noted by various persons that this may be a necessary prerequisite
for establishing a successful futures contract. The research phase also
developed a preliminary sketch of a lumber and plywood contract with
incomplete specifications of grade, pricing basis, delivery points, delivery
mode and unit and billing and freight rates. An executive decision was made
immediately and the plywood futures contract was developed. Interactions by
the Executive Vice President and the New Products Committee, after
consulting with industrial producers and users, resulted in the evolution of the
contract to a form which was approved by the Board of Directors and the
exchange membership. Decisions regarding the essentials of the delivery
instrument and the delivery mode and units were consistent with the original
recommendations with only the details to be worked out. Delivery points were
10

For example, Roger W. Gray, supra note 6.
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also easy to arrange; they went through several modifications as the contract
was developed but eventually converged to the final specification. The grade,
billing and pricing bases were the most difficult provisions to specify.
However, a standard grade was eventually arrived at with no premiums or
discounts. The pricing basis was probably the most difficult to establish; it was
changed completely during the development of the contract. Price had to
conform to current practices in the industry without violating their view of
how the cash market operated. In addition, a misspecification would result in
an inequitable contract and possibly in its immediate demise.
The research and development of an exchange involves the interaction
between professional staff and the membership to develop a contract. The
professional administrator is essential for developing the technical details of
the contract so that it is consistent with the needs of the industry. The
membership serves as a sounding board for the staff; it may perhaps spot
weaknesses which professional traders might be able to take advantage of and
possibly cause the demise of the contract.
The introduction of a new commodity on an exchange does not bring this
process to an end. Commodity contracts are agreements which take into
account the current industrial environment; thus as the environment changes,
the contract should change. An appropriate strategy seems to be to design a
feasible contract in order to generate a moderate amount of trading.
Subsequent changes in provisions will broaden its appeal to hedgers and
subsequently to speculators.
The emergence of a successful plywood contract on the Chicago Board of
Trade is probably related to characteristics of the inventive activity as well as
the structure of the exchange. Another smaller exchange, the New York
Mercantile Exchange, introduced a plywood contract several months earlier.
Although volume in that contract exceeded 5,000 contracts in the first four
months, there have been no trades since January 31,1972. Among the reasons
for the success of the Chicago Board of Trade contract was that it was
designed to appeal to hedgers and thereby facilitate their entry into the
market. If Gray and Working1 are correct, this is what led to speculators
entering the market. An interesting example of the difference in contracts on
the two exchanges was that the New York Mercantile Exchange's contract
made no recognition of the practice of using "industry average weights";
therefore, it was unappealing to hedgers and inconsistent with their
traditional way of transacting business. Another important difference is that
the delivery instrument at the Chicago Board of Trade is a shipping certificate,
while that of the New York Mercantile Exchange is an on-track delivery. The
latter may be inconvenient for the long speculator who takes delivery and
wants to dispose of the commodity in the cash market. An article in the
principal newspaper for commodity trading on the inception of trading at the
Chicago Board of Trade stated:
Deliveries will be made by a shipping certificate issued by plywood mills
approved as 'regular for delivery'. And this delivery system may prove to be
a key to future success in the Chicago contract.

'' Roger W. Gray & Holbrook Working, supra note 7.
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The New York plywood contract calls for f.o.b. on track delivery. Thus, a
"long" who receives notice from the New York Mercantile Exchange will
own a loaded boxcar on a rail siding at a West Coast shipping point.
However, a person who receives notice on a Chicago Board of Trade
contract will merely be presented with a shipping certificate, which
conceivably could be held for a year before being exercised. This also will
permit the holder to retender a delivery on futures.12
The shipping certificate was appealing to the industrial users because it
matched the "order file" approach of the cash market.
The apparent superiority of the shipping certificate resulted in commission
houses recommending that its commercial and speculative customers
participate in the Board of Trade market as was ascertained during interviews
conducted by the author during the course of this study. This is substantiated
by the following remark which appeared in the Journal of Commerce.
"The Chicago Board of Trade contract... would appear to offer somewhat
greater flexibility to the would-be buyer" one brokerage house has advised
its customers.13
The shipping certificate also offers the advantage that the potential success of
the contract and the participation of commercial users can be ascertained
easily by the number of applicants to become regular for delivery.
It should be noted that larger exchanges may have experiences with a larger
variety of delivery instruments and consequently be able to choose among
them in a more efficient manner. Success may also be a result of the existence
of speculators who are acting as specialists on the floor of the exchange,
buying or selling at any reasonable price initially in order to develop a liquid
market. This is often cited as one of the reasons for the success of certain
exchanges in general and the Chicago Board of Trade in particular.14
Interviews conducted by the author with various segments of users further
substantiated the fact that the Chicago Board of Trade captured the market
because it achieved liquidity faster as a result of its floor traders. This liquidity
is related to research and development activity since committee members who
acquire knowledge of the contract in the early stages are the ones who may
become the "market makers." If they are better capitilized on larger
exchanges, this may represent a form of economies of scale. Another possible
reason for the success of the Chicago Board of Trade's plywood futures
contract might be the quality of self-regulation on the exchange. The
development of the contract was always characterized by efforts to insure that
the market was not manipulated. The requirements for a mill to be regular for
delivery were extensive. The contract was initiated with hedgers not being
allowed to honor shipping certificates from all plants, but only from those
which were specifically declared regular. The number of shipping certificates a
12 William, Dillman, Trading in Plywood Draws Mixed Reviews, The Journal of Commerce and
Commercial, Dec. 1, 1969, at 1,2, col. 3.
13

W. at 2, col. 3.

14

Mark J. Powers, supra note 8, at 842-43.
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firm could issue was limited. In addition, the initial position limits were small;
all positions of 25 or more contracts had to be reported to the Office of
Investigations and Audits; total positions were limited to 100 contracts. The
latter was lower than for other commodities. At each stage of market
development, the exchange was willing to sacrifice liquidity for guarantees of
financial integrity. Although it had the option to make no rules regarding
regulations on positions limits, the exchange behaved as if it was trading a
regulated commodity. This was not true of the New York Mercantile
Exchange. Although there may be no need to guard initially against price
manipulation by requiring that large positions be reported and that they be
limited, this requirement may induce greater confidence by member and
nonmember speculators and hedgers and attract them to the market. The
initial restrictions on delivery may also have the same effect. The regulations
imposed by the Chicago Board of Trade were as strict and, in some respects,
stricter than they would have been had they been imposed by a governmental
authority.
A comparison can be made between the inventive activity of the various
exchanges. The Chicago Board of Trade introduced six new contracts in the
decade of the 1960's and three were successful. The New York Mercantile
Exchange introduced nine commodities during a similar period and only one
of these has enjoyed some period of success. However, the most successful
innovator during the period was the Chicago Mercantile Exchange which
introduced 16 commodities of which four were successful.
It appears that the Chicago Board of Trade was successful in the case of the
plywood contract because of its ability to design a superior contract with the
result of greater support from the industry and commission houses, the
liquidity provided by better capitalized floor traders and the quality of selfregulation.
There are several other characteristics of the design process which should be
noted. All of the exchanges involved in the forest products area seemed to
know that the other exchanges were designing contracts which might be
competitive. The result was to speed up the research and development
process. Competition among exchanges in the case of plywood in particular,
and other commodities in general, may have additional spillover. The New
York Mercantile Exchange, which originally introduced the plywood
contract has been undergoing a dramatic change. It has hired a professional
administrator as president, and he in turn has hired an economist to direct
their research activities. The Chairman of the Board and other members of
that exchange seemed to have realized the importance of professionalization
and have taken the appropriate measures. Another characteristic of
innovation is that in the process of searching for an appropriate grade, other
commodities in the general area are considered. There are externalities which
help in the development of subsequent contracts. As commercial users
become members of the exchange, the ability to develop further contracts is
improved. That this leads to specialization might be argued on the basis of the
Chicago Board of Trade specializing in grain, the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange specializing in meat products and live animals and the Cotton
Exchange specializing in fruits and vegetables such as frozen concentrated
orange juice and tomato paste.
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The emergence of a formal department of research and development in the
Chicago Board of Trade indicates that the exchange members and staff
realized its importance as a result of their experience with the development of
the plywood contract. The administrative duties of the Executive Vice
President could not be combined with the research and development activity
as had previously been done. The establishment of the research and
development department represented another step implementing the
recommendations of the reorganization plan made in 1966 to professionalize
the staff.
V. Summary
and Conclusions

The purpose of this study has been to describe an extremely important
activity undertaken by commodity exchanges—research and development.
The inventive process can be divided into two distinct stages. The first part
consists of a formal examination of certain established criteria to determine
whether or not the commodity can be adapted to futures trading. Certain
preliminary aspects of contract provisions are also considered. The second
stage is divided into two parts. This includes an initial drafting of the contract
and its subsequent convergence to the form existent when trading
commences. The second consists of post-introduction changes in
specifications intended to broaden contract appeal. The entire activity is
characterized by interactions among professional exchange staff, exchange
members and advisory groups who are commercial users of the market. The
particular case study is of interest because it resulted in the formal
establishment of a Research and Development department in the exchange.
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The Importance of Hedging
in Futures Trading;
and the Effectiveness
of Futures Trading
for Hedging
Roger W. Gray

The reason why the lengthy and almost redundant title for this paper seemed
necessary is that evidence bearing on the two parts is treated quite differently.
On the first part—the importance of hedging in futures trading—the effort is
to briefly review kinds of evidence that have long been available. On the
second part—the effectiveness of futures trading for hedging—a particular
piece of new evidence is emphasized. This difference in treatment is
necessitated by the futility, on the one hand, of attempting to treat the
evidence of the importance of hedging exhaustively in so brief a presentation;
and, on the other hand, by the paucity of direct evidence on the effectiveness
of futures trading for hedging. One would find too much to say on the first
topic, too little to say on the second; so the compromise is to discuss them
both.
The Importance
of Hedging

The importance of hedging is best expressed in the categorical statement that
futures trading depends upon hedging. Evidence of this dependence abounds
in the statistics of commodity markets, and the habitue of the markets comes
against such a constant stream of first-hand evidence that he takes the
relationship for granted. Study the open interest in any commodity futures
contract and you obtain insight into the economics of the commodity, so
strong and general is the relationship. Find two commodities for which the
open-interest pattern differs markedly and consistently and you will find that
their production or distribution differs in such a way as to account for the
contrasting open-interest patterns.
Consider, for instance, a contrast between two very important commodity
futures markets, those for wheat and corn at Chicago. The open interest in
wheat had a much wider seasonal range than that in corn during the 1920's
and 1930's when both markets were thriving. The cause of this lay in the
contrasting commercial movement, wheat being marketed rapidly, corn being
marketed over a more prolonged period owing to slower harvesting
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techniques plus the fact that it need not be harvested rapidly and the
consideration that crib storage was a good drying method. The greater
seasonal concentration in movement of wheat made for greater seasonal
concentration in its hedging and hence in the open interest. Similarly, the
average level of open interest in wheat was much larger than that in corn, for
the reason that wheat had a greater commercial movement although corn was
produced in much larger quantity. These are familiar facts, but the evidence
they provide of the importance of hedging in futures trading bears continued
emphasis. In these and many similar cases it is quite clear that the pattern of
the open interest is dictated by the hedging use of the market. Nothing on the
speculative side, that did not arise out of hedging business, could explain these
use patterns.
For a large number of commodities the open interest in futures, in its seasonal
and year-to-year fluctations, follows closely the commercial stocks or visiblesupplies data. This generalization of the above cases is the strongest single
class of evidence of the dependence of futures trading upon hedging. Even in
markets where large proportions of the commercial stocks are not hedged, the
minor fraction that is hedged characteristically dictates the pattern of open
interest.
If it is not stock carrying it may be the hedging needs of certain processors that
dictate the level of open interest. Thus, for example, the open interest pattern
in soybean oil or in millfeeds has not typically conformed to the stocks
pattern. Investigation of the hedging policy and practice of users of these
contracts soon reveals that they are used for purposes other than stock
carrying, however, and that the open interest still conforms to hedging use. Or
it may be the financing of a growing crop rather than stock carrying which
gives rise to hedging, as in the case of onions and potatoes; or the financing of
imports, as in the case of coffee and cocoa; and in these cases as well it is
hedging which dictates the open interest pattern.
In addition to seasonal and year-to-year patterns, there are long-term trends
as well as singular episodes reflected in the open interest which can be shown
to rest upon hedging use. The long-term decline in wheat-future business at
Minneapolis relative to Kansas City since about World War I reflects the
changing relative importance of the two as milling centers. The episode which
was described by Working1, in which soft wheats became the effective delivery
at Kansas City in 1953 and the millers fled the market, illustrates vividly the
importance of hedging. Only by a change in the contract to require a hardwheat delivery were the hedgers persuaded to return and preserve this market
from complete disuse. In sharp contrast to this singular episode which was of
the market's own doing, some weighty evidence of the importance of hedging
is found on many markets today and is neither of their doing nor to their
liking. I refer, of course, to the general decline in levels of business on most
futures markets—a decline which stems primarily and directly from the
reduced need for hedging occasioned by the extensive stock-carrying engaged
in by an agency of the federal government. Recent increases in business owing
to the subsidy-in-kind program provide additional evidence that it is the
demand for hedging which determines the level of use of futures markets.
1
Holbrook Working, "Whose Markets?—Evidence on Some Aspects of Futures Trading," The
Journal of Marketing, Vol. XIX, July 1954.
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Evidence on this score, as suggested earlier, proliferates. I have sought merely
to indicate the kinds and sources of available evidence on a question on which
the evidence indicates overwhelmingly that futures trading depends upon
hedging.
The
Relationship
Between
Hedging and
Speculation

The more difficult task, having drawn this conclusion, is to show the
relationship between hedging and speculation in its bearing upon the question
of the effectiveness of futures markets for hedging. For the inescapable
conclusion which must then be drawn—that hedging depends upon
speculation—shifts the emphasis to the importance of speculation, having
just established the importance of hedging. Not only are the mutually
interdependent relationships difficult for the inexperienced to grasp, but the
evidence of the dependence of hedging upon speculation is not so easily
marshalled. In consequence it is, I believe, this arc of the circle which needs
most attention from those who would attempt to round out the general
understanding of the role of futures markets.
Before presenting some direct evidence of the effectiveness of certain futures
markets for hedging, I should like to comment upon the general relationship
between hedging and speculation, orienting the commentary upon the data
shown in the accompanying table. These data are of a sort readily available for
many commodity futures markets, selected here for illustrative purposes from
our four leading commodities which have highly developed futures markets.
Without purporting to raise all of the questions suggested by this brief
tabulation or to fully answer those raised, I next call your attention to some
obvious comparisons and suggest some reasons for these.
Table 1. Percentage Composition of the Open Interest in Selected Commodity Futures; All
Contract Markets Combined, 1948-58*

Commodity
Wheat
Corn
Oats
Soybeans

Small-scale
positions
Long Short
48.0
33.1
54.8
34.9
73.9
33.1
52.8
44.1

Large-scale positions reported as
Speculation
Spreading
Hedging
Long Short
Long Short
Long Short
20.9
42.2
11.0
4.6
20.1
20.1
16.9
5.9
16.1
16.1
12.2
43.1
10.7
4.0
12.9
17.3
2.5
45.6
8.0
7.1
25.4
25.4
13.8
23.4

* Years are July-June, 1948-49 through 1957-58, excepting for soybeans, for which only the last
five years were taken owing to the sharp upward trend in the data during the first five years.
Data from U.S. Dept. Agr., Commod. Exch. Authority, Commodity Futures Statistics (Stat.
Bui. 239, 1958).

In scanning the columns under "small-scale positions," the eye stops at oats,
where the percentage figures are clearly out of line with the others. The large
proportion of small-scale long positions reflects the large proportion of largescale short-hedging positions. Oats hedging is unbalanced for two reasons (1)
there is little processor hedging and (2) they are an import rather than an
export crop. Unbalanced hedging makes for unbalanced speculation; a high
proportion of the small-scale long position, being presumably speculative.
Turning to the columns under "speculation," one may be struck by the
seemingly large amount of speculation in corn. A comparison with wheat
provides some insight here. Corn is, again, a more unbalanced hedge than
wheat, for both lack so much processor hedging and so much exporting. In
wheat, in other words, substantial short hedging is offset by long hedging,
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with resultant diminished need for speculation. This offset would be
conjectural if it were not for the unique situation that the two subsidiary
markets in wheat, at Kansas City and Minneapolis, are known to be almost
entirely hedging markets, relying heavily upon a Chicago spread to provide
some liquidity. If Kansas City and Minneapolis data could be subtracted all
the way across from the wheat totals, the resultant Chicago wheat data would
conform more closely to the corn data. Even the spreading totals in the next
column would be brought into line, because those for wheat are swollen by an
intermarket spread which is negligible in corn.
Looking further at the "spreading" columns, one finds oats have the only
unbalanced spread because of the Winnipeg market, and the direction of the
imbalance conforms to our earlier observation regarding oats imports. This
unbalanced spread effectively transfers some long speculation to Winnipeg.
Soybeans have the largest spreading proportion, partly because only the last
five years of the decade are shown for soybeans, and spreading trended
upward during the decade. Even so, it was also the largest during these five
years, and the reasons probably include (1) the fact that there has been more
opportunity for a processor spread, or what may be termed spreading by
hedgers, and (2) the fact that the soybean market has required and attracted
more speculation and thus provided more opportunity for a tax spread.
The most interesting comparison in the hedging columns has to do with the
balance between long and short reported hedging, corn and especially oats
being quite unbalanced while wheat and especially soybeans are more nearly
balanced. The reflection of this characteristic in the speculation columns is of
interest. Between wheat and corn, as already noted, more speculation per unit
of hedging is apparently required for corn, the reason being that there is less
long hedging to offset short hedging. Yet the same reasoning would lead one
to expect that oats would require still more speculation per unit of hedging,
which they apparently do not. The extraordinarily large amount of smallscale long positions in oats which would be mostly speculative, probably
accounts for this apparent discrepancy. Soybeans, finally, appear not to fit the
picture at all; for the hedging positions are most nearly balanced yet the
reported speculation is a much higher proportion of reported hedging than in
either wheat or oats. The reason for this is that the annual average figures used
here are misleading indicators of the degree of balance in soybean hedging.
The available semimonthly figures show that soybean hedging is much more
out of balance than these figures suggest, being heavily net short during the
first part of the crop year and heavily net long toward the end of the year. This
is not true of the other commodities shown in the table, and it imposes
particularly heavy speculative requirements on the soybean market. When the
reported hedging position shifts from 10 million bushels net long to 16 million
bushels net short in one month during which the reported long plus short
hedging averages less than 40 million bushels,the market is under
considerable stress. Yet for the five years shown in the table this was the
average situation in soybeans for the month during which hedging went from
net long to net short.
This emphasis upon the responsiveness of speculation to hedging needs may
seem to minimize its responsiveness to other causal factors. Undoubtedly the
amount of speculation in soybeans, relative to the amount of hedging, has
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been high owing to the greater speculative opportunity that has been present
in this fast-growing and relatively free market.
In summary, for four commodities that have large futures markets operating
under similar circumstances, the first impression to be had from the table is
one of confusion. Yet if due allowance could be made for different levels of
reporting among these commodities, and especiallyfor different hedging uses,
the grossest dissimilarities in the table would be greatly modified, perhaps
even to the extent that the general impression would be one of uniformity.2
But even supposing this to be the case, there are many other commodity
futures markets the data from which would not fit this picture of rough
uniformity. The markets for these four commodities rank high in the amount
of speculation relative to hedging; extending the list of commodities would
soon encounter futures markets on which the speculative fraction is of an
altogether smaller order of magnitude. These four are markets having a good
deal of speculation, at least relative to most futures markets; and because they
have a high level of hedging use relative to the potential that exists in the
commodity movement, there is presumption that they are effective hedging
Figure 1. Relation Between Annual Average Reported Hedging and Speculation in Corn and
Wheat Futures, 1947-58; Two Different Formulations
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An illustration of how adjustment for hedging use alters the impression from one of confusion to
one of uniformity is provided in Figure 1. There it is shown (Section A) that the relation between
total reported hedging and total reported speculation, annual averages of mid-month and monthend positions for corn and wheat, is not close for either corn or wheat and that the regression lines
are much different between the two. When the relation between hedging and speculation is
formulated in such a way as to take account of the different hedging use of the two markets
(Section B), relating short minus long hedging to long speculation, the relationship is much closer
for each and the individual regression lines are similar.
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markets. In other futures markets, such as those for bran or coffee, for
example, hedging has been light relative to the full potential, and speculation
light relative to actual hedging. The presumption arising out of light hedging
use that these have been relatively ineffective hedging markets suggests that
the low level of speculation has been a detriment to effective hedging use.
Observation of the quantities of hedging and speculation does not lead
beyond the presumption of effectiveness or ineffectiveness for hedging,
however, whereas direct evidence must be obtained elsewhere. It is some such
direct evidence that is presented in the remainder of this paper.
Evidence on the
Effectiveness of
Futures Markets
for Hedging

To go beyond a presumption of effectiveness for hedging it is necessary to
start talking about what it costs to hedge. There are, of course, indicia of
hedging effectiveness other than costs. What it costs to hedge must be related
to what the hedge accomplishes. In markets with a good deal of speculation,
hedging against risk in general is made possible by the liquidity of the market;
whereas in the smaller and less speculative markets, selective hedging of
particular price risks is done on the basis of price judgments. Markets having
less speculation are necessarily markets in which the hedging is more
speculative. In what follows, I have not only limited the analysis of hedging
effectiveness to consideration of costs, but I speak in terms of only one
dimension of costs. Those dimensions of costs which might spring first to
mind—commissions and the gap between bid and asked prices—I have
ignored in approaching that cost dimension which might more precisely be
termed "the exceptional bias." Lest these remarks seem to place too great a
qualification on what follows, I should add that I.consider this the most
important dimension of hedging costs, and hedging costs the most important
indicator of market effectiveness.
A market on which hedging costs are high is obviously less effective for
hedging than one on which hedging costs are low. Records are not available
which would make it possible to measure hedging costs precisely, specifically,
and directly; hence, resort must be had to general statistical measurements.
The question which is answered statistically in the following analyses is
whether the profits or losses from the long side in certain futures markets
differ significantly from zero. In non-ethical terms, an attempt is made to
ascertain statistically whether the market is balanced pricewise, or lopsided in
favor of the long or the short side. A balanced market, one in which there are
no profits or losses in the long run from maintaining a perpetual long position,
is clearly an effective hedging market. I shall report the measured degree of
imbalance, so to speak, in various markets under various circumstances, in
terms of a statistic known as the /-ratio. In order to better convey the meaning
of these f-ratios, let me provide an illustration in a framework familiar to most
of you.
Suppose you were to maintain a long position in the Chicago wheat-futures
market by routinely buying each future on the first trading day of the delivery
month of the preceding future, and selling it on the first trading day of its own
delivery month. If you happened to buy, say, the May future on March 1 to
start your program, when both the May and March futures were at $2.25 per
bushel, and ten years later after 50 successive trades sold out the March future
on March 1, when both the March and May were again at $2.25 per bushel,
you would say the market was unbalanced if you made or lost much money
out of this operation, but balanced if you came out nearly even. Given the
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pattern of wheat-price fluctuations that has prevailed in the past 10 years, an
average profit of 3% cents per bushel per future from such a program
corresponds approximately to a /-ratio of 2.0, an average profit of 1% cents
per bushel per future to a /-ratio of 1.0, and zero average profits to a /-ratio of
zero. The /-ratio is a general statistic that carries meaning without regard to
the particular context: but it is no doubt clear to all from this illustration why
a /-ratio in the neighborhood of 2.0 is said to be significant. In probability
terms, the odds are more than 20 to 1 against such profits resulting from the
play of chance alone; yet the odds are only about 4 to 1 against average profits
of 1 cent per bushel per trade (corresponding to a /-ratio of .67) resulting from
the play of chance alone.
In what follows I have tested the hypothesis that certain markets over certain
time intervals were balanced. If the observations are not inconsistent with the
hypothesis, it is accepted; otherwise it is rejected. The level of rejection is taken
to be a /-ratio of 1.7250,3 which will seem less arbitrary when the contrast
between levels actually accepted and rejected is seen.
Turning first to the commodities included in the table, for approximately
the same period covered in the table, the following /-ratios were calculated:
(1) Wheat, Chicago Board of Trade, December 1, 1949 - March 1, 1958: / = -.116
(2) Corn, Chicago Board of Trade, December 1, 1949 - May 1, 1958: t = -.234
(3) Oats, Chicago Board of Trade, September 1, 1948 - March 1, 1957: ( = -.152
(4) Soybeans, Chicago Board of Trade, May 1, 1955 -July 1, 1959: / = .107

The hypothesis that these futures markets were balanced is accepted. Shall we
then say that futures trading is effective for hedging? In these four markets,
yes; in others, not until we see the evidence. Consider next some markets
which have the common characteristic that the level of speculation is lower
than in the above four, but which provide separate bases for comparison with
the above four as well as this common basis.
We look first at the coffee market, the Brazilian contract on the New York
Coffee and Sugar Exchange, a different market for a different commodity,
over essentially the same period as the first three above:
(5) Coffee "B," New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange, May 1, 1950 - December 1,1958:/= 1.788

The hypothesis of balance is rejected, along with the conclusion of
effectiveness for hedging.
Next we look at a different market for essentially the same commodity and
time period as one previously considered, and obtain sharply contrasting
results. Wheat on the Minneapolis Grain Exchange is compared with the
results already shown for wheat on the Chicago Board of Trade:
(1) Wheat, Chicago Board of Trade, December 1, 1949 - March 1,1958: t = -. 116
(6) Wheat, Minneapolis Grain Exchange, May 1, 1949 - May 1, 1959: t = 1.986

3

See table II for an excerpt from a table of distribution of t, and for details of the calculations,
including prices and adjustments, if any, for price change.
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Table II. i-Ratios* Computed to Test the Hypothesis that the Mean Profit from Recurrent
Buying Does Not Exceed Zero

Market and Commodity
Wheat
Chicago Board of Trade
Corn
Chicago Board of Trade
Oats
Chicago Board of Trade
Soybeans
Chicago Board of Trade
Coffee, N.Y. Coffee
and Sugar Exchange
Brazilian contract
Wheat
Mpls. Grain Exchange
Bran, Kansas City
Board of irade
Bran, Kansas City
Board of Trade
Soybeans
Chicago Board of Trade

Dates of first
purchase and
final sale

Prices1 at beginning
and ending dates
Expiring Next
future
future

Dec. 1, 1949Mar. 1 , 1958
Dec. 1,1949May 1, 1958
Sept. 1 , 1948Mar. 1 ,1957
May 1 ,1955July 1, 1959
May 1, 1950Dec. 1, 1958

218/2
220y4
128'/4
126/4
7P/8

223%
45.10
42.00

74/ 4
73
2412
212/ 8
43.20
37.90

May 1, 1949May 1, 1959
July 1, 1948Mar. 1 , 1952
July 1, 1953Dec. 1, 1956
Nov. 1,1948Sept. 1 ,1953

216/2

202/2

205/«
58.50
59.58
40.75
41.75
243
259 %

207 /a
51.50
58.55
43.75
43.88
242/ 8 2
255'/8

743/4
2495/ 8

(-Ratios

218/2
217'/8
130/2

-.22

12.15

41

-.116

125/4

-.35

9.82

42

-.234

-.18

7.28

41

-.152

.37

17.54

26

.105

1.73

6.27

43

1.788

3.29

9.95

37

1.986

2.67

6.04

23

2.079

-1.14

2.51

17

-1.827

9.23

21.55

26

2.141

* Note: the following is excerpted from a table of distribution of /:

N
10
20
30

Percentile value
off = .05
1.812
1.725
1.697

The formula for ris: ( = X - u , in which X is the mean profit or loss in the sample of
•S/N/N^T

hypothetical trades, u is zero (in testing the deviation from zero), s is the standard deviation of
the sample of profits and losses, and N is the number of hypothetical trades in the sample.
1
All prices are in cents per bushel excepting coffee (cents per pound) and bran (dollars per ton).
2
In computing t for soybeans, adjustments, counted as separate observations, were made for
price change. Thus, for example, in the last entry dealing with soybeans, the first purchase was at
242/ 8 cents and the last sale at 2597/8 cents; so the difference of 17% cents was counted as a loss in a
final, artificial trade.

Results are shown for one commodity over two separate periods:
(7) Bran, Kansas City Board of Trade, July 1,1947 - March 1, 1952: t = 2.079
(8) Bran, Kansas City Board of Trade, July 1, 1953 - December 1, 1956: / = - 1.827

Finally, the results shown above for soybeans are compared with results
obtained for soybeans in an earlier period:
(4) Soybeans, Chicago Board of Trade, May 1, 1955 - July 1, 1959: t = .107
(9) Soybeans, Chicago Board of Trade, November 1, 1948-September 1, 1953: / = 2.221
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The general conclusion which is supported by all of these cases is that markets
with relatively high levels of speculation are most effective for hedging and
those with low levels of speculation are least effective for hedging. In the
coffee market, the Minneapolis wheat market, and the Kansas City bran
market, the amount of speculation ranges from little to negligible and the
amount of hedging is a minor fraction of the potential that inheres in the
volume of the respective commodity movements. Coffee importers who
require a short hedge have paid a price for it, as have short hedgers in
Minneapolis wheat futures. In bran, it is interesting to note that the market
was first lopsided against the short side and then tipped the other way. With
negligible professional speculation, hedging in the bran market has
necessarily been highly speculative. Flour mills that sought a hedge during the
years of high bran prices encountered reluctant futures buying on the part of
merchants and feed mixers. Subsequently, these same merchants and feed
mixers, in seeking to hedge sales or requirements at lower prices have
encountered reluctant selling by the mllers. The millers' reluctance finally
became complete, so to speak, in that they abandoned the market. While the
immediate cause of the death of this market may be written in the coroner's
report as the millers' departure, the underlying cause was the poor general
state of health of a market which lacks speculation.
The soybean market was a relatively ineffective hedging medium during its
rapid growth phase. Fortunately, hedgers were willing to support it through
this phase, and they have been rewarded with an effective hedging medium as
the market reached maturity. The proportion of open contracts reported as
speculative was significantly lower during the growth phase than has since
been the case.
The foregoing evidence is not complete in that it does not refer to all futures
markets. I hasten to add that these are the only markets into which I have
looked for evidence of this sort thus far, and that the evidence has as yet
produced no surprises nor setbacks for the hypothesis that, to be effective for
hedging, a futures market needs much speculation. Moreover, incomplete as
is this evidence, it does represent a variety of situations, including different
commodities at the same time, the same commodities at different times, and
the same commodity on different markets.
Now Professor Phillips, writing to comment upon the copy of this paper that I
had sent him, urged me to place this analysis in proper perspective with regard
to the basis. His letter enabled me to see what I had not seen when I wrote the
paper: that the results had not been presented in such a way as to relate them
to ordinary usage and thinking on this subject. Inconsequence, the severity of
the test which is here applied to futures markets might not be apparent at first
glance, and some less severe test might be urged as being considered more
severe.
A common, and accurate, expression, for example, is that the hedger is
concerned with the basis, being as he is an arbitrager between cash and futures
prices. Would it not therefore be appropriate, in evaluting the effectiveness of
a market for hedging, to measure the basis? Indeed it has been suggested that
what should be done is to measure the stability of the basis, and some earlier
studies of hedging possibilities on futures markets compared the variability of
the basis with the variability of cash prices. This particular form of the
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measurement of basis stability is a meaningless test of futures market
effectiveness because it presupposes not that most hedgers are arbitragers
trying to get ahead in the world, which they are, but that they are a queer sort
of conservative commercial idiot striving always and only to break even.
Having in mind as I did this meaningless concept of basis stability, I
deliberately abjured the measurement of basis stability as such, and thereby
deprived myself of the realization of the fact that I had indeed measured a
meaningful basis characteristic that might easily be thought of as "basis
stability." The measurements presented above in effect test whether or not the
basis has an average value of zero. It is easy to see that this might be thought of
as basis stability, although I had thought of stability as connoting minimum
departures from an unspecified average value.
The hedger has no right to expect and no reason to want basis stability in the
latter sense. Logically the basis should vary through time, hence he has no
right to expect it not to. If it did not vary, most hedgers would be
technologically unemployed, hence they have no reason to want it not to.
Obviously, measurement of basis stability in this sense does not test the
effectiveness of a market for hedging. Moreover, since absolute invariance
cannot be desired in the basis, such a test is bound to be watered down to a
comparison of basis variability with cash-price variability. All futures
markets mentioned here, including those that were so lopsided that they died,
easily pass this test of basis stability. Indeed, such an ineffective hedging
medium as the coffee-futures market would appear not only effective in such a
comparison, but more effective than the Chicago wheat-futures market.
In sharp contrast to measurements of the comparative variability of the basis,
testing the basis for an average value of zero is a meaningful, severe, and
discriminating test of the effectiveness of futures markets for hedging.
Had I realized that there was advantage to be gained from expressing the
results in terms of the basis, I would also have given some consideration to
another matter which Professor Phillips has urged me to discuss. It is not
immediately apparent where the cash-price part of a basis computation is
found in the present analysis. The cash-price series is carried in the futuresprice series through the artifice of making all the paper transactions on the
first trading day of the delivery month, i.e., the day on which, in general, the
price of a futures contract has just become a commodity price. The basis in
this analysis is the difference, on that day, between the price of the expiring
future and that of the next future. The trading date is thus seen to have been
chosen on economic grounds, as better than any other, rather than on the
statistical ground of not worse than any other. There are economic arguments
against both earlier and later dates for such a routine trade—for examples,
hedge switching at earlier dates and delivery-month squeezes (fairly persistent
in coffee over the period considered) at later dates. The routine "trading"
procedure employed there is adequate to sustain the conclusions drawn from
it; but this does not mean that further intensive study of other price
relationships would not reveal other important economic characteristics.
Before summarizing my remarks, there are two related matters which deserve
mention at this point. It has been convenient to speak of a futures market as
though it were an inanimate mechanism with certain performance
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characteristics. This is, of course, unrealistic. A futures market is no better
than it is caused to be, by the people who regulate it and use it. Fortunately,
most of the regulation is self-regulation by the users. They are in the best
position to know when a contract is becoming one-sided and needs
adjustment, when hedgers are being fairly and effectively served and when
they are not. A well-balanced market neither springs into being full blown,
nor does it remain in being without constant vigilance. Such markets as are
maintained on the Chicago Board of Trade are testimonials to the hard work
and dedication of many individuals. Markets which limp along or die may
reflect negligence, apathy, chicanery, or lack of understanding on the part of
those whose responsibility it is to maintain them. It is also true, however, that
markets can wither and die despite the most persistant and enlightened efforts
of their managers. No futures market can be an effective hedging medium
when no hedging is being done; and certainly great reductions in hedging of
numerous commodities have occurred through no fault of the markets.
Some of the regulation of futures markets has been not self-regulation, but
regulation by government agency created by the Congress. In general this
appears to me not to have been unduly onerous, but in one particular related
to the evidence shown here it appears to me ominous. The Congress and the
regulatory agency it created have both upon occasion displayed a penchant
for thinking that the disease to which futures markets are prone is "too much
speculation." Read the Congressional hearings on the coffee market, or on the
onion and potato markets, or even some of the Commodity Exchange
Authority's studies of the latter, and you will discover this tendency to find the
fault of "too much speculation." Actually the lame and the halt among futures
markets are characteristically afflicted with "too little speculation."
A few years ago one of the young Modesto ash trees in my yard appeared to be
dying. The leaves turned brown and brittle in midsummer, then dropped off.
The first diagnosis that I read described these symptoms exactly and said that
many cases were being reported, owing to the unusually hot winds which were
searing the leaves and drying the trees out faster than ground water could rise
and restore the necessary moisture. The prescription was heavy and
prolonged watering, which I immediately undertook, only to reverse the
treatment abruptly when I read a second article. This second article described
the particular wilt which had the aforementioned symptoms, and noted that
the fungus which caused the wilt was favored by moisture around the roots.
The prescription was of course to aerate and dry out the roots, thereby
discouraging the fungus. This treatment was soon effective, whereas many
who followed the opposite advice lost their trees. The authoritative article
reminded the reader that this tree was native to California's hot and windy
Central Valley and was highly drought resistant—appealing only to his
common sense to suggest that whatever hot and dry winds were blowing in the
San Francisco Bay area could be easily withstood by the Modesto ash.
The Modesto ash can quickly suffer and soon die from too much watering, but
it is scarcely likely to suffer in the prevailing climate from lack of watering. A
futures market can quickly suffer and soon diefrom lack of speculation, but it
is scarcely likely in the prevailing climate to receive too much speculation. I
think that the correct view has come to prevail regarding the Modesto ash tree
despite the fact that a brown and withered leaf superficially suggests
insufficient watering. The human mind can, after all, perceive certain
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subtleties. But the official view of futures trading is still one, figuratively
speaking, of watering a sick Modesto ash tree, the subtlety being as yet
officially unperceived.
In summary, futures trading depends upon hedging. Any outside factor which
reduces the need for hedging, such as government stockpiling, impairs futures
markets by reducing the need for them. As the need is reduced, so the use is
reduced, and reduction in use impairs usefulness. This is the acute and
immediate and unsubtle threat to futures trading.
The chronic threat to futures trading is lack of understanding of the more
subtle point that effectiveness for hedging depends upon speculation. Without
hedging, it is true, there would be no futures trading; and the higher the level
of hedging the higher the level of business on futures markets. But the higher
the level of business onfutures markets the larger will be the proportion which
is speculation, because the larger this proportion the more effective will be the
market for hedging.
The future of futures trading according to this analysis, depends upon two
conditions. The first is the method by which farmers' incomes are supported.
Some rationalization in this method, which would permit a larger scope for
prices made on efficient free exchanges, and in particular would reduce
government stockpiles, would stimulate futures trading. A number of
techniques would have been proposed which go in this direction; but I will not
venture to guess on the prospect for any such change. The second is the level of
understanding of the function of futures markets—of the opportunities for
hedging and the need for speculation. If and when a turning point does come
in the farm program, it would be bitter irony to have it culminate in renewed
attacks upon futures markets. Evidence of their dependence upon hedging,
and of the effectiveness of the more speculative markets for hedging, needs to
be stockpiled against this emergency.

This paper was originally presented in 1959 at the Futures Trading Seminar
at the Chicago Board of Trade.
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Why Does
Futures Trading
Succeed or Fail:
An Analysis of
Selected Commodities
Roger W. Gray

Let me assure you that it was not my idea that you be subjected to a doublebarrelled attack by me. Regretably this is not the over-and-under type, with
two different sizes of barrels—the second barrel is the same large bore as the
first. If you have ever hunted rabbits in Illinois you know that a doublebarrelled shotgun is a ridiculous instrument anyway—you only get one
chance. I feel somewhat the same way about this second appearance; having
spent my best ammunition in the first, if I missed the little rabbit the only thing
that will get him now is a heart attack. So I'll fire away and hope to frighten
him to death.
I don't really know why futures trading succeeds or fails, but if I make some
mistaken observations about futures trading I'll be joining a pretty select
group of economists. The only thing Schultz has written on the subject was
wrong. The only thing Samuelson wrote was evidently so embarrassing to him
that he had it published in a German journal, and translated back into
English, apparently in hopes it would lose something in the translation.
Arrow's only thoughts on the subject were relegated to a footnote by
Scitovsky, whose own thoughts were muddled. And Keynes, as we noted
yesterday, propounded a mixture of profundity and absurdity in his little
essay. The reputations in this illustrious group have somehow survived either
despite or because of their lack of understanding of futures markets; and in the
area of reputation, I have everything to gain and nothing to lose.
A convenient framework is provided in a somewhat schematic representation
of the Rockwell findings to which I referred yesterday. I have taken certain
liberties with his results, either because my information about some markets
leads me to think that adjustment is in order, or because the period embraced
by his study is not entirely suitable to my purposes. But I have not done
serious violence to Rockwell's evidence, which showed the rate of return for
all markets approximately symmetrical about zero, and for the larger markets
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Figure 1. Average Value of Open Interest (in million of dollars)
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approximating zero. Very large rates of return, of the order of 10 percent
annually or more (disregarding margins), were observable only on the very
small markets. With certain exceptions, these are not really successful
markets; and to the extent that they are in the marginal zone between real
success and absolute failure, may afford us some insight into the reasons for
success or failure. Some of these markets are already defunct, including those
for middlings, bran, shorts, and lard; while the cottonseed meal market is
virtually defunct, and the egg market is in rapid decline. These markets have
been very lopsided, which means that one side or another, buyer or seller, has
used them at great cost. The immediate reason for failure is then apparent:
buyers or sellers stop trading because the expectational bias is so great that it
simply costs too much to use the market. But what reasons lie behind this?
What makes a market lopsided?
In general, I think there are three classes of reasons. First, the contract may be
a poor one—the commodity description or the delivery provisions may favor
the buyer or the seller, enabling one side to squeeze the other as the delivery
date approaches. I suspect that this was the trouble with the lard market—that
the contract gave short hedgers an advantage, which they used sufficiently to
ultimately frighten away buyers. This can be a very intricate consideration,
and it is one in which I am not particularly well versed. But the kind of billing
that goes with delivery stocks, the location of stocks, the availability of
deliverable supplies that are not commercially desirable, and a number of
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other considerations can affect the fairness and attractiveness of a contract. I
understand, for example, without being fully conversant with it, that the
soybean meal contract here has presented a problem related to the billing on
tenders for delivery. In Minneapolis a few years ago it appeared to me that one
of the problems was that ordinary protein wheat was being priced in the
futures contract, but by the time the delivery month rolled around there was
rarely anything but better wheat in the market, hence the contract favored
buyers. During the era of storage space shortages, the requirement of delivery
by warehouse receipt sometimes created a squeeze, as the space commanded a
premium. On track deliveries provide some alleviation of this condition. It
was alleged at one time, and subject to considerable inquiry, that the
procedure of certifying stocks for delivery on the cotton market resulted in an
accumulation of certified stocks which had deteriorated, and overhung that
market as a depressant. And part of the argument for changing the potato
contract to permit deliveries in Maine, at the point of origin, was to avoid the
depressant effect of deliverable supplies in boxcars in New York, where they
deteriorated rapidly, perhaps before finding a home. In the same market,
another allegation was that traders would switch contracts in order to go to
the end of the line for delivery purposes.
These various technical situations, or allegations of technical situations,
illustrate some of the possibilities of the first cause of lopsidedness. To be
successful, a futures contract must be equally appealing to buyers and sellers,
which means that it must reflect commercial movement closely enough and
broadly enough that price distortion is not introduced by the special features
of the futures contract. It follows that a successful market is one in which the
interests of all broad classes of buyers and sellers are well represented, so that
contract terms are kept under continuous surveillance, and provision is made
to alter them as conditions change.lt is especially important that commercial
firms have an active voice in these matters, because they use futures contracts
as temporary substitutes for merchandising contracts, and require that they
be close substitutes. If they are not, then hedging loses its value—and no
futures market can long exist without hedging. Yet at the same time, if the
hedging use is concentrated among holders of inventories who are short
sellers, it is important not to allow them to control the contract terms to their
advantage, for this will soon deter the necessary speculation.
This brings me to the second general reason for lopsidedness and failure,
which is the disposition to use or to boycott a futures market, sometimes in
reflection of market power. If the existing forward contracting arrangement is
lopsided in reflection of market power, the establishment of futures trading
will have to overcome the reluctance, and sometimes the resistance, of those
who hold the power and naturally prefer keeping it instead of supporting a
competitive market. This is probably the key to the sustained attack upon
futures trading in onions and potatoes. Forward contracting had been
prevalent for decades, and the many small dealers who earned a living by an
arrangement whereby they advanced credit to growers and gleaned a risk
premium for guaranteeing forward prices, saw their livelihood threatened by
the emergence of a futures market which would spoil the game. Some could
use the market to expand volume on smaller margins, of course, just as a small
percentage of grocery store operators became'proprietors of supermarkets or
chains. But not all can do this, and rather than let competition determine
success in a new market structure, the tradition of small proprietors is to band
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together and resist the new developments politically. This is true of farmers,
druggists, grocers, railroad firemen, and all classes of featherbedders. Of
course, it is not true of college professors, who don't care a fig for job
security—so long as they have tenure.
The disposition or indisposition to use futures markets may also be partly a
matter of habit and of need. The failure of the millfeeds futures markets,
judging from price behavior, reflects the greater willingness of the sellers, the
flour mills, to use them than was ever engendered among millfeed buyers,
the merchants and feed manufacturers. Through a period of high prices the
flour mills were willing to sell futures at some price sacrifice, in order to
project the prevailing price levels forward. During a subsequent period of low
prices, buyers were unwilling to make an equivalent sacrifice, and millers were
unwilling to see the low price levels fully projected in futures prices. Mills had
long been accustomed to hedging wheat purchases and flour sales in an
unbiased market, and presumably would have helped sustain a market for
their by-product on even terms. But they withdrew their support of the market
when they felt that buyers weren't supporting it properly.
I have some reluctance to call this an exercise of market power—on either side
for that matter. My third general reason for lopsidedness and failure seems to
me more relevant to this episode than a market power interpretation—this is a
failure to attract speculation. The sales and purchases that hedging firms have
to make cannot be expected to sustain a balanced futures market, even when
the contract is fair and there is reasonable competition on both sides. One
reason for this is that a futures market needs liquidity, which hedging firms do
not provide, but a more important reason is that hedging is nearly always
unbalanced in favor of the short side. Unless sufficient speculative buying is
attracted, the excess selling pressure from commercial firms would nearly
always unduly depress futures prices. This results naturally from the fact that
crops are produced annually but consumed more or less evenly the year
around, so that inventories have to be carried. A major function of the futures
markets is to attract the venture capital which will finance this stock carrying
at low rates.
Now you might argue that this consideration does not apply to millfeeds,
which are not an annual crop but a by-product of a manufacturing process.
Yet therein, I believe, may have been the root cause of failure of these markets,
in a twofold sense. First, the mills, in order to round out their hedging of
wheat and flour, needed to hedge millfeeds in the same seasonal pattern,
requiring that their millfeed hedging have the same characteristics as the
hedging of stocks of an annual crop. Thus,, considerable speculative buying
would need to be attracted, just as in corn, wheat, and soybeans. But millfeeds
are not an annual crop, and the kinds of information which speculators rely
upon in their efforts to estimate crop prices are not applicable to millfeed
prices. Hence, speculation was not attracted, and these markets struggled
along as hedging markets. It may be too much to expect that commodity
speculators, with their emphasis upon supply factors, would turn their
attention to a commodity the supply of which is quite regular on a year-toyear and month-to-month basis; but the demand for which is seasonal, erratic,
and subject to a host of cross-elasticities. At any rate they did not turn their
attention to millfeeds, and I count this the leading reason for failure of those
futures markets.
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My basic theory, then, is the following. The first prerequisite to the success of
a futures market is hedging use. There must be reason for commercial buyers
and sellers of the commodity to want to substitute futures contracts
temporarily for merchandising contracts. The reason may be financing of
inventories, forward pricing, or obtaining shopping convenience. Typically,
some combination of these reasons will already have given rise to some kind of
time contracts. In order to appeal to hedgers, the contract, delivery terms,
months, and locations must all conform closely to commercial movement.
Secondly, the market must attract speculation, chiefly to offset the tendency
for short hedging to exceed long hedging. When these two conditions are met,
a market can grow to its optimal level and continue over long periods to
provide balanced price estimates, as have the larger markets shown earlier in
the diagram.
It is appropriate now to say what liberties I took with Rockwell's results, why I
did so, and then make further comments about the smaller markets shown in
my diagram. I moved the wheat and corn observations onto the line, whereas
he showed them very near the line (all less than 2%). This is easy to justify,
since the interwar period, which has been well examined, shows this result,
whereas Rockwell's results are clearly subject to the loan program influence,
which has also been well documented. I also moved cotton onto the line,
which he also showed close to the line, on the ground that his study covered a
period of very rapid decline in this market, and the price strength occurred
while the market was still active. I moved the soybean observations half way
toward the line because of the very pronounced bias while this market was
rapidly growing—this is the only questionable adjustment which I made. Bran
and shorts I combined and moved out to the extreme because these markets
first displayed a pronounced downward bias and, subsequently, at higher
price levels, a less-pronounced upward bias.
Now, given that the great markets were really great, let us consider the
diagnosis and prognosis for some of the smaller ones. I have, incidentally,
omitted nine of the markets studied by Rockwell, all of which fall under the
tent but some of which, like butter, grain sorghums, and flaxseed, are
moribund, dead, or meaningless; and others, like wool and wool tops, don't
mean anything to me because I haven't studied them.
The markets for oats and rye are in good shape. The hedging need is there and
speculators are willing to lose money accommodating it, hence these markets
can grow or decline according to the hedging need. The egg market would be
in similarly good health were it not for the fact that the hedging need has all
but vanished. If the new breed of egg merchant and processor, now that the
seasonal assembler has disappeared, were to recognize other hedging
opportunities, the speculative potential must still be there, unless the egg
speculators are all speculating in bacon now, as trade in frozen pork bellies
would suggest. The potato market has plenty of scope for growth. The
hedging need is intense and the speculation is there to absorb it. Only the
Congress can stop it—or the unrelenting campaign against it by the Maine
Potato Council, whose New England conscience is out to burn a witch.
Middlings, Bran, Shorts, Cottonseed Meal, and Lard are all dead or dying—
the first four because of inadequate speculation and the last because
speculators got tired of pouring money down a rathole.
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Meanwhile, hedgers have voiced some complaints about the soybeans and
products markets which, while not very serious, are symbolic. These three
have proved slightly profitable to speculators, and this is something that
hedgers won't long tolerate. You will note, that apart from these three, only
manufactured by-products with erratic demand characteristics lie to the right
of the zero line. The message is clear: the diagram, in all its pristine beauty, is
really wrong. The correct diagram is shown next. Futures markets survive
tenuously or grow rapidly when hedging is favored; they flourish gloriously in
their full bloom, when full advantage is taken of the speculative potential; but
only in the rare circumstance of trying to run a futures market without
speculation do they ever display a significant bias against the short side.
This is in its way reassuring. Merchants and dealers refuse to take a beating—
stocks carriers insist upon the legitimacy of their function and find its lowest
cost or highest reward. It vindicates the professional speculator, who prefers
the great markets or else changes sides in the small ones. It need not embarrass
Mr. Rockwell, a young genius who obtained important results without
attempting to interpret them in this manner. And it is not nearly so ominous
for the future of futures trading as you might think. The really vast potential
for futures market, if my thinking is straight, lies with those commodities
whose supply is erratic and of which vast inventories must be carried because
consumption is fairly stable, and which are only lightly processed prior to
consumption. These include sugar, coffee, cocoa, potatoes, onions, pork, and
beef, which together could easily provide more futures trading than soybeans,
wheat, cotton, and corn—the only markets which in the past have climbed our
flagpole.
Another possible interpretation of the diagram, not necessarily inconsistent
with but rather complementary to the foregoing interpretation, stems from
the fact that the various commodities are not commensurate in economic
importance. Futures trading in rye and oats is already as highly developed as
that in soybeans, relative to the total value of commercial movement of crops.
Does this mean that markets can achieve balance only for the very important
crops? I don't think so. Another interesting distinction among the balanced
and imbalanced markets shown here is that nearly all the hedging on the
imbalanced markets is short, whereas substantial fractions of long hedging
occur on the balanced markets. This strengthens part of my earlier
interpretation and weakens part of it. Hedgers are not only unwilling to lose
money in futures trading, but the long hedgers, where they are of
consequence, are sufficiently skilled in voiding losses that they carry the
speculators along with them. One of the determinants of success, then, in the
markets which I listed as having great potential, may be the extent to which
long hedging is done by processors and even retail chains. It may seem
unreasonable to suggest that in markets which already overestimate prices,
long hedging would be desirable, yet it is not necessarily a contradiction.
Clearly, the more hedging on both sides, the closer the reflection of actual
supply and demand in futures markets. Successful speculators may study the
activities of hedging firms more closely than has been realized.
Other
Determinants of
Success or
Failure

The foregoing general theory does not make mention of some obvious
considerations, nor of some often cited. Among the obvious considerations,
the most important is the role of government. Cotton was king among the
markets, as the diagram shows; but it does not show that the cotton markets
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Figure 2. Average Value of Open Interest (in million of dollars)
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are now dead. The reason for this is that the government has become the
cotton merchant, so the need for hedging has disappeared. A similar fate befell
the butter futures market, as governmental acquisitions of butter stocks
obviated the need for private interests to carry inventories. The onion market
was of course closed by outright prohibitive legislation. Not only do
governmental competition and prohibitory legislation affect futures markets,
but the manner in which they are regulated may also impair or improve
performance. A great hue and cry arose after the De Angelis vegetable oil
swindle, demanding tighter regulations. Actually that swindle was primarily
conducted through forgery of warehouse receipts rather than futures trading.
Undoubtedly the position held on the New York Produce Exchange was
manipulative in effect, however, and should have been prevented. Improved
regulations may be required and, if consistent with the principles of trading,
might well prove salutary; but meanwhile, sight should not be lost of the
remarkable record of performance by markets which are largely selfregulated.
I have neglected some of the commonly mentioned considerations because I
believe that they may have been overemphasized. The requirement of product
homogeneity is one of these. To be sure, a representative commercial grade of
the commodity must be describable and amendable to fair grading, but
futures markets can be very useful to firms which deal only in other grades, so
long as there is a reliable and predictable relationship among the values of
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various grades. The practice of specification buying, frequently mentioned as
being irreconcilable with futures trading, need not preclude successful use of
the futures markets. A supermarket chain that wants only top choice beef can
still use a choice contract in its pricing. Similarly, if they wish to buy only beef
which they can see, they can still negotiate over the basis, as is done in grain,
rather than the flat price. But of course they must want to use the open market.
A second factor, frequently mentioned in opposition to the onion and potato
markets, is storability. Storability is not so important as assured availability
of deliverable supplies. To be sure, the practice of carrying large stocks helps
to assure this.
While I do not insist that my interpretation from price behavior is either correct
or complete, I believe that this approach to the success or failure of futures
markets offers better prospect of valuable insight than the approach which
lists commodity characteristics. The key element is hedging. The firms which
must do the buying and selling anyway must be persuaded of the advantages
in using futures contracts. Speculators are the next element, and at least so far
as the commodities with erratic or seasonal supplies are concerned,
speculation seems to be available. In all of this, of course, the strength and
resourcefulness and vigor of the market organization itself is an important
factor. It will require a great deal of personal effort and dedication to revive
some futures markets and build up others, just as in the past it has required
such effort and dedication to building and maintaining the great markets.
Discussion

Chairman Pederson: Would you welcome a question or two, Roger?
Gray: I would, indeed.
North: Would you say from your analysis then that the soybean oil and
soybean meal markets are doomed to failure as they now exist?
Gray: No. It is true that the soybean oil and meal markets do not attract nearly
the speculation in proportion that the soybean market does, and this is a
disadvantage, and it does introduce distortions in the pricing, but I think
because the price relationship is so close that these markets can survive.
I think if you go back fifteen or twenty years to the period when soybean meal
was a by-product, you would have had to say that the augury for that market
was poor, but you might have prospects for soybean oil, because essentially
soybean oil was the value in the beans.
Now you can't refer to either of these as by-products, and I think that insofar
as the speculation has been attracted into these markets, pricing them chiefly
as a spread to soybeans, that those markets can survive, in very much the same
way that the Kansas City wheat futures market or the Minneapolis wheat
futures market can survive.
You've got a well-used and well-supported market to spread against, and I
think that these markets will survive in that way, where the bran and shorts
markets couldn't, because there was no such relationship between their
markets and the price of wheat.
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Goldberg: One of the objections that some people in the futures market
industry seem to have about some delivery markets is that they complain that
the warehouse space available may be in the hands of certain groups or parts
of an industry, which may put them at an advantage or in a position to utilize
that market more effectively than some other members of the industry.
Do you think there is any element of truth in this accusation?
Gray: Sure, I think there is. I think this is an important consideration. It does
become an issue with different urgency at different times, and I think it is
important that you have committees of the Exchange that are fair in
designating what warehouses shall be regular for delivery.
And you've got to have diverse enough ownership of the space so that one or
two factors won't be in a position to control it.
It became quite an argument in Minneapolis as to whether certain large
elevators should be made legal for delivery to an advantage over other
elevators, and thank God, they didn't ask me to arbitrate that dispute. These
are very tough questions, and there is no question but that that particular
position gave that particular firm an advantage, if it's regular for delivery on
an exchange.
Uhrig: We have various descriptive terms that describe grades of corn; also the
grades of cattle. Application of grades to the grain is much easier and more
uniform than the cattle contract. Is this a problem from your viewpoint?
Gray: Well, I think first that I agree with you that the descriptions are easier to
make in grain which lends itself to more scientific evaluation in grade
characteristics, but I think the essential question is—you see, without a
futures market, people are still going to have to describe the commodity
they're dealing in.
The ultimate consumer in the United States is barraged with advertisements
of USDA choice beef; and supermarkets, at least in our area, and I think in
most areas, compete on that basis. One or two of them may attempt further
product differentiation than that, but the bulk of them don't; the bulk of them
say it is USDA choice, and that's it.
Well, if you've got a large enough group of them competing on the basis of
USDA standards on the retail level, it seems to me that grading should not be
a barrier to futures trading in beef.
Ehrich: You said uncertainty about supplies and supply fluctuations tend to
encourage the speculative element, yet the fluctuations in demand tend to
discourage it. Would you care to expand on that a little?
Gray: I think that the speculator feels that he has a better opportunity to make
price judgments in markets where commodities have characteristically annual
crops, about which there is a good deal of public information, about which
decisions of large individual firms aren't likely to influence the total supply.
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I don't want to overdraw this, but I think at least in the extreme that this must
be the reason that speculation was never attracted to the bran and shorts
markets.
Speculators are accustomed to trading on the basis of USDA official
information, and all sorts of unofficial information about crop prospects and
weather prospects and so forth.
Here you had a situation in which you are going to have to develop a whole
new way to forecast the price of bran and shorts at the same time that you
might well have had the feeling that the milling firms are in too good a position
to outguess you on these prices. So I would skip the by-product thing, but I
also think, and I am not saying that this is a logical principle—I think it's an
historical principle—I think that the speculators have gradually been
attracted to commodities, price fluctuations in which occur mostly on the
supply side and haven't been attracted to commodities where the price
fluctuations come from demand.
Maybe you could develop a whole new brand of speculators. To a certain
extent, you have to do this in the soybean meal and soybean oil markets.
These are exceptions, but I think they are not complete exceptions in the sense
that I believe that the relationship to the soybean products is close enough that
what willingness you have to trade in meal and oil stems very largely from the
close relationship to beans and their willingness to trade in beans.
Himes: For a critical analysis, would a closing contract price be as good as
any?
Gray: It depends, of course, on what question you are trying to analyze
empirically, but for the kinds of things that I have been talking about here,
where I refer, let's say, to measurements of bias, measurements of fluctuations
and so on, random walks, we have twenty years of open, high, low, close; daily
corn futures prices on tape, and we checked this out from two standpoints to
see whether it made any difference. Since it's on tape, you can easily compute
the midpoint of the daily range to see if it would make any difference whether
you used midpoints on daily range. It doesn't, so you might just as well use the
close since it's more convenient in market analysis. It's right on the tape.
Another thing we checked out was for something like weekly price
observations where you don't need to deal with daily changes. We checked out
the difference between Wednesday closing prices and Friday closing prices for
a long period of time, and found no difference there.
Now, if you are going to try to analyze whether or not there was price
manipulation or something like that for a particular time, then you've got to
deal with the high, low, close, and range, and everything that happened in
between.
But for the kind of thing we have had, closing prices will nearly always do.
Bakken: Could we overcome lack of speculation by reconstruction of the
contracts?
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Gray: Not, I think in bran and short. You see, speculators by and large want to
engage in making price judgments. Speculators had a golden opportunity to
make money, if they want to make money, on the basis of observing price
behavior that is a market characteristic in a lopsided market.
If a market can be as lopsided as the bran and shorts markets were for eight
years in favor of anybody who wanted to take a routine position, and still not
attract speculation, it seems to me the best kind of indication that speculators
want to make price judgments based on fundamental supply characteristics.
What your question most suggests, Henry, is that if it were true that the bran
and shorts contracts were good contracts, then the next question might be
how about making them lopsided contracts in order to attract speculators?
I don't think you can attract speculators this way. I think you attract
speculators on the basis of forecasting prices, making price judgments based
on fundamental supply characteristics, and again, I am speaking only from
the historical evidence. This is not a particulary logical interpretation.
Bakken: What about the possibility of some educational drive in the
hinterland to interest people who do carry the risks and take the losses to
speculate in these commodities?
The reason they fail, perhaps, is because the people out in the doctors' and
lawyers' offices and the professors' offices were not attacted to this particular
speculative interest.
Gray: Well, I gave it a little bit more of an institutional slant, I guess, than that.
I think the reason that doctors and lawyers didn't trade bran and shorts was
more likely the fact that commission firms never once touted bran and shorts
to them.
Now, if this is the educational campaign you are talking about, I think you've
got to recognize that the doctors and the lawyers aren't really the speculators.
The speculator is the commission firm, because it is putting out the fliers.
It is true that such firms disassociate themselves from their principals and act
as agents only, but by and large what gets traded through commission firms
gets traded because the commission firms are touting this particular thing,
and I think they behave in their selection of commodities very much like the
professional locals behave.
Well, you have seen this kind of situation, for example, where you had a
pronounced bias in another market. Merrill Lynch put out a pamphlet that
may have gone to umpteen thousands of doctors' and lawyers' homes,
showing how you could just sit back and routinely make money in coffee
futures, but even then it didn't attract the speculation in the market.
I come back to this point, really, that the important group—the important
speculation, I think, for the functioning of a market—is the development of
professional locals, and I think this you have got to have.
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Well, the third category, that of trading through commission firms, is, in my
judgment, not so important and not so likely to be a major determining factor
in a market's performance.
Bakken: Well, if the professional locals are the ones who carry the brunt of
this, and they're constantly fading out of the picture because they lose their
shirts, then you have to cultivate a new group of them every so often.
Gray: The professional locals don't lose their shirts. There's good evidence of
this also in the Rockwell study.
I didn't break it down quite this way, but there is good evidence of it, and the
large speculators in these twenty-five commodities do make money, and it's
the small trader who loses more than the large speculator makes.
Brown: I wondered about the role of the retailer and/ or the manufacturer's
willingness to change price in making the market, the onions for example; the
retailer is perfectly willing to let the price go up and down like a yo-yo. He
doesn't much care. He's got a demand. It's relatively safe. Why hedge if you
are not worried about price fluctuations? You can pass it on very easily.
Gray: Well, I guess I have a somewhat different view of how easily retailers
can pass it on. It may be that they don't have a great concern. But I think there
is a pretty intense price competition among retail food firms; not that they
want it, but I think the consumer forces it on them. And to that extent, they
have to be price-conscious in their procurement.
Brown: Well, I would agree, but I don't think they are in the markets in
potatoes and onions; I think they are in other areas.
Now, maybe as the change gets more and more, I think that bigger companies
are less willing to change prices and you might have a reason for hedging.
If you keep a more uniform price throughout the year, then your demand
doesn't change.
Gray: Of course, I don't think that the immediate goal from the internal firm
consideration is to keep the more uniform price necessarily, but to keep the
price as low as or lower than your competitors, and this could be the real
advantage of intelligent hedging use in the futures market.
Brown: I am still not sure of onions and potatoes because of the way they're
merchandised as opposed to these others which are primarily industrial
goods.
I wondered about this yesterday; I wondered about the role of the industrial
versus consumer goods. Is there a possibility for hedging in soybeans as
compared to industrial goods in the sense that they are raw material?
Gray: Well, I wish that the food chains in general were to use the markets more
than they do. It would help to convince me that they are engaged in a very
price-competitive area, because I feel that they are, and I think this would be
an important manifestation of it.
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The only thing to add to that is, of course, some of them do use the markets for
some of the commodities, and I think that company policy tends to vary from
one firm to another on the basis of partly familiarity, partly prejudice, rather
than on the basis of the intensity of competition, or the desirability of pricing
the commodities as competitively as possible.
Martin: Your comment that the speculator is speculating on a demand price
rather than a supply, really, is speculating on that price, he has to have
demand in mind, does he not?
Gray: Yes.
Martin: And don't we have more information on supply, perhaps? I believe
your comment was brought out today that we got good reports on supply side,
so it seems to me that we are speculating on the demand, where there is going
to be—where it's going to intersect this supply for a given time.
Gray: Well, look at the annual crops. I think there is no escaping the fact that
the major price determinants are on the supply side. From year to year, there
are trends in demands. They are pretty steady and regular. There are few
surprises on the demand side.
Now, for certain markets or for certain, say, U.S. commodities, where there is
an export demand, sure, then you have to take that into account; with your
loan program, the government is a demand factor essentially for crops that are
affected by the loan, and there are surprises that can be taken into account. If
you go back to the pre-loan program days, and look at cotton and grain which
had big futures markets, and they were free markets, I am pretty sure that the
most important factor that the successful speculators watch is the supply.
Uhrig: How would you predict the supply of beef when you can market cattle
at a thousand pounds and also 1300 pounds? It would make a tremendous
difference in the quantity and the supply of beef available six months from
now, or a year from now.
Gray: Well, it's certainly interesting that you've got plenty of information
from the supply side and the possibility of surprise there; a little bit different
from those that are predominantly weather or loan program influences.
I think the important consideration is that speculators can look at this
problem and feel that they have access to as much information as the market
has, generally, so it is a fair game, and it is a game.
This is to say, it is a situation in which surprises can occur, and everybody has
access to essentially the same information and can work out the same system.
Uhrig: On this same line, at the present stage of the cattle cycle, what would
you predict for the success and failure in the future as we go out of the period
of liquidation?
Gray: That is what futures markets are for, really: To allow prices to go up and
down. And I would look at the issues the other way around. I think the market
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can have an effect on the cattle cycle, if the market expands to anything like
representative use through the trade.
Uhrig: During a period of generally rising prices, the number of hedgers is
going to decline. They will be a little more willing to carry their own risk.
Gray: No, I don't think that folows. It hasn't been true of cotton and grain;
that price levels have any particular influence on the disposition to hedge by
hedging firms.
The question is whether it is the right price or not, really. Everybody can agree
that maybe the price is going to rise, but not everybody agrees by how much.

This paper was originally presented in 1965 at the Futures Trading Seminar of the Chicago Board
of Trade.
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